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1. INTRODUCTION 
This document records the results of the AMPS Phase B study which 
was initiated November 4, 1975. 
The Atmosphere, Magnetosphere and Plasmas in Space (AMPS) Space lab 
Payload program uses the capability of the Space Transportation System 
(STS) to provide an orbital national research laboratory for scientific 
investigations in these areas. The laboratory uses coordinated instru-
ment groups, complemented by flight and ground· support equipment, to 
study the earth's near-space environment and solar/terrestrial physics. 
Investigations are conducted either by using controlled, active 
stimulation experiments in conjunction with remoce and in situ sensing 
and diagnostic instruments or by using stimulation experiments in a 
strictly passive mode. The laboratory uses instruments built for NASA 
by various American universities and contractors, as well as by space 
research groups in other countries. Foreign researchers also partici-
pate by proposing investigations. The return-from-orbit capability 
provided by the Space Transportation System (STS) introduces a new era 
that allows multiple reuse of the instruments and extension of the 
instruments' capabilities during the life of the program. This permits 
the development of an evolutionary science program that is both econom-
ical and responsive to changing requirements. 
The study was initiated with the evaluation of some 60 instrument 
candidates and 80 possible science investigations. The early analysis 
emphasized the science aspect in terms of the functional requirements 
for each of the potential experiments identified by the AMPS science 
working group. These requirements were then used for the grouping of 
instruments into practical payloads which would fit the capabilities 
of the Shutt1e/Space1ab. This analysis, performed during the pre-
proposal and early Phase B Study period, resulted in the definition 
of eleven different AMPS configurations. The data was then used to 
define a typical set of requirements for a flexible AMPS laboratory. 
The Requirements Review, held in January of 1976, outlined these re-
quirements and addressed the limitations imposed by use of the STS. 
The data gathered to this point in the study showed that a planned 
sequential buildup c· the laboratory would be necessary to meet both 
physical and funding limitations. This led to the definition of five 
strawman payloads by the science working group, which were used to 
establish a conceptual laboratory and to define preliminary design"of 
a configuration which could satisfy AMPS needs during the early pro-
gram period. 
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2. SUMMARY 
This document has been assembled to report the results of the 
AMPS Phase B study at three major levels. The first part summarizes 
the program, mission, operations, experiment/instrument and overall 
system configuration definitions which have been developed by the 
study. The second part describes each of the subsystem appro~.ches 
"lhich have been selected to support the science payloads. The third 
part presents the supporting analyses (both systems and subsystems 
level) accomplished to assure that the configurations are capable of 
satisfactory performance. 
The analysis and developed configurations were based on imple-
menting the five strawman payloads defined by the AMPS science working 
group. The major goal was to use these payloads to develop an AMPS 
laboratory capable of initially accomplishing significant science ir.-
vestigations and which could be evolved over a period of time to a 
sophisticated laboratory to do the complete series of investigations 
foreseen for the future. Specific emphasis was placed on a detailed 
configuration for the first of the s< rawman flights. A second flight 
configuration was then developed arou.d the premise of maximum use of 
Flight 1 designs to accomplish the science investigations desired. A 
top-level evaluation of unique requirements for the balance of the 
five payloads was completed in order to define the design drivers and 
potential changes as the laboratory evolved. 
The results of these analyses have shown that the concept of an 
evolving AMPS laboratory is viable and that it is adaptable to a 
changing instrument complement. There are, of course, limitations 
such as total payload carrying capability, payload center of gravity 
requirements, available field-of -view from the Orbiter payload bay, 
funding levels, etc. These limitations can be overcome by effective 
planning, use of existing designs or equipment, maximum use of STS 
capabilities and careful attention to payload integration. 
Significant Issues - Although Phase B study results indicate the 
feasibility of development of a laboratory to accomplish AMPS experi-
mentation, several significant issues were highlighted. Most of these 
areas not only impact implementation of the AMPS program but are di-
rectly applicable to any scientific payload to be flown on Space lab. 
These issues should be addressed early in the process of future plan-
ning for specific Labcraft payloads and are summarized below: 
(1) Integration design for mounting instruments and Labcraft 
equipment on Spacelab pallets cannot be accomplished with-
out detailed stiffness and dynamic characteristics of the 
ESA supplied pallets. This data is of particular impor-
tance in the determinacion of the bending characteristics 
between pallets and th"ir impact on pointing platform sta-
bility and accuracy performance. It is also required to 
. develop structural design criteria for instrument support 
2-1 
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trusses and brackets l>ased on load transmlssion from the 
Orbiter through the pallets to the payload. Emphasis should 
be placed on acquiring detailed structural models from ESA. 
(2) Instrument pointing requirements and weights vary consider-
ably for the AMPS payload and will continue to do so for 
many of the Spacelab payloads. The config"ration described 
in this report assumed that two types of pointing platforms 
"ould be available in the NASA inventory, in addition to the 
ESA supplied IPS for large instruments (500 to 2000 Kg). 
AMPS investigations, requiring multiple, independent, simul-
taneous pointing, can best be accommodated by tt'O types of 
platforms: center of mass and end mounted. Quantity of 
targets and available space on the pallet "ere the prime 
drivers. A cursory evaluation of future payload pointing 
requirements coupled with the AMPS analysis lead to the sug-
gestion that various sizes of pointing platforms be supplied 
for the Shuttle paylo.l.d era. 
(3) ThE: analysis presented in this report "as based on 7-d"ly mis-
sions. Mission time can be increased, but t'ill be limited 
by the penalty for additional commodities necessary to sup-
port the longer mission duration. Careful consideration 
should be given, during the initial phase of future payload 
acquisition, to prioritizing investigations so that the 
flexibility exists to extend the mission "hen time of ex-
perimentation is a significant parameter. 
(4) The effect of spacecraft generated environments on instru-
ment performance has not been established. Expected EMI 
levels, as well as contaminants produced by the spacecraft 
and instruments, indicate that serious degradation may be 
imposed on many of the more sensitive instruments. The 
effects of spacecraft charging on the operation of instru-
ments t,hich are programmed to per turb the surrounding 
plasma could possibly call for redeSign of Some of the in-
vestigations. Presently defined studieD and analyses should 
be enhanced to determine actual instrument susceptibility 
and develop "ork around methods and design criteria for 
both instruments and spacecrafto 
(5) The complex scientific nature of the varied Space lab pay-
load missions, together with the inherent need for close 
coordination t'ith investigators, dictates the provision 
,~ , """"-'-.---
of a dedicated Payload Operations Control Center (POCC). 
Although requirements for such a center have been addressed 
for specific payloads, the need exists to develop a detailed 
set of requirements "hich t,ill define the overall center. 
This definition should be based on the requirements for 
several different payloads and should stress development of 
the requirements to a level "hich ,·,ill size the facility and 
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define the necessary support equipment. Consideration 
should be given to: real time display requirements, com-
putational capability, interfaces with science invest~ga­
tors, flexibility to accommodate a variety of missions and 
optimizing the mix of ground versus onboard control. 
(6) The time allotted for payload oriented activities during 
Level III, II and I integration and checkout at KSC is 
necessarily limited in order to accommodate the quantity 
of payloads programmed for the STS •. Evaluations to date 
indicate that pre integration of the total payload is re-
quired prior to entering the KSC flm'1 with Space lab and 
Orbiter. Definition of a dedicated Payload Handling 
Fecility (PlIF) should be undertaken, based on the r\~quire­
ments of several payloadS. This definition should empha-
size the use of existing KSC facilities snd develop the 
necessary support equipment requirements. Consideration 
should be given to: specific GSE to sllpport payload check-
out, use of GSE supplied for the DOC building through a 
data link and simultaneous payload operations. 
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3. PAYL~D DEFINITION AND PRELIMINARY DESIGN 
3.1 Program Definition 
The overall goal of the AMPS program is to develop a laboratory, 
using Orbiter and Space lab provided capability, to perform a wide 
rauge of investigations leading to the understanding of the physical 
processes that control man's near-earth environment. The first step 
in the program definition procC!ss is to develop an understanding of 
the scientific phenomenon which is subject to investigation and to 
define the overall science objectives of the AMPS program. 
3.1.1 Science Objectives 
AMPS studies emphasize the importance of understanding the 
underlying physical processes that transfer and distribute the 
energy, mass, and momentum from the sun to the earth's magnetospheric/ 
atmospheric system. The broad scientific goals generated for AMPS 
provide timely data and recommendations as to the problems that affect 
both man's practical and intellectual n~eds. The goals of these 
studies are: 
(1) To improve our understanding of natural and man-made 
disturbances in the magnetosphere and atmosphere that 
disrupt the everyday activities of terrestrial life. 
(2) To investigate the universal physical processes that control 
phenomena fundamental to the basic nature and characteristics 
of our universe. 
(3) To use the AMPS laboratory as a research tool to build on, 
complement, and extend the solid foundations laid by pre-
vious programs including the International Magnetosphere 
Study, Electrodynamics Explorer, Atmospheric Explorer, 
Nimbus, and the Solar Maximum Mission. 
The .environment to be investigated inc ludes the atmosphere, the 
ionosphere, the magnetosphere, and the solar wind interacting in a 
dynamic mode. These regions are influenced by processes originating 
near the surface of the earth. The extent to which the elements of 
the earth's environmental system are interdependent continues to be 
dramatically emphasized through the growing concern over the effects 
of both natural and man-made catalytic agents such as nitrogen oxides 
and chlorine compounds on the concentrations of naturally occurring 
stratospheric ozone. 
The solar wind/magnetosphere/ionosphere/atmosphere system is 
characterized by several physical mechanisms that govern its 
behavior as parts of complex closed chains of cause and effect 
relationships, as shown .in Figure 3.1.1-1. The large-scale dynamic 
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processes that occur in these regions include a "ide range of 
spatial and temporal scales and are inherently so complex and non-
linear that to gain an understanding of the basic processes requires 
application of a "ide variety of experimental techniques, including 
optical remote sensing, multiple-satellite in situ diagnostics, and 
ne"ly developed active perturbation experiments. 
Solar Wind/ 
Solar UV !nterp 1 anetary 
Radiation Magnetic Field 
,-- -------- - --,- - -.j.-- --- -- -- --::1 
, 
... 
Magnetospheric Plasma & I Auroral Zone E-Field I- Radiation Belt Events Configuration Particles I 
I ! t 
I Stratospheric Neutral 
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Distribution Temperature E-Fields Currents Distribution 
t 1 T 
Reaction !onospheri c 
Rates I 
Conducti vity 
--HJOUle Heating l 
I \ ___ J 
Neutral Atmospheric I 
Transport Processes , I 
I J. I Tropospheric Atmospheri c/ I 
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Figure 3.1.1-1 Interactive Scheme for Solar Driven 
Magnetospheric/Atmospheric Coupling 
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Atmospheric Phys ics - The chemistry, dynamics, and energetics 
of the stratosphere, mesosphere, and lower thermosphere are parti-
cularly important because most solar radiation is deposited here and 
influences the general terrestrial climate. As shown in Figure 
3.1.1-2 the relative importance of various energy sources such as 
solar radiation, tropospheric Iqave energy,. and joule and energetic 
particle heating from the magnetosphere to the structure of the 
atmosphere must be established. The rate of input of natural and 
man-made chemical species such as freon to the.troposphere is 
believed to have a significant control over the stratospheric composi-
tion. The relationship between minor constituent photochemistry 
and the energetics and dynamics of the stratosphere and mesosphere 
is essential to A~WS investigations and the potential consequences 
of these interactions warrant careful study. 
Solar UV X~RaY5 Particle 
. d Preclpllatton 
200 ..... ~Ie III Lower 
Thermosphere / \ Healing..! 
120 ~ 
Altitude. km 
stratospherel 
Mesosphere 
~"'<::O-;;~---:-~Planelary 
o 300 1000 3000 
Temperature, OK 
Waves 
I Eddy Transport 
Energy BUdget, OynamIcs 
3-D Structure, 
Composition, 
Transport Processes 
Figure 3.1.1-2 ~S Atmospheric Science Studies 
Magnetospheric Physics - Magnetospheric physics emphasizes 
studies of the physical processes that couple the solar wind, the 
magnetosphere and the atmosphere. ~S scientific investigations need 
to address the interchange of mass, momentum, and energy between the 
magnetosphere, the ionosphere, and the atmosphere. The fraction of 
the incident solar-wind energy captured by the magnetosphere may 
vary more than an order of magnitude. The variety of paths through 
which this energy is conducted to the atmosphere involve direct 
particle injections, magnetic energy storage, particl~ acceleration, 
electromagnetic waves, and joule heating of the ionosphere. 
The bulk motion of plasma and their associated electric fields, 
and the wide variety of plasma instabilities involved in major 
magnetospheric processes are included. Plasma instabilities may 
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cause anomalous resistivity that restricts field-aligned current flOl, 
that in turn evolves field-aligned electric fields and contributes 
to particle acceleration to enhance or modulate precipitation into 
the atmosphere as indicated in Figure 3.1.1-3. Particle precipitation 
produces auroras and ionization that modify the ionospheric conductivity 
and alter the general electric field and current distributinn. Study 
of the fundamental physical processes that couple these regimes of 
the earth's environment is a major area for AMPS investigations. 
Plasmapause 
Electrons currents 
Particle 
Conductivity Interacttons 
Modification 
Gravity 
Waves 
Figure 3.1.1-3 AMPS Magnetospheric Studies 
Plasma PhySics - AMPS will also use the ionosphere as a plasma 
laboratory, in addition to the study of the natural environment. 
The bulk of matter in the universe is in the plasma state--ranging 
from dense collision-dominated ionized gases to t·enuous collision-free 
plasma, including stellar atmospheres, planetary ionospheres and 
magnetospheres, the solar wind, and the interplanetary, interstellar, 
and intergalactic media. The large-scale, nearly homogeneous, 
ionospheric plasma is an ideal medium in which scientists can examine 
the fundamental astrophysical processes involving basic plasma flow, 
beam-plasma interaction, wave/particle, and wave/r.vave interactions, 
that are difficult to conduct in the ground-based laboratory, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.1. 1-4. 
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Figure 3.1.1-4 AMPS Plasma Physics Studies 
3.1.2 Program Objectives 
The second step was to develop program objectives based on 
maximum satisfaction of the science requirements but within overall 
program funding and STS payload limitations. These program objectives 
are: 
(1) The laboratory design should be flexible in order to 
accomplish the science objectives to the greatest extent 
possible. The initial configuration should be based on 
providing a significant investigative capability for 
minimum cost. 
(2) The laboratory design should emphasize adaptability to 
evolve as the program progresses by addition and minimum 
modification of the support equipment required by the 
instruments. Cost spreading, over the total program period, 
will be a major consideration in the evolution process. 
(3) The laboratory should be designed to carry a variety of 
instrument complements. Changes in the types of experi-
ments due to new scientific data as we 11 as de lays in 
development of beyond the state-of-the-art instruments must 
be accommodated with a minimum of changes to the laboratory. 
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(4) The developed configuldtions should emphasize a building 
block approach to fit a variety of potential funding 
limitations. 
(5) Nodular des ign features should be cons idered in order to 
accommodate integration of complete experiments into 
multi-discipline Space lab payloads. 
(6) The laboratory should be designed for rapid turnaround in 
order to provide a yearly multi-mission capability. Design 
for ease of refurbishment and modification "ill be a major 
goal. 
3.1.3 Program Planning 
Preliminary planning was initiated as the third step in program 
definition. Early evaluations established that the Orbiter "ould 
carry a standard Space lab configuration of a tunnel, short pressurized 
module, three pallets and subsystem equipment to support the science 
payloads under consideration. The two flights defined were to be 
launched in the 1981 and 1982 timeframe and would be conducted over a 
seven day period. GSFC has been assigned as mission manager and 
support will be provided by instrument deve lopers (Universities and 
contractors) and a prime contractor for design and development of 
MIPS unique support equipment and payload integration. Early in the 
Phase B study guidelines and assumptions, as outlined belm" were 
defined so as to direct configuration definition and analyses to fit 
the program needs. 
o Orbiter will provide transportation to orbit 
o Space lab pressurized module, three pallets, and subsystem 
support equipment will be provided as GFE. 
o Haximum use shall be made of Orbiter/Space lab capabili-
ties 
o Labcraft equipment, designed for multi-mission usage shall 
be used to the maximum extent possible. 
o Off-the-shelf equipment (lVithin safety requirements) shall 
be used lVherever poss ib le. 
o The AHPS laboratory will be desi,gned to evolve over a long 
range program. 
o Scientific instruments will be provided as GFE. 
o Costs will be estimated for two flights. 
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o Detailed evaluation will be accomplished for the first tl.O 
strawman payloads developed by the AMPS Science Working Group. 
o The design will accommodate a'maximum of five reflights per 
year (no configuration change) or tl.O major configurations 
per year. 
o Launches will be conducted from ETR. 
o Satisfaction of all stralOman payload science requirements at 
minimum cost shall be a prime design goal. 
o The ,:rime contractor shall provide: 
AMPS unique instrument flight support equipment not 
provided by Orbiter/Space lab 
AMPS unique GSE 
Interface design and hardware 
Payload integration and checkout for two flights 
System software development and instrument software 
support 
Level IV Integration at Contractor's plant and KSC 
Assurance of payload/STS compatibility 
o Prime contractor shall support: 
Level III, II, and I integration at KSC 
Instrument development in terms of consultation and 
interface management 
Flight operations during the missions 
o Schedules used for planning purposes are shown in Figure 
3.1.3-1. 
3.1.4 Phase C/D Effort 
The fourth step was to evaluate the program starting with initial 
instrument definition and continuing through launch of the payload. 
This analysis resulted in the definition of the tasks necessary to 
develop and fly the laboratory and supported estimates of program 
costs. A summary of the Phase C/D tasks and their interrelationship 
is presented in'Figure 3.1.4-1. The program is envisioned in four 
parts: instrument development and certification; flight support 
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Figure 3.1.4-1 Major Phase G/D Tasks 
equipment and interface design, development and certification; 
integration of the AMPS equipment with the OrbiterlSpacelab provided 
equipment; and support of ground and flight operations. The 
definition of these tasks and the approach to overall program 
management and program cost estimates are contained in documents 
MA-04 (Program Analysis and Planning for Phase G/D) and MF003R 
(Program Study Gost Estimates) respectively. 
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3.2 Hission Definition 
Definition for the AMPS mission emphasized maximum accomplishment 
of the science and program objectives as stated in the previous section. 
The analysis was initiated by first evaluating each of the Flight 1 and 
2 investigations defined by the science lvorking group in terms of specific 
requirements lvhich have an impact on mission performance. 
Table 3.2-1 summarizes the mission requirements .imposed by the 
science program defined for Flight 1. Comparison of these requirements 
with the various scientific tasks leads to the identification of drivers 
in the development of mission parameters. For example, the maximum 
operating range of the LIDAR, for minor constituent mapping, and the 
optimum ground to gas release distance define the preferred altitude. 
The ground station position with respect to the gas release as we11 as 
the capability to map the minor constituents of the atmosphere over se-
lected areas of the earth drive the orbital inclination selected. The 
desire to map as much of the earth's atmosphere as practical during a 
seven-day mission lITaS a prime driver in the time allowed for the measure-
ment of minor constituents. Time of day, time of year and specified 
target requirements impact experiment scheduling. Specific science 
targets also impact Orbiter orientation. The location of available 
ground stations, lvith respect to the orbit, dictate the scheduling of 
the' gas release experiment. Other investigations, such as Orbiter lITake 
mapping, beam diagnostics and EMI measurements, solar flux and contam-
ination monitoring do not impose limiting requirements and therefore 
can be easily integrated into the mission. Haximum use of deployed 
instrumentation (by RMS and free flying) prior to release for detached 
operation suggest scheduling later in the mission. 
Flight 2 requirements, as summarized in Table 3.2-2 are similar to 
those for Flight 1. For example, the minor constituents mapping in-
vestigations impacted this flight to the same extent as Flight 10 The 
available ground station location with respect to the orbit dictated 
the scheduling of the conductivity modification experiment as well as 
the mission altitude salection. The wave particle interaction, long 
delay echo, plasma flow and solar flux monitoring have less limiting 
requirements and therefore could be scheduled betlITeen other investi-
gations. 
The second portion of the mission definition lITaS to integrate the 
crew into the experiment schedulingo The normal, non-experiment ori-
ented activities for the crew were defined and an example of a typical 
day is portrayed in Figure 3.2-1. The amount and types of experimenta-
tion as well as the need for simultaneous operation of instruments and 
support equipment led to sizing the crew at two payload specialists and 
two mission specialists. The payload specialist is responsible for pay-
load operations and collecting the scientific data where the mission 
specialist operates support equipment and supports the payload specialist 
during <'!Xperiment operations. Two tlvelve-hour shifts were considered 
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Table 3.2-1 Flight 1 Science Requirements 
I Orbital Condition R~p~t1 tion/Frequency Target Attitude! Support Rt'.~3rks 
". 
Attribute ~ ~ 
0 
.. !'; ~ ~ . 
" 
" 
" ~ " . p p ~ " ~ i! ~ .. " ~ • 
" 
0 
" 
~ ~ . a .!i j • $ ~ ~ = u .s , B 0 0 I I " I ~ Scientific ~~ ~ ~ ~ 6 ~ 
'" 
g, ~ i;; ~ B Task ;:: ;:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ &i 0 ~ ] g 
1 
, 
I-linor COfls:.itue.nts ZOO- High As 1 Each Ileal' X X X , , 
250 Pcssfble Season COlltlnuous 
Acoustic Gravity 200- Terminator 6-7 1/0a,V , , , 
~'Iaves 300 
-
Orbiter ~Iake 
11.lpping 
l/Hlssion , 1 
Beam Diagnostics 
First-Genel'atfon 
night 3 l/Day , , 2 
Electron Accelerator 
Solar Flux I,!onitor Doy 6 l/Day , , 
Eln ~:easuret:1entl Hap 3 
l1;Jppfng 
'''h ConnguNtien 
Contamination Continuous 
Ji.onltorlng Happing 
lIote: I. Venicle attitude is XPOP, Z in orll1tal plane, and roll around the X axiS. 
2. Electron accelerator fs' hard·~olJnted \1fth beam trans~ltted <l10n9 Z ax15. Therefore, l .ucis r.:ust be pointed within 10 degrees 
of the Total r.JI!lnctic field. 
3. Part- of ESP. 
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Table 3.2-2 Flight 2 Science Requirements 
Orbital Condition RepetJ tton/Frequency Target Attitu(j~ Support Rc:-arkS 
~ ~ Attribute ! ~ 
· 
~ .~ ~ • 0 ~ · 
· 
. • 
· ~ a . . 0 '" ,. · ~ " 
" 
p ~ i • 1 ~ ~ ~ i . ~ B 0 0 ." · . § ~ 0 f . ~ ~ · ~ ~ Sclentiffc ~.s ] g ;: ] Ji ~ a e Si ):; ~ " 3 Task 
nInor COnStituents 200- lIigh as 1 Each Ileal' 
, , , , , 
'50 Possible Season ContinuOllS 
--Conductivity 150· 59 Tcminator I , , I 
l:Odfffcaticn 
'" 
degrees 
flave/ParticJe 
Interaction A 
l 1/031 
llaye/ParUcle HI!lh J 
Interaction B Latitude ) 
Long-Delay Ecllo IUgh I 2 
latitude 
PlasJ':"..l. F10ti Two J , • COqllete 
Revolu-
tions 
Solar Flux I'~nitor Doy 6 IIDay , , 
I,ote: I. Ft. Churchill ilnd Port Uelson are ground stations. 
,. Requires subsatellite apprl;lxir..ately 80 k/;\ behirH:\ orbiter. 
l • Run in canjum:tion \"11th IOllg-dalal echo, 
•• Requires deployed wake !I~n~rator. 
. .• ,I 
E Exercise AP Activity Planning 
P Personal Hygiene R Rest and Relax 
~ Available for Experiment Operations 
-. 
Figure 3.2-1 Typical ere« Day (non-experiment activities) 
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in the planning. The physiological requirements of the flight crew that 
Iqere considered include: (1) each crelqrnan must receive eight hours of 
sleep in a 24-hour period, (2) the start time for the sleep cycle should 
occur ±l hour of the same time each day, (3) crewmen on each shift have 
simultaneous ·sleep cycles, (4) exercise, rest and relaxation, and personal 
hygiene periods must be provided, and (5) handover and activity planning 
periods are required for smooth mission operations. These crew scheduling 
constraints, reasonable meal time periods, the mission science require-
ments, and the ground support requirements Iqere interleaved to form the 
integrated mission timeline as depicted in Figure 3.2-2. This figure 
presents a single day for Flight 1 as an example; and the balance of the 
mission timeline can be found in the Final Review presentation material. 
Ho Handover E Exercise AP Activity Planning GW Gravity Wave 
P Personal Hygiene R Rest and Relax Me Minor Constituents MAN Maneuver 
SM Solar Monitor _ Unscheduled Time 
Hours )-6 Boostllnserllon, Doors Open, OrbiterlSpacelablExperlment 
Activation & Checkout 
Figure 3.2-2 Flight 1 Day 1 Integrated frrission Timeline 
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The third step in planning the mission ~i'as to address instruments 
required for each investigation and develop a feasible experiment schedule. 
Figure 3.2-3 depicts the results of this analysis for a typical day and 
additional timelines were included in the Final Review presentation mate-
rial. This data was also used to define power and data profiles leading 
to subsystem preliminary design. This process was iterated sufficiently 
to design viable missions for Flight 1 and 2 as defined in the following 
paragraphs. 
r~::::,,,,UI:,,;g,,,fhrJa'--l y ________ ~I:=i~t1:=i:1~.D~.D~~~~~I23~24 
1-1 laser Sounder 1-1 .. I- - I- .~ I- .~ 
11-7 Cryo-Cooled limb Scanner I-I-~ '1-1-
1I~9 Near IR Spectrometer _ • ~ J ,. !.. .I, ,. L J • ~ 
11-10 cryo-Cooled Inlerler Spec 1 I -l-~ 1-1-
'-21 Chemical Release System I i 
11-3 DBIPS On Pointing Platform 
1-9 Electron Accelerator 
111-3 level I Beam Diagnostics 
11-3 DBJPSOnRMS 
II r -2 vector Magnetometer, RMS 
111-4 Levell/Beam Diagnostics, RMS 
~~onl 111-25, 111-18, 111-23 ESP, RMS --r 
-- I nl Env Contam Monitor 
IV-I Solar Flux Cal Array 
Figure 3.2-3 Instrument Timeline, Day 1 Flight 1 
The combination of objectives, mission requirements and STS limita-
tions led to the definition of a series of parameters around which the 
specific AMPS Flight 1 and 2 missions were defined. These parameters are 
outlined below. 
Altitude 
Inclination 
Launch Site 
Durat;Lon 
200-210 Km 
570 (as high as possible) 
ETR 
7 days (extension possible with reduced 
payload) 
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Maximum Payload Weight 
Payload 
Orientation 
t 
Pilot, Commander, 2 Mission Specialists, 
2 Payload Specialists 
32,000 lb (Landed) 
Instruments as noted in paragraph 3.4 
(No more than 1 experiment at a time) 
Varied to fit experiment requirements 
Flight 1 Mission Description - Figure 3.2-4 portrays the Flight 1 
profile in terms of activation, deactivation, and experiment operation 
scheduling. The times were estimated and include setup and shutdotm. 
The minor constituent experiment requires four instruments: laser 
sounder, cryogenically cooled IR int~rferometer/spectrometer, cryo-
genically cooled limb scanner, and near IR spectrometer. The Orbiter 
is oriented t~ith the X axis perpendicular to the orbit plane and the Z 
axis pointed at Nadir. The laser sounder is then operated through a 
range of instrument generated conditions to collect data. Simultaneously, 
the two cryo cooled instruments are pointed at the limb and controlled 
via a pointing platform to perform remote measurements of specific 
atmospheric constituents. The near IR spectrometer is also pointed 
toward the limb via a separate pointing platform and performs occulta-
tion measurements of the sun at both terminators. The capability is 
provided to point either with or against the velocity vector. This ex-
periment is repeated for a significant portion of the flight as shown 
in the profile. 
Elements Flight Schedule Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day S Day 6 Day7 Total, hr 
Ascent & QJerational Preparation ~ 7 
On-Orbit Experiment Operations 144 
Mi nor Constituents •• •• •• 
... _-_ . r 93 
Acoustic Gravity Waves I I I • I I 12 
Orbiter Wake Mapping Coordinate Near-Orbiter Measurements • 10 
Beam Diagnostic Measurements with Orbiter Maneuvers 
Levell • • • 9 Level 2 • • • 9 
Solar Flux Monitoring I r I • ' . r S 
EMI MeasuremenUMapping Simultaneous with Various Experiments I 6 
Contamination Monitoring 144 
Deactivation & Thermal Conditioning Dependent on Power Availability 
-
16 
Reenty & landing • 1 
Note: All times are approximate and Intended for overall scheduling assessment. 
Figure 3.2 .. 4 Flight I Profile 
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The acoustic gravity wave experiment is conducted six times during 
the flight. The mission has been designed to provide the proper orbital 
positi.un with respect to the observing grou,ld station and for specific 
lighting conditions. The gas release module is ejected from its pallet 
location in the direction of the velocity vector. The natural trajectory, 
based on approximately 5 meters per second delta velocity, lOill carry the 
module to the proper position in approximately one orbit where the re-
lease is commanded. The path of the module is determined by tracking 
via the Orbiter provided rendezvous radar to determine the exact time 
for release. Observations of the formed gas cloud lOill be performed 
from the ground station and onboard the Spacelab using a gimballed 1010-
light level TV camera. 
The Orbiter lOake mapping experiment is performed using a series of 
instruments packaged as an integrated module (Environmental. Sensing 
Package, ESP). T,.o modes of operation are envisioned. The ESP lOil1 be 
extended perpendicular to the pallet by means of the RMS, spun up at 4 
RPM, and the Orbiter lOill roll about the X axis so that the instruments 
perform measurements in the ambient and Orbiter generated wake. The 
second mode of operation calls for ejecting the ESP (spinning at 4 RPH 
for stability purposes) from the RMS. The ejection is along the velocity 
vector and the natural trajectory will carry the ESP through the far 
Orbiter lOake approximately three times. Continuous tracking of the ESP 
IOj II Le accomplished via the Orbiter rendezvous radar so as to obtain 
relative positioning data. The ESP will be commandable from and will 
send data back through an AMPS provided communication link. 
The beam diagnostic measurements experiment requires several instru-
ments: electron accelerator, gas plume release, beam diagnostiC group, 
low light level TV camera and magnetometer, IOhich are packaged as an 
integrated module. TIOO modes of experimentation are envisioned. The 
first mode requires Orbiter orientation of the electron accelerator axis 
along the magnetic field lines, pulsing the accelerator, releasing a 
gas into the beam and vielOing the beam structure lOith a lot. light level 
TV Camera deployed into position by the RMS. For the second mode, the 
orientation remains the same and the electron accelerator is pulsed after 
positioning the diagnostics instruments in the path of the beam. Beam 
characteristic data will be transmitted by the AMPS ·communication link. 
Both modes are repeated three times during the flight. 
The solar flux monitoring experiment is repeated six times during 
the flight. The Orbiter lOill orient the axis of the instrument toward 
the sun just prior to sunrise 
measurements are in process. 
flying satellite measurements 
and operate in a free drift mode while 
This data (Vill be used to calibrate free-
taken for other programs. 
The EMI measurement/mapping experiment is performed using a series 
of instruments packaged in the ESP (also used for wake mapping). TlOo 
modes of experimentation are envisioned. The ESP will be deployed on 
the RMS and moved to various positions over the Orbiter payload bay. 
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Sufficient measurements will be made to map the electrostatic and mag-
netic fields within the range of the RMS. Various payload operating 
conditions will be investigated by performing sever;).l of the AMPS ex-
periments while monitoring EMI levels. The second mode requires ejec-
tion of the ESP to measure the far Orbiter fields until the levels 
become insignificant. Continuous tracking of the ESP will provide 
location data with respect to the Orbiter. 
The contamination monitoring experiment consists of operating a 
self-contained series of instruments (data is recorded and returned 
for evaluation on the ground). This package measures various contam-
ination parameters within and around the Orbiter payload bay from a 
fixed location on the aft pallet. Operation is envisioned as con-
tinuous within the limitations of electrical energy available. 
Flight 2 Mission Description - Figure 3.2-5 portrays the Flight 2 
profile. The minor constituent experiment performance is nearly identical 
to Flight 1 except for the' addition of two UV-VIS-NIR spectrometer/photo-
meter instruments which are packaged with the near IR spectrometer and 
pointed at specific targets on the earth or at the limb and controlled 
by the same pointing platform used in Flight 1. The data taking from 
these new instruments is scheduled around the NIR spectrometer occulta-
tion investigation. The Solar Flux monitoring experiment is identical 
to Flight 1. 
Elements Flight Schedule 
Day IJ Day 21 Day 3 I Day 4 I Day 51 Day 6 I Day 7 I Total, hr 
Ascent & Operational Preparation ~ 7 
On-Orbit Experiment Operations 144 
Minor Constituents _. - ____ 11 100 
Conductivity Modification 101 4 
Wave Particle Interaction A • • II 9 
Wave Particle Interaction B • 6 
Long-Delay Echo • 6 
Plasma Flow III 6 
Solar Flus Monitoring I I I I I I 6 
Deactivation & Thermal Conditioning 
-
16 
Reentry & Landing I 1 
Note: All times are approximate and intended for overall scheduling assessment. 
Figure 3.2-5 Flight 2 Profile 
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The conductivity modification experiment is conducted once during 
the flight. The mission has again been designed to position the chemical 
release module to the proper orbital location l~ith respect to the avail-
able ground observation station. The module is removed from the pallet 
by the ~~ and the Orbiter flies the laboratory to the proper relative 
position for monitoring the release cloUd (approximately 80 Km). Track-
ing of the module will be accomplished in order to determine the exact 
release time. The release cloud is then observed from the ground station 
or from the laboratory by the IDl~ light level TV and UV-NIR-VIS spectro-
meter/photometer at the time of release and on the succeeding orbit. 
The wave particle interaction experiments require an RF transmitter, 
antenna and receiver mounted on the pallet and an RF receiver and antenna 
contained in a free-flying module. The first mode requires positioning 
of the fixed antenna, by the Orbiter, to various orientations with re-
spect to the earth's magnetic field lines. The instrument will then be 
operated in a sounder mode over a range of conditions including direction 
of transmissions, latitudes, day/night, etc. The second mode uses the 
same transmitter/antenna with a remote receiver located in the RF re-
ceiver package. This package is ej ected directly from the pallet along 
the velocity vector, and its natural trajectory provides a variety of 
separation distances over which the experiment can be performed. Mode 1 
is accomplished 3 times during the flight and mode 2, in conjunction 
with the long delay echo experiment, can be accomplished only once 
during the free-flying period when the RF receiver package is positioned 
properly. 
The plasma flO!, experiment consists of a plasma generator, spheri-
cally shaped inflatable balloon, and a series of measurement instruments 
packaged as an integrated module. This experiment requires the use of 
two Orbiter provided RMSs and orientation of the Orbiter so as to place 
the plasma generator in the ambi&lt plasma. The second RMS then varies 
the position of the diagnostic instruments so as to monitor the disturbed 
and ambient plasma from a variety of positions with respect to the plasma 
generator. 
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3.3 Operations Definition 
3.3.1 Ground Operations 
The Ground Operations include those activities required to build 
up a Space1ab payload into a fully integrated operational unit, as 
well as the post mission maintenance, refurbishment, and payload pre-
paration for reflight. The AMPS Ground Operations flow is shown in 
Figure 3.3.1-1. This flow identifies the flight hardware integration 
site and facility locations. The ground operations activities 
described form the basis of the AMPS requirements for integration, 
maintenance and refurbishment as they relate to programmatic considera-
tions. Facility usage, manpower, support equipment, transportation 
and logistics have been considered. 
llU.LLU1111lUl"···I1·· .. ··,,·wu.auu&u 
jr~eo;"'J:n 
r.,~dll;~.1 
Figure 3.3.1-1 AMPS Labcraft Ground Operations 
This flow is based on the requirements established in the Space-
lab payload Acconunodations Handbook, May 1976; the Space Shuttle 
System Payload Acconunodations (JSC 007700, Volume XIV, Rev D); the 
KSC Spacelab Operational Turnaround Allocation Schedule, April 16, 
1976; and the KSC Launch Site Acconunodations Handbook For STS Payloads, 
Rev 3, June 1976 (K-STSM-141). The integration levels shOlm are as 
follows: 
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Level IV AMPS payload buildup and integration test and 
checkout activities "off-line" from the normal Spacelab and Shuttle time critical, turnaround "on line" sequence of 
events. 
Level III Spacelab payload buildup integrating the Spacelab pressure module, experiment racks, Payload Special-ist Station (PSS) modules and AMPS pallet train onto the Automatic Checkout Equipment Stand forming the AMPS Space lab Payload. This activity is an "on-line" Spacelab function. 
Level II AMPS Spacelab payload 
checkout including mission sequence 
and center of gravity verification. 
"on-line" Spacelab function. 
integration test and 
simulation and weight 
This activity is an 
Level I Integration of the AMPS Spacelab payload into the Orbiter, and the associated interface verification, 
which is an "on-line" activity. 
After completion of these four integration levels the Orbiter must be integrated ,,,ith the Shuttle Booster Systems and transported to the launch pad for launch preparation activities and final payload servicing, also an lion-line" activity. 
The post mission ground operations start upon Orbiter landing. However, the first payload access will be after the Orbiter is trans-ferred to the Orbiter Processing Facility (OPF) for removal of the AMPS Spacelab payload. Upon removal from the Orbiter the payload is transported to the Space lab Processing Facility (SPF) for demating 
of the ANI'S experiment racks, pallet train, and other AMPS peculiar equipment from the Spacelab pressure module, completing the on-line activities. The AMPS payload equipment is transferred back to the A}~S Payload Handling Facility (PHF) for initiation of the maintenance and refurbishment activities associated with preparation for reflight, storage or 11 combination of these two activities. 
The following sections describe the ground operations activities and requirements for each level of payload integration. Discussions of alternate operations approaches are also included. 
3.3.1.1 Level IV Integration - Payload 
The primary objective of Level. J'l integration is LO assemble the AMPS payload and perform systems level f',ilctien,,: ,'erification at the highest level possible to insure; 1) all payload elements, i.e. instru-ments, Labcraft, FSE, Payload Specialist Station modules and Space lab experiment racks, operate satisfactorily as an integrated paylopd, 2) that no delay in the time critical Orbiter or Space lab "on-line" activities will occur, and 3) a sufficient payload interface test: and response data base so that payload systems health can be ascertained during the "on-line" interface checks. 
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The AMPS Level IV Ground Operations have been planned at the 
Prime Contractor's Denver Facility, for initial payload assembly 
and system functional verification (Figure 3.3.1-2) and at the KSC-
PHF for final configuration assembly and functional verification, test, 
checkout and calibration of instruments (Figure 3.3.1-3) prior to 
delivery of the AMPS payload to the "on-line" Space1ab activities. 
Figure 3.3.1-4 presents a preliminary schedule for completion of thpse 
activities. 
Integration 01 AMPS Elements 
Instruments 
FSE 
Pallets 
Experiment Racks 
P/L PSS Modules 
System Functional Verification 
Integrated/Soft-Mated Pallets 
I ntegrated Racks 
GSE - S/L Simulation 
- P/L PSS Module Mounting 
Facility location 
"V Prime Contractors 
Clean Room 
Figure 3.3.1-2 Level IV Integration - Prime Contractor's Facility 
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Pallet Train Integrallon 
and Tests 
J 
Integrallon of outfitted Pallets 
Rnal Pallet Train 
IIF Verification 
I ntegrated Functional Verlflcallon 
Pallet Train 
Experiment Racks 
PIL PSS Modules 
Mount Support GSE 
Power 
Cryos 
Facility Location 
KSC Dedicated AMPS-PHF 
Clean Room 
logistiCS 
Maintenance 
J,_ 
Figure 3.3.1-3 Level IV Integration - KSC AMPS Labcraft Payload 
Handling Facility 
r nlegrallcn & system Test Schedule 
Months 
,!;;1l11019!817!6! 
Pallels/Experlment RackSlPSS Modules Available 
~~~~~-----~-~~support Systems Delivery  Instrument Delivery I fSE Installation 
, 2 
_~==::::::::="]~~~~,;ns~t'~";ment Installation & interface Verifir:alion 
LSIl~ystem Functional Veri/katlon 
c=JCombln~d Systems ver!l!callon 
o Pack & Ship to K5C 
o Receive & Inspect - PHF 
c::J Calibration &At!gnment 
Subsystem & System FunctIonal Reverlflcatlon 
Prepare for Transport to level III O&C 0 
SpacelablOrblter/Boost System Integration & LaUnCh~ 
Figure 3.3.1-4 AMPS Labcraft Level IV Assembly and Checkout Schedule 
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Initial Payload Assembly and Verification Activities - This 
activity will be performed at the Martin Marietta Aerospace, Denver 
Division's Space Support Buildiug in the existing High Bay Area 
Clean Room. This clean room meets all the space, cleanliness, and 
support requirements (i.e., power and cranes) necessary to assemble 
and test a one, two, three, four, and five pallet payload. This 
facility has the ability to support two or more combinations of 
pallet trains at one time as described in Section 5.1.2. 
The initial assembly activities .. ill start .. ith the receipt of 
the GFP units .. hich include: instruments from the instrument develop-
ment contractors; instruments from a Government agency (i.e., GSFC); 
flight support equipment (FSE) from either a contractor or Government 
agency; Spacelab components (i.e., pallets, experiment racks, etc); 
and multi-mission support equipment (MMSE). After these items have 
completed receiving inspection and interface verification tests they 
.. ill be readied for installation and assembly into or on the pallets 
.. ith the prime contractor supplied FSE. The experiment racks and 
payload specialist station (PSS) module units will be assembled and 
each unit (i.e., individual pallets, experiment rack ••• ) will com-
plete system level interface verification tests. The pallets .. ill be 
soft mated in a test fixture by electrically connecting the pallets 
together; and the PSS modules and experiment racks .. ill be mated with 
and connected to the test fixture and appropriate GSE. The associated 
GSE will simulate the Orbiter and Spacelab interfaces necessary to 
perform an AMPS payload functional verification test. 
The verification tests, which are described in Section 5.1.7, 
include t,,~ development of param8cric operational data which can be 
used to evaluate the performan'!e of payload equipment. These data 
.. ill also be used to reverify payload compati.bility and functional. 
operation after the payload has been 1:ransported to KSC. After com-
pletion of all systems verification tests, the pallets .. ill be demated, 
the experiment racks and PSS modules will be removed from the test 
fixture, and flight equipment .. ill be prepared for shipment to l<SC 
together with selected GSE. 
Final Assembly and Verification Activities - This activity .. ill 
be performed at the KSC-Payload Handling Facility which is yet to be 
identified from the various candidate facilities that already exist 
at KSC as discussed in Section 5.1.2. In summary, the facility 
requirements for the PHF include a clean rOom large enough to contain 
mUltiple pallet test fixtures, experiment racks, PSS module and 
associated GSE, and to interconnect all elements and simulate the 
Orbiter and Spacelab for functional verification tests. 
The final assembly activities .. ill start with receipt of the 
AMPS assembled pallets, experiment racks and PSS modules. After com-
pletion of the receiving inspection activities the flight elements 
.. ill be assembled into the final flight configuration on the test fix-
ture. This configuration consists of hard mating the pallet train, 
mechanically and electrically, and installing the experiment racks 
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and PSS modules in the test fixture. Associated GSE will simulate 
the Orbiter and Spacelab interfaces necessary to conduct payload and 
system functional verification tests required to establish high con-
fidence that the AMi'S payload can enter the time critical "on-line" 
Orbiter/Spacelab integration activities. Other functions which "lill 
be performed at the PHF include: instrument checkout and alignment 
verification, charging of instrument cryogenic cooling systems, and 
mounting of special GSE on the pallet train (such as cryo charge 
maintenance equipment or instrument stimulus electronics). 
Upon completion of this phase of the AMPS Payload "off-line" 
activities, the mated pallet train, experiment racks and PSS module 
'vill be transported from the AMPS-PHF to the Spacelab Processing 
Facility in the O&C Building at KSC for "on-line" Space lab Level III 
and II integration. 
3.3.1.2 Level III/II Integration - Spacelab/Payload 
The primary objectives of the Spacelab "on-line" Level II and III 
integration activities are to: 1) assemble the payload elements into 
an AMPS Spacelab Payload and 2) functionally verify that the integrated 
Spacelab payload is operating satisfactorily and is ready to proceed 
with the Orbiter "on-line" Level I integration activities. 
The Spacelab Level II and III integration activities are presently 
planned for the SPF in the KSC O&C building. All necessary support 
fixtures, GSE, and facility requirements to perform these integration 
activities will be provided and the AMPS payload can be integrated 
into a complete AMPS Space lab payload using minimum AMPS unique GSE 
and personnel. The Space lab Level III/II Ground Operations are shown 
in Figure 3.3.1-5. 
AMPS S/L Payload Integralion 
Integration of AMPS and S/L Elements 
Pallet Train 
Experiment Racks 
Pressure Module 
ECT 
Integrated P/L Tests 
Functional IIF Verification 
Simulated Mission Sequence 
In; tall Safety-Critical Items 
Payload Ordnance 
Chemical Release Canisters 
Facility Location 
KSC, O&C, SPF 
Figure 3.3.1-5 Level Ill/II Integration 
.----,' -r 
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Level III Spacelab Payload Assembly Activities - The MIPS 
Spacelab payload assembly I"ill start with the receipt of the AMPS pay-
load elements from the Level IV final integration facility, KSC-PHF. 
After completion of the receiving inspection activities, the AMPS 
Payload elements (i.e., Labcraft pallet train, experiment racks, PSS 
modules, and selected GSE) are installed in the Spacelab integration 
and checkout fixture for physical assembly of the Space lab pressurized 
module elements, and AMPS payload elements into a total MIPS Space lab 
payload in preparation of the Level II functional verification tests. 
Level II Spacelab Payload Verification Activities - The MIPS 
Space lab Payload interfaces and operations will be verified by con-
ducting system interface verification tests, instrument interface 
verification, subsystem functional checkout, payload functional 
verification, and mission sequence Simulation tests. These test 
and checkout activities will be performed uSing the assembly inte-
gration and checkout fixture and the automatic test equipment (ATE) 
to make up the test and integration stand. 
For these 0,0 integration activities the KSC Spacelab Operational 
Turnaround Allocation schedule dated 16 April 1976, and summarized in 
Figure 3.3.l-6,identified only 46 hours of test time when electrical 
power would be available for payload tests. This amount of time for 
functional verification and checkout would severely restrict the depth 
and completeness of flight readiness verification I"hich could be 
accomplished during these "on-line" ground operations activities. As 
a result of this limitation major AMPS payload operations confidence 
must be achieved during the "off-line" Level IV activities in the 
MlPS-PHF • 
i 
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Figure 3.3.1-6 MIPS STS Ground Operations Summary Schedule 
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3.3.1.3 Level I Integration - Orbiter 
The primary objectives of the Orbiter "on-line" Level I integra-
tion a"tivity are to; 1) mate the AMPS Spacelab payload with the 
Orbiter, and 2) ready the Orbiter and payload for the succeeding 
launch preparations. These integration activities are accomplished 
in the OPF. 
The AMPS Space lab payload and Orbiter integration starts ,,,ith 
reception of the payload and then progresses to installation in the 
Orbiter bay, verification of the payload interfaces, final preparation 
for launch and closeout of the payload bay. Upon satisfactory comple-
tion of Orbiter integration activities, the Orbiter with its AMPS 
Space lab payload is transported to the vertical assembly building 
(VAB). The major activities are shown in Figure 3.3.1-6. 
3.3.1.4 Launch Preparations and Launch 
The major launch preparations include: 1) moving the Orbiter 
and installed payload to the VAB, 2) erecting and mating the Orbiter 
with the STS Booster systems, 3) towing the Shuttle flight system to 
the launch pad, 4) completing the final launch activities at the pad, 
and 5) launching the Shuttle vehicle. During these activities the 
payload is in the Orbiter bay with the dOf)<'s closed and no payload 
access is permitted except after the Payload Change out Room (PCR) is 
in place around the payload bay on the launch pad. Durin~ the time 
this PCR is in place the Shuttle Orbiter payload bay door$ can be 
opened, if required, and access gained to the payload for minor 
activities requiring no power (Removal of cryogenic maintenance GSE 
or protective covers). This time period is approximately four hours 
long and occurs at approximately eight hours prio,r to lift-off. 
3.3.1.5 Landing and Demating 
The landing and demating activities are generally payload "hands-
off" until the Orbiter is returned to the OPF which occurs within the 
first couple of hours after landing. One exception is that some items 
from the Spacelab, such as recorder tapes, can be removed from the 
Spacelab while in orbit and stowed in the Orbiter cabin, then taken 
from the Orbiter by the crew. 
Some cirtical AMPS payload items can be removed from the Orbiter 
Bay in the OPF after the payload bay doors are open and the access 
GSE installed, but generally access to the payload should not be 
planned until after the AMPS Spacelab payload has been removed from 
the Orbiter Bay and transported to the SPF in the O&C building. 
The Spacelab payload demating activities take place in the SPF 
starting at approximately twenty hours after landing. The Spacelab 
pressure module is demated and the AMPS experiment racks removed and 
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the pallet train is demated. The AMPS payload elements are then 
transported to the AMPS-PHF for maintenance and refurbishment. 
3.3.1.6 Maintenance and Refurbishment 
All AMPS maintenance and refurbishment activities are either 
initiated from or accomplished in the KSC-PHF. After receipt of the 
AMPS payload, instruments and FSE will be refurbished and/or updated 
for the next flight. The baseline plan will b~ to accomplish as much 
as possible at the PHF, but if major modifications or repairs must 
be made then that equipment will be returned either to a contractors J 
facility or GSFC for action. Preparations for the next flight will 
continue at the KSC-PHF for all AMPS payload elements including any 
nel,ly outfitted pallets with the ground operations activities as 
described for the first flight. Those elements requiring storage 
will be stored at the PHF until their reuse is required; if however, 
the element will not be reused it will be sent to GSFC for permanent 
storage. 
3.3.1.7 Alternative Approaches 
Several alternative approaches to integration were studied I,hich 
involved the availability of Spacelab pallets, such as: 1) pallets 
available for 22~ days at the contractor's Level IV integration facil-
ity, 2) pallets only available at the KSC PHF, and 3) multiple dis-
cipline payloads where another NASA center is responsible for a major 
element of the payload. Most of the activities described above for 
the AMPS payload ground operations remain the same; however, in some 
cases, as described in the following paragraphs, additional activities 
must be planned for one or both of the Level IV "off-line" integration 
facilities. 
Pallet Availability 22~ Days (Prime Contractor's Facility) - At 
the request of the GSFC AMPS Project Office an alternate approach to 
payload assembly I,as evaluated. The assumption was made that the 
Spacelab pallets would be available at the Prime Contractor's Facility 
for only 22~ days prior to shipment of the assembled AMPS Pallets to 
KSC. Final assembly and functional verification of the payload must 
be accomplished in this short period. Initial assembly and verifica-
tion activities, described in the baseline Level IV processes, would 
require the support of a pallet interface simulator as depicted in 
Figure 3.3.1-7. The pallet interface simulator would be used as a 
tool to assemble the AMPS instruments and FSE on and a test bed to 
perform all interface and functional verification test. After receipt 
of the Space lab flight pallets the Instrument and FSE Groupings would 
be transferred from the pallet interface simulator to the actual 
flight pallets and functional interface testing completed to reverify 
interface compatibility. The assembled and tested AMPS payload would 
then follol, the normal ground "perations flow. The pallet simulator 
to flight pallet transfer schedule is shown in Figure 3.3.1-8. Analy-
sis indicates that total impact of the transfer will be 14 days. 
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Figure 3.3.1-7 Pallet Interface Simulator - Labcraft Assembly 
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Figure 3.3.1-8 Pallet Simulator to Flight Pallet Transfer Schedule 
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Pallet Availability 22~ Days (KSC-PHF) - The second alternative 
operations approach assumed availability of the Spacelab pallets at 
the PHF for only 22Jz days prior to transfer into the "on-line" 
Level III integration activities. For this case the pallet simulator 
,qould be transportable. AMPS payload instruments and FSE would be 
assembled on the pallet simulator and be processed through a normal 
initial assembly and verification. The total package (Simulator and 
Payload) would then transferred to the KSC-PHF for final Level IV 
assembly and test, which ,qould include the transfer of instrument and 
FSE groups from the pallet simulator to the Spacelab flight pallets 
prior to completion of the Level IV activities. The schedule impact 
of 14 days would also apply at this facility. An alternate to equip-
ment transfer from simulator to pallet would be provision of a pallet 
substructure to allmq group transfer as discussed in Section 5.2.5 
Multiple Discipline Payloads - The approach taken with multiple 
discipline payloads is essentially the same as that identified for 
the baseline approach. As shown in the multidiscipline payload 
integration schedule, Figure 3.3.1-9, the Level IV initial assembly 
and test would be accomplished independently for major payload seg-
ments and then transferred to the KSC PHF for Level IV final assembly 
and verification before entering the baseline Spacelab and Orbiter 
"on-line" activity sequence. 
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Figure 3.3.1-9 Multidiscipline Payload Integration Schedule 
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3.3.2 Mission Operations 
The establishment of the Mission Operations concept for AMPS, 
which will be very similar for any Space1ab carried payload, emphasized 
the evaluation of four questions: (1) What are the significant elements, 
both spaceborne and ground that make up the operations approach? (2) 
What are the significant payload functions which are needed to support 
the operati~n of the mission? (3) What are the responsibilities for the 
participants? and (4) What are the crew participation/training require-
ments? 
Operations Elements - Figure 3.3.2-1 depicts the elements required 
to operate an AMPS mission. The data generated onboard the Orbiter, 
within the Space1ab and by the payload is programmed to be returned via 
the TDRS. Commands will also be transmitted to the Orbiter, Spacelab 
and payload via this same system. STDN backup is a program option if 
required. The dmmlink data is divided into two groups, the first of 
which consists of low rate operational data (192 Kbps) from the Orbiter 
required to macage the overall mission from the JSC Mission Control Center 
(MCC). Low rr.te payload data, either housekeeping or science up to 64 
Kbps, can be interleaved into this data stream. The second group handles 
instrument housekeeping and science data; up to a total of 50 Mbps digi-
tal plus video or analog up toa 4.5 MHz bandwidth. Both groups of data 
are received at the TDRST and routed directly to users without process-
ing or recording. Defining the approach to data routing from the TDRST 
involved several considerations: required data to properly operate the 
mission from the MCC and the Payload Operations Control Center (POCC), 
expected data rates, land1ine data handling capability, complexity of 
the payload, real time and near real time science data processing and 
display requirements, capability to reprogram the mission based on 
scientific results, payload contingency replanning, location of the pay-
load control center, and optimization of ground vs on-board experimental 
control. 
The JSC/MCC has been assigned overall mission management including 
both Orbiter and Spacelab operations for STS missions. The 192 Kbps 
data stream is routed, via landlines, to the MCC where it is processed 
for real time or near real time display, control, processing and re-
cording for post mission evaluation. This data provides subsystem 
status information as to the health and welfare of the STS and monitors 
any payload instrument parameter which affects the safety of crew and 
spacecraft. Mission contingency and reprogramming decisions are made 
at the MCe; and commands will be generated and transmitted via the 
TDRSS to modify operations. Payload control and monitoring, because 
of the highly complex nature and variety of scientific instrumentation, 
has been considered as the responsibility of the Payload Operations 
Center and would be performed at the POCC. The expertise required to 
evaluate instrument data and reprogram experiments will be supplied by 
payload operations personnel trained in specific instrument operation 
and data analysis. Science data, together with instrument housekeeping 
data, is routed to the POCC from the TDRST and processed either for 
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Figure 3.3.2-1 Elements of Mission Operations 
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real time or near real time display and/or recorded for post mission 
evaluation. Capability to reprogram instrument operations and generate 
the commands is required to modify the mission sequence. Payload sci-
. entific commands are routed through the MCC prior to transmission by 
the TORS to insure crew safety is not compromised. Scientific data 
rates for AMPS investigations indicate a need to employ the DOMSAT, 
for relay transmission from TDRST to the GSFC POCC, because of a 1.3 
Mbps1imitation on available 1and1ines. 
The location of the POCC is based on assigned responsibility for 
payload definition and procurement and the need to integrate the 
scientist into payload operations. During the early phases of instru-
ment and AMPS laboratory design, the development of interfaces and 
software for use with the Space1ab and ground checkout computers will 
be accommodated through communication terminals connecting to the 
payload operations center. These terminals can also be used to exer-
cise end-to-end operations techniques with the POCC early in the pro-
gram and with sufficient time to allo>1 for corrections. It is en-
visioned, that the communication tie-in with the POCC be established 
as soon as possible after contracting for an instrument or flight 
support equipment. In addition to s~ftware and interface development, 
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this capability will support optimization of ground vs airborne instru-
ment control by prOViding a total system simulation to el<ercise experi-
ment performance and reprogramming procedures. 
Operations Functions - The AMPS missions will be flolm to acquire 
scientific data and a primary program goal is to enhance the collection 
and evaluation of this data. Figure 3.3.2-2 summarizes the critical 
functions which are necessary to provide this enhancement. The Orbiter 
crew and Payload Specialist fun",tions are an integral part of the mis-
sion tasks as discussed in Section 3.2. The design of the laboratory 
is based on providing the capability to perform all the listed functions. 
The ground functions required to support overall mission performance 
and to control the Orbiter within the payload requirements are supplied 
by the MCC. The figure lists the type of tasks which are foreseen for 
any Space lab payload. Examples of specific support are: Orbiter orien-
tation planning to fill payload needs, electrical energy monitoring and 
resource control, mission command sequence generation/implementation, 
and integration of payload command sequences. These tasks provide a 
basic approach to the control of any mission and are tailored to fit 
specific program requirements identified by mission science teams. 
Orbiter Crew Functions 
Command of Flight 
Flight Safety 
Orbiter/S pacelab 
Resources Management 
RMS Operation 
EVA (Contingency Only) 
Payload Specialist Functions 
Set Up Experiment Equipment 
Operate Experiments 
Observe Results 
Alter Experiment Operation to 
Maximize Science Return 
Maintain Experiment Equipment 
\\~ Data and Voice with Payload Specialist for Experiment Operations ------.. 
Ground Functions 
MCC (JSC) POCC (GSFC) 
Shuttle Operation Ground-Based User Support to Payload 
Spacelab Resou rces Manageme nt Specialist 
Support Command Functions to Enhance Payload 
Flight Plan Integration SpecialistTime and Science Return 
Data & Communications Management Science Data Management 
Orbiter/Spacelab Contingency Real-Time Payload Activity Rescheduling 
Analysis Payload Contingency Analysis 
Figure 3.3.2-2 AMPS Operation Functions 
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The ground functions required to support experiment operations are 
listed in the figure and are the responsibility of the POCC. Ground 
based support for the payload specialist is provided in terms of real 
time monitoring of critical data, evaluation of experiment results and 
replanning of the mission to enhance science data production. Command 
sequence generation capability is provided to both reprogram experi-
ment sequencing and to optimize the use of the payload specialists 
time to perform necessary manual functions. Science data management 
is provided in the form of real time data monitoring, processing and 
tagging of post mission evaluation data. Tie-in with principal in-
vestigators is envisioned on a real time basis so as to enhance data 
evaluation and reprogramming when necessary. Real-time payload activity 
replanning and contingency analysis will provide a team of experts and 
computation capability available to the payload specialist when needed 
to supplement his minimal replanning capability. The overall design 
of the laboratory and its ground support must remain sufficiently fleXi-
ble to allow for optimization of ground vs spaceborne control of experi-
ment sequences. 
Operations Responsibilities - Responsibility for mission operations 
is divided into byo major areas: the Orbiter at the MCC and the payload 
at the POCC. Figure 3.3.2-3 portrays the results of a preliminary 
evaluation of the operations requirements. 
POCC - GSFC MCC - JSC 
Payload Flight 
Operations Director 
Director 
I I 
I I I 
Mission I Payload Payload Exp Jl--1\ Payload Flight Communi-Scientist Activity Operations Officer Activity cations 
Planning Officer !\r1I Officer Officer Officer 
Officer Exp 
Officer 
Science/Tech-
nology Support Exp 
Team Officer 
• 
• 
• 
Payload Operations STS Operations 
Support Team Support Team 
Figure 3.3.2-3 POCC/MCC Staffing 
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The MCC responsibilities sholm address those tasks which directly impact payload operations. The Flight Director has overall responsi-bility for mission accomplishment and interfaces with the Payload Opera-tions Director through his Payload officer. Flight activity planning and communications control ldll be integrated loith payload requirements through these two MCC offices. 
The payload operations officer has the responsibility for overall conduct of the scientific portion of the mission. .He is supported by: the mission scientist and his staff who will be responsible for deci-sions affecting specific instrument usage, interexperiment priorities, and experiment replanning. They also evaluate the science data and direct mission changes to enhance the results. The Payload Activity Planning Officer is responsible for the detailed scheduling of all se-quences affecting payload operations. The Payload Operations Officer is responsible for integrating both scientific and laboratory support equipr rt operations in terms of resource management, time allocated for a given investigation, contingency replanning, hardl,are usage deci-sions, etc. He will also be responsible for day to day interfacing with the Mce Payload Officer to resolve conflicts between mission and payload operations. The experiment officers have the responsibility to assure proper conduct of a specific investigation, and to evaluate instrument operation. They will be l,ell versed in all phases of experi-ment operation including each individual instrument and will consult with the science staff in the evaluation of results and reprogramming during the mission. 
Both control centers provide operations support teams for detailed analysis of subsystem and instrument performance. They will evaluate housekeeping data, flag problem areas, develop workarounds, determine maintenance approaches and generally provide technical support for the operations team. 
Crew Training - The complex scientific nature of the AMPS mis-sions, along l,ith the limited availability of crel1 members, imposes a significant requirement for cross training to provide overlap for task performance. A preliminary training requirements analysis including evaluation of the types and numbers of instruments, available mission time, daily activity sequences, support equipment, operation require-ments and other mission related parameters has resulted ·in a recommenda-tion of a minimum training time allotment as shown in Table 3.3.2-1. This table lists, for each crewman, both the Orbiter (JSC prOVided) and AMPS payload related training requirements (provided by GSFC). The table suggests that each member of the crew be giVen selected training beyond his specific area of responsibility so that he can support other phases of the mission when required. This analysis anticipates the desirability for backup operators for each payload task but additional training may well be required in the operation of specific complex instruments, group of instruments or flight support equipment. 
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Table 3.3.2-1 Crew Training Time 
~a Orbiter/Spacelab Operations & Subsystems AMPS - Peculiar 
Crewman (JSC Responsibility) (GSFC Responsibility) Hours 
Commander/Plio! 25 Weeks at 4 hours/day Classroom (Exp) 28 
(500 hours) Classroom (FSE) 12 
(JSC Number) Spacelab Simulatot 12 
Level I Integration 20 
n 
Mission Specialist 60 Weeks at 4 hours/day Classroom (Exp) 28 
(1200 hr) Classroom (FSE) 40 
(JSC Number) Part Task 20 
Spacelab Simulator 40 
Levels I & II Integration 40 
168 
Payload Specialist 8 Weeks at 4 hours/day Classroom (Exp) 28 
(160 hr) Classroom (FSE) 12 
(JSC Number) Part Task 20 
SpaceIab Simulator 40 
Levels I, II, & "I 
Integration 80 
Total 180 
"Payload specialist must be assigned to AMPS and be proficient in the science area 
six months prior to flight. 
The training approach and related simulators identified to support 
AMPS scientific payload training are as folloHS: 
(1) Classroom - Formal classroom briefings '''ill familiarize the 
flight creH with overall mission objectives, basic science 
objectives and techniques, experiment descriptions, instruN 
ment and special flight support equipment operating tech-
niques and simultaneous Orbiter control tasks. Control and 
display panel layouts and equipment operating data will be 
covered as a part of this training. Methodology of inter-
facing with ground science teams will be described. 
Part Task Trainer - A simulation of the Spacelab Command 
and Data Management System (CDMS) ,·Till provide specific 
training for the operation of each specific experiment. 
This part task trainer supplements the Space lab simulator, 
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located at JSC, which has multiple usage requirements to 
satisfy both Orbiter and Payload training. A Spacelab CRT 
and keyboard simulator along with the computational capability 
for active display and control, will provide actual display 
formats and operational sequence control. 
(2) Spacelab Simulator - Integrated crew training will be accom-
plished on the Spacelab simulator. This simulator provides 
a high fidelity operational simulation for Space lab subsystem 
tasles, The simulator computer system will be capable of 
taking AMPS payload simulation mathematical models of instru-
ments, simulated science data outputs, and target phenomenon; 
and will present these data for both nominal and malfunction 
crew activities. This Spacelab simulator will be joined with 
the Shuttle Mission Simulator, Mission Control Center, and 
Payload Operations Control Center for integrated mission simu-
lations prior to final pre-flight simulations using the AMPS 
flight hardware at KSC. 
(3) Test/Integration - Of particular importance to the training 
of the crew will be familiarization with the equipment which 
they must operate and control during the mission. A "hands-
on" attitude early in the development phase should be insti-
tuted as a program requirement. The payload specialists 
should be assigned to the program during the initial design 
phase and prior to the point of instrument verification. He 
should continue through level IV integration and checkout to 
become familiar with the characteristics of each instrument 
and piece of flight support equipment he must operate during 
the mission. He should also be involved in level III, II 
and I integration activities to evaluate the effect of inter-
facing with the Orbiter. The mission specialist should be 
assigned prior to level IV integration and checkout so that 
he can become familiar "i th his science rela ted support tasks. 
He will provide consultation regarding operation of STS se-
lected hardware. The level III, II, and I integration and 
checkout phases will also provide for t!')e integration of the 
selected flight ere", members as to the conduct of the mission 
. and the opportunity to refine their expected mission activi-
ties. 
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3.4 Experiment/Instrument Definition 
To serve as a basis for payload definition and evolution, a se-
quence of strawman scientific missions was developed by the AMPS 
Science Working Group. These missions consist of a set of scientific 
objectives for five separate flights, a group of experiments ")hich 
address these scientific investigations for each flight, and a com-
plement of instruments which are required to implement the indicated 
experiments. The mission objectives and corresponding experiment 
groups are summarized in Table 3.4-1 for all five flights. On the 
basis of these starting data, several analyses were conducted. First, 
a study of each experiment viaS carried out and an implementation plan 
developed. These plans allow the development of the operational re-
quirements for each flight to be accomplished, and are described be-
low. Second, a detailed analysis of the compatibility of the instru-
ment/support equipment hardt'lare/operational requirements with the 
Orbiter and Space lab capabilities was performed for these five mis-
sions. On the basis of these studies, optimum payload configurations 
were developed, along with a complete set of ground and mission oper-
ational profiles. The results of these studies are reported in later 
sections of this volume. In the remaining discussions, each flight 
is described, including the mission objectives, the experiment/instru-
ment complement, the experiment implementation plans, and the result-
ing payload configurations and integrated mission profiles. 
Table 3.4-1 MisSion Scientific Objectives/E"periment Summary 
~tl!O' 
ObjcctiVCIi - __ 1 2 3 , ; 
Study of St1:nto- I-1inoI' Minor Transport. I:[("etl> transpot"t !::t'£ucts O"-,t,,=t .. .at inn of 
spheric /Hcllospncr ie ConetHue"t Constituent 0= }Iin<ll' on Hiner fUT1':"~~ntal 
Ccopositian, Eneruy Uill'ping H.:Ippinj} Constituent C,m!>tl.tullnl At<Jr.:tic. /l-tul",-ular 
Budget • .:lnd Chc.mieo.l/ Dilltrihutiona Oistributiorl~ ib.tc P.lroU'.~tI!;r~· 
Tr.:ln!lport Pro:;:csacll 
IUVclltigo.tioua of Gencration of lonc!lphcdc. S" l!. Ori!:bl !i lind Ii ~·.f.cld G~n~rati:,l11 oi 
HllgnntoliphcriC/ Artific.io.l Gravity ConductiVity ~Uppinc F1t"ld·f,tigncd 
IOuD~phcric Coupling l-/o.VCIl ~~di[icat1cn Current!] 
Procellll!:':; !IF l~o.vc./Particl" Ionosphcri:;: HO ilo.\''' /FalCtit l ... !.'LF \:;:11'11 IPart itlt, 
Intcro.ctionll Condm;tillity Intctllnl.(JnJ;; !ntcrllo::ticnll 
Hodificzotiou 
Study of Fund.menenl ilcllo·Plnneo. !iF \<.lve ileum E::cl.tiltion lle=/l?la~l".l \:Il~'" IlI"n!:> £;~C1~.:ltion oe 
Pia.sl!ll 1'1'Oo;;"ll$OIl IntlltllctionU Injectionl of Attr,::lSphctic Gener.:ltion ~,uro:;ll l'ro~.:.:.~s 
Inst.:lbiHty E.",{saioCrt ,\l;!:v",,_ ";lVC 
Guneration Gcm'rntion 
Dcre:c:'nation of Shuttle Hilke Teat Body/Pl.:lslO.:l Test IH:uly IFla ... ",.~ V..(;ritfcal Study 
l'hyai<;;lIl PrQcc!lsc!l Studien 'Flml Fl,.,. 
As~ociato.d \-lith 
Plaseo. 'Flows 
Experiment Descriptions and Implementation Plans - In order to 
properly plan and effect the desired scientific/experiment goals of 
the strawman missions, a number of operational and Orbiter/Spacelab 
support requirements must be established. The requirements for 
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Orbiter/Space lab attitude and pointing for desired target locations; 
the estimates of data samples, integration times and repetition rates; 
the deployment requirements including the needed ejection 6V and 
desired range; and the need for correlative supporting data acquired 
from ground-based or other spaceborne platforms must all be considered 
and established. In addition, the orbital scenario required, includ-
ing altitude, inclination, launch data and times, as well as lighting 
conditions and other timing requirements, all provide the background 
setting within \;hich a set -by-step conduct of each experiment can be 
established. In order to derive these operationar requirements, indi-
vidual experiment implementation plans have been developed for each 
experiment required by each mission. These plans graphically sketch 
the manner in \;hich the experiment proceeds. 
For certain experiments, instrument functional timelines are ade-
quate to derive the. time-dependent Orbiter/Spacelab support require-
ments, In other experiments, details of orbital mechanics, lighting 
conditions required, and deployment/maneuvering needs are described. 
With the experiment implementation plans for each experiment, the mis-
sion requirements for a completely integrated, compatible group of ex-
periments may then be established, including crew participation. Fur-
ther studies involving payload design and optimization may then pro-
ceed. 
3.4.1 Flight 1 Experiment Plan 
For flight number one, the mission-level objectives set forth by 
the AMPS Science Horking Group consist of: 
o study the source mechanism, propagation characteristics and 
other properties of naturally occurring gravity waves in the 
Earth's atmosphere by generating an artificial gravity wave; 
o study the nature of energetic particle beam interactions with 
the neutral and ionized atmosphere in the Vicinity of the 
Shuttle; and 
o study the role of trace constituents in the chemistry and dy-
namics of the atmosphere by remote excitation and senSing and 
provide diagnostic measurements for plasma/atmosphere inter-
action experiments o 
The experiments designated by the AMPS Science Working Group which 
address these and later objectives include: (a) Acoustic Gravity Wave 
Generation, (b) Atmospheric Minor Constituent Profiles, (c) Electron 
Beam Studies, (d) EM! and Orbiter 1,ake Mapping, (e) Particulate and 
Gas Effluence Contaminant Studies, and (f) Solar Flux Monitor Calibra-
tion. 
The corresponding summary of experiments and required instruments 
is shown in Table 3.4.1-1. On the basis of these data, and data 
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acquired from the Experiment Operations Requirements (EOR) document 
generated by the AMPS Science Working Group, the follo"ling experiment 
descriptions and imp:!.ementation plans were derived to serve a:; a basis 
for deriving systems, subsystems and mi'ssion operations requirements. 
Table 3.4.1-1 Flight 1 Experiment/Instrument Summary 
Experiment IFRD No. Short Title 
Acoustic Gravity Wave 1-2! Gas Release Module 
11-3 OB I PS (L3 WI 
-
Electron Beam Studies 1-9 Electron Accelerator 
111-3 Gas Plume Release System 
11-3 OBIPS (L3W on RMSI 
111-2 Vector Flux Gate Magnetometer 
111-4 Faraday Cup, Electrostatic Analyzer, 
Plasma Potential Probe 
Atmospheric Minor I-l Laser Sounder 
Constituents 11-7 Cryo-Cooled Far-IR Radiometer 
Profiles 11-9 Near-I R Spectrometer 
11-10 Cryo-Cool~d I nterferometerl 
spectrometer 
EMI Field Mapping and E-Field Power Spectral Density 
Space Shuttle Wake Analyzer 
Measurements Ii 1-25 B-Field Antenna and Receiver Langmuir Probe 
Ion Mass Spectrometer 
Vector Magnetometer 
IIH8 Planar RPA 
111-23 Neutral Mass Spectrometer 
Particulate and Gas NA I ntegrated Environmental 
Effluence Contamination Monitor 
Solar Flux Calibration IV-! Array of Spectrophotometers (300 to 3500 A) 
Acoustic GraVity Wave Generation - Acoustic gravity waves (con-
sisting of lOW-frequency bulk wave motions in the upper atmosphere 
that propagate under the restoring force of the Earth's gravity field) 
provide an important energy transfer process of atmospheric dynamiCS. 
This AMPS experiment is deSigned to study the generation and propaga-
tion mechanisms of these wave fields. The plan calls for the high-
altitude (200 ± 50 km) release of a significant amount of a neutral 
gas (70 kg of nitrogen) injected at orbital velocity near sunset. 
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The gas is released by a module ejected from the payload with a A V 
of +5 m/sec and deployed at a safe separation distance from the Orbiter. 
The release expansion takes less than a second and provides a virtual 
point source for the rapidly expanding gas cloud as it interacts with 
the ambient atmosphere and is braked to a halt. The momentum/energy 
pulse generates a propagative wave field observed by the backscatter 
radar of the Arecibo Ionospheric Observatory and by a three-station 
network of RF sounders. The experiment, performed six times on the 
first flight, requires six gas release modules. A repeating ground 
track requirement sets the orbital altitude at 209 km. The magnitude 
and altitude of the releases are to be held constant, while the hori-
zontal range of the release points to the ground radar is varied (2 at 
o km, 2 at 100 km range, 2 at 200 km range). 
i:? Areclbo Radar 
o RF Sounders 
*Optical Ground Station 
Propagating 
Wave Field 
Orbit 
Track 
Figure 3.4.1-1 Gas Release Target Zones 
The initial phase of the gas cloud expansion is optically observed 
both from a ground station and from the AMPS payload to study the dy-
namics of the release and initial interaction with the atmosphere. The 
release is seeded with an optically active material to make the release 
visible by solar resonant scattering to both stations, which are equip-
ped with low-light-level (L3) TV cameras. Subsequent observations em-
ploy the radar and RF sounders to map the propagation apd decay of the 
traveling wave field. 
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Figure 3.4.1-2 Conditions For Optical Viewing 
l 
Electron Beam Studies - Energetic charged particle beams are an 
important tool for many areas of AMPS magnetospheric and plasma physics 
experimentation. A primary objective of Flight 1 is to determine the 
operating characteristics of the electron beam from the Orbiter and to 
study spacecraft charging and neutralization. This investigation is 
performed using two modes, both of which utilize the electron accelera-
tor. In mode 1, just prior to firing the electron beam along the +Z 
axis of the Orbiter, a plume of nitrogen gas is released by a pallet-
mounted gas re) e8.se system as indicated, under dark conditions. 
-!> 
"/ -~ 1,.'" .; 
Experint ReqUire! 
Dark Conditions 
/ / 
Figure 3.4.1-3 Electron Beam Studies - Mode 1 Optical 
Ob .ervations of Beam Structure 
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As the plume disperses, the electron beam is fired through it. 
Interactions of the energetic electrons with the nitrogen molecules 
give a visible indication of the beam structure and characteristics 
against a dark sky background. The beam is observed by the onboard 
directable Im,-light-level TV camera mounted on the end of the RMS. 
Relative pitch angles of the beam with respect to the geomagnetic 
field vector are monitored by a vector magnetometer also mounted on 
the RMS to reduce the effects from Orbiter-generated magnetic fields. 
The TV camera is also used during this mode to observe the Orbiter 
for any visible corona-type discharges of large el~ctri~ fields caused 
by charge buildup. These indications are correlated with vehicle po-
tential measurements made by the mode 2 beam diagnostic package, which 
includes a Faraday cup to me~sure beam current, an electrostatic analy-
zer to measure particle energies, and a plasma potential probe. The 
beam direction with respect to the magnetic field, as in mode 1, is 
monitored and controlled by the fluxgate vector magnetometer. Mode 2 
relies on monitoring instruments inserted into the beam and does not 
require dark conditions. It should be noted that all of the diagnos-
tic instruments for both modes 1 and 2 are combined into a single in-
strument module mounted on a 2.S-meter extension boom for deployment 
by the RMS. 
\ \ \ 
8"\ld un\ 
Dark Conditions 
Nol Required 
\ \ 
No Constraints on 
Velocity wllh Respect 10 
8"Field Orlenlallon 
Range of Mapping 
Volume Referred 
to Center of Beam 
Aperture 
X: 010"5 m 
Y: +510"5 m 
Z: 010 +7.5 m 
+Y +Z 
.... ~ 
r·'>r", ... t .. .,- ... 
-X""; ~-::iJ'~~~ 
Figure 3.4.1-4 Electron Beam Studies - Mode 2 Mapping 
by In Situ Diagnostic Sensors 
Atmospheric Minor Constituent Mapping - A long-term objective of 
the AMPS program within the atmospheric sciences is concerned with the 
understanding of the role of key minor constituent abundances and 
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distributions, and the pos$ible impact of their variations on both 
terrestrial life and on the general climate. In particular, the 
consequences of man-made catalytic agents introduced within the 
troposphere on significant reductions df ~tratospheric ozone, and 
the effect of such reductions on increased UV radiation with its 
potential effects on terrestrial life, is a matter of urgent concern. 
In addition to the potentially deleterious effects on mankind, the 
consequences of significant reduction ot stratospheric ozone on cli-
mate appear to be significant, and .equires car~ful study. An under-
standing of these phenomena requires a carefully programmed series of 
investigations. A broad goal, aSSigned to AMPS in this area is the 
determination of stratospheric/mesospheric minor constituent altitude 
profiles, and the study of the dynamics of the mesosphere/lower thermo-
sphere. Rm;ever, a more specific goal is desirable. For this purpose 
an observational test of photochemical/transport models by obtaining a 
high spatial resolution global OZone map has been selected as a problem 
for the assessment of the mission operational requirements. 
The key elements to be determined in the study of this problem are 
identified in Figure 3.4.1-5. Many parameters contribute to the ob-
served global distribution of minor constituents. The incoming solar 
ultraviolet radiation drives a wide variety of photochemical reactions, 
producing a number of relevant minor species. The solar UV radiation 
also produces atmospheric heating, contributing to the observed atmos-
pheric temperature structure. The thermal structure in turn drives 
the motions which are inherent to the dynamical behavior of these at-
mospheric regions, and also controls the rate of many photochemical 
and chemical reactions through the temperature dependence of the rate 
coefficients. Finally, both natural and man-produced catalytic agents 
introduced into the troposphere are transported to the stratosphere/ 
mesosphere ,;here they impact the resulting chemical processes and 
abundances. All these factors combined according to their relevant 
spatial and temporal scales to produce the global distributions of 
minor constituents. 
Considerations of estimated concentrations, instrument signal-to-
noise ratios, estimates of sampling requirements, and considerations 
of various transport scales lead to the need for a 5 degree by 5 degree 
mapping grid for the distribution of the minor constituents, such as 
ozone. In order to obtain statistically reliable samples of data, 
essentially full time operation of the indicated instruments is re-
quired f",. each seven-day flight, as shown in Figure 3.4.1-6. A hard-
mounted, nadir-pointed laser sounder is used to determine OR, 03 and 
NO profiles by meanS of two tunable, UV dye lasers. A cryogenically 
cooled limb scanning radiometer maps the vertical profiles of R20, 
CR4 , NZO, HN03
, NO Z' C10, and the chlo
rof10uromethanes. A co-aligned 
cryogenically cooled interferometer/spectrometer obtains data for 
analySiS of suspected constituents with abundances in the parts per 
billion and trillion range. 
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Figure 3.4.1-5 Elements of Minor Constituent Investigation 
Instruments 
en'agentc limb Scanner 111-71 
L1DARli-l) 8 6 
N1R Spcdror: ... \er 111-91 6 
UVlVls Sllcctromeier 121 tll-4) 16 
Solar ',\on!tor Calibration n HCI 6 
(300-350D ) 
Far IR Interferometer 111-10) 3 
(Surve~) 
Figure 3.4.1-6 Minor Constituents Integrated Instrument Time1ine 
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Finally, a near infrared spectrometer used in a solar occultation 
mode obtains vertical profiles of He 1, OH, and N"20, for this sample 
problem analysis. As indicated in the orbital instrument time1ine, 
the entire array of instruments operates during all available orbital 
time, and in unison from pointing platforms which permit simultaneous 
viewing of multiple target areas in order to provide the world-wide 
grid of data. On the basis of these data, the following results are 
expected: (1) identification of dominant transport modes in the lower 
stratosphere, (2) a determination of the fluxes of Nitric Oxide trans-
ported from the high latitude auroral regions to mid-latitudes, (3) 
identification of fine structure (secondary maxima) in the ozone pro-
files, (4) a determination of chemicai/photochemical relaxation times 
from diurnal variations of abundances, (5) a determination of vertical 
fluxes of N 0 from the troposphere into the stratosphere, and (6) a 
measure of the vertical and latitude profiles of eddy transport co-
efficients. 
1 
Electromagnetic Interference (EM!) Mapping - EMI field mapping 
determines the electromagnetic noise environment of the combined 
urbiter and AMPS Space lab payload. This information is essential for 
planning high-sensitivity experiments in later flights. The close-in 
space about the payload bay is mapped by a diagnostic EMI package de-
ployed and traversed on the RMS as shown in Figure 3.4.1-7. This diag-
nostic package includes a broadband single-axis E-fie1d dipole, a 
Single-axis B-fie1d monitor, a Langmuir probe, and an ion mass spectro-
meter. After the close-in mapping is completed, this module is ejected 
from the payload as an environmental sensing probe to obtain a profile 
of the EMI field at greater distances. 
r 
Ejection Method of Mapping 
Spin-Up 
Eject 
Mechanism 
\ 
Velocity 
vector 
ESP Spins 
4 rpm 
" -" Eject V I 0.35 mls 
Near-Field 
EMI Mapping 
ESP Spin 
Rate 4 rpm 
,'orbife"r'fo'Rot"iltEi-' , 
. ; Slowly about X-Axis: 
: to Vary Plasma 
, ,1_~~~~~~.~_~_~n~.I,e 
Figure 3.4.1-7 EM! and Orbiter Wake Mapping 
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Orbiter Wake Mapping - Understanding the plasma wake characteris-
tics of the Orbiter provides a foundation for plasma wake experiments 
scheduled for later flights. The complete EMI mapping instruments 
serve here in combination with a planar REA, and a neutral mass spec-
trometer. As illustrated here, the Orbiter attitude with respect to 
the ambient plasma flO', is the primary variable for both close-in and 
far-field mapping, as the Orbiter slowly rotates about its X-axis. 
Upon completion of near-field measurements, the ejection trajectory 
traverses the Orbiter downstream wake several times at several kilo-
meters range. 
km Orbiter ZLV Reference Frame 
Ejection Velocity· 
0.35 ml' Fomard 
Altitude· 209 km 
Figure 3.4.1-8 Flight 1 - Orbiter Wake and EMI/Far-Field 
Mapping Trajectory 
Particulate and Gas Effluence Mapping - The integrated environ-
mental contamination monitor developed for Orbiter flight tests is 
used to define the baseline environmental conditions required to sup-
port experiment planning in later flights. This package contains a 
variety of instruments including a mass spectrometer, photometers to 
measure particle-scattered light and ambient gas and particulate cloud 
column denSities, and quartz crystal microbalances to measure the sur-
face contamination buildup. The mass spectrometer mounted with the 
EMI package provides additional in situ information on neutral gas 
species at locations outside the payload bay. 
Absolute Solar Flux Monitor Calibration - In support of the analy-
sis of long-term calibration capabilities of solar flux instruments de-
ployed on automated satellites, an array of spectrometers, covering the 
spectral range from 300 to 3000 angstroms (Figure 3.4.1-9), is included 
as part of the AMPS instrument payload on AMPS flight one, and all 
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subsequent flights. These instruments are bore-sighted with a sun 
tracker and mounted on a limited-range gimbal that permits the Orbiter 
to be put into a free drift mode while the solar measurements are made, 
at the desired rate of once per day. 'As indicated in the minor con-
stituents discussion, the solar ultraviolet flux and possible varia-
tions, either differential or absolute, are important to the photo-
chemistry and thermal structure of the stratosphere/mesosphere, In 
order to study possible correlations of relevant atmospheric parameters 
with possible solar flux variations, the calibration monitor is oper-
ated in coordination "lith the other required instruments as indicated 
in the orbital timeline in Figure 3.4.1-6. 
160 
14 
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0 
Altitude, 1: 
km 60 
4 
2 
0 
0 
The region near 1800 angstroms 
is not well established and Is 
critical to ozone abundance 
determinations. HO ~ ,\ ~,O,N2.N 
I Il:! I 
··ht "-I 
.. U 
I 
'. 
I 0 
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o 
W,ve Length, A 
Figure 3.4~1-9 Solar Ultraviolet Flux Incident on 
Stratosphere/Mesosphere 
3.4.2 Flight 2 Experiment Plan 
The mission-level scientific objectives for Flight 2 which have 
been developed by the l\MPS Science \-larking Group include: 
a the investigation of the circuit and generator characteristics 
of the ionosphere-magnetosphere system by p~rturbing the nat-
ural conductivity with a gas release; 
o the study of physical processes in the ionospheric plasma by 
injection of electromagnetic ''laves; 
o the study of the fundamental physical processes associated 
with a supersonic/hypersonic motion of geometrically simple 
bodies through a rarefied plasma; and 
o the study of the role of trace constituents in the chemistry 
and dynamics of the atmosphere by remote excitation and 
sensing 0 
The experiments designated to address these objectives are: (a) 
conductivity modification, (b) wave/particle interaction, (c) long-
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delay echo, (d) plasr.!a flow, and a continuation of, (e) atmospheric minor constituent profiles, and (f) absolute solar flux calibration experiments. The corresponding list of experiments and required instruments is shown in Table 3.4.2-1. Hith these data and EOR data, the follOl,ing experiment descriptions and implementation plans were derived for this second flight. Again these plans serve as the basis for deriving the systems, subsystems and mission operational require-ments o 
Table 3.4.2-1 Flight 2 Experiment/Instrument Summary 
Instruments 
Experiment IFRD No. Short Title 
Conductivity 1-21 Checmical Release Module 
Modification 11-3 OB IPS IL3 TV) 
11-4 UV Spectrometers 
Wave Particle 1-12 RF Plasma Wave Package Interactions 111-2 Flux Gate Vector Magnetometer 
Long-Delay Echo 1-12 RF Plasma Wave Package 
" 1-2 Flux Gate Vector Magnetometer 1-12 Subsatellite RF Plasma Wave Receiver 
111-2 Subsatellite Flux Gate Vector 
Magnetometer 
Plasma Flow 111-17 Deployable Test Body (Spere) 
111-2 Flux Gate Vector Magnetometer 
111-10 Ion Mass Distribution Analyzer 
111-18 Planar RPA 
II 1-22 Langmuir-Type Current Collector 
111-23 Neutral Mass Spectrometer 
Atmospheric Minor 1-1 Laser Sou nder 
Constituents Profiles 11-7 cryo-Cooled Far-IR Radiometer 
11-9 Near-I R Spectrometer 
11-10 cryo-Cooled I nterferometerl 
Spectrometer 
11-4 UV -Vis ible-Nea r-I R S pectrometerl 
Photometer 
Solar Flux Calibration IV-I Array of SpeFlrophotometers 
1300 to 3500 A) 
Chemical Release for Conductivity Modification - A better under~ standing of the ionosphere electrojet-current systems associated with the auroral zones provides an insight to the flow of distant magneto-spheric currents generated by the interactions of the solar wind with 
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the magnetosphere, as well as the effects of these intense currents 
on the upper atmosphere. The plan for this experiment is to produce 
a region of increased conductivity in the auroral Zone at an altitude 
of 150 to 200 kilometers by the pyrotechnic release of a barium-copper-
oxygen mixture at a uniform rate of 10 kg/km along a lOO-kilometer 
trail. This material expands to a cylindrical cloud on the order of 
12 to 20 kilometers in diameter and over 100 kilometers long. The 
chemical is released at the highest northern latitude part of the 
orbit in the vicinity of Fort Churchill, Manitoba, as shm<n in Figure 
3.4.2-1. The long dimension of the cylindrical cloud is oriented 
east-west and parallel to the auroral zone arc. The chemical is re-
leased just after sunset so the initial phase of the release can be 
observed from ground optical stations located at Fort Churchill and 
at Port Nelson apprOXimately 200 kilometers SSE. The barium is ionized 
by the sunlight to produce the required conductivity modification in 
the release zone. Coordinated ground observations conducted at Fort 
Churchill throughout the night to observe effects of the release in-
clude Visual observations of auroral phenomena, use of radio frequency 
sounders, fluctuations in the electric and magnetic fieldS, and in 
situ sounding rocket probes for measurements of E fields, currents, 
and precipitating particles. The next orbit pass (approximately 90 
minutes later) 200 to 400 kilometers to the south of the release Zone 
affords an excellent viewing geometry. The onboard low-light-level 
TV and the two Ebert Fastie spectrometers are used to diagnose the 
auroral processes in the region of the release as indicated. Both 
instruments are on pOinting platforms and are directed at features of 
interest by the payload specialist. 
~~ • t ' I , , 
-Acceptable /,: - r t H 'u d s' 0 n _~\,...- .. 
v ___ /-' Q f : ' __ ...\ __ ---, 
,Sunset I 60-1--___________ f___, ; 
/Termlnator I -: -100 KM I R. ChUrchill \ B a 'J \ 
I Bounds I loR ~_ ' ' " f I ,_ 1 eJease- Port Nelson ~ \ 
I ~f~ ~ . I \ Relea~e Pass I ~.......,.....-- I \ , 
,- t,·, Observing: ; \ 
I ~~. 0- 1 _ l~ Interval 1 ' ___ ---\, 
;--:---1'___ \ '55 ';---~Approxlmately 80 s'--~\ Jam'" 
\! ! ~ 'N~. Isoundlng~Ocket I ~t7ri' I II \ {OSS (Trajectory II. ' \ Auroral t 1 \ _ .. t. ....... ~ 
Release ~~ Display ___ J ____ w ___ j---.... -
ClOUd ~tt,C::., . ! 
Fort /" /'" ~ -
Ch h'II' //1 ' Next Pass " urc I ...... 11 ,,~f.:: k:::~j~~j~,eI50n statfon 
Figure 3.4.2-1 Location of Conductivity Modification Releas~ 
Wave/Particle Interactions - An experiment goal is to study the 
interactions between electromagnetic waves and the ionospheric charged 
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partie les over the frequency ranges where resonant coupling is expected 
to occur (30 KHz to 20 MHz). Implementation of the experiment incorpor-
ates t~.o modes. The first mode uses a single-ended sounder technique 
and the second mode uses a receiver located on a subsate11ite. 
Mode 1 requires a transmitter and receiver coupled with a 100-
meter tip-to-tip dipole antenna. Orientation of the antenna ",ith 
respect to the geomagnetic field is monitored by a fluxgate vector 
magnetometer deployed on the RMB. The instrument is operated in a 
sounder mode over a wide range of ambient conditions including orien-
tation with respect to the geomagnetic field vector, high and middle 
latitudes and day/night variations. 
Mode 2 requires the same transmitter and dipole antenna on the 
Orbiter and also requires a receiver and a la-meter tip-to-tip dipole 
antenna on the subsatellite. Attitude of the antenna with respect to 
the geomagnetic field vector is again monitored by the fluxgate vector 
magnetometer. During this mode of operation, propagation-type measure-
ments are taken using the Orbiter-mounted instrument as the source with 
the receiver on the subsatellite. After the subsatellite is deployed 
from the Orbiter, the total observation time available is on the order 
of one to two orbit periods as shown in Figure 3.4.2-2. This operating 
period will also be shared with the long-delay echo experiment de-
scribed beIDl'. 
ZlV Reference 
Position after Position after 
2 OrbH, 1 OrbH ~
--9 I 
I 
Frame 
+10km 
Fomard 
-150 km -100 km -50 km -lOkm 
tld Ejection Veloclly. 5 m/' "~h Ctl\/~' Long Delay Transmitter 
"> Echo PUl'j ~ Pulse 
<" High-laUlude / 
RF Receiver on . 'B·Ffeld Orientation Orbiter I'IlIh 
Subsa1ellite ¥:3 Extended lOO-m ~~DiPOle(POP) _ '"' UlreC1 Iransm ~ ---........ 
_Orbit pa\~- ;.... SO km -. 
"10-, Lag ..j 
Figure 3.4.2-2 HF Transmitter/Long-Delay Echo and 
Wave/particle Interactions 
Long-Delay Echo - In this experiment Signals are transmitted in 
the nadir direction, and echo returns with a time delay on the order 
of 10 seconds are observed. The free-flyer subsate1lite instrument 
complement is the same as for mode 2 of the wave/particle interaction 
measurements. The orbital dynamics of the deployment allow the free 
flyer to pass through the region approximately 80 kilometers behind 
the Orbiter at the optimum location for the experiment. 
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Plasma Flow - IHth the data and understanding of the Orbiter wake from Flight 1 in hand, this experiment studies the characteristics of the wake of an aXially symmetric test body (4-meter radius sphere) with a conductive surface and maintained at a known, controllable potential with respect to the ambient plasma. The wake generator body consists of an inflatable meta1ized balloon mounted on the end of a 5- meter extension boom that, in turn, is deployed on the end of one RMS . 
Figure 3.4 . 2-3 Plasma Flow Experiment Configuration 
The vehicle is oriented so the inflated sphere is placed as the most forward surface in the velocity di ec tion as shown in Figure 3 . 4 . 2-3. This orientation is maintain, as the Orbiter moves through a variety of plasma regimes, including midd le and high latitudes, the South Atlantic anomaly region, and [or day/night variations. The po-tential of the sphere with respect to the Orbiter is maintained by a 1-ki10volt, 1-ki10watt power supply included in the instrument . During deployment, the wake characteristics are monitored by a package of diagnostic instruments situated on the second RMS so that the wake 
region can be spatially scanned. The instruments included in this second RMS-mounted diagnostic paCkage are a f1uxgate vector magnetometer (same unit used for the wave/particle inte raction transmitter antenna), an ion mass and distribution analyzer, a planar retarding potential 
analyzer, a Langmuir probe, and a neutral mass spectrometer . 
Atmospheric Minor Constituents Profiles/Solar Flux Calibration -The conduct of this experiment is essentially identical to that de-scribed for Flight 1. An ultraviolet/visible spectrometer is added to the remote senSing array of optical instruments for the purpose of 
measuring atmospheric limb profiles of OR and NO. This data will fill 
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in altitude gaps not fully covered by the other instruments. The data 
acquired, based on the same instrument time1ine as shown for Flight 1, 
may be folded with the Flight 1 data to obtain more significant samples; 
improved signal-to-noise ratios; estimates of standard deviations of 
the observed constituents; and to derive correlations of constituent 
abundances with latitude and time, and other significant dynamical 
events which impact the minor constituents, 
The solar flux calibration package continues to collect and build 
the data base for correlation with instruments on the Solar Nonitor 
Satellite. Estimates of possible variations, due either to instrument 
degradation, or to real solar variations can begin to be assessed over 
the longer time base provided between Flights 1 and 2. 
3.4.3 Flights 3, 4, and 5 
For these subsequent flights the Scientific objectives for each 
flight, as set forth by the AMPS Science Working Group, are listed in 
Figure 3.4.3-1. Experiments in support of each flight have been con-
sidered ona group basis for these flights rather than indiVidual ones. 
A summary of the instruments and flight support equipment that is re-
quired for the experiment implementation is presented in Figure 3.4.3-2. 
These flights extend and continue the lines of investigations indicated 
for the earlier Flights 1 and 2. 
The study of atmospheric minor constituents has evolved to the 
direct, doppler determination of atmospheric motions and dynamiCS, 
emphasizing the mesosphere/lower thermosphere, Thesemeasurements 
employ the Fabry-Perot interferometer and a more sophisticated, 
doppler-sensitive version of the laser sounder instrument. Additional 
minor constituents, and gaps in spatial and temporal coverage are 
filled by the inclusion of a solar/stellar occultation spectrometer. 
Finally, a gas release system is employed on the 5th flight to study 
basic atomic/molecular rate constants important to the chemistry and 
structure of the mesosphere/lower thermosphere. 
- These flights also continue beam-plasma studies with second and 
third generation experiments, using an updated electron accelerator, 
and an ion accelerator. These studies emphasize wave generation by 
particle beam injection and the mapping of electric and magnetic 
fields using injected beams as diagnostic probes, 
Chemical release experiments employing reactive gases for conduc-
tivity modifications in the ionosphere, shaped-charge releases for 
magnetic and electric field diagnostics, and neutral gas releases to 
study anomalous ionization reactions important to solar system plasma 
flow processes, are all employed on these flights. They require more 
sophisticated versions of the gas release module employed on earlier 
flights, the use of shaped-charge pyrotechnic deVices, and the use of 
a maneuvering satellite for appropriate and timely deployment. 
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Flight No.3 
1. Study chemicul and plasma transport processes under controlled conditions by 
releasing chemically reactive species in the ionosphere. 
2. Investigate the fundamental plasma interactions of electron and ion beams with the 
ambient plasma and fields, and the neutral atmosphere. 
3. I nvestigate the coupling of VLF energy with the ambient plasma and study the 
associated wave-particle interactions. 
4. Study the role of trace constituents in the chemistry and dynamics of the atmosphere 
by remote excitation and sensing, and provide diagnostic measurements for plasma/ 
atmosphere interaction experiments. 
Flight No.4 
1. Perform magnetic field line tracing experiments and measurements of parallel 
electric fields by means of barium releases and energetic particle beams. 
2. Perform wave-wave and wave-particle interaction studies using an HF transmitter. 
3. Perform fundamental studies of supersonic plasma flow around test bodies. 
4. Study the role of trace constituents in the chemistry and dynamics of the atmosphere 
by remote excitation and sensing, and provide diagnostic measurements of plasma/ 
atmosphere interaction experiments. (Use maneuverable sub-satellite containi ng 
diagnostic instruments in support of above objectives). 
Flight No.5 
1. Investigate Alfven's critical velocity problem at low densities by releasing 
a suitable neutral gas (Cs?). 
2. Study airglow/aurora excitation processes by injection of high density 
plasma streams. 
3. Investigate VLF emission and propagation characteristics and study 
wave-particle interaction mechanisms. 
4. Study the energy transfer and coupling between the ambient magnetized 
plasma and a large conductor at orbital speeds. 
5. Study the role of trace constituents in the chemistry and dynamics of 
the atmosphere by remote excitation and sensing, and provide diagnostic 
measurements for plasma/atmosphere interaction experiments. 
(Use maneuverable sub-satellite containing diagnostic instruments in 
support of above objectives). 
Figure 3.4.3-1 Mission Level Objectives 
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EXPERmErIT5 W5TRUr,iENT5 AND FLIGHT SUPPDRT EQUIPNENT 
Active Experiments 
- Chemical Releases Nel'l Re 1 ea!:e r·lechan; SrnS 
- Electron Injection r·lodified or Nf!\'1 Pressure Vessels 
- VLF Studies Controllable and Uncontrollable Sol id Rocket t·lotors 
Second- and Third-Generation Electron Accelerators 
Diagnostic Sensors 
f·laneuverable Subsatel1i te 
300-m Dipole 
VLF Transmitters 
POI'ler Supply 
Ion Accelerator 
Atmospheric Remote Sensing Experiments 
Fabry-Perot Interferometer 
Ebert-Fastie Spectrometer 
POinting Platforms 
Occultation S~ectrometer 
Laser Sounder/Retrorefl~ctor 
Gas Physics Analysis 
IO-km Tether 
Figure 3.4.3-2 Experiments/Instruments Summary 
Additional "ave experiments continue to employ the RF plasma wave 
sounder, and introduces a 300 meter tip-to-tip very low frequency (VLF) 
dipole antenna for VLF "ave/particle interaction studies. 
Finally a large, long-tethered, conducting balloon is introduced 
to investige.te a number of basic plasma flow, and wave/field-aligned 
current gefieration experiments. 
In all of these experiments on Flights 3, 4, and 5, the data and 
knOl;ledge acquired from Flights 1 and 2 are uE'ed to enhance the defi-
nition and experimental results on these subsequent flights. Recom-
mendations will be developed to refurbish, update and revise instru-
mentation and flight support equipment. 
Detailed implementation plans have not been developed for these 
three flights. Rather, the emphasis has been placed on defining and 
developing the basic design drivers and operational support require-
ments, on the basis of the integrated experiment needs. For this pur-
pose, a summary of the fundamental scientific capabilities of AMPS is 
presented in Figure 3.4.3-3. The impact of these capabilities for 
Orbiter/Spacelab provided support is indicated in the right column. 
These needs may be regarded as derived on an experiment group basis. 
The accommodation of the scientific instruments, and the provision 
of the basic support required for their efficient operation, forms the 
basis for payload definition and design. 
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Figure 3.4.3-3 Science/Payload/Operations Requirements Summary 
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3.5 AMPS system Configuration Definition 
Development of laboratory configurations for the AMPS flights was 
accomplished by combining the objectives (science and program ), indi-
vidual experiment requirements, instruments defined for each experiment, 
mission performance parameters and mission oper,ations requirements. The 
prime design goal was to satisfy all experiment needs, as defined in the 
strawman pay load definitions genera ted by th e AMPS Science Working Group, 
at minimum cost. The approach to this definition emphasized establish-
ing a performance scenario for each scientific investigation, packaging 
the required instruments in the payload bay." defining the support equip-
ment for each instrument and optimizing the overall design to best fit 
the total job. The following paragraphs outline the Phase B study re-
sults and point out some of the features of the preliminary design. 
3.5.1 Flight 1 Configuration Description 
The Flight 1 configuration, as shown in Figure 3.5.1-1, consists 
of the interconnecting tunnel and airlock, the short Spacelab pressurized 
module, three Space lab pallets, the Orbiter Remor.e Manipulator System 
(RMS) and the instr"OIent complement as highlighted in the figure. 
Standard support equipment within the pressurized module, on the pallets 
and provided by the Orbiter are also considered as part of the configura-
tion. 
The process of establishing a design, which will accommodate each 
individual experiment, was initiated by defining the type of support re-
quired (i.e., pointing, electrical power, deployment of specific in-
struments, data types and rates, etc.), determining which requirements 
could be satisfied by the Orbiter/Spacelab, and defining AMPS unique 
support equipment. Table 3.5.1-1 summarizes the results of this analysis. 
The table lists, by experiment, the required instruments and the unique 
instrument support equipment required in addition to the significant 
support supplied by the Orbiter/Spacelab. It is envisioned that much 
of this support equipment (i. e. poInting platforms, power supplies, 
transmitters, receivers, etc.) will be a common requirement for many 
missions and therefore can be developed as Labcraft type of equipment, 
usable across several Spacelab payloads. A detailed list of equipment 
required for AMPS Flight 1 is located in App~ndix A. This listing 
covers the basic Spacelab proviSions, mission dependent (weight charge-
able) equipment selected from available Spacelab and Orbiter inventory, 
instruments and Labcraft (flight support equipment). T~ral payload 
analysis has shown that the launch and landing ,,,eights-·1 center-of-
gravity are well within the Shuttle limitations as discussed in Sec-
tion 4.1 
3.5.1.1 Experiment Implementation 
The significant feature of this configuration is 
accommodate each of the experiments as defined by the 
lVorking Group. The packaging of the complete payload 
~'.' ---T---
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Table 3.5.1-1 Flight 1 Experiment/Instrument/Support Equipment Summary 
Experiment IFRD No. Short Title Flight support EqulpmentlLabcraft 
-Acoustic Gravity Wave 1-21 Gas Release Module Ejection Mechanism 
11-3 OB I PS (L3 TV) Pointing Platform 
Launch Locks (mpm) 
I nstailation Support 
Control & Display 
Communications & Data Handling 
I ntegrated Equipment Module 
Gas Release Ordnance 
Electron Beam Studies 1-9 Electron Accelerator Puls~ Power Supply 
111-3 Gas Plume Release System Integrated Equipment Module 
11-3 OBIPS IL3 lV on RMSI Battery Power Supply 
111-2 Vector Flux Gate Magnetometer Communications & Data Handling 
II 1-4 Faraday Cup, Electrostatic Analyzer, Control & Display 
Plasma Potential Probe Sensor Deployment 
Atmospheric Minor H Laser SoundpF Pulse Power Supply 
Constituents 11-7 Cryo-Cooled Far·IR fladiDmeter Poi ntl ng Platforms 121 
Profiles 11-9 Ne,j -!;/ Spectrometer Instailation Support 
IHO eryo-Cooled I nterferometerl Thermal Canister 
Spectrometer Launch Locks (mpml 
EMI Field Mapping and E-Field Power Spectral Density I ntegrated Equipment Module 
Space Shuttle Wake Analyzer Communications & Data Handling 
Measurements 111-25 B-Field Antenna and Receiver Battery Power Supply Langmuir Probe Sensor Deployment 
Ion Mass spectrometer Spin Table 
Vector Magnetometer I nstallation Support 
111-18 Planar RPA Ejection Mechanism 
111-23 Neutral Mass Spectrometer 
Particulate and Gas NA I ntegrated Environmental Installation Support 
Effluence Contamination Monitor 
Solar Flux calibration IV-I Array of Spectrophotor,leters Installation Support 
1300 to 3500 AI 
ample field-of-vie., for each instrument, modular pallet buildup to en-
hance ground checkout, use of the RMS to reduce design complexity and 
cost for required instrument deployment, equipment mounting to enhance 
payload center-of-gravity location, and grouping of deployed measure-
ments to promote common usage of pOl<er supplies and data handling 
equipment. Safety of the vehicle and the flight ere., .,as a prime con-
sideration in the defini tion of the payload. Sec tion 3.4.1 describes 
ho., each of the experiments are accommodated using the defined con-
figuration. 
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3.5.1.2 Subsystem Features 
The definition of each of the subsystems that make up the labora-
tory configuration was based on the guidelines as listed in Section 
3.1; and the preliminary design integrated specific instrument support 
requirements into an optimized payload configuration. Section 4 
addresses each of the subsystems in detail and the following paragraphs 
summarize the significant features in order to provide a capsule view 
of the overall laboratory configuration. 
Structures and Mechanisms Subsystem - Installation of equipment, 
instruments and Labcraft is accommodated by the Spacelab provided 
pressurized module equipment racks and three meter pallets. Control 
and Display equipment chassis attach to provided rack slides. All 
pallet mounted equipment interfaces at the provided hard points. Each 
three meter pallet segment has been designed as an individual unit to 
support independent integration and transport. Equipment arrangement 
was based on field-of-view and payload center-of-gravity requirements. 
For example, the heavier instruments, permanently attached to the 
pallet, were located on the aft pallet. The portions of the payload 
which were ejected in orbit were located in the forward pallet. Equip-
ment mounting hardware has been designed to interface with pallet hard-
points and, when required, position the instrument for optimum opera-
tion. Weight estimates for installation support hardware (trusses, 
brackets, platforms) were based on high design margins to reduce struc-
tural testing and related costs. 
Several types of mechanical devices are provided to support instru-
ment and mission requirements. For example, a capture/release mechan-
ism is used for mounting the Beam Diagnostics Package. This device 
secures the assembly during launch, releases for deployment via the 
RMS and is locked after restowage of the assembly for return with the 
payload. A pneumatic (ordnance released) device is used to eject the 
gas release modules with the proper delta velocity to position the 
gas cloud over a selected ground station. Other types of mechanisms 
envisioned include: springloaded (ordnance released) ejection for the 
ESP, antenna and sensor deployment for the ESP and Beam DiagnostiCS ' 
Package, emergency ejection for equipm""t which is deployed beyond the 
Orbiter payload envelope, and a spin system to rotate the ESP. 
Thermal Control Subsystem - Two primary approaches were used for 
definition of the thermal control subsystem: maximum use of the Space-
lab provided capability, and low 0</8 external coatings to cold bias 
equipment using heaters to control low end temperatures. Cooling for 
equipment located in the pressurized module is provided by the Space-
lab Avionics air loop. Pallet fixed mounted equipment, such as the 
L&der Sounder, Electron Accelerator, IECM and the AMPS RF terminal, 
are coupled to Space1ab fluid loop cold plates for temperature control. 
Multilayer insulation thermal blankets are provided for each pallet to 
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simplify thermal control for components that do not require visible access to space and to minimize temperature variations within the pallets. Three methods of thermal control are provided for components extending beyond the thermal curtain: 1) cold biasing equipment using multilayer insulation and heaters, 2) thermal canister for instruments 
"hich require fine temperature control, and 3) open cycle cryogenic cooling for instruments requiring extremely low temperatures (assumed 
as an integral part of instrument design). 
Electrical Po"erand Distribution Subsystem (EPDS) - Prime power is provided from the Orbiter fuel cells through Spacelab distribution. The 28 Vdc instrument and Labcraft requirements are met by this supplied capability. Conditioning of prime pOl.er is accomplished by: 1) Space-lab provided 400 Hz, three phase, 115/200 VAC inverters to furnish pointing platform pOl.er, 2) AMPS supplied peaking battery to support high power usage periods, and 3) high voltage pulse po"er/storage de-vice to support the Laser Sounder and Electron Accelerator. Spacelab provided distribution to equipment racks and pallets is used to supply 28 Vdc and 400 Hz po"er to convenient interface boxes. AMPS po"er dis-tributor assemblies provide individual instrument and Labcraft remote po"er control and protection on an individual pallet basis. 
Electrical harness definition for po"er and signal distribution is based on integrated design for individual pallets. The major consid-erations for this design "ere: separate po"er, signal and ordnance harnesses with adequate separation to minimize EMI, primary harness installation on major payload segments to support preintegration prior to mounting on flight pallets, connectors at all interfaces to be made during the integration cycle and simplification of Spacelab interfaces. 
Attitude and Pointing Control Subsystem - Basic pointing of instru-ments is supplied by the Orbiter. Instruments whose pointing accuracy and stabilization requirements fall within this capability are hard mounted to the pallet (Laser Sounder and Electron Accelerator). Multi-ple simultaneous orientation and fine pointing control is provided by three platforms. Attitude and rate sensing devices (fixed head star trackers and rate gyro packages) are provided for target acquisition, fine pointing control and platform stabilization. Use of NASA provided multi-usage Labcraft platforms, such as the Small Instrument Pointing System (SIPS) and Miniaturized Pointing Mount (MPM), is envisioned as well as NASA standard low cost attitude and rate sensors. 
Data Management Subsystem - Pallet mounted instrument data handling capability is grouped into three categories: low and medium rate digi-tal housekeeping and science data, high rate digital science data, and analog/video data. The low rat" digital data interfaces with the Space-lab experiment computer through Space lab provided Remote Acquisition Units (RAU). This computer processes the data for onboard display at the Control and Display station and routes the data for recording or ground transmission. All instrument commands are routed through the Spacelab experiment computer and RAUs. Commands can be implemented 
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via the keyboard at the control and display station or by ground control 
via the Orbiter communication system. High rate digital data is routed 
to the Spacelab provided high rate multiplexer which combines the in-
coming data from different sources and routes it for recording on the 
Spacelab digital recorder or for ground transmission. Analog data 
handling consists of AMPS unique processing equipment. Pulse signals 
are routed, via a sWitching panel, to a transient recorder to condition 
waveform for display, to an oscilloscope for inflight data evaluation 
to an analog recorder, or to the Orbiter for ground transmission. FM 
demultiplexing equipment is provided to recover analog data from de-
ployed packages for onboard display. Video data can be displayed on a 
monitor in the Spacelab module, recorded for playback or tape return, or 
routed for ground transmission. 
Data handling for deployed modules consists of PCM programmers, and 
sub carrier oscillators necessary to condition the raw instrument data 
for efficient transmission. Command dec0ders are provided for remote 
instrument control from the Spacelab. Each module is envisioned as in-
dependent and interfacing with the Spacelab data management subsystem 
through an AMPS provided RF link. 
Control and Display Subsystem - The Spacelab provided cathode ray 
tube display, alphanumeric keyboard and function control keyboard have 
been baselined for the majority of control and display tasks. Inter-
facing with the instruments and Labcraft equipment is accomplished 
through the data bus as discussed in the previous section. Dedicated 
control and display panels are provided for safety critical functions, 
such as ordnance arm and safe, for functions which are inherently manual 
in nature, such as TV camera focus/zoom control, pointing platform 
tracking control for viewing chemical or gas clouds and for time dis-
plays such as GMT, orbit phases and event timing. An Orbiter provided 
control station is used to support experiments which require the RMS to 
deploy instruments. The capability for using ground control of in-
strument/experiment operation is also included in the configuration. 
The subsystem provides the flexibility tJ alter the mix of ground and 
onboard control to meet mission requirements. 
Communication Subsystem - All payload data and command transmission 
to and from the -ground is supplied via the Orbiter K Band transmitter 
and the TDRSS. Digital data up to 50 Mbps is routedUto the Orbiter via 
the Spacelab high rate mUltiplexer for real time transmission, or can 
be transmitted in delayed time from the Space lab digital recorder. 
Analog and video data can be routed directly for transmission or re-
corded on AMPS provided recorders for delayed time transmission. A 
limited backup communication capability is supplied via S-band links 
with the STDN. No AMPS unique hardware is required to support the 
provided capability for air-to-ground communication. 
Communication with RMS deployed or free flying modules is provided 
by an AMPS unique RF link. The pallet mounted RF terminal, which is 
common for all deployed packages, consists of an S-band command 
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tran.smitter, receivers, RF multiplexer and antenna capable of recel.Vl.ng 
digital/video/analog data and transmitting commands. The RF terminal 
interface with the payload data acquisition is similar to the interface 
with onboard instruments as described for the data management subsystem. 
Each deployed package is configured with an RF system selected to accom-
modate the instrument requirements. Presently defined requirements 
allol' for low cost design by selection of off-the-shelf subassemblies 
qualified to near expected environments. Commonality of components be-
tween deployed modules and the pallet terminal was .also a major con-
Sideration. 
Deployed Instrument Support Subsystem - Evaluation of the many re-
quirements for remote measurements in support of AMPS investigations 
led to some grouping of closely related instruments into a single pack-
age. Grouping criteria included: type and location of measurement, se-
quence of measurements, free flying vs RMS deployed pOSitioning, mini-
mization of support equipment (communication, power supply, support 
structure, etc.) and overall subsystem cost. The recommended configura-
tion for Flight 1 consists of: 
(1) Gas release module (6 reqUired) - High pressure gas bottle 
(assumed instrument provided) and necessary support equip-
ment to achieve gas release at the proper orbital position. 
(2) Beam Diagnostics Package - A series of instruments capable 
of measuring, while exposed to the electron beam, character-
istics such as current density, particle acceleration en-
ergies and beam plasma potential. The structure acts as an 
extension to the RMS in order to position the instruments 
over the electron accelerator. A 1m. light level TV camera 
visually monitors the electron beam structure at various 
distances from the accelerator. A vector magnetometer is 
provided to sense earth's magnetic field direction. 
(3) Environmental Sensing Pactage - A combination of instruments 
capable of measuring electromagnetic interference levels and 
Orbiter wake characteristics at various positions with re-
spect to the Orbiter payload bay when positioned by the RMS. 
Measurements at greater distances from the Orbiter are 
accommodated during a free-flying mode after ejection from 
the RMS. A vector magnetometer is provided to sense earth's 
magnetic field direction. 
3.5.2 Flight 2 Configuration Description 
The I,'light 2 configuration, as shown in Fil:ure 3.5.2-1, is simi-
lar to that for Flight 1. The significant diF" cenc-,s are: the addi-
tion of a second RMS to suppurt plasma wake studies, a modified in-
strument complement as shown in the figure and four new integrated 
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equipment modules for deployed measurement support. Maximum use of 
Flight 1 hardware was emphasized to promote the concept of a flexible 
laboratory capable of sequential evolution over a long term experi-
mental program. 
The experiment/instrument/flight support equipment relationship 
is portrayed in Table 3.5.2-1. Of particular interest, is the per-
centage of the support equipment 'lhich is carried OVE'C from Flight 1 
directly or with some modification. The high percentage of required 
support provided by the Spacelab/Orbiter remains essentially the same 
as for Flight 1. Section 3.4.2 describes the use of this defined con-
figuration in the performance of each of the experiments. 
3.5.2.1 Subsystem Features 
Subsystem configurations for Flight 2 were developed to promote 
maximum usage of Flight 1 hardware. Therefore, a significant percent-
age of the design approaches and features are identical for this con-
figuration. The changes are defined in detail in Section 4 and the 
Significant features outlined belo.,. 
Structures and Mechanisms - The installation concept remains the 
same >lith only minor redesign to replace the electron accelerator by 
the RF plasma wave package. Ne., designs for four new integrated 
modules are included. Reusable installation support trusses, in adui-
tion to those used to mount instruments reflown for Flight 2, are: 
platform on which the chemical release module is mounted and the truss/ 
platforms for the PlaSma Generator and plasma Wake diagnostic package. 
Capture release mechanisms are also reusable for these t>1o modules. 
Data Management and Communication Subsystems - Both subsystems 
remain essentially the same except for communications with the de-
ployed packages. One of the wideband receivers in the pallet RF 
terminal must be replaced with a narrowband receiver. Each of the 
four deployed modules is outfitted with an RF system and data acqui-
sition system to support its operation. Commonality of design between 
the modules of both flights was emphasized in order to reduce costs. 
Deployed Instrument Support Subsystem - Instruments were again 
grouped by type and location of measurements as discussed for Flight 1 
in Section 3.5.1. The recommended configuration for Flight 2 consists 
of: 
(1) Chemical Release Module - 64 barium thermite canister~ 
packaged to exhaust outboard during the burn cycle. Equip-
ment is provided to time-sequence the ignition of canisters 
over a period ,~hich wi 11 produce a 100 Km cloud. An RMS 
and effector is also provided to support removal from the 
pay load bay. 
(2) Plasma Wake Generator - Package containing deployable test 
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Table 3.5.2-1 Flight 2 Experiment/Instrument/Support Equipment Summary 
Instruments 
Experiment IFRD No. Short Title Flight Support EquipmentlLabc
raft 
Conductivity 1-21 Checmical Release Module I ntegrated Equipment Module 
Modification 11-3 OB I PS (L3 W) Communications & Data Handlingc 
1l-4 UV spectrometers Display & Control • 
I nstallation Support • 
Pointing Platforms (2) .. 
Launch Locks (mpm) • 
Wave Particle 1-12 RF Plasma Wave Package I nstallation Support • 
Interactions 111-2 Flux Gate Vector Magnetometer 
Long-Delay Echo 1-12 RF Plasma Wave Package I ntegrated Equipment Module 
111-2 Flux Gate Vector Magnetometer Battery Power Supply 
1-12 S ubsatellite RF Plasma Wave Receiver Communications & Data Handling, 
111-2 Subsatellite Flux Gate Vector Sensor Deployment • 
Magnetometer I nstallation Support • 
Ejection Mechanism 8 
Spin Table 
Plasma Flow 111-17 Deployable Test Body (Spere) I ntegrated Equipment Modules (2) 
111-2 Flux Gate Vector Magnetometer Communications & Data Handling, 
IIHO Ion Mass Distribution Analyzer Battery Power Supplies 
111-18 Planar RPA Installation Support • 
111-22 Langmuir-Type Current Collector Extension Boom 
111-23 Neutral Mass Spectrometer 
Atmospheric Minor 1-1 Laser Sounder Pulse Power Supply • 
Constituents Profiles 11-7 cryo-Cooled Far-IR Radiometer Pointing Platforms (2) 
11-9 Near-IR Spectrometer Installation Support 
IHO cryo-Cooled I nterferometerl Thermal Canister 
Spectrometer Launch Locks (mpm) 
11-4 UV-Visible-Near-IR Spectrometerl 
Photometer 
Solar Flux Calibration IV-l Array of 5pectrophotometers I nstallation Support (300 to 3500 Al 
body, power supply to vary potential with respect to the 
pallet, and data handling equipment. An extendable boom is 
also supplied to position the sphere an additional 15 ft. 
from the payload bay. Capability is provided to inflate the 
test body after deployment by the RMS and to eject it prior 
to restowage of the module on the pallet. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
(3) Plasma Hake Diagnostics Package - A series of instruments 
capable of measuring the charactet'~[tics of the wake gener-
ated by the deployable test body. The RMS will position the 
module both in the wake and the ambient plasma for comparison 
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data. A vector magnetometer is supplied to sense earth's 
magnetic field direction. 
(4) RF Receiver Package - The RF receiver (instrument provided 
and matched to the pallet mounted transmitter) is packaged 
along with the necessary support equipment (data handling, 
power, command). Capability is provided to eject the pack-
age at apprOltimately 5 m/sec delta velocity, spin the pack-
age for stability control, and deploy instrument antennas 
after ejection. A vector magnetometer is provided to sense 
earth's magnetic field direction. 
3.5.3 Follow-On Missions 
The objectives of evaluating the follow-on AMPS missions, Flights 
3, 4, and 5, were twofold: (a) to determine what the support subsystem 
design drivers are and (b) to incorporate any design changes in the 
initial Flights 1 and 2 configurations that would enhance downstream 
evolution. Section 3.4.3 describes the science objectives defined by 
the AMPS science working group and outlines the types of experiments 
which be performed during these flights. The first step in the evalua-
tion process was to develop top level experiment operation descriptions 
for the maj or nm. or changed investigations. From these data, specific 
experiment requirements were defined, such as: type of instruments, 
significant changes in pointing and stabilization needs, sensor loca-
tion (remote vs fixed pallet) and chemical/gas release configurations. 
The next step was to define the subsystem support design drivers 
by determining the type of subsystem support required to satisfy these 
experiment requirements and promote full accomplishment of the investi-
gations. The configurations developed for Flights I and 2 were used as 
baseline for subsystem support capability. Table 3.5.3-1 presents a 
summary of the evaluation results. The first column lists the signifi-
cant new or changed experiments envisioned. The second and third· 
columns list the design drivers and potential configuration changes 
respectively. In addition to these specific drivers, the analysis indi-
cated that overall space for mounting instruments (with proper field-of-
view and gimbal clearance) and payload weight limitations would necessi-
tate prioritizing experiments and instruments as the laboratory is de-
veloped. Some examples of the impacts are discussed belot •• 
Chemical Releases - Chemical release requirements for follow-on 
missions vary from significant altitude and distance changes wit'> re-
spect to the Orbiter to specific orientation requirements at the point 
of release. The distance/position requirements indicate a need for a 
special thrust motor and an inherent attitude control capability in 
order to transport the release. Shaped charges require that each re-
lease be oriented with respect to the magnetic field lines prior to 
release which indicates the need for a maneuverable subsatellite. 
Combination of the two requirements could result in providing a maneu-
verable subsatel1ite with variable thrust capability to both transport 
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Table 3.5.3-1 Fo11pw-on Flight Configuration Impacts 
Experiment Design Driver Polentlal Conflguralion Change 
Flight 3 
Chemical Release Release Altitude Move orbiter \0 Release PoslUon 
or 
Thrust Motor & Attitude Control 
lor Release Module 
Vlf Antenna Studies LongAnlenna Dynamics Dipole and Loop Antennas 
Radiation & Propagation May Require Maneuverable Sub' 
Measurements satefllte 
Almospherlc Remole Sen,ing Add Inslrumenls 10 be Poinled Reconfigure Pointing Platforms 
Reduca Instruments· 
Flight 4 
Chemical Release Shaped-charge Requlrerrents Thrust Motor & Attitude 
Conlrol for Module 
Plasma Flow Position & Shape of Deployed Free Flying Test Body 
Body Maneuverable Subsatelllte & 
• Tracking/Communication 
Antenna 
Atmospheric Remote Sensing Add Instruments 10 be Pointed Reconfigure Pointing Platforms 
L1DAR Reflective SubsateUlle Gimbal Laser Sounder 
Fllghl5 
Chemical Release Shaped'Charge RequIrements Thrust Molar & Attitude 
Control lor Module 
Plasma & Ion Accelerators New Type Hardware Reconfigure Pallet 
Modify HV Power Supply 
Field Line Generalor Long'Telhered Balioon Syslem 10K Telher/Winch and Diagnostic 
SubsaleUlle 
Almospherlc Remote Sensing Same as Fllghls 3 & 4 Same as Flights 3 & 4 
and orient the releases. Integration of such a subsatellite presents 
some problem because of size and weight. Mounting over the Spacelab 
transfer tunnel is a viable approach within center-of-gravity and payload 
weight limitations 
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Pointing Platform Configuration - The bullt of changed pointing re-
quirements indicate a need to add instruments to the platforms provided 
for the initial flights with some repackaging required. Development of 
standardized mounting bracketry and thermal control canisters is indi-
cated. A major impact is foreseen in order to accommodate LIDAR reflec-
tive experiments because of the need to gimbal the instrument rather 
than fixed mounting to the pallet. Space to mount the combined instru-
ment/~imbal, including sufficient gimbal freedom, as well as the added 
gimbal weight will require significant reconfiguration. 
Very Lmv Frequency Antenna Studies - Very long antennas, required 
to provide efficient low-frequency transmission, are foreseen as design/ 
development drivers. The inherent low stiffness characteristics of thi! 
type of antenna impacts the requirement to orient the antenna while ex-
tended. Alternative approaches to experimental performance require in-
vestigation; such as, using a maneuverable satellite to deploy a wire 
antenna or specific limitations to Orbiter reorientation while the an-
tenna is deployed. 
Impact of Follow-On Missions on Initial Configurations - Although 
the major impact of follow-on missions will be the need to select a 
portion of the instruments because of weight and space limitatillns, 
this analysis did influence initial configuration definition. Examples 
of this influence are outlined in the following paragraphs. 
(1) Use of RF link for deployed instrument data recovery and com-
mand provides a capability required for the maneuverable sub-
satellites foreseen for downstream missions. Design of the 
pallet located RF terminal and its interface with the onboard 
data management subsystem was developed to support this future 
requirement. 
(2) Selection of pointing platforms was based on a wide variety 
of instrument weights, envelopes, pointing direction and 
thermal conditioning requirements. Simultaneous pointing' 
and the need to incorporate small instrument/platform con,-
binations with fixed mounted payloads also influenced the 
configuration. Platforms capable of handling all ranges of 
instruments were considered necessary to satisfy all these 
requirements and provide necessary flexibility for the AMPS 
laboratory. 
(3) The investigations defined for the follmv-on flights require 
the addition of a maneuverable vehicle to position instru-
ments and chemical releases. Since this capability must be 
supplied eventuallv, rescheduling the development of a 
maneuverable subsatellite so as to support:he initial flights 
is attractive. Section 5.9 presents an evaluation of the im-
pact of supplying this capability early in the AMPS program. 
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4. SUBSYSTEM DEFINITION 
4.1 Stcuctures and Mechanisms Subsystems 
The structures and mechanisms subsystem study effort encompasses 
the packaging of the Space lab and AMPS payload components within the 
Orbiter payload bay, while remaining within the Orbiter and Shuttle con-
straints. The goal of- this·effort was to prove the physical feasibility 
of the stralOIl1an payloads. That feasibility ,vas established IVhile iden-
tifying the major constraints of Orbiter/pallet allolVable interface 
locations, Orbiter allolVable longitudinal C.G. location, pallet train 
payload capability, pallet volume available, and pallet hardpoint 
locations. 
The Space lab facilities provide the primary support structure for 
the AMPS payload in the Orbiter bay. The pressurized module provides 
the capability for the "man in the loop" interaction lVith the experiments. 
The Spacelab pallets playa major role in the AMPS structural system. 
They allow the support of large, heavy equipment by designing only inter-
mediate or secondary structure between the equipment and the pallet. 
The use of mu1timission support equipment (MMSE) and other "off the 
shelf" hardware has been maximized. The miniaturized pointing mount, 
small instrument pointing system, environmental canister, and a capture/ 
release mechanism are in this category. 
Mechanism requirements defined include capture/release, planned 
ejection, launch/landing locks, and emergency jettison devices. Where 
needed, AMPS support structural design provides for equipment mounting, 
FOV, and interface with the pallets. Preliminary design ,vas accomplished 
on Integrated Equipment Modules to package instruments and support equip-
ment when necessary to meet experiment operational requirements. 
4.1.1 Structures and Mechanisms Requirements 
The preliminary steps in the development of the structures and 
mechanisms designs involved the determination of the basic science 
requirements from the experiment objectives and then refining these to 
obtain specific structural and mechanism design requirements. The more 
detailed design requirements evolve from the basic design concept as it 
is developed and integrated with the total payload requirements. 
The experiments to be performed on Flight 1 include: acoustic 
gravity waves, electron beam studies, minor constituents, and EMI field 
mapping. Table 4.1-1 defines the basic science requirements needed to 
support the science activity. In addition, firRt level structural and 
mechanical requirements such as pointing, orientation, alignment, and 
operational interfaces are listed. 
r 
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Table 4.1-1 Structures/Mechanisms Requirements as Derived 
from Science Requirements 
I':XPERIHEtn' INSTmrHENT SCIENCE REQUlIlEHl!llTS S'1'I'" CTI1RAL REOUltlEMl!NTS HEClIANISH REnVlREHENTS 
ACOUlltiC Gravity r-21 ROICll1cC gac cloud ll1:cy froc o PllcitllgC gD.[) & Bubnyatcl:! for o Eject fJ:olll orbiter, 
WaVll1! orbiter. ejection. rc=tll nonpropuloivc 
gila retentlo. 
II-3 Trocltlng (. viewing of gall a Meunt on pointinG platfOn! 
cloud. 
Electroll Beam I·, Gcnct'ncc electron hooltl o MoUnt/orient IlCCelerlltor 
Studicn parallel to Z axle. 
Ill·3 Gas pl\1!l:c rclc.lllc lnto boom o Locate on nCl:clcratot 
II) Observe beam/field inter- o Deploy IlWIlY froa 
;1.::010nll. orbiter for mllldmum 
view of bcolll. 
lII-2 ~!Cllllure bCIlm/l!IIlgneric o Deploy/pollition Dvor 
field. beam. 
UI-4 Map berun crOllll soction o Deploy/podtion over 
f----'\,.. beam. 
tUnor .;onstituents I 1 Tr::mllmit/receive baekscntrur o Nount/orient parallel to I) ConUgn rrnnomitter 
Inlier beom. Z :l."{lll. I> receiver. 
It-7 lWolluro Ilpoti:l.l di!ltrib\\tion o Hount on pointing pInt- o CIlnlign with II-IO 
of infrared rndintilln of fonn (provide cryo 
oorth' 0 11mb (cryo cooled, otoro!!e) 
worko with. 11-LO). 
U-9 Obtnin opcctra of nttllOllphlire o l-!aunt on pointin.!; plot-
(sun Eo cnl';'th pointlnll). fom (view llunrise/ 
!lUnDer Eo earth Hlllb). 
II-lO t!OllSUl';'e lltIllospliot'ic et:Ii!lllion o ~!ount on !,ointing pInt- o Conl1gn with U-7 
in lnft'ored speetrur.l (cryo form (provide cryo 
COded IIpectrOI:'.!ltcr, war!,!! stornge). 
with II-?) • 
. 
EM! }'Leld I-\.ilpping I> 1I1-18 Haasure electron energy o Deploy from orbiter 
Shuttle Iloke He.1!1ure dilltrlbution in the un- (nellr field). Eject 
Il'unts. perturbed area awoy from froe orbiter (fnr 
orbiter. fleld). 
III-2J In-oitu neutral g06 o Daploy frollt orbiter 
composition men6uremlmts (neor field). Eject 
in unperturbed Otli::06- froD orbiter (fnr 
pherc. field). 
111-25 1-1enllurc £1,11 levels a. o Deploy frolll orbiter 
plaOI3ll pcrtu' .tionll in (ncar field). Ejeet 
the orbiter .,cinity. from orbiter (fllr 
field). 
4.1.2 Structures and Mechanisms Concepts (Flight 1) 
The structural and mechanisms design approach was to develop a 
payload that met the science objectives, met tbe Orbiter and Spacelab 
constraints, utilized the maximum amount of MMSE and Spacelab provided 
equipment, and provided low cost, reusable AMPS unique support equipment. 
The Flight 1 preliminary design arrangement developed to meet these goals 
is described in Figure 4.1-1. 
The AMPS payload configuration is made up of the interconnecting 
tunnel and airlock, the remote manipulator system, the small Spacelab 
module, three Space lab pallets, the AMPS instruments, multimission sup-
port equipment, and AMPS unique support equipment. Orbiter furnished 
equipment in the cargo bay includes the tunnel adapter, airlock, tunnel 
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4. SUBSYSTEM DEFINITION 
4.1 Structures and Mechanisms Subsystems 
The structures and mechanisms subsystem study effort encompasses 
the packaging of the Space lab and AMPS payload components within the 
Orbiter payload bay, while remaining within the Orbiter and Shuttle con-
straints. The goal·of,this,effort was to prove' the 'physical feasibility 
of the strawman payloads. That feasibility was established while iden-
tifying the major constraints of Orbiter/pallet allowable interface 
locations, Orbiter allm~able longitudinal C. G. location, pallet train 
payload capability, pallet volume available, and pallet hardpoint 
locations. 
The Spacelab facilities provide the primary support structure for 
the AMPS payload in the Orbiter bay. The pressurized module provides 
the capability for the "man in the loop" interaction with the experiments. 
The Spacelab pallets playa major role in the AMi'S structural system. 
Ttey allow the support of large, heavy equipment by designing only inter-
mediate or secondary structure between the equipment and the pallet. 
The use of multimission support equipment (MMSE) and other "off the 
shelf" hardware has been maximized. The miniaturized pointing mount, 
small instrument pointing system, environmental canister, and a capture/ 
release mechanism are in this category. 
Mechanism requirements defined include capture/release, planned 
ejection, launch/landing locks, and emergency jettison devices. Where 
needed, AMPS support structural design provides for equipment mounting, 
FOV, and interface with the pallets. Preliminary design was accomplished 
on Integrated Equipment Modules to package instruments and support equip-
ment when necessary to meet experiment operational requirements. 
4.1.1 Structures and Mechanisms Requirements 
The preliminary steps in the development of the structures and 
mechanisms designs involved the determination of the basic science 
requirements from the experiment objectives and then refining these to 
obtain specific structural and mechanism design requirements. The more 
detailed design requirements evolve from the basic design concept as it 
is developed and integrated with the total payload requirements. 
The experiments to be performed on Flight 1 include: acoustic 
gravity waves, electron beam studies, minor constituents, and EM! field 
mapping. Table 4.1-1 defines the basic science requirements needed to 
support the science activity. In addition, first level structural and 
mechanical requirements such as pointing, orientation, alignment, and 
operational interfaces are listed. 
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and the remote manipulator system. The tunnel system provides for 
transfer of crew and equipment between the Orbiter crew compartment and 
the pressurized module. Use of an 11.665 inch spacer segment plus a 
double loop flex section provides the proper tunnel length to match the 
AMPS module position. The RMS on Flight 1 is used to deploy the beam 
diagnostics package and the ESP module outside the payload bay for 
experiment measurements and viewing. The RMS is installed along the 
left sill of the Orbiter and in its stmved position extends from forward 
of the module to within 17.2 inches (.44 metres) of the end of the pallet 
train. A configuration'consisting of the Space lab small module and 
three Space lab pallets \Vas chosen to satisfy the goal of maximum usage 
of existing equipment. The pressurized module provides a laboratory 
area for conduct of the scientific investigations. The pallets provide 
~the primary support for the AMPS instruments and support,equipment. 
Location of the module and pallets at the aft end of the payload bay was 
an attempt to alleviate the longitudinal C.G. problem. The pallet tr~in 
has been positioned as far aft aE possible where payload attach points 
exist that are compatible with the pallet fitting requirements. As 
located, 5.3 inches (.13 metres) clearance exists between the aft pallet 
and Station 1302. A pallet train configuration of two joined pallets 
plus a separate aft pallet was selected to. achieve greater load capabil-
ity. The standard three linked pallet arrangement has a total capability 
of 11,023 pounds (5000 kg). By using a 2P + IP configuration, the capa-
bility is increased to 17,897 pounds (8118 kg). The \Veight penalty for 
the extra pallet keel and longeron fittings required in this scheme is 
434 pounds (197 kg). The ov~rall length of the 2P + IP layout is 
349.2 inches (8.87 metres), which is identical to the three pallet train 
due to the pallet splice configuration. The pressurized module is 
located approximately 15 inches (.38 metres) fOr\Vard of the first pallet. 
This module and pallet layout does not require utility bridges bet\Veen 
the module and the pallets or bet\Veen pallets due to the small gaps. 
There are seventeen different instruments used on the AMPS Flight 1. 
They range in weight from 1102 pounds (500 kg) each for the cyro cooled 
instruments (11-7 and 11-10) to 6.6 pounds (3 kg) for the solar flux 
monitor (IV-l). Within the bay, instruments are mounted separately, 
supported on pOinting platforms, and grouped together as deployed 
instrument modules. A total of t\Venty separate instrument packages or 
modules required mounting on the Flight 1 configuration. Physical 
characteristics of the individual AMPS instruments are described in the 
IFRDs and Appendix B. Instruments have been positioned on the pallet 
to satisfy the experiment/instrument constraints and fit within the 
Shuttle packaging constraints. Section 5.2.1 describes the study 
approach and rationale utilized for this positioning task. Key features 
used in the instrument location task included; \Veight, size, field of 
vie\V, and operational requirements. The most significant design con-
straint encountered was the Orbiter longitudinal C.G. requirement. 
This resulted in starting the payload layout by placing the heaviest 
items on the aft pallet, and then working the center and forward pallets 
with decreasing Iveight items While satisfying the operational and physical 
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constraints. Mu1timission support equipment (MMSE) was integrated into 
the layout wherever possible to reduce design and procurement costs and 
provide maximum reusability. MMSE included on the Flight 1 configura-
tion included; minaturized pointing mount (MPM), small instrument point-
ing system (SIPS), and an environmental canister. Section 5.2.1 dis-
cusses the selection of the pointing platforms to satisfy the pointing 
requirements of OBIPS, the cryo limb scanner, the cryo IR spectrometer 
and the near IR spectrometer. An environmental control system was needed 
for the near IR spectrometer to satisfy the instrument thermal require-
ments. The MSFC MMSE environmental canister was selected because the 
instrument and canister were physically compatible and the canister was 
designed for use with the MPM. 
Instrument Support Design - Design concepts investigated for the 
support of instruments included the following structure types; platform, 
truss, and direct. The platform structural approach uses a grid like 
structure that spans the pallet above the floor and is supported from 
pallet hardpoints. Truss type support s~ructure consists of tubular 
members which extend from the instrument to pallet hardpoints. Direct 
mounting techniques involve the use of brackets or fittings which directly 
mount an instrument to the pallet hardpoints. Table 4.1-2 lists the 
advantages and disadvantages of the three types of structure. 
Table 4.1-2 Comparison of Structural Mounting Concepts 
PLATFORH o not constrained by hardpoint o flat plate type construction 
locations. would have relatively low 
o increased flat surface area stiffness. 
o can vary platfo~ elevation o loss of pallet usable volume 
o not compatible with equip. 
ment requiring different 
mounting levels. 
TRUSS o stiff, efficient load paths o shared hardpoints (if utilized) 
o multiple attach to hard~ p:t:'es.ent integration and inter-
points possible. face problems. 
o good strength to weight ratio o not normally adaptable for 
reuse. 
DIRECT o good load paths o limited attachments (hardpoints) 
a ligh tweigh t o viewing requirements often mean 
structure extension. 
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Use of all three types of support structure can be found on the 
Flight 1 layout. However, there are more of the truss type structures 
utilized. The good strength to weight ratio, low cost fabrication 
techniques, and the need to mount equipment-at varying elevations/ere 
the prime reasons for choosing the truss approach. Platform structure 
was used on the fon,ard pallet to mount the gas release experiment. 
Here a large surface area was required for supporting the gas release 
modules. Direct mounting brackets were used in a number of places in-
cluding the pulse pOl,er supply on the aft pallet. In general, the 
support structure material selection approach, "as to use 6061 aluminum 
alloy wherever possible because of availability, ease of fabrication, 
and stress corrosion resistance. 
Rather than attempt a description of all of the support structure 
on the Flight 1 layout, key features of particular support structures on 
the three pallets "ill be discussed. The aft pallet is the heaviest and 
most complex pallet. Instruments mounted on this pallet are the electron 
accelerator toith pulse potver supply, LIDAR receiver, ttvO LIDAR trans-
mitters, OBIPS on the MPM, IECM, and the solar flux monitor. In addi-
tion, a peaking battery for the pulse power supply, a dedicated heat 
exchanger for the LIDAR transmitters, seven cold plates, and the unique 
support structure occupy this pallet. Sketch SR05-0ll in Appendix C 
shotvs the aft pallet structural layout. The packing density on this 
pallet is high as a result of attempting to get as much tveight on the 
pallet as possible. As full as the pallet appears, only 40% of the 
individual pallet tveight capacity has been used. Interfaces on this -
pallet include instrument to support structure and MMSE (MPM) , instrument 
to instrument, and support equipment (structure and components) to pallet. 
There are no direct instrument to pallet interfaces (i.e., all instruments 
require mounting structure). Of interest on this pallet, are the mount-
ing structures for the pulse po"er supply and the LIDAR receiver. These 
instruments are used as examples of direct mounting and truss mounting 
structures. The major item to be supported is the pulse potver supply. 
This 1323 pouod (600 kg) unit is supported 5 inches (.13 metres) above 
the pallet floor by eight machined bathtub brackets (direct mounting). 
The brackets attach to the pallet hardpoints located along both edges 
of the pallet floor. Clearance above the floor is provided for cold 
plate and fluid line attachments. Because of the number of items 
located on the pallet, sharing of hardpoints was required. To facilitate 
access and reduce integration complexity, the pulse power supply brackets 
are used for attachment points for support structures from OBIPS (MPM) , 
IECM, and LIDAR. The LIDAR receiver uses a C.G. mounting arrangement 
that is supported by a truss type structure consisting of six struts. 
Four struts are attached to the pulse potoer supply brackets and two 
struts attach to the aft pallet to Orbiter fitting. The use of the 
pallet to Orbiter fitting as a structural support attach point toas re-
qd.red to satisfy a need for a ±Y l02d reaction point and provide clear-
ance tvith the LIDAR transmitters. The receiver is stabilized by the 
use of brackets between the base of the receiver and the top of the 
pulse power supply. Instrument support structure on the remrLinderof 
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the pallet consists of: truss mounting for OBIPS, the IECM, and the 
LIDAR transmitters; instrument to instrument attachment for the electron 
accelerator; and a sheet metal bracket support attached to the pallet 
panel for the solar flux monitor. The peaking battery and dedicated 
heat exchanger make up the Labcraft located on the aft panel. A cold 
plate in the standard location supports the peaking battery and the heat 
exchanger is mounted di~ectly to the pallet panels. At 83 pounds 
(37.7 kg), the heat exchanger is posai~ly too heavy for panel mounting. 
A revie" of the panel insert capability, "hen aV!lilable, "ill be used 
to determine the feasibility of the proposed mounting. As an alternate 
mounting scheme, the exchanger could be attached to the bottom of the 
LIDAR transmitter support structure. 
The center pallet is dominated by the cryo limb scanner and cryo 
IR spectrometer mounted on the SIPS. The beam diagnostics package and 
the RF terminal package (support equipment) are also located on this 
pallet. The SIPS base structure is designed to interface directly "ith 
the pallet hardpoints. AMPS unique support structure is required to 
adapt the cyro instruments to the pointing system. A machined fram~ 
similar to the SIPS canister gimbal frame is proposed as the attachment 
to the yoke. These mounting frames require adjustment capability to 
allo" boresighting of the cryo instruments. On orbit alignment "ill also 
be possible by using a sensor system between the t,.,o instruments. Sup-
port structure near the sill at the front and rear of the· pallet is used 
to position the beam diagnostics package for RMS access. The truss type 
structure supports the beam diagnostics capture/release mechanisms and 
is in turn supported from the pallet hardpoints. A shared hardpoint 
interface is required bet"een the beam diagnostics package support 
structure and the SIPS side struts. A modification or new SIPS strut 
is needed to accommodate this shared interface. The capture/release 
mechanism as discussed in Section 5.2.2 allows the beam diagnostics 
package to be released from its launch support position for deployment 
and then reattached for landing. A standard cold plate on the right 
side of the pallet provides the support for the RF terminal electronics 
package. A sheet metal bracket attached to the pallet panel near the 
sill mounts the RF conical antenna. 
On the fon.,ard pallet are the six modules for the gas release 
experiment, the near IR spectrometer in the environmental canister on 
the MPM, and the environmental sensing package. The gas release modules 
are mounted on a platform that spans the pallet about 27 inches (.68 me-
tres) above the pallet floor. This "elded frame platform provides the 
surface area required to mount the 34 inch diameter spheres (.86 metres). 
The platform design is one of the more challenging design tasks due to 
the high weight (2840 pounds, 1289 kg) and cantilever configuration. 
This design again points out the restrictions on instrument location and 
support structure design that result from the hardpoint locations on the 
pallet. Alternate design approaches available to eliminate the canti-
lever, if required, inclUde providing struts fonvard to the hardpoint 
locations now used by the MPM and adding hardpoints at thE! center of the 
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pallet. The ESP is attached to a capture/release mechanism that is similar to that used on the center pallet. Tubular struts from four pallet hardpoints support the capture device and .the ESP. A requirement for over the sill vie,~ing dictated the location for the MPM above the pallet floor. A truss structure provides the support for the MPM and also supports the launch lock mechanism at the forward end 0<' the MPM environmental canister. The requirement calling for isolation of the MPM gimbals from loads during Shuttle accelerations dictated the use of a launch lock. The launch lock system proposed consists of t,~o main locks at the MPM/canister interface and a third lock which supports the end of the canister. 
Integrated Equipment Modules - There are two deployed modules on Flight 1 that were developed to house instrument groupings for specific experiments. The ESP module was designed to support the EMI field and Shuttle wake mapping experiment. A description of the ESP module in-volving experiment objectives, operational modes, and a de~cription of the module subsystems can be found in Section 4.8. Seven instrument packages and eight support equipment packages are mounted in an eight sided structural module that is 41.5 inches (1.05 metres) in diameter and 36.5 inches (.93 n."tres) high. A tubular frame at the periphery and at a concentric inner ring provides the basic structural frame that pro-vides for equipment mounting to the various panels. Instruments and the power supply battery are mounted in the exterior bays while most of the support equipment is located in the central core. Shear panels are removable from the exterior faces to provide for access and maintenance. Removable access panels are also provided at the top and bottom. Diago-nal framing along the radial panels adds to the structural stability of the unit. Sketch SKDS-OD4 located in Appendix C illustrates the layout arrangement and structural concept. A spin system, separation (~V) system, capture/release mechanism, and sensor deployment devices are included in the mechanism designs required on this module. Spin require-ments dictate a spin mode while on the RMS and a spin stabilized free flight mode. A mass properties analysis was conducted to determine the spin stability. As configured with sensors and antennas deployed, the spin principal moment of inertia ratio exceeds the required 1.1 to I ratio (actual 1.5) required for stable spin. The spin axis is within 2.26 degrees of the rotational axis without the addition of ballast which would be added to null the system out. Section 5.2.2 discusses the mechanism selections for the ESP and SKDS-004 illustrates some of the proposed details. The ESP module weight is 307 pounds (139.5 kg), of which 143 pounds (64.9 kg) is structure and mechanisms. 
The other deployed module is the beam diagnostics package which is used to perform the electron beam studies experiment. Here, the instru-ments are deployed and oriented to view the electron accelerator generated beam to determine beam and magnetic field interactions. Another opera-tional mode requires insertion of the instrument group into the beam. This involves measurements within a specified parallelepiped volume above 
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the accelerator. As the RMS reach over the aft pallet did not satisfy 
the experiment requirements, a module configuration in the shape of an 
extension boom took form. The preliminary design concept is shown on 
sketch SK05-005 in Appendix C. This square boom type framework is 
116 inches (2.95 metres) in length and is 12 inches (.3 metres) by 
13 inches (.33 metres) at the large end and steps down to 6 inches 
(.15 metres) square. Welded tubular members make up the structural 
frame that also houses the instruments and support equipment. Diagonals 
are used to stabilize the truss structure except in the OBIPS and magne-
tometer bays where ·a stiffened skin panel allows for installation and 
access. Equipment and instrument mounting is by secondary structure or 
brackets supported from the main frame. Mechanisms associated with 
the beam diagnostics package are the capture/release device, the magne-
tometer sensor launch and landing lock, and the sensor deployment device. 
The boom length required that pallet interface support structure be pro-
vided at more than one location. Capture/release devices were positioned 
nea1· the OBIPS end and near the boom tip. Use of the "standard" device 
which reacts X, Y and Z loads at the heavy end and use of a less com-
plex Z reaction only device at the tip has been proposed. Power connec-
tor interface capability has been included to provide heater power and 
commands while stowed on the pallet. Deployment of the 1.1 pound 
(.5 kg).magnetometer sensor during operation necessitates both an exten-
sion device and a lock system to react launch and landing loads. A 
storage tubular extendible member was selected (as described in 
Section 5.2.2) to satisfy the 39.4 inches (1.0 metres) extension require-
ment. A solenoid operated pin puller arrangement is the preliminary 
design concept selected for the sensor lock system. EMI sensitivity 
of the sensor will require solenoid shielding or possible redesign for 
remote actuation by linkage to prevent sensor contamination. Subsystem 
definition and experiment operation details for the beam diagnostics 
package are expanded upon in Section 4.8. The structure and mechanisms 
account for 66.6 pounds (30.2 kg) of the 315.8 pound (143.3 kg) beam 
diagnostics package total weight. 
4.1.3 Structures and Mechanisms Concepts (Flight 2) 
The Flight 2 layout is a good example of the reuse of support 
structure from one flight to the next. Figure 4.1-2 illustrates the 
Flight 2 physical configuration. Although there are five instrument 
deletions and additions between Flights 1 and 2, only two support struc-
tures require major modification or replacement. The greatest impact 
occurs on the aft pallet where the electron accelerator and IECM are 
replaced by the RF plasma wave package and the RF receiver package. 
The RF plasma wave package is located on top of the pulse power supply 
in the space previously occupied by the accelerator. Attachment to the 
pulse power supply would require new support structure as would the 
mounting of the dipole ~ntenna above the sill. Removal of the IECM 
provides a mounting pOdition for the RF receiver package. Here the· 
support structure could be modified for reuse, but the "eight of the 
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RF receiver package being 619 pounds (281 kg) lighter than the IECM did 
not justify this large a support structure. Mounting of the RF receiver 
package "ould use a similar truss type st;.'.lcture as on Flight 1. On 
the center pallet an exchange of deployed modules makes up the Flight 2 
transition. The beam diagnostics package is removed and the plasma 
"ake diagnostics package is supported in the same position using the 
main capture/release device from Flight 1. The secondary capture/release 
device located at the aft end of the pallet is not required for Flight 2. 
Deletions on the forHard pallet include the ESP !'I0dule and the six gas 
release modules. Reuse of the ESP module capture/release device and 
support'st~ucture for the added plasma "ake generator is a direct inter-
change "ith-nosuppO'rt eqtripment-modifications. The chemical release 
Hill be planned to use the Flight 1 gas'release support structure "ith 
modifications on top of the platform to provide a release device for de-
ployment. As the chemical release module is 976 pounds (443 kg) heavier 
than the gas release modules, the support structure design for Flight 1 
"ould have :::0 be overdesigned acco,;dingly. Another change on the forHard 
pallet involves the MPM canister. The addition on the MPH of two UV-
Visible-near IR spectrometers to the existing near IR spectrometer from 
Flight 1 requires a larger environmental canister to house the instrument 
grouping. A SIPS heat pipe canister modified to extend its overall 
length by 20 inches and to provide MPH baseplate mounting is planned for 
this application. Descriptions of the deployed modules for Flight 2 can 
be found in Section 4.8. 
4.1.4 Structures Analysis 
Mass Properties - The ~ollo"ing table summarizes the AMPS'Flight 1 
and 2 configuration weights. 
Flight 1 
Spacelab 
Mission Dependent Equipment 
Payload 
Total Flight 1 
Flight 2 
Spacelab 
Mission Dependent Equipment 
Payload 
Total Flight 2 
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Launch Weight 
KGS LBS 
6206 13682 
2.:+01 5293 
6117 13485 
14724 32460 
6206 13682 
2772 6111 
6212 13695 
15190 33488 
Landed Weight 
KGS LBS 
6206 13682 
1927 4248 
4337 9562 
12470 27492 
6206 13682 
2298 5066 
3922 8647 
12426 27395 
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It can be noted from the table that there is a 4508 pound (2045 kg) 
margin for the Flight 1 return case. Flight 2 shows a similar margin. 
The center of gravity of each configuration, launch and landed, are 
within the constraints specified in Shuttle Orbiter Document JSC 07700, 
Vol. XIV. For Flight 1 a margin of approximately 29 inches (.74 metres) 
exists for the launch condition longitudinal CG, and a margin of approxi-
mately 40 inches (1.01 metres) is being shown for the landed condition. 
A cursory examination of the many possible variations in the payload 
configurations that exist for the aborted reentry and landing cases has 
been accomplished. These analyses show that the CG can be maintained 
for some of the more obvious cases. Appendix D contains the mass pro-
perties listing completed during the study. Launch and landed weights 
and CGs are presented for both Flights 1 and 2. A tabulation of the 
AMPS payload is given by separation into basic Spacelab, mission depen-
dent, AMPS instruments, and AMPS Labcraft categories. The longitl'dinal 
CG plot is also presented in the appendix for Flights 1 and 2. 
Dynamics and Vibroacoustics - The impact of the dynamics and vibro-
acoustics environments on the AMPS support structure design is discussed 
in Section 5.2.3. Structural test philosophy and recommendations for 
various testing including modal survey, vibro-acoustics, and static 
testing can be found in Section 5.2.4. 
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4.2 Thermal Control Subsystem 
The Orbiter Spacelab/AMPS payload consists of numerous instruments 
and support equipment with diverse pm,er and thermal requirements. 
Power dissipations vary from several watts to 5000 watts and component 
thermal environments range from the pressurized compartments to space. 
The AMPS thermal design matches the diversity of the requirements by 
use of Space lab hardware and standard thermal control techniques to the 
maximum extent. 
AMPS thermal design requirements include those imposed by the 
Spacelab (particularly on the fluid loop system) and those imposed by 
the instruments. Spacelab thermal requirements are obtained from the 
Spacelab accommodation handbook and instrument requirements from the 
Instrument Functional Requirement Document (IFRD). Development of the 
AMPS thermal design must consider specified vehicle attitudes with re-
sultant environmental heating. The Spacelab the~al requir~ments are 
detailed in Section 4.2.1. Environmental heating requirements are dis-
cussed in Section 4.2.2. KbY AMPS thermal design features are: 
o Maximum use of an active thermal control loop and Spacelab 
hardware; 
o A multilayer insulation (MLI) thermal curtain enclosing the 
pallets; 
o A low alE external coating to cold-bias all components and 
use of thermostatic heaters for cold-case operation; 
o Application of standard environm"ental can;i.sters for Lnstru-
ments that require narrow temperature tolerances; 
o Where required, recommendation of an open-cycle cryogen cooler 
integral with the instrument. 
The AMPS thermal deaign approach has been developed considering 
all flights. The thermal performance has beenverifiect'analytically 
for the Flight 1 configuration, The Flight 1 thermal analysis shows 
that the AMPS baseline thermal control concepts meet component re-
quirements and match the Orbiter/AMPS Spacelab payload thermal COn-
trol capabilities. The thermal design concepts are general, and sub-
sequent AMPS flights will perform Similarly to Flight 1. 
4.2.1 Thermal Control Requirements and Concepts 
The AMPS baseline thermal control subsystem (TeS) is illustrated 
in Figure 4.2-1 for the Flight 1 configuration. The thermal design 
employs an active thermal control loop, pallet thermal curtain, cold-
biased thermal design, environmental canister and open cycle cryogen. 
Active Thermal Control Loop - The baseline AMPS/Spacelab payload 
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Figure 4.2-1 AMPS Thermal Design Summary 
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thermal control loop is illustrated in Figure 4.2-1. The Space lab water 
loop thermally couples the pallet Freon-2l loop to the Orbiter payload 
heat exchanger that maintains the inlet water temperature to the Space-
lab module below 450F (7.20C). The paYload heat exchanger can remove 
an average of 8.5 kilowatts from the Spacelab coolant 100B and pallet 
a a Freon temperatures vary bet~qeen 75 F Clnd 104 F (24 and 40 C). The 
Orbiter/Spacelab thermal control loop capabilities that are presented 
in the Spacelab Accommodation Handbook have been summarized in Table 
4.2-1. 
Table 4.2-1 Shutt1e/Spacelab Thermal Control Capabilities 
COM PONENT {S YSTEM NOMINAL HEAT REJECTION TEMPERATURE 
WATTS °c 
Shuttle Payload HX 
Baseline with Add-On 
Radiator Kit 
- Prelaunch, Ascent, 1520 7.2 to Payload 
. Entry and On-Orbit 37.8 from Payload 
(Doors Closed) 7.2 to Payload 
- On-Orbit (Doors Open) .8500 40.0 from Payload 
Spacelab 
- Avian ics Loop 
Experiment Load 3000 22{40 
- Cabin Air Experiment 
Load 1000 18{27 
- Experiment Dedicated 
HX 
. 
4000 18{38 
Pallet 
, 
- Interloop HX 4850 24{40 
, 
- Eight Coldplates Provided 
with Basic Spacelab 1000 (Each Coldplate) 
(Size -500x750 mm) 
- Four Capacitor Elements 0.270 kwh (Phase Cha nge with 40.2 
Allocated Heneicosane) Melt Point 
(Size -500x700x25 mm) . 
Four thermal capacitors that utilize Heneicosane wax are allocated 
to the payload by Spacelab. A study has been completed (Section 5.3.3) 
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to determine the effects of thermal capacitors that are located at the 
outlet to the pallet Freon loop. The analysis shows that the thermal 
capacitors do not significantly affect coolant temperatures during op-
era tion of the high powered ins truments and the capacitor .• have not 
been baselined. Investigation of instrument configurations has shown 
that it is often necessary to mount coldplates on the instruments. An 
alternative approach uses experiment-dedicated heat exchangers for con-
centrated heat loads such as the LIDAR. The AMPS payload requires 
components that are mounted in the Spacelab module on the experiment 
racks and on the Orbiter aft flight deck. The total heat loads for 
these components are belmy the required levels. 
Pallet Thermal Curtain - Thermal analysis using the TRASYS and 
MITAS programs have shown that a thermal curtain enclosing the pallet 
is required for solar-inertial attitudes. Analysis results without the 
thermal curtain indicate that temperatures as high as 2S7
0 F (12SoC) can 
be expected in cavities. A low alE multilayer insulation (MLI) struc-
tural curtain in conjunction with the pallet loop minimizes the tempera-
ture variations of the coldplated components. 
Cold-Biased Thermal Design - A cold-biased semi-passive thermal 
design approach has been baselined for components that are mounted, 
fully or partially, outside the pallet thermal curtain. A low alE 
coating is used to maintain equipment at relatively low temperatures 
for hot conditions and thermostatic heaters are provided for cold case 
operations. The cold-biased thermal design approach is detailed in 
Section 5.3.2. The analyses show that this design approach meets 
thermal requirements. 
Environmental Canister - The near-IR spectrometer and the spec-
trometer/photometer package used on Flight 1 contains complex optical 
elements. Comparison with similar instruments shows that the tempera-
ture fluctuations of the instrument case must be limited to approxi-
ma.tely ± 90 F (± SoC). Several instrument environmental canisters that 
provide relatively constant temperatures are currently being studied. 
Candidate approaches include the GSFC 'small-instrument pointing system 
(SIPS) heat pipe canister, an MSFC miniaturized pointing mount canister 
that uses Sky lab Apollo Telescope Mount hardware, and a JSC AMPS in-
strument module system (AIMS) that uses coldplates coupled directly to 
the pallet loop. The Flight I AMPS configuration uses the MSFC liquid 
loop canister in conjunction with the mini-mount pointing platform. 
Heat rejection studies using the AMPS thermal math model have been 
completed and are discussed in Section 4.2.2. 
Cryo-Cooled Instruments - The prime AMPS contractor is not di-
rectly responsible for the design of the cryo-cooled instruments. 
However, to facilitate development of a viable AMPS design, a prelimi-
nary study has been completed to select a cryogen instrument design . 
concept. The limb scanner and the far-IR spectrometer require cryo-
genic temperatures. Radiator. and thermoelectric devices are unaccept-
able because of their limited heat rejection capability. Open-cycle 
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coolers have been selected over mechanical refrigerators because of 
vibration, weight, and potoer penalties. 
The limb scanner and the far-IR spectrometer themal design approach 
that has been baselined uses stored cryogens as an integral part of the 
instrument because this approach avoids the problel~s associated with the 
transfer of cryogens across pointing platform gimbals. Solid neon 
(20oK) is used to cool instrument toalls and liquid helium (4oK) is used 
to cool the detectors. 
4.2.2 Thermal Design Verification 
The TRASYS program (environmental heating) and the MITAS program 
(subsystem temperatures) have been used to verify tte performance of 
the AMPS thermal control subsystem. The analysis approach has been to 
construct a thermal math model that represents major elements of the TCS 
for the AMPS Flight 1 configuration. This configuration is typical of 
all AMPS flights and verification of the thermal performance of this 
configuration applies to suhsequent flights. The MlTAS thermal math 
model is described in Section 5.3.1. Preliminary AMPS thermal design 
studies have not identified potential problem areas during Orbiter 
launch and entry primarily because of the relatively short duration of 
these phases. Our analysis effort for the AMPS flights have emphasized 
orbital operations. 
Thermal Environments - Verification of the AMPS thermal design re-
quires the determination of the worst-case thermal attitudes. The 
parameters considered include environmental constants, beta angle 
(angle between the orbit plane and the sun) and vehicle attitude. Four 
cases have been selected to bound the AMPS flights thermal environments 
as shown in Figure 4.2-2. The TRASYS model used for the analysis is 
illustrated. 
The normal attitude for the AMPS flights is with the Orbiter bay 
facing the earth (Z-LVattitude). This attitude facilitates studies 
of the earth I s limb and is employed for approximately 80 percent of the 
flight. The beta angle range for a launch from the eastern test range 
(ETR) is from 0 to 80.5 degrees. A priori it is not clear whether the 
o or 80.5 degree beta angle in conjunction with Z-LV attitude is hotter 
and both cases have been investigated. Calibration measurements of the 
solar flux during the AMPS flights requires the Orbiter payload bay to 
face the sun for time periods of up to one orbit; thus, the third hot 
case vehicle attitude is the solar inertial case. Cold conditions 
occur for the AMPS payload with the payload bay facing away from the 
earth (-Z-LV) in conjunction with the 80.5 degree beta angle. 
AMPS thermal performance analysis requires the coordination of the 
four environmental cases with other parameters to result in analysis 
cases that bound AMPS thermal performance. 
Analysis Groundrules and Assumptions Thermal analysis groundrules 
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Figure 4.2-2 AMPS Worst Case Environmental Conditions 
and assumptions for the four analysis cases are presented in Table 4.2-2. 
Included are the Orbiter bay door configuratioD, MLI blanket effective 
emittance, thermal coating properties, environmental parameters and 
electrical power. Power values are presented for the pallets, cold-
biased components; mini-mount thermal canister-, cryo-instruments and 
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Table 4.2-2 Thermal Analysis Groundru1
es,Guide1ines and Assumptions 
I 
I 
Hot Case (ZLVIIll 
Solar Inertlal(21 Co!~ Case t-ZlVIIlI Z Toward Sun 
Item BoOd"l&B
o80.5 d"l Bo8~5d"l Bo8~5d"l , 
. -:s.~: 
1 
Orbiter Bal Doors Conf!~uraI1Dn 4D'F (Axedl 40"F (FIXed) 
Float 
Blanket Efrcctlve Emlttances 
Thermal CurtaIn QM ~M O.M
 
I nsulated I nstrumants 0.02 0.02 
0.02 
eyro 1 nstrum~nt5 O.D! 0.01 
~D! 
Thermal Coatings I ...... i 
I 
I 
M\PS External Surfaces 0" 0.25, e= 0.9 0 .. 0."25. e=O
.9 0"0.25, e"o.9 
Mlnlmllunt Canister 0"0.12, e=O.76 0"0.12, e"O.76 
0=0.12, e .. O.76 
tSllverized TeUon) 
EnvIronmental Parameters I , 
, 
Orblt Altltud[), mt 12M 124.0 124.0 
Solar Flux, Btulhr-n2
 457.0 451.11 4D!.0 
Atbella Flux. Btulhr-ft2
 192.0 192.0 72.0 
Earth FlUX, Blulhr-ft
2 8~5 . 8~5 6L5 
Pallet Power 
I 
Palletsl &2 14 RAUs} 481'1 48W 
I 
ID. 811~81 \'1 I 
Palla 3 ~ RAUsl 24\'/ 2~W 
(Q 8112~II'1 1 
Cold-Biased Com~onents 
I 
Udar Receiver OW OW 
OW 
I 
poInting Platforms 1110 W Each 
(lOOViEach(mOI'l 0\'1 
ESP OW 
11481(31 0 Vi OW 
Beam Dlagllosllcs Package OW 
185ltli 0 W 01'1 
OBIPS 116W 
OW OW 
Gas Release Module 01'1 OW
 OW 
Mlnimount Environmental Canister Radiator Inlm _~ 52"F 
Radiator lnlm - 52°F Radiator Inlet" 52"F 
IMaxlmum F\nvli (Maximum flow) IMlnlmum F\nwl 
cryo-lnstruments: 
-~23"F, 10 VI Eledronlcs -~23"F, 10 W Eledronlcs -423"F, 10 W
 Electronics: 
Far-IR spectrometer ~6 VI Telescope 
~6 W Telescope ~6 W Telescope 
-~23"F, ~O W Electronics -~23"F. ~O W Electro-nics -~23"F, 40 W Elect
ronIcs 
cryo Umb Scanner 35 W Telescope 
35 W Te!escope 35 W Telescope 
Fluid lOOp 
Status On On 
On 
CabIn Heater Exchal"ger 1~061'1 lA0
6W I~ 81l~06 \'1 
CabIn Rack 1529 W 152
9 W m.81 1529 W 
Water Loop Pump 53 VI 53 \'1 
10,8) 53 W 
Fr(lijn Loop Pump 27~W 2701 \'I 
10.81274 W 
Udar loop pump 84\'1 84\'1 
IQ 8} 84 \'1 
Udar Transml«er 40 1'1 s~ndby(~1 40 VI standby ID. 81
 ~D\'I 5tandby 
tEeM 450W 
450W 10.814501'1 
Power Supply 1O.2112159I'n
'SI OW OW 
Electron Accelerator 10.8} 12159 VlI~1 01'1 OW 
ill Quasi-Steady-State Analysis (Orbital Equillbrluml, 
121 One Orbit TranslenJ I nillal Conditions Hot-Steady-state-, Beta" 
0 deg. 
131 Internal/External Radlahon Coupling Sele-dicm Analysis. 
141 SOOO W Pe.lil: Doi-i.1!! Operation: Udar and Eledron Accelera
tor Do Not Operate Together. 
lSI AVerage Power: Peak. Power of SOOJ W Occurs during Dark SIde o
f Orbit. 
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the fluid loop. 
Analysis Results - Component temperatures/time histories presented 
in this section are for orbital equilibrium conditions except for the 
solar inertial attitude analyses that are for a one-orbit transient. 
Temperature requirements for Flight 1 instruments/components have been 
tabulated and compared to analysis results.in Section 4.3.2 Note that 
component node identification numbers used in this section correspond 
to the thermal math model illustrated in Section 5.3-1. 
The passive ESP and pallet thermal curtain temperature/time his-
tories for hot conditions, as examples, are presented in Figure 4.2-3. 
The ESP is not powered in the stowed position and the temperature fluc-
tuations-slwwn-are the result of variations :.'.0 the orbital thermal en-
vironment. The internal ESP temperatures vary + SOy (+ 30e), while the 
o 0 --
external skin changes 40 F (22 C). The thermal curtain has a 1m. thermal 
mass and temperatures vary to a greater extent than the ESP. The aver-
age temperatures for the ESP and thermal curtain for the ~.o beta angle 
extremes are similar. These results, and a review of temperatures of 
other components shm.s that the average component temperatures for the 
Z-LV attitude are a weak function of beta angle. 
Hot/Cold Case - The hot-case temperature results for the fluid 
loop and the cold-case temperature results for the thermal curtain are 
presented in Figure 4.2-4. The temperature/time histories for the elec-
tron accelerator and the inlet to the payload heat exchanger show that 
the thermal environment of the ~o beta angle extremes has a negligible 
effect. The inlet to the payload heat exchanger and the electron ac-
celerator are below the upper temperature limits. The thermal curtain 
temperatures show, for cold conditions, a maximum change during an 
orbit, of 700 F (390C), with a 1m. temperature of -210Df (-134°C). 
Solar Inertial - Component temperature/time histories for the 
solar inertial attitude are presented in Figure 4.2-5, and include ex-
ternal surfaces, int,~rnal components/ ins truments and the fluid loop. 
Note that the initial conditions for these studies are hot steady-
state (beta = 0.) and the analysis results are for.a duration of one-
orbit. Most equipment is powered down, as shown in Table 4.2-2, during 
the solar inertial condition. 
The aft thermal curtain reaches 1500 F (66 0 C), because of the con-
gested aft pallet configuration. The midcurtain, electron accelerator, 
and LIDAR external temperatures peal< at agproximately lOOoF (3SoC). The 
mini-mount canister is stable at SOoF (10 C), primarily because of the 
canister coolant loop. The LIDAR and the ORIPS remain relatively con-
stant and the ESP internal temperature increases 2SoF (14oC). These 
temperatures are significantly belm. the 1220 F (SOoC) upper limit. 
Fluid loop temperatures and coldplated components drop in temperature 
during the solar inertial phase because these components were operating 
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Figure 4.2-5 Solar Inertial Thermal Performance 
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at the beginning of the solar inertial phase and are powered down. All 
components meet requirements during the one-orbit solar inertial atti-
tude operation. 
Mini-mount Canister Heat Rejection - A study has been completed to 
determine the maximum heat rejection capability of the mini-mount 
thermal canister. The canister TCS schematic and analysis results are 
presented in Figure 4.2-6. Instrument heat is radiated to canister in-
ternal walls that are maintained below 520 F (11 °C)' by the liquid loop 
using a flow control valve and external radiator panels (external can-
ister walls) as indicated. 
The maximum canister heat rejection has been determined using the 
AMPS thermal model, by setting the canister radiator flow rate to the 
maximum value. Worst-case hot conditions and a 0.0 and 80.5 degree 
beta angle have been considered. The UV-VIS-NIR spectrometer/photometer 
(II-4 instrument) is housed within the thermal canister for Flight 1. 
The maximum power profile for the II-4 instrument is compared to the 
maximum canister heat rejection capability as shown. The worst-case 
pOl.er profile for the II-4 instrument should only be compared to the 0.0 
degree beta angle maximum heat rejection because the II-4 instrument is 
used to study the earth's limb about sunrise/sunset. The 0.0 degree 
beta angle orbit has a day/night cycle whereas the 80.5 degree beta 
angle orbiter is always in the sun. 
Comparison of the canister heat rejection ,qith the II-4 instrument 
power shows that the mini-mount canister heat rejection capability 
meets requirements. Even for the full sun orbit (beta; 50.50 ) the 
average canister heat rejection meets requirements of the II-4 instru-
ment. 
4.2.3 Thermal Performance Summary 
The temperature requirements for AMPS Flight 1 components are com-
pared with the analysis results in Table 4.2-3. The analysis shows that 
all components are below upper temperature limits and all cold-biased 
components are below temperature limits. Thermostatically controlled 
heaters are used to maintain the components at the lower t"mperature 
requirement. 
Heater powers have been calculated for the cold-biased components 
and are presented in Table 4.2-4. A total of 288 watts is required. 
(mission average) and the total maximum heater power is 991 watts. The 
EPS analysis uses these heater powers and they are within the Orbiter 
capability. 
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Table 4.2-3 AMPS Flight 1 Thermal Performance Summary 
Temperature, of 
Compone ntll nstru me nt 
Lidar Receiver(l) 
Poi nti ng Platforms (l) 
Minimount Canister Inner 
Walls 
Minimount Canister Radiator 
ES p(l) 
Beam Diagnostics (l) 
DB I PS(l) 
Gas Release Modu les (l) 
Electron Accelerator(l), 
Laser Heads (l) 
Power Supply 
IECM 
Pallets 
Aft Pallet Thermal Curtain 
I nlet to Payload Heat Excha nger 
(l) I nternal Instrument. 
(2) I FRD 
Requirements (2) Analysis(5) 
-22 to 122 . -210(6) to 55 
-22 to 122 -134(6) to 72 
49 to 51 49 to 51 
-100 to 100(7) 
-92 to 50 
0(3) to 122 -181 (6) to 26 
0(3) 10 122 -203 (6) to 25 
-22 to 122 -219(6) to 98 
0(3) to 122 -183(6) to 15 
-22 to 122 59 to 107 
-22 to 122 59 to 117 
-22 to 122 59 to 86 
-22 to 122 65 to 85 
-- II to 68 
-- -198 to 144 
40 to 104(4) 59 to 97 
(3) Battery Storage Requirements, Heater Set Point, oaF 
(4) Space Shuttle I nterface Control Document - Level II, JSC 12117175. 
(5) LowestlHighest Temperature Achieved during the Four Analysis 
Cases for Transient Conditions. 
(6) Controlled to Lower Limit with Thermostatic Heater. 
(7) Skylab ATM Requirement. 
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Table 4.2-4 AMPS Flight 1 Heater Power 
Heater Power, W 
Heater Location Miss ion Average (l) 
Lidar Receiver 8 
Pointing Platforms (3) 24 
Minimount Canister 138 
ESP 60 
Beam Diagnostics 34 
OBlPS 12 
Gas Release Modules 12 
Total 288 
I' a. 
Maximum (2) 
20 
186 
345 
230 
140 
50 
20 
991 
(l) Based on 80% +ZLV Hot (Beta = 0 deg) and 20% +ZLV 
Cold (Beta == 80.5 deg), Components Off. 
(2) Cold Conditions, Components Off. 
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4.3 Electrical Power and Distribution System (EPDS) 
The Shuttle Orbiter fuel cells provide the primary source of power 
for the AMPS electrical loads. The fuel cell pOlqer is s,qitched through 
the Spacelab distribution system and is available to the AMPS loads at 
the Electrical Power Distribution BOlces (EPDB) on each pallet. The ac 
power requirements for AMPS loads are satisfied by the use of the Space-
lab 400 Hz inverter which is mounted in the pressurized module. The ac 
po,;t'r is also switched through the Spacelab distribution system and is 
available to AMPS loads at the EPDB interfaces. The fuel cells provide 
the AMPS payload an average power of 3400 watts at a nominal 28 volts 
with peak energy of 7400 watts available for 15 minutes once every 3 
hours. The energy available to the AMPS payload is 369 kilowatt-hours. 
4.3.1 Electrical Power and Distribution Requirements and Concepts 
The EPDS consists of: Electrical Distribution Units (EDUs) for load 
switching and circuit protection; Pyro Initiator Units for instrument 
release; Power Supplies for deployed instrument po,;er and peak load 
requirements; Pulsed Power Supply for high voltage; high energy and 
interconnecting cabling for distribution of pOl;er, commands and tele-
metry. Figure 4.3-1 and Figure 4.3-2 shmq the EPDS configuration for 
Flights 1 and 2 respectively. Figure 4.3-3 is a summary of .the EPDS 
hardware and gives the design/development status and key features of' 
each component. 
Science instrument power requirements used in the design of the 
EPDS were obtained from instrument IFRDs. Figures 4.3-4 and 4.3~S are 
a listing of these requirements and show a proposed location for each 
instrument. Inasmuch as possible, Spacelab EPDS hardware has been 
utilized to form the basic power dis,tribution system with AMPS dedi-
cated hardware being added to provide switch and circuit protection 
for AMPS electrical loads. -
Poveer Distributiorr - The· power requirements of the AMPS payload 
are divided into t,;o categories: 
(1) Pallet Mounted - Power for mounted pallet loads is obtained 
from the Orbiter fuel cells via the Spacelab POIqer Bus using 
AMPS EDUs and interconnecting cabling. Power from the Space-
lab bus is switched in the EnUs and distributed to the pallet 
loads. Switched pOlqer distributed to the deployable instru-
ments provides heater power prior to release from the pallets. 
(2) Deployable Instruments - Instruments that are deployed either 
as a free-flying subsatellite or as a recoverable instrument 
package receive power from a storage battery internal. to the 
instrument package. Batteries are activated prior to installa~ 
tion and remain in a ready state until power is required. 
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A. FLICIIT 1 El'DS EQUIPMENT 
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Pm<er switching is controlled either through an RF link to 
the deployed package command receiver or by an internal com-
mand from the using instrument. 
Electrical Distribution Units - The EPDS contains three EnUs, one 
located on each pallet. The EDU provides circuit protection and load 
control for each AMPS load. The EnU switching commands come from Remote 
Acquisition Units (RAUs) mounted on each Spacelab pallet. Processing 
of RAU commands is accomplished through use of digit~l signal decoding 
interfaces operating the magnetic latching relays. Decoding interfaces 
are redundant and either interface will perform the required switching. 
EDUs provide bus redundancy, bus isolation, and overload protection for 
each output circuit and are capable of transferring both 28 vdc and 400 
Hz, 115 vac. EDUs provide single, series redundant, and parallel re-
dundant relay switching. Typical st<itching functions include: 
o Operational power and heater pm<er for instruments operating 
on the Spacelab pallets; 
o Pyrotechnic release pm<er for deployable instruments; 
o Heater power for deployable instruments while pallet mounted. 
Pyro Initiator Units - Actuation of explosive release devices is 
controlled by Pyro Initiator Units (PIUs). The PIU takes voltage from 
the EDUs and switches it to the release device when a command is re-
ceived from a RAU or command receiver. A Pyro Actuation Unit provides 
a safe/arm function and built-in test points to determine the status 
of the release device. The PIUs are internally redun~ant for each pyro 
event to insure proper firing. 
Pm<er Supplies - Instrument packages which are removed from their 
pallet mountings during the operational sequence contain internal power 
supplies. The pm<er supply design selected as the result of the trade 
study in Section 5.4.1 uses silver-zinc primary batteries. The bat-
teries are not recharged on orbit and are therefore sized to meet the 
instrument package energy requirements t<ith a positive pm<er margin, 
including allowance for power increases and contingency operation. 
The battery design selected is a flight qualified design available off-
the-shelf in a range of sizes from 1 to 200-ampere hours. Shelf stor-
age life is 2 to 5 years dry and 15 to 30 days wet. Ninety to 100% of 
the nominal capacity is available after 15 days of t<et stand. 
A 160 ampere-hour source power supply is included in the peaking 
battery package. This application of a flight qualified, primary 
silver-zinc battery requires a limited number of charge/discharge cycles 
to support high power usage experiments. A flight qualified battery 
charger and the distribution and control logic complete the design of 
the peaking battery package. 
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Pulsed Power Supply - The Pulsed POI~er Supply is required to pro-
vide high voltage, high energy dc pulsed power for instrument operation. 
The pulsed pow-er supply design is a dual tier power processing design 
with individual power processing units for each instrument as shown in 
Figure 4.3-6. The design shown includes a 1.3 farad capacitor bank to 
provide 100 kilojoules of energy to the Electron Accelerator on Flight 
1. The 2 kilojoule requirement of the LIDAR Emitter for Flights land 
2 is also satisfied using the common capacitor storage bank. Subsequent 
flights include instruments with high voltage, high energy pulses ex-
ceeding the Flights land 2 requirements by orders of magnitude. The 
exact energy levels are not knOlm at the present time because pulse 
durations are either not defined or depend on system operating modes. 
Orbiter High- Electron Fuel 
rL Voltage Cell J Power r- Acce I era tor Source Medium- Capacitor Processing (lkV to 30 kV) Range Voltage i-- Storage Unit Power Process- Bank 
AMPS Lf ing Unit (500 V) ~ High- LIDAR Peaking Voltage Emitte. Battery Power I-- (5 kV) Package Processing 
Unit 
Figure 4.3-6 DC Pulsed Power Supply Configuration 
Table 4.3-1 is a summary of the voltage and current levels for 
each AMPS high voltage instrument. Pulse durations are given l(7here 
they are available. It can be seen that even very short duration 
pulses at the maximum voltage and current levels will result in energy re-
quirements in the megajoule range. Capacitor storage banks to pro-
vide several megajoules of energy may not be acceptable because of 
weight and volume constraints. At 100 joules per pound, a 1 megajoule 
capacitor bank would weight 10,000 pounds. Therefore, as the require-
ments for these instruments are defined, additional studies l(7ill be 
required to identify design techniques that will satisfy the instru-
ment requirements within the weight and volume constraints of a Space-
lab payload. Of special interest in such a study would be the use of 
energy storage devices using rotational kinetic energy such as fly-
l(7heels or homopolar generators. An additional technique of interest 
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is magnetic field energy storage using super conducting coils cryo-
genically cooled to temperatures of approximately 20 K. The use of 
batteries and dedicated fuel cells for energy storage should also be 
considered. The batteries and fuel cells may be required to provide 
the energy and pOlver levels required to recharge the pulsed power 
supply selected if the pulse repetition rates exceed the Orbiter fuel 
cell output capability. 
Table 4.3-1 High Voltage Power Supply Requirements 
Avg. SIC High Voltage Characteristics Instrument Power Voltage Current Pulse 
1-1 LIDAR 1-5 KW 5KV 400 A 1 msec 
1-5 MPD Arc 5 Kli 100 V to 500 V 1 KA to 250 KA 20 to 200 msec 
.. 
1-6 II.V. Plasma Guns 5 Kli 1 KV to 10 KV 10 KA to 250 KA System Dependent 
1-7 SEFAC 
a) electron Gun 1.2 KW 0.1 KV to 40 KV 0.1 A to 10 A Variable Modes 
b) Ion Source 1KW 1 KV to 20 KV 0.2 A to 1 A System Dependent 
0) MPD Arc 2KW 150 V to 250 V 10 to 360 KA 1-3 NS 
1-9 Electron Accelerator 5 Kli 1 KV to 30 KV 0-7 A System Dependent 
Interconnecting Cabling - Interconnecting cabling provides for the 
transfer of pOlver, signals, and commands. The AMPS cabling ,,,ill provide 
the following: 1) minimum loss of power, signal, and commands due to 
any mission environment; 2) sensitive circuit (EMI) protection by means 
of physical cable separation and/or circuit shielding; 3) construction 
utilizing standard hardware designed for space operation; 4) use of 
commercial hardware where possible; 5) simplicity of design to assure 
minimum construction cost and ease of maintenance; and 6) installation 
techniques that eliminate mechanical interferences. Special emphasis 
will be directed towards pyro circuits and range safety requirements 
will be strictly adhered to. 
The cabling design concept provides for disconnect points at inter-
pallet separations and hard mounted instrument interfaces. Hhere pos-
sible, disconnects are accomplished with connectors but other techniques 
will be employed when connectors cannot be used. Each self-contained 
portion of cabling "ill be built separately to provide for ease of 
manufacturing, installation and maintenance. The cabling will be built 
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either on the AMPS pallets and support structure or on a three dimen-
sional fixture to assure correct positioning and proper fit. AMPS 
cabling design \Vill also include close coordination \Vith and inputs 
f. .:~ 
! 
to each instrument manufacturer to obtain a maximum amount of standardi-
zation bet\Veen instruments \Vhere standardization a110los construction 
of universal cabling \Vithout affecting instrument operation. Areas 
that are considered are: 1) connector locations \Vith respect to instru-
ment mounting, 2) connector types used and the purpose for each type, 
3) the routing of ~oires to a connector and the position of each \Vire 
in a connector. 
4.3.2 Trade Studies and Analyses 
EPDS trade studies and analyses \Vere completed to optimize the de-
sign configuration at the minimum program cost. This section presents 
a brief summary of the study results; complete studies are found in 
Section 5.4 and Appendix E. 
Electrical Energy Management - A pOloer profile analysis of the 
Flight 1 mission \Vas completed using the mission timelines generated 
during the study and discussed in Section 3.2. The po\Ver requirements 
used for the instruments are those specified in instrument IFRns. 
Groundru1es and assumptions used in the course of the analyses \Vere: 
a. Night cycle duration per orbit ; 37 minutes 
Day cycle duration per orbit ; 53 minutes; 
b. Instrument operation \Vhen not indicated as a full day or night 
cycle \Vas estimated and an average po\Ver IOas calculated for 
use in the analysis; 
c. Po\Ver for the experiment computer and I/O unit is part of the 
Space1ab po\Ver allocation. 
A pOlOer profile for the first day of flight is sholOn in Figure 4.3-7. 
The detailed analysis and pOlOer profiles for days 2 through 6 are in 
Appendix E. A summary of the total Flight 1 energy requirements is 
shOlm in Table 4.3-2. The study results sho\V the energy usage to be 
378 k"h. This value, although 2.5% greater than the allocated 369 
k"h, is one that "ill be easily manageable once actual energy require-
ments for science instruments are established. 
The pOlOer analysis for Flight 2 "as not performed since the majority 
of the science instruments \Vere the same as Flight 1. This indicated 
that the energy used on Flight 2 \Vould approximate that of Flight I and 
\Vould also be manageable "ith establishment of actual requirements. 
RF Versus Hard\Vire Trade Study - A study IOas performed to select' 
the design coqfiguration for providing power, data and commands to the 
, 
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instrument modules that are deployed from the Spacelab pallets. Three 
options were identified: 1) use of an RF link Hith receiving, trans-
mitting, and power equipment included in the instrument package design; 
2) hardwiring from the pallet to the instrument package by routing 
along and attaching to the Shuttle Remote Manipulator System (RMS); and 
3) hardwiring from the pallet to the instrument package using a cable 
management system mounted on the pallet to extend and retract cabling 
as instruments are deployed and recovered. 
Hard"liring via the 'RMS was not selected due to the increased inter-
center interface effort, the increase in line lengths, and the need to 
design an RMS End Effector with electrical interfacing capabilities. 
Hardwiring using a cable management system was reviewed and eliminated 
due to the many technical problems associated with the design, build 
and installation of the cable management system. The RF link was 
selected as the method most readily adaptable to the operation of de-
ployed instruments. Although there would be more deployed weight, the 
technical problems associated with interfacing, design and installation 
of the link ,<culd be minimal when compared to either of the two hard-
wired methods. All RF and EPDS components required 'are available off-
the-shelf, resulting in the most cost effective solution to the problem. 
Details of the trade study are included in Section 5.4.1. 
Deployed Instrument Power Supply Analysis - Each of the deployed 
instrument packages, both free-flying and RMS maneuvered, requires an 
internal power supply to meet the energy requirements of the instrument 
and the supporting subsystems. This analysis evaluated the pOl.er and 
energy requirements for each such package in the Flight 1 and Flight 2 
configurations and selected the battery required to satisfy the re-
quirement. A power and energy margin of 100% was used as a goal to in-
sure adequate margin for grOl.th and contingency operation. Such a 
margin is considered necessary during the preliminary design phase to 
minilnize iteration to the EPDS design resulting from changing pOl.er 
requirements and operational procedures. This analysis will be up-
dated during the hardware design phase using smaller power margins 
which may result in reduced component sizes. The details of the analysis 
are available in Section 5.4.2. 
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4.4 Attitude and Pointing Control Subsystem (APCS) 
The following sections describe the instrument pointing requirements 
as initially defined in the IFRDs, amended as appropriate, and summarize 
the APCS configuration selected for the AMPS flights. The Orbiter's 
attitude control capability ."as investigated, and where found lacking, 
appropriate recommendations were made to augment the basic capability of 
the Orbiter. The additional equipment required consists of t,,,o types of 
pointing platforms with appropriate sensors, all of '''hich are assumed to 
be furnished by the government (GFE). Supporting analyses and descrip-
tions are included herein to ascertain the capability of these platforms 
to meet the pointing requirements. 
4.4.1 Attitude and Pointing Control Requirements 
Flight 1 - The instrunlents have been grouped as to their particular 
mission task as delineated in Table 4.4-1. The pointing accuracy and 
stability (tabulated as stability rate) requirements were obtained 
initially from the Instrument Functional Requirements Document (IFRD) and 
amended as necessary by cognizant personnel for clarification and 
consistency. Values stated were continually under investigation and 
represent an interpretation of the requirements based on the latest 
available data. 
The nominal vehicle attitude is X-POP/Z-LV. 11-9 (NIR Spectrometer) 
requires pointing toward the sun during the sunrise and sunset terminators 
for approximately 3 minute periods. 11-7 (Cryo Limb Scanner) and 11-10 
(Cryo Cooled Interferometer/Spectrometer) have been located on the SIPS 
due to the ~ 0.5 degree co-alignment requirement between instruments 
and require horizon pointing. It is assumed that 11-7 will limb scan 
with an internal mirror. 11-7 requires that data obtained from individual 
samples be accurate to each other sample within the scan angle + 4 arc 
seconds. (See Table 4.4-1.) -
II-3 (OBIPS) concerns itself only '"ith the gas dynamics portion of 
the Acoustical Gravity Waves experiment. Hith the vehicle in the 
X-POP/Z-LV attitude, a roll maneuver about the X-axis is initiated. 
At the proper position (Z-axis along the velocity vector), the chemical 
release canister is ejected. The vehicle then rolls to the optimum view-
ing orientation. At approximately 80 km back in thp orbital plane, OBIPS 
will view the anticipated 10 km diameter gas cloud. OBIPS will view the 
cloud just prior to release until 5 seconds after r0;c~se. At the 80 km 
distance, the anticipated cloud diamet<'r ,,,ill be withir, approximately 7 
degrees of the total 16 degree FOV of OBIPS. Therefore, ±. 1 degree point-
ing accuracy \V'as deemed sufficient. 
The remainder of the instruments are either hardmounted, free-
flying or deployed by the Remote Manipulator System (RMS) and no problems 
are anticipated in meeting their pointing requirements. 
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Table 4.4-1 Flight 1 Pointing Requirements 
Mission IFRD PTG Ace, Stablllly Rale, Remarks 
Task No. !. deg degfsec 
Minor H 1 IZLVI D.D05ll0A,D.0l1<OAI Harmounled L1DAR 
const. 11-9 D.25ISun 0.112 min B-Axes) MPM No.1 with thermal canister: Profiles oecuttl internal sola~tracker. 
11-7 0,5 (Horizon) D.Dil3 l"Hot): D.ll(OAI 5 I PS yoke A: Int scan mirror:rel 1 ~o S deg 
sample lac:!:. 4 sec (knowledge) J Co-~lIgn 
IHD 0.25 {Horizonl 0.001110 sec SIPSyokeB 
Aco·ust. 1-21 31VVI N/A Hardmounted chemiC31 release (No.}), 
Grav. 11-3 1 0.1 OBIPS/sunshaGe on MPM No.2: gas Waves dynamics portion of experiment 
Beam 1-9 } Hardmounted elect. aCc.l vehicle Inter 10 iii-Fleidl N/A pointing under 11/-2 conlrol: 2 1 deg aU knowl ofB-Field 
111-3 Hardmounted gas release (Jevel I 
beam diaglto '-9 
11-3 2 1 
""'''"'',"."' ~ 111-2 2 ABS N/A yector magnelomeler 1<:.0.5 deg RMS-
Instr acel . located 
Beam See Inter 111-4 Remarks N/A level II Beam Diag: pas ace a.IM 2 B-Axes) 
EMI See EMf Diagnostic Packages; spin axis lRMS-Field 111-25 N/A 
Map Remarks knowl to ~ 5 deg of vehicle X-axis; ~ ltd pas ace ~ O.lm (3-axesl oca e 
Contami- -- N/A N/A Integ env confam mon hardmounted 
atlon 
Solar IV-l 1 E'ree Abs solar flux cal. pkg hardmounted. 
Monitor (See Remarksl Drill Internal gimbal system: Orbiter in 
free drift mode (ptg. ace. at data take 
initIation.) 
Wake 111-25 r EIo1I O/agnostic Packages } MappIng 111-18 (See N/A Planar RPA RMS-Localed 111-23 Remarks) Neutral Mass Spect (Ptg ace same as EM 1 Map) 
Flight 2 - The instruments have been grouped as to their particular 
mission task as delineated in Table 4_4-2. The instruments ,~hich .require 
supplemental pointing capability are nearly identical with those described 
for Flight 1. II-l, (UV-VIS-N1R Spectrometer/Photometer) has been added to 
the fon~ard pointing platform_ Tt,is instrument requires horizon pointing 
and the platform can be time-shared with the 11-9 instrument l~hich requires 
sun pointing at terminators only_ 
With the exception of 11-3, the remainder of the instruments are either 
hardmounted, deployed by the RMS, or free-flying_ 
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Table 4·.4-2 Flight 2 Pointing Requirements 
Mission IFRO PTG Ace, Slablllly Rale, Remarks 
Task No. '!:.deg deg/sec 
Minor I-I 
CQnstlt~ 11-7 Same as Fllghll 
uent 11-10 
Prollles 
--'J.:L 
------,..---------·--------1 MPMNo. J"liiiil 
11-4 O.lIABS) O.DOl/!!,", UV-VIS-~IR SpectiPholo- Modilled SIPS 
meter i Thermal Canister 
Conduc- 1-21 31VVI 0.017 Hardmounted Chemical Release Sys IND. 2) 
IIvlly 11-3 1iOrb 0.1 OBIPSISunshade on MPM No.2: vIew Mod ObJectl release, release zone on next pass 
Wavel 1-12 5 lii-Fieldl 0. 01110 min Plasma Wave Package IXMTR, ReV. AnU 
Particle Hardmounted 
Inter. A 111-2 2 lABS I NIA Vector Magnetometer on RMS No. I: 
Accuracy KnOl'lledge 0. 01 deg. 
Wavel 1-12 Same as Wave/ Receiver & Antenna on Free-Flying RF 
Particle 111-2 Part. I nter- Rev. Pkg. (Includes Magnetometer for 
Inler. B action A All Rell 
-----
long 
Delay 
Echo 
Plasma 111-17 N/A 0.25 Deployable Tesl Body on RMS No.2; 
Flol'i Position Knowledge O,lm - 3 Axes 
111-2 IID~ I" 
Vector Magnelomeler } 
111-10 Ion Mass & Dist Anan 
111-18 Planar RPA; Allowable ·Rates62°/sec RMS No 1 
111-22 langmuir Type Current Collector . 
111-23 Neutral Mass spect. Position Ace'!. O.lm I3~Axes) 
Solar IV-I 5 Free Drift Same as Fllghll 
Flux 
Monitor 
4.4.2 Orbiter/Space1ab Pointing Accuracy Capabilities 
Table 4.4-3 summarizes the current Orbiter/Space1ab pointing capa-
bilities for the various reference modes as defined in Volume XIV, Rev. D 
"Space Shuttle Payload Accommodations" document. Using attitude deadbands 
of + 0.1 deg/axis, the pointing accuracy at the IMU navigation base located 
forward of the ere,. compartment is on the order of + 0.5 degrees. Errors 
that contribute to this 3 q value include, in addition to the attitude 
deadband, IMU drift, gimbal readout inaccuracy, and flight control 
system errors. At the payload line-of-sight (LOS), however, the point-
ing accuracy is further degraded due to structural misalignment, vehicle 
flexibility and thermal deformations to a value in excess of 2 degrees. 
This is referred to as open loop control of the payload LOS. In order to 
achieve comparable pointing accuracies at the payload LOS as at the Orbiter 
navigation base, attitude data from a payload-mounted. sensor is fed back 
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to the Orbiter GN&C computer. The computer· has existing interface capa-
bility to accept this data. In this manner, pointing accuracies at the 
payload LOS are commensurate with those at the :mu navigation base as 
indicated in the table. 
Table 4.4-3 Orbiter/Space lab Pointing Accuracy Capabilities 
Reference Mode 
IMU Only (Open Loop) Payload Sensor Feedback 
(l) At IMU, deg - 3" At Payload LOS, deg At Payload LOS, deg - 3" 
Inertial :!: 0.5 2 :!: 0.5 
Celestial :!: 0.44 2 :!: 0.44 
Earth Fixed Target (2) :!: 0.5 2 + 0.5 
Local Vertical (2) + 0.5 2 + 0.5 
Note: (l) Orbiter Vernier RCS Deadband: :!: 0.1 degl Axis 
(2) Based on 100 nm Orbit: TDRS Navigation Uncertainty ~ :!:O. 28 deg 
4.4.3 Attitude and Pointing Control Concepts 
Pointing platforms have been defined to augment the Orbiter pointing 
capabilities principally in three '7ays. 
o They are used for precision pointing of instruments .~hich require 
greater accuracy and stability than the Orbiter can provide. 
a They extend the viel~ing range of instruments with little or no 
Orbiter maneuvers required, thereby minimizing propellant usage 
and reducing potential contamination concerns. 
a They allow observation of various targets simultaneously. 
The configuration for Flight 1 is shown in Figure 4.4-1. An evalua-
tion of pointing platforms, as discussed in Section 5.2.1, led t1 the 
selection of two types for use on AMPS: Miniaturized Pointing Mount O1PM) 
and Small" Instrument Pointing Systems (SIPS). 
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Forward Pallet Aft Pallet 
Center Pallet 
Figure 4.4-1 Pointing Platform Configurations 
The for"ard pallet contains a 3-gyro HEM "ith an "ATM-type" thermal 
canister containing 11-9 (Near IR Spectrometer). The canister is a pre-
liminary design of an environmental enclosure utilizing spare thermal 
control equipment from ATM. A NASA Standard Fixed-Read Star Tracker 
(FRST) is located on the MEM. 
The center pallet contains a SIPS, "hich is the baseline pOinting 
system, without thermal canisters. One yoke contains 11-7 (Cryo-Cooled 
Limb Scanner) "hile the second yoke contains 11-10 (Cryo-Cooled IR 
Spectrometer). Separate gimbal rings l~hich surround each instrument are 
attached to the yokes and contain a t"o-gyro package each. A second NASA 
Standard FRST is located on 11-7. 
The aft pallet contains a second three-gyro HEM "ith 11-3 (OBIPS 
"ith sunshade). 
The Flight 2 pointing platform configuration is essentially iden-
tical as for Flight 1. The differences are that a modified SIPS thermal 
canister has been substituted for the ATM-type and an additional instru-
ment, 11-4 (UV-VIS-NIR Spectrometer/Photometer), has been included on 
the fOrl~ard pallet MEM. 
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SIPS Description. - The block diagram of Figure 4.4-2 indicates a 
t\,o-axis gyro-stabilized control system for each yoke of the SIPS. 
Separate rate-integrating gyros for the elevation (up/down) and the left/ 
right ..xes provide stabilization signals in 'the two control loops, 
respectively. When a gyro senses a disturbance about its input axis, 
it begins to precess through gyroscopic action. As it precesses, its 
signal generator pickoff sends an error signal to the Control Elec-
tronics where the signal is compensated, amplified, and routed to the 
respective gimbal DC torquer. The torquer proceeds to drive the gimbal 
Orbiterl Spacelab 
I CMOS, GN&C Data 
: Sensor Data 
I 
______ J 
110 
Unit 
Tracker CMDS st t Control I~~~,~_a_u_s~~i~ 
Star X, Y Axes 
<-..:;N::::ooc..;2,---, 
.--__________ -j 0 Compensation 
~Gi'ftTSG1------J 0 Drivers 
o ADC/DAC 
.----------.:--., 0 CMD InteIiace 
0:~~TI~-----~ 0 Buffers 
L 0 Gyro Rate 
,.-----------1 CMD Comp 
UfD - Up/Down 
UR - Left/Right 
AZ - Azimuth 
Subsystem Computer 
o Coordinate Transformation 
o Star Catalog 
o Star Identification Process 
o Mode Control 
\+---i 
AZ 1----1~( Torquer 
<-------"~ 
~
Pedestal 
~ 
Yoke 
Figure4.4-2 SIPS Functional Block Diagram 
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in the proper direction So as to null out the disturbance. The gyro 
pickoff output signal, in the form of a discrete pulse wave train, also 
serves as a measure of the attitude change during the time period of 
interest. Position commands from the crew drive the azimuth loop 
(pedestal) in an open loop fashion. The FHST provides attitude data 
to the Orbiter GN&C computer, is used for platform alignment, and for 
updating gyro drift. 
The telescoping pedestal indicated in Figure 4.4-3 allows both 
yokes to be deployed simultaneously from the stm,ed position; i. e., 
along the longitudinal axis of the Orbiter. A ball screw is driven 
by a pair of redundant brush-type torquers through a gear train to 
effect deployment. A brake is used to hold the deployed pedestal. 
In an emergency, a retraction reel/tension spring system retracts the 
pedestal. If both systems fail and the payload has been deployed past 
the Orbiter mold line, payload separation is implemented by a jettison 
device at the upper portion of the pedestal. A brush-type DC torquer 
rotates both yokes simultanesouly in aZimuth; a twelve-bit encoder 
allows gimbal position readout. The elevation or up/down axis and the 
left/right axis provide fine pointing of the instruments located within 
the two yokes. Each fine control axis contains a limited rotation 
brushless DC torquer (10.6 N-m peak torque) and a twelve-bit encoder. 
Gimbal freedom provisions are as follm,s: 
Azimuth (Z- Axis) 
Elevation (Up/Down) 
Right/Left 
± 200 degrees 
a to 120 degrees 
± 10 degrees (minimum) 
The current weight estimate for the SIPS including two canister gimbal 
frames and the.deletion of the two canister assemblies is 618 kg. Each 
yoke can presently support 500 kg (instrument plus canister) and accommo-
dates a canister size of I x 1 x 3 meters. 
MPM Description - The MPM implementation, shown in Figure 4.4-4, 
utilizes three rate gyros in a strapdo,;n configuration as part of the 
attitude determination system. The three gyro outputs are sent to the 
Control Electronics where the strapdm;n computation is performed by 
means of quaternions which relate the desired reference frame with 
respect to the instrument reference frame. The instrument attitude and 
attitude rate are combined in the control law which is assumed to con-
sist of instrument rate, position and the integral of position. The 
output of the control law is sent to the gimbal steering law whose out-
put, in turn, sends gimbal torque commands to the appropriate torquer. 
The steering law output is also a function of the gimbal pOSitions as 
indicated by the resolver/encoder outputs. For the fon,ard MPM, the 
FHST provides the same functions as described for the SIPS and is used 
to supplement the solar tracker (internal to II-9-NIR Spectrometer) 
during periods of sun occultation "hen an update is required. For 
Flight 2, an additional instrument (11-4, UV/VIS/NIR Spectrometer) which 
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Figure 4.4-3 Small Instrument Pointing System 
requires earth-viet~ing is located "ithin the thermal canister. This 
flight "ill require more frequent attitude reference system updates from 
the FHST or sun sensor as the instruments are alternately pointefi at the 
sun or the earth. 
The MPM is an Inside-Out Gimbal system "itt. suspeClsion between the 
pedestal and pallet floor. Figure 4.4-5 depi.cts a {;opceptual design of 
the MPM with overall dimensions and gimbal angular freedom as noted. 
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Figure 4.4-4 M~ Functional Block Diagram 
Currently, the pitch and yaw axes each contains a brush-type DC torquer 
(0.64 N-m peak torque) ~mg.a 15 -bit encoder. Each of these axes also 
contains a DC tachomet-""; from t~hich gimbal rate information may be 
derived. The add~on roll axis capability will contain the DC torquer 
as the other tt~O axes in addition to a single-speed resolver. The 
resolver will be used for gimbal position readout. The outputs of the 
resolver and the u~o encoders are used in the torquer control law 
computatfons. 
The mount isolation system has three translational and three rota-
tional degrees-of-freedom. The suspension characteristics (stiffness 
and damping) plus adequate control loop bandt~idth accommodate the large 
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center-of-mass offset, i.e., no mass balance of th~ instrument is 
required. Hm.ever, the payload and gimbal mount each must be caged 
separately during the launch and landing phases of the mission. This 
is accomplished by having the instrument baseplate temporarily dis-
engage from the mount and separately clamp the mount and instrument 
canister to the pallet floor. 
Present weight estimate of the MPMwithout a thermal canister is 
56 kg. The platform can liccommodate a I (diameter) x 3 meter canister 
and a total payload weight of 500 to 600 kg. 
4.4.4 Rationale for Configuration 
As preViously described, pointing platforms are used to supplement 
the basic Orbiter capability. The assumption was made that both the 
SIPS and MPM will be GFP and that they will be available at the proper 
time frame. In order to determine if AMPs requirements could be met, 
it was imperative that these fine pointing and stabilization systems 
be examined in depth to ascertain their capabilities. Accordingly, 
detailed digital Simulation studies of both pointing platforms were 
conduc ted for pointing and traclting modes. The latter mode tracked 
a fixed point on earth directly belm. the orbiting vehicle for an or-
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bital period 5 seconds prior to and 5 seconds after the nadir point; 
the former examined perturbations about an inertially-fixed point. 
The tracking sequence was chosen in order to impose maximum rates and 
accelerations on the platforms during .an earth tracking operation. 
The mode 1 used and results from the analys j.s of these two modes are 
discussed in Sections 5.5 through 5.5.4. The three inertial-grade 
rate gyros utilized in the study, 64 PMRIG, LDG 540 and Gyroflex, are 
some of the candidate sensors for the NASA Standard Inertial Reference 
Unit. Moreover, the noise Power Spectral Density characteristics of 
these gyros were readily available and were used for the sake of ex-
pediency. The gimbal pivot friction model used for the SIPS study 
represented the major error source characteristic of limited rotation 
brushless type DC torquers, i.e., motor magnetic hysteresis. A stan-
dard Dahl friction model (Reference: AIAA Paper No. 75-1104, August 
1975) was used to simulate this phenomena. For the MPM study a Dahl 
friction model was simulated Which included the effects of bearing and 
brush friction, and motor magnetic hysteresis. The external distur-
bance to the pointing platform used in the pointing mode studies was 
crew wall-pushoff. This type disturbance has been used in other cur-
rent pointing studies (Experiment Pointing Mount Working Group under 
JPL auspices) and is antiCipated to be the most severe crew motion 
type disturbance. It is also noted that the impulse (44.5 N-s) im-
parted by the vernier RCS thruster firings to the pointing platforms 
had essentially the same effect as crew motion disturbance upon point-
ing stability. The nominal system, for the pointing studies, consists 
of the control loop bandwidth used (lor 5 Hz); a "heavy" instrument 
mass (500 kg); a soft isolation system ( 1= 0.01) --for the MPM; and 
the instrtt"1ent points straight <lp (+Z-direction). 
A brief summary of the salient conclusions derived from the point-
ing and tracking studies is listed belmy. 
(1) Pointing Mode Performance 
General 
o Both SIPS and ME1 will satisfy AMPS requirements; 
o For control loop bandlddths of 1 or 5 Hz, maximum 
stability error recorded (SIPS and MPM) is in the 
subarc-second range for crew motion, rate gyro 
noise, and friction levels investigated; 
o Higher bandwidth (5 Hz) reduces stability error for 
either platform. 
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o With no friction, stability error is essentially 
constant for various gyro noise levels; 
o With friction included, stability error is higher 
but essentially constant for various gyro noise 
levels; 
o Gyro noise level has minor effect on pointing stability. 
o With no friction, stability error is essentially 
constant for various gyro noise levels; 
o With friction included, stability error increases 
slightly but is essentially constant for various 
gyro noise levels; 
o Friction level has minor effect on pointing stability. 
(2) Tracking Mode Performance 
General 
o Both SIPS and MPH l,ill satisfy AMPS requirements; 
o For control loop bandl,idth investigated (1 Hz), 
maximum stability error recorded is in arc-second 
range for no crew motion, rate gyro noise, and 
friction levels investigated. 
SIPS 
o With no friction, stability error is essentially 
constant for various gyro noise levels; 
o With friction included, stability error is higher but 
essentially constant for various gyro noise levels. 
MPH 
o With or without friction, stability error is e~sentially 
constant for various gyro noise levels; 
o Friction level studied has no effect on pointing stability. 
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In addition to the aforementioned pointing studies, investigations 
were conducted to determine a preliminary static error budget and the 
implementation of an attitude reference system. A static error model 
,~as derived which considered the major error sources of the components 
and their effects on the static pointing accuracy. The model and 
results are contained in Section ,.5.5. The attitude reference system 
chosen utilizes a moving reference frame approach that al1Ol~s both maneu-
vering, such as earth pointing, and a smooth transition from one inertial 
pointing orientation to another. The implementation is described in 
Section 5.5.6. 
4.4.5 Sensor Considerations 
FHST for Limb Viewing Instruments - The question has been raised as 
to the feasibility of obtaining update orientation data with a NASA 
Standard Fixed Head Star Tracker (FHST) mounted in the SIPS together 
with the .AMPS instruments designed for limb viel~ing. This could become 
an integration problem if stars could not be tracked when the Orbiter is 
in the Z-LV mode. Several factors must be considered: 
(1) Celestial viel~ing limitations generated by the Orbiter 
structures in the upward direction, and the earth and 10l~er 
atmosphere in the dOlmward direction; 
(2) Performance-deteriorating effects on the FHST due to the 
sunlit earth or Orbiter structures, or direct sunshine 
when viewing toward the 'sunset direction; 
(3) Timelines for continuously-changing guide-star fields. 
Preliminary analysis indicates that, for worst case star field condi-
tions, the star 'tracker can provide the necessary update information. 
Section 5.5.7 discusses the results and conclusions. The star tracker 
line of sight must be skewed with respect to the instrument line of 
sight in order to optimize the look angle between the earth and Orbiter 
structure, 
FHST for Cloud Viewing Instruments - An FHST has not been included 
on the MEM located on the rear pallet. This MEM contains the OBIPS 
instrument whose pointing accuracy requirements are in the coarse range 
(+ 1 degree). It is felt that the FHST located on the SIPS (middle or 
adjacent pallet) can be used in the attitude determination system of the 
rear MEM. Should, hOl~ever. the structural misalignments and thermal 
deformations prove to be excessive (e.g., from Orbital Flight Tests) an 
additional FHST would be required. Alternately, for a more conservative 
design, an FHST would be added if available from inventory. 
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4.5 Data Management Subsystem (DMS) 
4.5.1 Data Management Requirements 
The sd.ence requirements imposed on the AMPS DMS (as defined in the 
IFRDs) reveal a broad spectrum of data, diverse instrument control and 
monitor functions, further impacted by the need to interface l~ith deploy-
ed packages. 
/ 
" ( \. \. 
'· __ .C 
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Compilation of Flights 1 and 2 data and command requirements (see 
Tables 4.5-1 and 4.5-2) reveal digital data may be as high as 7.6 Mbps 
(Flight 2), l,hile analog data bandwidths in excess of 1 MHz and video 
data of 4.2 MHz are required during the mission. Control functions to 
an instrument will include discretes and serial commands which for 
Flight 1 l,ill require at least 376 discretes and 54 serial commands. 
Hm,ever, the data and command requirements at anyone time are a 
function of the experiment mission time lines. 
Figure 4.5-1 provides a typical data profile for day one of Flight 
1. Digital data requirements are either in the 100 Kbps range or in 
excess of 6 Mbps. Simultaneous recovery of digital, video and analog 
data is also required during the electron beam experiment. An overall 
data profile for a six day flight is shOlm in Figure 4.5-2. The ex-
tensive operation of the minor constituent experiment is reflected in 
the high data rates of 2.5 to 6.3 Mbps. While video data acquisition 
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Table 4.5-1 Flight I Data and Command Requirements 
Di 
lnstr. RAU Input 
IUnor Constituent 
I-I Laser Sounder 11 kbps 
11-7 cryo Cooled Limb 0.5 kbps 
Scanner 
Platforms 3.5 kbps 
II-9 Near IR Spectrom- 0.6 kbps 
eter 
11-10 Cryo-Cooled Ioterf 0.5 kbps 
spec. 
Acoustic Gravit:t 
1-21 Gas Release (De- 0,1 kbps 
played) 
II-3 D8lPS 12 khps 
peg. Platform 1 khps 
Electron Beam Stud~ 
1-9 Electron Accelerator 5 khps 
111-3 Levell Beam 4 kbps 
Diagnostic (Gas 
plume) 
II-3 DBIPS 12 kbps 
Beam Diagnostic Pkg 
(on RMS) 
111-2 Vector Magneto- 3 khps 
meter 
111-4 Level II Beam 82 kbps 
Diag 
Env. Sensing Pkg. 
(on ruMS & deployed) 16 kbps 
Solar Flux 13 kbps 
ita! 
Hi-Rate MUX 
Input 
11 ltbps 
3.8 mbps 
2.5 mbps 
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Analog Video Discrete Serial 
50 12 
6 5 
-6 4 
6 4 
84 6 
4.2 mhz 36 6 
pulses(6) 30 4 1 }1Hz (2) 
4 2 
4.2 MHz 36 6 
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1 KHz (2) 20 4 
100 KHo 
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Table 4.5-2 Flight 2 Data and Command Requirements 
" j 
I 
Di ital 
Hi-Rate MUX Command 
Instr. RAU Input Input. Analog Video Discrete Serial 
Minor Constit~lent 
I-I Laser Sounder 11 kbp,-; 50 12 
11-4 UV-VIS-NIR Spect! 10 l<bps 1 inbps 64 7 
Photometer 
n-7 cryo-Cooled Limb 0.5 kbps 11 kbps 6 , 
Scanner 
Il-9 Near IR Spectrome- 0.6 kbps 3.8 rnbps 6 4 
ter 
II-IO Cry a-Cooled Interf 0.5 kbps 2.5 mbps 6 4 
Spectrometer 
"i 
Chemical Release 
1-21 Chemical Release 
- 14 
(Deployed) I 
II-30BIPS 12 kbps 4.2 MHz 36 6 
Platform 1 kbps 
, 
"-·ave Particle/Delay Echo 
1-12 Transmitter/Recvr 0.3 kbps 30 khz 30 3 
111-2 Fluxgate Vector 3 kbps 16 
loIagnetometer 
p~ Receiver Package 
(on ~IS) 
1-12 RF RCVR 0.3 kbps 30 KHz 4 3 
III-2 Fluxgate Vector 3 kbps 16 0 
Mag. 
Plasma Flow 
Deployable Test Body 1 kbps 12 
Diagnostic package 90 kbps 
- 1 KHz (3) 108 7 
111-2 Fluxgate Vector 
Mag. 
III-IO Ion :Hass Distr1. 
Anal. 
1II-18 Planar RPA 
IU-22 Langmuir Probe 
IlI-23 Neut. Nass Spect. 
Solar Flux 13 kbps 
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requirements are not extensive, the need for simultaneous acquisition of 
video, analog and low rate digital data may require substantial RF band-
\qidth. The figures indicate that, in general, the data acquisition can 
be viewed in terms of: separate experiments operating in sequence. This 
data together \qith the communication coverage shown in Section 5.8.1 
will determine when data can be transmitted in real time or must be 
recorded. 
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Figure 4.5-1 Instrument Timeline, Day 1 - Flight 1 Data Profile 
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4.5.2 Data Management Concepts 
f. 
I 
The most important factor in the system design of the AMPS DMS is 
to maximize the use of existing OrbiterlSpacelab capabilities and mini-
mize new hardware development. Our design approach included a review 
and analysis of the Spacelab capabilities as identified in the· Space lab 
Payload Accommodation Handbook and summarized in Figure 4.5-3. The 
resulting baseline AMPS DMS is shown in Figure 4.5-4. In addition, 
the AMPS payload requires dedicated DMS hard~~a1:G .for diagnostic packages 
which are mounted on the ends of booms or ar'2 deployed as nonretrieved 
satellites. Figure 4.5-5 is a DMS block diagram for three diagnostic 
packages flown on Flight 1. A similar DMS block diagram for Flight 2 
is sho~m in Figure 4.5-6. Key features of the AMPS DMS are: 
o The Spacelab CDMS provides all digital data and command require-
ments for AMPS. 
o Dedicated AMPS equipment does not require new development and is 
designed to provide flexibility to assure quick change-over from 
flight to flight. 
o Commonality of components exist among the data and command system 
for the deployed packages. 
o No addition or modification is reqUired of the Spacelab/Orbiter 
hardware interface. 
o Capability is provided for autonomous experiment management by 
the onboard crew. 
o All data recovered on the ground is in the same format as 
present'ed to the AMPS DMS. 
o All data available to the onboard cre~~ are available to the 
ground personnel. 
Experiment Data Bus - As noted in Figures 4.5-3 and 4.5-4, AMPS 
makes effective use of the services provided by the Spacelab experiment 
computer, data bus, and remote acquisition units. The data bus provides 
a bidirectional link between the instrument and the Space1ab CDMS. Its 
primary task is control and monitor of instrument operation and acqui-
sition of data of approximately 100 Kbps or less. All monitor data 
required by the computer, onboard crew, or by the Orbiter are programmed 
into the RAU. For the minor constitUent experiment (see Tables 4.5-1 
and 4.5-2), each instrument provides one data output to the RAU to sup-
port instrument operations and monitor functions onlYtwhile the output 
to the high rate multiplexer contains all the data required for post-
flight analysis. Figure 4.5-7 identifies channel allocation and instru-
ment interface guidelines. The RAU multiplexes and converts analog 
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signals to 8 bit digital words at sample rates of 1, 10 or 100 samples 
per second. Serial digital data from an instrument are also transferred 
via a RAU in NRZ-L code and 17 bit words. Each serial channel consists 
of a data line, a clock line and a request line. All of the above data 
lines are under control of the experiment I/O and computer and performed 
a demand/response manner. 
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Figure 4.5-7 Pallet Instrument Interface Criteria 
The experiment data bus also provides commands to the AMPS instru-
ment and the primary command interface is the allocation of one serial 
command line from a RAU to each major instrument plus a limited number 
of discrete command outputs. The serial command interface requires a 
command data line and a separate clock line from the RAU to the instru-
ment. 
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These data and command functions require six RAUs to meet the re-
quirements of Table 4.5-1. Figure 4.5-4 also sholVs an experiment RAU 
inside the Spacelab module. This is required to control various record-
ers as lVell as ~vnitor dedicated equipment performance. The prime 
reason for the 101V number of RAUs required is due to the fact that no 
RAUs are installed on any of the four pointing platforms. This is dis-
cussed further in Section 4.5.3. 
High Rate Multiplexer/Tape Recorder - The high rate multiplexer is 
the central collection point of all payload and Spacelab science and 
corollary data. As noted in Figure 4.5-2, minor constituent experiment 
data be~,een 2 and 6.3 Mbps are being continuously generated during the 
six day mission and are routed directly into the high rate multipl~,er 
since the data bus cannot accommodate such data rates. It is recommended 
that each instrument serialize as much of their science and corollary 
data as possible, and route this data stream into the high rate multi-
plexer to facilitate post-flight data redllction. 
The communication timeline studies of Section 5.8 indicate that the 
Spacelab provided digital recorder will be required to store data during 
communication gaps. With a capability to record up to 30 Mbps' and pre-
visions for replaceable. tapes, the recorder does not put any constraints 
on the mission. Recorder utilization is discussed further in Section 
4.7. 
Video/Analog Support Equipment - Based on the requirements of Table 
4.5-1 and the austere capability of the Spacelab Video/Analog subsystem 
(Figure 4.5-3), the resultant AMPS DMS includes a variety of video/ 
analog FSE designed for quick configuration changes and capable of accom-
modating future growth requirements. The video recorder is provided" to 
ensure complete coverage of video data acquisition and is of prime 
importance for the acoustic gravity and electron beam studies as noted 
in Table 4.5-1 and timelined in Figure 4.5-2. Analog recorders are used 
to support the electron beam study where hc:lf of the signals orig; nate 
from the diagnostic packages. 
Orbiter Interface and Support - The AMPS DMS design makes maximum 
use of the existing Orbiter interface and imposes no additional hard-
ware requirement. All data transfer to and from the Orbiter is pro-
vided over existing wires. All communications to and from the ground 
are accomplished via the Orbiter communication system as described in 
Section 4.7. The 64 Kbps line between the Spacelab experiment I/O and 
the Orbiter PCM subsystem is used primarily for Orbiter monitor of the 
payload status and backup to the caution and t,arning system, with minimal 
usage as a mechanism to recover any science data. All science and 
required corollary data are tr.ansmitted to the ground via the Ku-band 
subsystem. Uplink commands to the AMPS payload are received by the 
Orbiter and transferred to the Spacelab via the Orbiter MDM. In ad-
dition the Orbiter provides, over this same line,. Orbiter state vector 
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data (see Table 5.6.2-3) as required by the AMPS pointing system. Timing 
data to the AMPS payload is derived from the Orbiter Master Timing Unit. 
This timing signal is made available to an instrument via the experi-
ment computer/data bus/RAU. Although the Orbiter provides data acqui-
sition and command capability with detached payloads, this capability of 
the Orbiter syste.n i. not used as discussed in Section 4.5.3. 
Deployed Packages - In addition to supporting DMS operations of pal-
let mounted instruments, Tables 4.5-1 and 4.5-2 identify the need for 
data/command capability for the follQl;ing boom mounted or deployed pack-
ages. 
(1) Flight 1 
Gas Release Package 
Beam Diagnostic Package 
Environmental Sensing Package 
(2) Flight 2 
Chemical Release Package 
RF Receiver Package 
Plasma Wake Generator 
Plasma Wake Diagnostic 
Deployed 
RMS Mounted 
RMS Mounted and Deployed 
Deployed 
Deployec'! 
P.MS Mounted 
RMS Mounted 
The basic requirements of data.acquisition and command decoding and 
distribution are met by use of PCM encoders, FM voltage controlled oscil-
lators and command decoders as shown in Figures 4.5-5, 4.5.16 and 4.5-8. 
All digital requirements are met by using a PCM encoqer of common design, 
with programmable bit rates, formats and standard modules to accommodate 
variations in input channels. FM modules are provided to multiplex ana-
log Signals. A constant bandwidth FM voltage controlled oscillator 
assembly is provided for the Electron Beam Diagnostic Package of Flight 
1. This output along with the digital data is routed to a subcarrier 
oscillator assembly where each data set is allocated to a unique fre-
quency spectrum. Thus, only one transmitter is required for communi-
cation with the pallet mounted receiver. Because of its "Iide bandwidth, 
video data is retrieved via a dedicated RF s~bsystem. 
T,;o types of command decoders are used depending upon the number of 
commands required. Tone command decoders are used for the chemical and 
gas release packages, where command requirements are fel;, while a stand-
ard digital command decoder is used for the diagnostic packages. 
As noted in Figure 4.5-4, dedicated AMPS transmitters and receivers 
ar.e used for communicating with RMS mounted or deployed packages. All 
commands are stored in the exp¢riment computer and are routed to the 
transmitter via a RAU. Tone command encoders are under computer/RAU 
control. Received data are routed either to a RAU (if the data is 
f~ ~ 1 L 
I I " I 
"i 
I 
! 
, 
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digital PCM only) or to the FM module in the Spacelab if the data is 
multiplexed PCM and analog . Multiplexed data are routed to FM dis-
criminators and the s~parated digital data is routed to a RAU while 
the multiplexed analog data is discriminated for onboard display. A 
detail diagram of the signal rout i ng for the received analo~/digital 
mUltiplex and video signals is shown in Figure 4.5-9 . The details of 
the signal routing and processing of analog signals are discussed 
further in the supporting analysis section of 5 . 6.1. 
PCM 
ENCODER 
PCM Characteristics 
Analog Module 
Discrete rAodules 
Serial Modules 
Variable Format 
Variable Bit Rate 
I to 100 kbps 
Bit/Word' 8 
Nonstandard 
VCOs Require s~r.r "~.;i 
"" ~"~" D~ Can Be Used 
by Various Packages (4) ~ 
Subcarrier 
Oscillators 
Command 
From Decoder 
Receiver Characteristics 
Output: Discretes, 
Magnitude 
Message 
Format: 32 bits 
Figure 4.5-8 Common Design for RMS Mounted and Deployed Packages 
Flight 2 Delta - A comparison of Flight 2 versus Flight 1 pallet 
mounted instrument requirements indicates reuse of ten of the science 
instruments/platforms flown on Flight 1, replacement of the electron 
accelerator by the RF plasma wave instrument on the aft pallet and the 
addition of the UV VIS spectrometer/photometer on the forward pallet 
(see Table 4.5 - 3). The net change has minimal impact on the baseline 
DMS. The UV-VIS-NIR spectrometer/photometer generates 1 Mbps of data 
and interfaces with the high rate multiplexer . Thus, the maxi.mum data 
rate generated on Flight 2 exceeds that of Flight 1 by this amount. 
Modification will be required of the signal processing equ1pment in 
the Spacelab module to accommodate the needs of the deployed packages. 
Table 4.5 - 3 shows the need for two P~I encoders. three command de-
coders and two subcarrier oscillator assemblies to support the RMS 
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mounted or throwaway packages of Flight 2. The PCM encoder and com-mand decoder used on the electron beam diagnostic package of Flight 1 are reused on Flight 2 for the plasma wake diagnostic package. Since only one OBIPS is used on Fli;}lt 2, there is no need to switch video signals as required on Fligh~ 1. 
Table 4.5-3 Flights land 2 DMS Comparison 
Del ta Hardware Flight 1 Flight 2 fo~ Flight 2 
Forward Pallet 
Near IR Spectrometer Near IR Spectrometer 
-
- UV-VIS-NIR SEectrometer/ HiRate Multiplexer IIF Photometer 
MPN NP~! 
-Gas Release (6) Chemical Release Command Decoder (Throwaway) (Throwaway) 
Env. Sensing Package Plasma Hake Genera tor peN encoder! command (RMS mounted & throwaway) (BMS mounted) decoder 
Center Pallet 
Cryo Limb Scanner Cryo Limb Scanner 
-Cryo IR Interferometer Cryo IR Interferometer 
-Spectrometer Spectrometer 
SIPS SIPS 
-Beam Dillg:'\os tic package Plasma Wake Diagnostic Subcarrier oscillator (BMS l1:.upted) Package (RMS mounted) package/Discriminators (use peM encoder & command 
decoder from Beam Diag-
nostic Package) 
Mt pallet 
OBIPS OBIPS 
-MPIl MPIl 
-Lidar Receiver Lidar Receiver 
-Laser Transmitter Laser Transmitter 
-Electron Accelerator RF Plasma Wave PM Modules Solar Monitor Solar Monitor 
-IEeN RF Receiver Packase PCM encoder, Command (Throwaway) decoder, subcarrier 
oscillators/discriminators NOTE 
line indicates 
new-i'nstruments from 
flight 1 
4.5.3 Configuration Rationale 
Overall Concept - The AMPS DMS is based on the concept of maximum use of Shuttle capability and providing the ground science data in the same form as it was received by th" DMS, thereby providing unrestricted post-flight data processing. The basic design of the Orbiter/TDRSS provides the capability for wide band data transmission (i.e., 30 Hbps digital 
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and 4 MHz video). Coupled ,~ith the capability of the Spacelab high 
rate multiplexer/demultiplexer design that provide_ for all demulti-
plexed data to be in the same form as received by the high rate multi-
plexer, the total Spacelab/Orbiter/TDRSS communication and data manage-
ment system lends itself to the retrieval of payload data lOith minimal 
onboard compression or processing. 
RAU Allocation - RAU allocations ,~ere a function of command and 
data rates, instrument l0cation, pointing platform and deployed package 
interface design. The primary rationale influencing'RAU-instrument 
interfaces lOere as follolOS: 
(1) Simplification of RAU-to-Instrument Interface - To keep the 
RAU-to-instrument interface simple, it lOas necessary to 
establish command and data line allocation as described in 
Figure 4.5-7. By providing at least one pair of serial data 
and command lines to a user, the number of lOire interfaces 
lOere minimized, documentation lOas reduced and interfacing 
lOith an instrument mJ.cro-processor was possible. 
(2) Data Input to RAU - Hith -the availability of the high rate 
mUltiplexer for data acquisition, the RAU-instrument interface 
is used primarily for instrument control and monitor. There-
fore, it is desirable that each instrument develop the sub-
j ect interface IOhereby only that data required for onboard/ 
ground monitor is routed to the RAU/computer and all instru-
ment science and· corollary data be serialized for input to 
the high rate multipl.exer. This is particularly true of the 
minor constituent experiments. 
(3) No Inter-pallet RAU Signal/Command Hiring - The criteria of no 
lOiring to an RAU located on one pallet from an instrument 
mounted on a different pallet, minimizes inter-pallet lOiring, 
but more importantly does not require inter-connecting these 
lOires lOith an RAU simulator during a single pallet checkout. 
Pointing Platform/RAU Interface - Evaluation of the RAU interfaces 
lOith those instruments mounted on the pointing platforms indicated a 
potential need for more RAUs than provided by the baseline Spacelab CDMS. 
(Eight RAUs are provided in the baseline Spacelab CDMS~) On Flight 1, 
tlOO MPM and one SIPS platforms are required as schematically indicated 
in Figure 4.5-4. Associated lOith each platform is a rate gyro assembly 
and in the case of one SIPS platform a star tracker is also required. 
An analysis lOas conducted to determine whether an RAU should be installed 
on each platform or IOhether command and data lines should be routed 
through the various gimbals to RAUs located on the pallet. To assist in 
the evaluation, the NASA standard rate gyro and star tracker lOere used 
to identify interface requirements. 
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The primary consideration of the RAU-to-platform mounted instrument 
interface is the effect of the cabling torques on the various gimbals. 
The design criteria is then to minimize the cabling across the gimbals. 
The wire interface at the instrument/star tracker/rate gyro output for 
RAUs located on the platform is given by Figure.4.5-10 and for RAUs 
located on the pallet by Figure 4.5-11. The rate gyro data outputs 
are split in two, one data set going directly to the platform electronics 
and the other set being housekeeping data which is routed to the Space-
lab experiment data bus. In this configuration, a total of nine RAUs 
are required for Flight 1, four for' the platform~, one each in the 
Spacelab and the for .. ard and center pallets and t .. o on the aft pallet. 
This is one greater than the number of RAUs provided by the Spacelab. 
In addition, a sensor interface box is provided at eaeh platform to 
condition and multiplex signal outputs required by the platform computer. 
Parametric comparisons of the two approaches are tabulated in Table 
4.5-4. 
This data indicates that locating the RAU on the platform provides 
less hardware impact on instrument and sensor interfaces.' With a. pallet 
mounted RAU, all rate gyro and star tracker data are routed through a 
l.arger sensor interface box and throughput to the pallet RAU via the 
SIPS electronics. Ho .. ever, (unless the RAUs are modularized), effective 
use is not made of the RAUs in that their channel capacity greatly ex-
ceeds the instrument/sensor requirements. The number of ,.ires crossing 
the gimbals are essentially the same for either condition and the ef-
fects of the .. ire torques on pointing accuracies are minimal. For the 
baseline AMPS configuration, the biggest driver in locating the RAUs 
on the pallet is the cost incurred for one additional RAU and the 
potential loss of RAUs should a platform be ejected if its retraction 
cannot be accomplished. 
Data Management/Controls and Display Interface - This portion of 
the data management system ,.as designed with primary consideration for 
signal routing capabilities and provisions for quick changeover from 
flight to flight. For Flight 1, t,.elve analog signals must be avail-
able for display on the oscilloscope. Mission provided equipment in-
clude the tape recorders, FM modules and transient recorders as noted 
in Figure 4.5-4. Dedicated analog recorders were provided only after 
rejecting the use of the orbiter MSS recorder due to its limited 
~perational capabilities. Based on discussions .. ith JSC, the capa-
bilities of the MSS recorder for recording analog signals are very 
limited. WI>' Ie the recorder can record analog data on the first tape 
pass, analog signals cannot be recorded on subsequent passes. In 
addition, no cabling for the analog channels are provided in the Space-
lab to the Orbiter interface. 
Modularity of analog FM modules is required to provide qUick 
changeover to Flight 2. Other· flights may include panels or equipment 
provided by the instrument de'lelopers themselves. The ability to 
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easily interface with ·an RAU is also provided as detailed in Section 
5.6.1. For example, the digital output of a transient pulse expander 
is routed to the RAU input panel. RAU commands from this same panel 
are routed to the various recorders. A fa11-out of the flexibility 
provided by this equipment is its potential usage among non-AMPS pay-
loads. This subsystem can be enhanced even further by the application 
of the NIM/CAMAC modules also discussed in Section 5.6.1. 
Table 4.5-4 RAU Allocation Comparison 
Parameter 
Total No. RAU 
Instrument 
Interface 
Rate Gyro 
Interface 
Star Tracker 
Interface 
Number of 
Wires 
Across 
Gimbal 
Emergency 
Ejection of 
Platform 
RAU on each 
Platform 
9 
RAU provides flexible 
command and data inter-
face. 
Minimal instrument 
multiplex/format 
required. 
Housekeeping and com-
mand signals via RAU. 
All other data to 
Sensor Interface box. 
All signals via RAU 
23 - 28 
Loss of at least one 
RAU; two for SIPS 
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plex more signals. 
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Deployed Packages Interface - As noted in Figure 4.5-12, data and 
command interfaces with deployed packages are via AMPS provided trans-
mitters/receivers mounted on the pallet. This decision was made as a 
result of 1) reviel.ing the Orbiter S-band capabilities for sUbsatellite 
communications, identifying its short comings for AMPS and 2) the trade 
study whereby an RF system instead of a hardwire system was selected 
for the RMS deployed packages. 
The Orbiter communication system does have cpmmand and data acqui-
sition capabilities with subsatellites as shown in Figure 4.5-12. l{hile 
the Orbiter command rates are compatible l.ith the AMPS deployed package 
requirements, the data rates generated by certain diagnostic packages 
l.ere incompatible with the Orbiter capability as noted in Table 4.5-5. 
Since the Beam Diagnostic Package on Flight 1 and the RF Receiver Pack-
age and Planma FlOl. Diagnostic Packages of Flight 2 produced data rates 
far in excess of the Orbiter capability, the need for dedicated RF equip-
ment became obvious. Secondly, use of the Orbiter system l.ould have 
required routing of received data from the Orbiter to the Spacelab I/O 
where subsatellite data must be continuously monitored. This interface 
as ShOlffi in Figure 4.5-12 does not exist and would require modification 
to both Spacelab and Orbiter hardware. 
Table 4.5-5 Detached Payload Versus Orbiter Capability 
. 
Diagnostic DigiJ;al Analog Video 
Package Data Data Data Orbiter Capability 
, 
Flight 1 
-Gas Release 0.1 kbps O.rb1ter detached 
Beam Diagnos- 97 kbps 100 KHz (5) 4.2 MHz payload interface tic Package 1 KHz (2) 
.. 
Envi·ronmen ta 1 16 kbps can receive digi-
Sensing 
Package tal data up to a 
Flight 2 maximum of 16 kbps. 
RF Receiver 4 kbps 30 KHz 
Package 
Plasma FIOlo 1 kbps 
Test Body 
Plasma Flow 90 kbps 1 KHz (3) 
Diagnostic 
Package 
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All digital data requirements of Table 4.5-5 for deployed packages 
are met by using a PCM encoder of generic design. Modularity in the 
encoder provides capability to meet the varying requirements of input 
channel, bit rate, data length, subcommutation and supercommutation. 
This provides a cost effective approach with respect to logistics, 
checkout and maintenance. The use of a gommon PCM encoder design also 
results in a common telemetry format. The format of the minor frame 
can be the same for all of the diagnostic packages. Typical format 
characteristics for the Electron Beam Diagnostic Package are shown in 
Section 5.6.2. It is characterized by a minor frame length of 250 
\iTords and 8 bit word lengths resulting in a data rate of 100 kbps. 
Other data rates are generated by programming a bit rate divisor in the 
basic oscillator circuitry. 
! 
•• J 
The decision to provide tHO types of command decoders Has based on 
the fact that each of the six gas release packages require a small number 
of commands and the packages are not ret,ieved. The use of tone command 
decoders provides a low cost approach capable of accommodating the re-
quired number of commands. This same design is used for the chemical 
release package of Flight 2. A digital command decoder of standard 
design is used for the other diagnostic packages. A modular design 
provides discrete or digital outputs to meet each package requirements. 
Table 4.5-6 shoHS that the beam diagnostic package imposes the biggest 
demand on analog signal processing. The design approach Has to provide 
a constant bandwidth FM approach limiting the total bandHidth of the 
mUltiplexed signal to 4.2 MHz, the capability of the Orbiter Ku-band 
system. Using a guard band betHeen channels equal to at least two times 
the deviation, the follmiTing channel allocations Here made resulting in 
a modulation index of 2 for the high frequency channel and 4 for the low 
frequency channels. 
Table 4.5-6 Constant Bandwidth Channel Characteristics 
DATA BAND 
CHANNEL WIDTH CENTER FREQUENCY DEVIATION 
1 100 kHz 4.0 
~ MHz 
2 100 kHz 3.2 MHz 
3 100 kHz 2.4 MHz > ±200 kHz 
4 100 kHz 1.6 MHz 
5 100 kHz 0.8 MHz 
6 1 kHz .048 MHz } 7 1 kHz .032 MHz + 4 kHz 
. 
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Conclusion - The AMPS DMS provides a system capable of supporting 
Flights I and 2 i~ith minimal modification beti<een flights. Effective 
use is made of the Spacelab/Orbiter/TDRSS capability for data acqui-
sition supplemented by data tapes stored onboard. Dedicated equip-
ment i<ill be required for each diagnostic package I<ith commonality of 
components or design wherever practical. Since the Spacelab has no 
capability to process analog data, AMPS provided FM modules, transient 
recorders and video/analog recorders are provided. This assembly is 
designed for flexible signal routing which provides !,ase of recon-
figuration and potential use for other payloads. It is recommended 
that the need for such high cost items such as the video recorder be 
reviewed across a broad spectrum of Spacelab payloads to determine 
whether it should be included in the category of Labcraft type equip-
ment. This could result in significant cost savings to the payload 
projects. 
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4.6 Control and Display Subsystem 
This section describes the definition of the AMPS Control and 
Display Subsystem. It includes the es.tablishment of the C&D function-
al and operational requirements, the concept definition and rationale 
for the configuration. 
4.6.1 Control and Display Requirements 
The C&D functional requirements I~ere devel:oped for each instru-
ment and thEn expanded to provide the detailed functions necessary 
to define the hardl~are, software, and man/computer interface require-
ments. These functional requirements provided a data base from which 
individual flight requirements were extracted as the payloads "'ere 
defined. The Flight Support Equipment (FSE) functional requirements 
I~ere developed as the configurations became available. 
Tables 4.6-1 and -2 summarize the C&D functional requirements 
for AMPS Flight land 2 respectively. The tables define the quanti-
ties and types of controls and displays (D = 2 or 3 variable discretes; 
D(m) = more than 3 variable discretes; and A = analog/high resolution 
functions) and graphics required for each instrument and FSE subsystem. 
This data provided inputs to communication, data management, softl~are 
analyses in addition to C&D analyses. The detailed functional require-
ments are tabulated in Appendix F. 
Table 4.6-1 Fiight l C&D Functional Requirement~ Summary 
Commands Displays 
Instrument/FSE 0 D(m) A 0 D(m) A Graphics 
I-I Laser Sounder 19 2 12 19 2 10 3 Plots 
1-9 Electron Accelerator 3 4 4 3 4 .3 3 Oscilloscope 
1-21 Chemical Release (6) 24 6 6 24 6 6 
U-3 OBIPS (2) 12 2 (6) 12 2 0 2 Video (CCTV) 
U-7 cryo Limb Scanner 3 0 5 3 0 1> 
II-9 NIR Spectrometer 3 0 4 3 0 11 
II-lQ IR Spectrometer 3 0 5 3 0 12 
IlI-2 Vector Mag 2 2 0 2 2 0 
1II-3 Level I Diag 2 0 2 2 0 3 
lII-4 Level II Diag 5 0 4 5 0 1 7 Oscilloscope 
111-16 Ion Mass Spect 3 I 1 3 1 1 
III-IS RPA 2 2 3 2 2 3 2 Plots 
1II-23 Neutral Hass Spec 3 4 1 3 4 4 4 Plots 
111-22 Langmuir Probe 2 1 1 2 1 6 1 Plot 
111-25 ESP - includes Ac/nc field 2 0 0 2 0 2 2 Plots 
only; must include 111-2, 
111-22, 111-16 for full ESP 
requirements 
Gimbal System (3) 20 4 12 20 4 12 
HV Powet' Supply 1 1 2 1 1 7 
Release l-Iech (7) 42 7 0 42 7 0 
Stowage }tech (2) 4 0 0 4 0 0 
TOTAL ~ 68 ~ 93 12 plots 
526 526 10 Oscilloscope 2 Video 
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Table 4.6-2 Flight 2 C&D Functional Requirements Summary 
" " 
Commands Displays 
Instrument D D(m) A D D(m) A Graphics 
1-1 Laser Sounder 19 2 12 19 2 10 3 Plots 
1-12 RF Plasma Wave (Fixed) 5 6 5 5 6 7 4 Plota 
RF Plasma Wave (RMS) 2 2 3 2 2 5 4 Plots 
1-21 Chemical Release (1 Unit) 4 1 1 4 1 1 
II-3 OBIPS (1) 6 1 (3) 6 1 0 1 Video-CCTV 
II-4 uv-vrS-IR Spect (2 Units) 8 8 6 10 8 4 2 Plots 
II-7 Cryo Limb Scanner 3 0 5 3 0 12 
II-9 Near IR Spect 3 0 4 3 0 11 
II-I0 IR Spectrometer 3 0 5 3 0 12 
III-2 Vector 1-1ag. (3) 6 6 0 6 0 9 
III-I0 Ion Mass & Dist Ana!y 3 1 1 
III-17 Deployable Test Body 2 1 1 
Ill-IS Plllt'Ulr RPA 2 2 3 2 2 3 2 Plots 
III-22 Langmuir Probe 2 1 1 2 1 6 1 Plot 
III-23 Neutral Nass Spect 3 4 1 3 4 4 4 Plots 
Gimbal Platforms (Assume 3) 20 4 12 20 4 12 
Release Mech (2) 12 2 0 12 2 0 
Stowage Mech (2) 4 0 0 4 0 0 
TOTAL 112 35 61 ~4 E, 96 ~
,434 406 
The significant payload flight operations requirements used in 
the analysis are listed below. These requirements reSUlted from 
analyses of mission and payload operations and generally apply to 
all payloads. They comprise planning and scheduling functions, 
experiment/FSE operations and data analysis, and payload status 
monitoring and corrective action. 
o Experiment planning/scheduling updates 
o Coordinate ground/flight operations 
o Experiment powerup, checkout, calibration 
o Initiate/terminate experiment operation 
o Real-time data monitoring and quick look analysis 
o Data processing for PI analysis 
o Update target pointing data 
o Instrument orientation/fine pointing 
o Experiment parameters optimization 
o Preparation, verification, and implementation of experiment 
program modifications 
o Monitor payload operations/status 
o Control for deployable systems 
o Fault isolation and analysis 
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4.6.2 Control and Display Concepts 
The Space lab and Orbiter have extensive capability to support 
payload C&D subsystems. The most significant capabilities are 
listed be101Q. 
(1) Space lab Command and Data Management Subsystem (CDMS) 
Computer Interactive C&D Subsystem/CRT/Keyboard (2) 
Standardized Data Bus Interface 
Dedicated C&D Interface With CUMS 
Ground Command Uplink 
(2) Space lab Standard Equipment Racks 
Six 19-in. Racks 
Connector Mounting Plates 
POlQer Switching Pane 1 
Thermal Control - Forced Air 
. (3) Orbiter Aft Crew Station 
Space lab Data Bus Interface/CRT/Keyboard 
Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) 
RMS C&D 
! ., 
The Space lab CRT/keyboard, shOlm in Figure 4.6-1, located at 
the Orbiter aft flight deck and the two CRT/keyboards in the module 
are the principal experimenter/payload interfaces. The CRTs are 
tricolor systems with 12 inch screens capable of displaying vectors, 
graphics, and alphanumeric data (21 lines, 47 characters per line). 
A standard alphanumeric keyboard with full ASCII capability and a 
25 key function keyboard with functions se lected by the user are the 
principal command input devices. The USer is required to supply the 
operational software. Dedicated payload C&D, mounted in standard 
19 inch racks, can be hard'Qired to the payload or can interface with 
the Space lab data bus via the Remote Acquisition Units. Ground 
payload command capability is provided via the Orbiter communication 
system and Spacelab data bus. The two crew stations available to 
the payload user are shown in Figure 4.6~2. 
Our approach to the AMPS C&D subsystem design, resulting from 
a trade study described in Section 5.7.1 makes maximum use of 
available Space lab and Orbiter capability. Figur-' 4.6-3 is a 
fUnctional schematic of the C&D subsystem for Flight 1. The 
majority of AMPS operations are performed in the Space lab module. 
The principal experimenter/payload interface is the tlQO S/L CRT 
keyboard systems. OBIPS video data is displayed on an AMPS pro-
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Figure 4.6-1 Space lab CRT/Keyboard 
RMS 
Control 
Payload 
Video 
Display Spacelab 
CCTV Activation 
Core 
/ Equipment 
Space lab 
ORBITER AFT CREW STATION SPACELAB MODULE 
Figure 4.6-2 AMPS Crew Station Layouts 
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vided TV monitor located in the Space lab module and also on the 
Orbiter CCTV monitors at the Orbiter Aft Flight Deck during Remote 
Manipulator System operations. A dedicated time display panel provides 
GMT, orbit phase data, and two general: purpose event tir.Mrs. Wide-
band data from the Electron Accelerator Experiment and Level II 
Beam Diagnostics Experiment are displayed on an oscilloscope. A 
hardwired dedicated safing panel provides redundancy with the data 
bus for critical safety functions. The requirement fvr this panel 
may dimish when more detailed reliability and safety analyses are 
performed. A dedicated panel is also required to control OBIPS 
time critical analog functions during the Gas/Chemical Release 
Experiments . 
1----------CC&&iwNs:~~~~~~~~1 TolFrom I I Orbiter 
& 
FSE 
i - - - - - - Spac.elabDMS 
Spacelab 
----l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
RAU I, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'--
Dedicated 
Saling 
Panel 
Dedicated 
OBIPS 
PanellTypicall 
o 
SIL 
CRT 121 
~~J 
~: 
~ AMPS Equipment 
Figure 4.6-3 Flight 1 Control and Display Subsystem 
The Space lab Caution and Warning (C&\,) system is integrated into 
the Orbiter C&W system. The Space lab user is required to supply C&W 
signals, generated and conditioned to Orbiter specifications, to the 
Orbiter system. Signal level detection is performed in the Orbiter 
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General Purpose Computer (GPC) and in the Spaceleb Subsystem Computer 
for redundancy. The C&\<1 signals are hardwired to an Orbiter MDM. 
A redundant path is provided by the Space lab Data Bus (RAU, Subsystem 
Computer) and the Orbiter PCM Master Unit. Hal"dl~ired inputs to the 
Orbiter C&\<1 Electronics Assembly are also provided. C&\<1 conditions 
are displayed on the Orbiter and Space lab CRTs. The Orbiter GPC 
I,ill drive the Master Alarm and intercom alarm signals in the Space-
lab Module. The safing commands are initiated by Orbiter keyboard 
entry to the GPC from the forward crew station. The payload physical 
C&W interface is the Space lab Forward Endcone Feedthrough. 
Dedicated C&D layouts, shmm in Figure 4.6-4, I~ere prepared in 
order to id~ntify interface requirements. No significant impact on 
Space lab interface support capability was identified. 
Figure 4.6-5 shows typical interface requirements for the oscillo-
s~ope and TV monitor. The payload requirements ior these items must 
be further defined before actual hardware can be selected. The TV 
monitor characteristics pertain to the 525 line Orbiter CCTV which 
is a candidate for use by AMPS. 
The overall approach to paylo~d operations has a significant 
impact on the configuration of the C&D subsystem. The allocation of 
payload operational functions betl~een the Payload Specialist and the 
ground support groups depends on their relative attributes. Table 
4.6-3 defines our assessment of these attributes. The Payload 
Specialist has a real-time continuous interface with the payload 
which allows him to effectively interact with the payload and effi-
ciently optimize performance. He is not constrained by the communi-
cation coverage limitations defined in Section 5.8.1. The principal 
attributes of the ground are the extensive manpower and computational 
facilities capable of supporting flight a ctivities in the areas of 
performance monitoring, data red"rtion and analysis, and detailed 
activity planning and coordination. Table 4.6-4 shows a preliminary 
allocation of functions defined in Section 4.6.1, based on these rela-
tive attributes, for the AMPS payloads. The Payload Specialist has 
been assigned functions relating to ,~fficiertt experiment performance 
optimization and safety. The ground has been assigned functions cor-
responding to their attributes. 
Another area which has been addressed is the allo~~tion of 
functions between manual and automatic operations. The results 
of the task analYSiS, described in Section 5.7.L, and subsequent 
simulation activities indicated that, from an experimenter/computer 
interface standpoint, operations shouLd be automated to the maximum 
extent consistent with the relative capabilities of the experimenter 
and the operating system. Experimenter functions should relate to 
his unique capability for judgment such as experiment data analysis 
and optimization. The system should be allocated to those functions 
which it can perform more efficiently anc accurately such as experiment 
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setup and configuration, limit checking, and other standardized type 
of operations . 
Oscillos:ope 
Size: 483x133 mm 
Weight: 20 kg 
Power: 115 W 
TV Mo nitor 
Compatible with EIA Standards 170133 
Orhiter CCTV Characteristics 
Size: 483x178 mm 
Weight: < 50 kg 
Power: 35 W 
Figure 4 . 6-5 Oscilloscope/TV Monitor Interface Requirements 
Table 4 . 6-3 Payload Specialist/Ground Attributes 
pay load Specialist Attributes Gr('lund Attribute s 
Real Time Pa:!load Interface Man20wer 
a) Experiment Performance Optimiza tion a) Hardware Specialists 
-
Quick Look Data Analysis 
-
Routine Data Monitoring 
-
Parameter Optimization 
-
Fault Isolation/Analysis 
-
Real Time Planning b) Scientists 
b) Reaction to short time constant phenomena - Data Analysis 
c) Efficient performance of itera tive analog - Experiment Program Mods 
functions 
c) Operations Specialists 
3e lective Data Ac guisition - Mission Operations Planning 
a) Offload Ground Processing Requirements - Remote Facility Coordination 
b) Offload Communication/Onboard Data ComE;utational Facilities 
Storage Requirements a) Large Capacity 
b) Unlimited Manpower 
c) Cheaper to Deve lop 
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Table 4.6-4 Operations Allocation 
Crew Functicl1fl Ground Functions 
powerup. Checkout, Calibration Data Processing for PI Analysis 
Initiate/Terminate Operations EXperi~ent rtannins/Schcduling Updates 
Data Honi.tor:Lng/Quick Loolt Analysts Preparation, Verification. and Implementation 
of Experiment Program Modificetions 
Instrument/FSE Parameter Optimization 
Instrument Pointing/Orientation 
Update Targc~ Pointing Data 
Coordinate Ground Operations 
Control of Deployable Systems 
~:onitor payload operations/Status 
Fault Isolation/Analysis 
Figure 4.6-6 shows our approach to the AMPS experiment operation 
and includes the allocation of functions between the Payload Specialist, 
the ground, and the operating system. The Payload Specialist selects 
the experiment from the flight plan. The system I~ill sFJlect and 
configure the instruments and FSE corresponding to the selected exper-
iment. Target selection and acquisition is a shared function I~hich 
depends on the specific experiment. The Payload Specialist then 
verifies readiness, initiates operation, performs real-time quick-
look data analYSiS, and optimizes experiment parameters as required. 
The ground performs detailed data reduction and analYSis and updates 
the daily flight plan in consultation I~ith the Payload Specialist. 
Acquire 
_--i Data 
Reconfigure 
Experiment Parameters 
"1r' 
I I I: (Unacceptable) 
I I 
~~~~~4~~Evaluate 
Data 
Legend: 
Monitor 
Data 
D PS Functions 
D Automated Functions 
~ POC Functions 
Figure 4.6-6 Experiment Operation Implementation 
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A simulation was developed as an engineering tool for use during 
the experimenter/computer dialogue development activities. The 
objectives of the simulation were to evaluate various types of dia-
logues, investigate the implementation of the function keyboard, and 
identifY the capabilities, limitations, and constraints imposed on AMPS 
operations by the Spacelab hardware configuration. A typical Laser 
Sounder experiment was used as the subject of the simulation. The proce-
dure included the selection, setup, calibration, and operation of the 
experiment. The software hierarchy is shown in Figure 4.6-7. 
Tutor 
I I I I I I 
Limit Experiment Instrument Automatic Malfunction Time-Line Command Check Operations status Sequence Procedures 
, I , " I I I i 
Exp 1 I I Exp 2 I I Exp 3 I I Exp 4 I I Exp 5 I I Exp 6 I r Exp 7 I I 
I 
Setup I 
-' 
Calibration J 
i 
Operation J 
Figure 4.6-7 Experiment~r Operations Control Hierarchy 
The simulation is described in detail in Section 5.7.3. The 
results of the simulation were: 
(1) Alphanumeric keyboard command inputs are undesirable since 
they are time consuming and have a high error probability. 
(2) The menu selection approach (mUltiple choice) is a simple 
but effective method for inputting commands qUickly and 
with a minimum of error. 
(3) The Space lab function keyboard is effective for inputting 
repetitive types of frequently used commands and is a 
desirable supplement to the alphanumeric keyboard. 
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(4) The Space lab CRT has a restricted information display 
capability and will require highly optimized display formats 
in order to meet complex payload operational requirements. 
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4.7 Communication Subsystem 
The communication subsystem described in this section will include 
a discussion of the Orbiter subsystem utilization as well as the defini-
tion of dedicated AMPS hardware required to satisfy an extensive array 
of communication requirements. Since communications imply the transfer 
of data between two or more terminals, we will begin by briefly describ-
ing the overall AMPS communication system with the aid of Figure 4.7-1. 
Major communication terminals include the Orbiter, ~he Tracking and Data 
Relay Satellite System (TDRSS), a domestic satellite (DOMSAT) relay, and 
the Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STUN). The primary routes of 
data transfer of interest to AMPS include: 
o Air-to-ground data exchange from the Orbiter and via the TDRSS; 
o Orbiter/AMPS to deployed packages; 
o TDRSS terminal to GSFC via DOMSAT. 
STDN 
4 Sites 
Landlines 
n.3 mbps) 
I 
I 
L 
Ku-Band/ Orbiter/Payload Communications 
S-Band ~J;erations Data ~~ ~ . TDRS~ 
Landlines 
n.3 mbps-Max) 
Ku-Band 
Figure 4.7-1 AMPS Communication System 
The primary link for the transfer of AMPS data is the Orbiter-
TDRSS Ku link whose capabilities are summarized in Figure 4.7-2. This 
RF link can be operated in two communications Illodes, one which handles 
up to 30 Mbps of digital data, and another which can handle a combina-
tion of digital and analog data. This Ku system can also be operated 
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as a radar link, and will be used to track AMPS deployed instrument 
packages. 
Ku-Band (TDRSS) S-Band Detached 
Mode Channell Channel 2 Channel 3 TDRSS .STDN Payloads 
1 50 Mbps* 2 Mbps --- 64 kbps Digital TM -16 kbps 
I nte rl eaved 5 Mbps 2 4 Mbps 192 kbps 2 Mbps 
with or Command - 8 kbps 
or Operational Orbiter Analog Coded 4.2 MHz Data Data 4MHz 
-Digital rates in excess of 30 Mbps result in less than 3-dB ma~gin. 
Assumptions 
o Ku-Band Rendezvous Radar Can Be Used to Tracl( AMPS Deployed Packages 
(JSC Confirm;;). 
o Nominal Landline and DoMSAT Leased Capability Will Be 1.3 Mbps. 
o Additional DoMSAT Capability Is Available for Wideband Digital and Analog Data. 
o DoMSATTerminal Co-Located at GSFC. 
Figure 4.7-2 Orbiter Communications 
The Orbiter-TDRSS S-band link is used primarily for Orbiter opera-
tional data although this includes up to 64 Kbps of payload data. In 
addition, the Orbiter pr.ovides the capability to command and receive 
limited digital data from deployed packages. Back-up links to the STDN 
are available and can handle wide band digital or analog data. 
Since the TDRS terminal (TDRST) has no capability for data stor-
age or processing, Some thought must be given to distribution of AMPS 
data to other terminals. A proposed distribution concept is sho,m in 
Figure 4.7-3, which assumes that the Payload Operations Control Center 
(POGG) is located at GSFG. The upper portion of the figure shm.s the 
individual data signals which can be generated within the payload or 
the Orbiter, and which can be extracted indiVidually from the TDRSS 
dm.nlink carrier and retransmitted to some ground terminal. Obviously 
the 192 Kbps Signal containing Orbiter operational data and flight 
critical payload data will be transferred to the flight control center 
at JSC. There then exists another group of less critical data which 
is required to closely monitor and control payload experiment opera-
tions. Current data requirements definitely indicate that this data 
could eaSily be contained in the 2 Mbps signal; and that this signal 
I 
I' 
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should be transferred via DOMSAT to the pace for near real time proces-
sing. Additionally, the remaining wideband digital or analog/video 
data should be transferred to the POCC for subsequent off-line proces-
sing. This approach will limit the need for payload data processing 
softl,are to only one location, and avoid costly redundant capability 
at different locations. 
KU-Band 
-
S-Band Mode Channell Channel 2 Channel 3 
(To TORS) 
Orbiter Status 
192 kbps 
Orbiter Status I '---r--.-' 
128 kbps Orbiter j 
64 kbps Payload Orbiter/Payload 
Commands 
Payload Video 
(As Required) 
JSC 
1 
2 
50 Mbps 
4 Mbps 
Or 
4MHz 
2 Mbps 
192 
kbps 2 Mbps 
GSFC 
(POCC) 
Payload Status (2 Mbps) _...L-" 
Scientific Video/Anal 
Scientific Wideband Digital 
Near-Real-
Time Processing 
Payload Status 
Payload Commands 
Off-line I--~...t Processing 
Figure 4.7-3 Ground Data Distribution 
4.7.1 Communication Requirements 
The AMPS functional communication requirements are summarized in 
Table 4.7-1. Additional quantitative and mission oriented details will 
be provided as these requirements are discussed further in the follolving 
sections. 
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Table 4.7-1 AMPS Communication Requirements 
Data Functional Requirements 
Terminal 
Flight 1 Flight 2 
Orbiter Payload-to-Ground Communications, Data Retrieval 
and Command 
Gas Release Tracking and Command ----
Chemical Release ---- Tracking and Command 
ESP Tracking, Command, and ----Data Retrieval (Digital) 
Tracking, Command, and 
RF Receiver ---- Data Retrieval (Digital 
and Analog) 
RMS Instruments Command and Data Retrieval 
4.7.2 Flight 1 Communication Concepts 
This section will describe various options that were evaluated 
for satisfying the above flight requirements, looking first at Orbiter 
communications and then considering solutions applicable to the various 
deployed packages. The tracking requirement associated with deployed 
packages as indicated in Table 4.7-1 is discussed in this section since 
it utilized part of the Orbiter communications system. In addition, 
the concepts presented for RF link design associated with the deployed 
packages did consider the impact of such radiation directed toward 
Earth and the resultant flux density levels, as described in Section 
5.8.3. 
Orbiter-To-Ground Communications - All Orbiter and payload data 
is traneferred to and from the ground control centers via the Orbiter-
to-TDRSS linlts. Because of its relatively ,.,ide bandwidth requirements, 
AMPS will rely primarily on the Orbiter Ku band communication link 
which utilizes a steerable, high-gain antenna deployed on a short boom 
from the forward section of the payload bay. One such antenna is Orbi-
ter provided, and an optional second antenna is available, but charge-
able weight and power-wise to the payload. Because of the close 
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proximity of these antennas to the Orbiter body and payload bay doors, 
line-of-sight from the antenna(s) to the TDRS is sometimes blocked, 
thus curtailing connnunications coverage via the Ku link. A detailed 
analysis of this blockage problem was performed for several applicable 
vehicle attitudes, and is described in Section 5.8.1. For the +Z-LV 
attitude predominant to Flights 1 and 2, cumulative single antenna 
coverage over a six day simulation was 45%, and dual antenna coverage 
reached 67%. Pertinent contact data is sunnnarized in Figure 4.7-4. 
These data seem to indicate the need for extensive onboard recording 
during periods of antenna blockage. Hm~ever, as indicated in Section 
4.5, there are also some serious limitations in available recorder 
capability. The major advantages/disadvantages associated with the 
two extremes of maximized real time transmission versus maximum record~ 
ing are pointed out in Figure 4.7-5 and result in the indicated concept 
for Orbiter-to-ground communications. 
Parameter 
Cumulative 
Coverage (per cent) 
Maximum 
Contact (mi nutes) 
Maximum 
Gap (minutes) 
Z-LV 
Coverage 
Varia-
tions 
(Daily) 
~ Antenna(s) 
Primary 
Dual 
Dual Antennas 
43 43 
9 Rev 5 Rev 
(15 Hr) (8 Hr) Cumulative 
35% 60% 45% 
57% 87% 67% 
Figure 4.7.4 TDRSS Coverage 
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REAL-TIME DATA TRANSM ISS ION RECORD DATA & RETURN TAPES 
Requires Dual Ku Antennas Additional AnaloglVideo Record 
Reduces Available Payload Weight Capability 
67% Coverage in Z -LV Tape Change Capability - Analog 
Additional DOMSAT Bandwidth Required Weight of Extra Tapes 
DOMSATTerminal at GSFC Reduces Grou nd Interaction 
RECOMMENDED AMPS CONCEPT 
Use Single Ku Antenna 
Real Time Data Transmission When Unl< is Available -/ 
Record During Gaps and Dump . 
Few Tape Changes Requ ired / 
Above - Nominal DOMSAT Bandwidth 
Figure 4.7-5 Data Retrieval Options 
In order to justify the concept of a single Ku antenna, several 
data recovery situations were examined to verify concept compatibility. 
The first of these situations is presented in Figure 4.7-6, which shows 
an eight-hour period of Minor Constituents (Me) experiment activity. 
The MC data represents the peak digital data rate encountered, 7.6 Mbps 
for real time (RT) data and 15.2 Mbps for combined RT and delayed time 
(DT) data. This activity is scheduled daily on both Flights 1 and 2, 
during a period of minimum TDRSS coverage as indicated for the primary 
and kit antennas on the figure. Only the primary antenna coverage is 
assumed for the single antenna concept. As the figure shows, the kit 
antenna does not improve coverage substantially during this period. 
When TDRSS coverage is noL available, data is recorded for periods 
up to 80 minutes benore tape chang'" is necessary. As the figure shows, 
maximizing the transmission of RT and DT data reduces the required tape 
changes to two during this activity. An even longer period of Me ac-
tivity is presented in Figure 4.7-7, but is accompanied by a higher 
percentage of communications coverage. This results in decreased data 
recording and, with the loss of less than 30 minutes of data, no need 
for a tape change. 
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Fi.gure 4.7-8 shows a period of beam diagnostics experiment activ-
ity during which wideband video or analog data is generated. This ac-
tivity has intentionally been scheduled to take advantage of the higher 
TDRSS coverage because the analog/video recorder has a limited record 
time (5 minutes) and a tape change capabili ty. It can be seen that 
adequate communication opportunities are available to recover RT data 
as well as to clear the recorder before the tape runS out. 
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Figure 4.7-8 Data Recovery Timeline C 
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These analyses indicate the compatibility of the proposed Single 
Ku antenna concept, and also indicate the need for greater DOMSAT 
bandwidths to accommodate the 15.2 Mbps digital peak load and the 4 
MHz peak video signal. 
The Orbiter Ku system will also be used in the radar mode to 
track instrument packages deployed from the payload bay. It is in-
tended that tracking will. only be required for a period of 5-10 minutes 
following deployment so that the processed radar data can be used to 
update the predicted package trajectory. On thj.~ basis, there will be 
only minimum interference with Ku band communications, and only at 
times when no other significant experiment activity is scheduled. The 
link analyses for these applications are presented in Section 5,8,2, 
Gas Release Communications - A series of six gas releases are de-
ployed from the payload bay on a One per day bas is, and follow the 
trajectory shown in Figure 4.7-9. Each release requires the trans-
mission of a small number of commands to arm a mechanism in mid-flight 
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and release the gas at a range of approximately 80 Km. The Orbiter 
detached payload link was first e~aluated for satisfying this command 
requirement. As indicated in Figure 4.7-9, the Orbiter EIRP l~ould 
require a high quality corr"'~nd receiver w~th a noise figure below 4 dB 
to achieve the minimum desired 12 dB carrier-to-noise (C/N) ratio. 
Since this ap~_~ach was not considered to be cost effective, another 
concept was analyzed and selected. This concept utilizes a dedicated 
AMPS command transmitter with a 10-12 watt output at S-band. The de-
tailed link analyses described in Section 5.8.2 indicate that available 
command receivers with a 12 db noise figure will accommodate this re-
quirement and be very cost effective for non-retrievable packages. 
Additional cost savings may be achieved if tone commands can be uti-
lized effectively, thus reducing the cost of the command decoders. In 
addition to the FM transmitter, the AMPS RF terminal would use a coni-
cal spiral antenna to be shared with other communication links to de-
ployed packages. The gas release RF system consists of a stub antenna 
and the command receiver. 
Release Trajectory 
Relative to Orbiter 
Arm 
Mechanism 7 
\" Relea_se ___ .Jl 
Range = 80 km 
T = 90 minutes 
(Orbiter) 
Option A - Orbiter Payload Link 
EI RP (+31 dBm) over 80-km Range Requires High-
Quality Command Receiver -
RS = -155 dBw, NF < 4 dB 
Digital Command Decoder 
Option B - Dedicated AMPS Command Transmitter 
Po = 10 W Provides RF S ig na I Compatible with 
Typic, I Receivers 
Use of Tone Commands 
Cost Effective Concept for Nonretrievable Releases 
(6 Units) 
Same Comments Apply to Chemical Release 
Figure 4.7-9 Gas Release Communications 
ESP Communications - The ESP is first deployed by the RMS to do 
EM! mapping of the payload bay, and is then ejected and follows a 
trajectory trailing the Orbiter by no more than 4 Km. In addition to 
a digital command link, recovery of 16 Kbps of data is required while 
attached to the RMS and throughout the ESP trajectory. At first, it 
was thought that this requirement was compatible wich the Orbiter de-
tached payload link. However, closer evaluation of the Orbiter antenna 
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coverage revealed a possible problem, which is illustrated in Figure 
4.7-10. This figure shows the Orbiter antenna iocated in the cockpit 
area and the extent of its 100 degree, -3 dB beamwidth. Recent infor-
mation indicates that this antenna pattern will be as closely restricted 
to this ±50 degree coverage as possible in order to avoid interference 
with other Orbiter S-band antennas also mounted in the cockpit area. 
As the figure indicates, this limited coverage restricts the RMS move-
ment if communications to an RMS package is to occur. RMS movement to 
an area beyond the first pallet will not be po~sible, thus limiting 
,payload bay EMI mapping by the ESP. 
50 deg 
----.. Orbiter Antenna 
Coverage Limit 
-------....... 
+----30 It ---">..,~+---T"---23 It--! 
RMS ~-') ~/~I 
~~ II 
,,-'// II II 
~# 
;;1 
'" 
"" 
"., 
RMS Envelope 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
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__ 1:T-I 
I/~dicated L 
-y / Payload Antenna 
-r;~1 70deg 
Orbiter 
Antenna 
rPressuri7.ed Module/Tunnel '\' Pallet 1-r Pallet 2 -t-Pallet 3-\ 
Figure 4.7-10 Orbiter Bay Antenna Coverage 
Our selected concept,therefore, shares the conical spiral antenna 
used by the gas release described earlier as well as the command trans-
mitter modulated with digital commands. Additionally, an FM data re-
ceiver and diplexer will complete the AMPS BE terminal. 
The ESP BE hardware will consist of a 1 ,~att PM transmitter (S-
band), a command receiver similar to those used on the gas releases, 
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a diplexer-poHer splitter combination, and tHO conical spiral antennas mounted on opposite faces of the ESP to provide nearly omni-directional coverage. A diagram of this system will be shown in a later figure; and the link analyses are presented in Section 5.8.2, 
R:MS Package Communications - A trade study was performed to com-pare methods of data transfer between the pallets and RMS deployed packages. Some non-standard techniques for cable deployment and con-trol proved to be more costly and involve greater development risk than the conventiona1.RF data interface. Only one instrument package used for Beam Diagnostics is deployed during Flight 1, in addition to the preViously mentioned ESP. The RF system required on the Beam Diag-nostics package is shown in Figure 4.7-11, along with the Flight 2 RMS packages. It requires a two-way data transfer, with the data link re-quirements including a video signal and a wide band combination of ana-log and digital data modulating two RF carriers. Since the propagation distance involved is never more than 25 meters, a 100 milliwatt trans-mitter output is sufficient in conjunction with a simple, 1m" gain stub antenna. The command receiver will be the same model as described for the releases and ESP; and this will probably require temporary attenu-ation of at least 20 dB of the AMPS command transmitter output. The stub antenna will be mounted so that its typical hole in the pattern will not point toward the payload bay. As can be seen from Figure 4.7-11, this link will also share the AMPS RF terminal, which is no'" revised to include two wideband receivers. 
Flight 1 Communications Configuration - The overall flight com-munications configuration is diagrammed in Figure 4.7-12, and it sat-isfies all communication requirements presented previously in Table 4.7-1. The three separate applications shown are Ll.meline and func-tionally compatible. Only one instrument package of those shown is on at a time. The single command carrier transmits commands to each package; and the ESP return carrier frequency will be the same as one of the two used by the RMS package. 
Particular note should be taken of the cross-hatched boxes which are indicative of RF components that are reusable on Flight 2. This approach is very compatible with the Labcraft philosophy in that these RF components can become a bank of telemetry and command system hard-ware available for repeated use on Labcraft payloads. 
For the most part, the RF transmitters and receivers are available commercial hardware previously used for rocket flight testing. Their specifications are quite compatible with the payload environments de-scribed in the Orbiter Payload Accommodations Handbook. 
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Figure 4.7-12 Flight 1 Communications Configuration 
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4.7.3 Flight 2 Communications Concepts 
This section will describe various options that were evaluated 
for satisfying the Flight 2 communication ,requirements listed in 
Table 4.7-1. Hhere there are similarities to Flight 1 requirements, 
only the differences will be discussed in detail. As indicated pre-
viously, the tracking requirement associated with deployed packages 
is satisfied by the Orbiter Ku radar. The Orbiter-to-ground communi-
cations concept presented in Section 4.7.2, which utilizes only one 
Ku antenna, is also feasible for Flight 2. 
RF Receiver Package Communications - The RF Receiver Package is 
ejected from the payload bay in a spin stabilized mode, and follows 
the trajectory illustrated in Figure 4.7-13, during which time propa-
gation and sounding experiments are being conducted. Control of the 
experiments requires a digital command link from the payload bay and 
the retrieval of combined digital (4 Kbps) and analog (30 KHz) data. 
Link analyses associated with this requirement are presented in Sec-
tion 5.8.2. For the same reasons as th~ gas release command link, the 
Orbiter cannot satisfy this requirement. Hmi'ever, the 10 watt output 
of the AMPS RF terminal described for Flight 1 provides a satisfactory 
+15 dB C/N. Because of the need to recover analog and digital data, 
which the Orbiter cannot handle, the AMPS RF terminal must establish 
a two-way interface with the Receiver PaCkage. 
Position after 
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RF components required onboard the RF receiver include a 10 watt, 
FM transmitter whose signal is split bet~'leen two conical spiral anten-
nas providing nearly omni-directional coverage for the rotating pack-
age. A multiplexer-pot,er splitter and FM commend receiver complete 
the RF system. Only a single F.F carrier is used in conjunction with 
a subcarrier oscillator to handle both data signals. 
RMS Communications - One experiment scheduled during Flight 2, 
Plasma Flow, requires RMS deployment of instrume>;nt packages supported 
by RF communication links. In this case, packages are deployed on 
both RMSs, with each requiring a two-way command and data link to the 
AMPS RF terminal, as pictured previously in Figure 4.7-11. As the 
figure confirms, these requirements are compatible with the AMPS RF 
terminal in that two RF downlink carriers are required for moderate 
data rates, in addition to a single command carrier With a dual ad-
dress capability. 
Flight 2 Communications Configuration - The Flight 2 communica-
tions configuration is shown in Figure 4.7-14, and it satisfies all 
requirements identified in Table 4.7-1. As ~las the case for Flight 1, 
a revie~, of the Flight 2 time line indicates no conflict in that no 
two of the applications are active Simultaneously. 
RF Receiver Package 
Analog/Digital 
Reused 
Hardware 
Chemical Release RMS 1 
0.1 W 
Antenna 
Plasma Wake Packages 
Antanna 
RMS 2 
Analog/Dlgfial 
3 
Figure 4.7-14 Flight 2 Communications Configuration 
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The figure also indicates by cross-hatched boxes those units re-
used from Flight 1, and along with nearly all the Flight 2 hardware, 
is noW available for use on later flights. 
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4.8 Deployed Instrument Support Subsystems 
l lh j 
Flights 1 and 2 of AMPS include six experiments tghich require that a package containing instruments and other subsystems be deployed out of the Orbiter cargo bay. Some packages are he Id tgith the Remote Manipulator System (RMS) while others are re leased from the 1mS to free fly. Several packages are ejected with a specific delta velocity and direction relative to the Orbiter. The following paragraphs describe the six deployed experiments and the deployed packages. This section concludes with a summary of a maneuverable subsatellite analysis. 
4.8.1 Environmental Sensing Package (ESP) 
The ESP is a modular grouping of instruments and subsystem support equipment that, in conjunction tgith Orbiter/Space lab, performs experi-ments in EMI measurement and Orbiter wake mapping. The objectives are to obtain quantitative empirical values of both the near and far field EMI environment of the AMPS payload, and to map the close-in and far-field tgake characteristics of the Orbiter. Data from the latter . 
experiments are used as l'<seline information for planning plasma wake experiments on future flights. 
The ESP operates in three various modes after controlled deployment tgith the RMS or ejection from the payload bay. During operational Mode 1, close-in EMI mapping is performed with the ESP supported and 
manipulated by the RMS. In Mode 2 the module is extended by the RMS for Orbiter wake mapping while the Orbiter performs a roll maneuver 
at 4 rpm. Mode 3 involves remote operation of the module after 
ejection from the end of the 1mS for continued Orbiter tgake and EMI far-field measureS. Between modes the ESP is re-stot~ed in the pallet mount. Section 3.4 discusses the detailed operation of these experi-ments. 
The basic structural module is eight-sided t~ith instruments 
mounted on the periphery (Figure 4.8-1). Subsystem support equipment is in the center section, with the exception of a.battery that is 
mounted in an outside compartment because of size and thermal consider-ations. Mechanisms include the 4 rpm spin system, the separation/ eject system, the capture/release mechanism, and deployment devices for antennas and sensors. The mechanism and structural details are discussed in Section 4.1 
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Table 4 . 8-1 lists the instruments mounted in the ESP, the 
operational support equipment and the weight breakdown . Communi-
cation and data management are by RF link with self-contained 
power supply . Thermal control is cold bias with heaters and multi-
layer insulation with selected radiation areas . Electrical power 
is provided by a 28V, 105 ampere - hour battery which supplies 163 
watts. The telemetry subsystem requires commands to the package and 
data return to the Orbiter . The maximum data rate is 16K bits per 
second . 
4.8 . 2 Beam Diagnostics Package 
The Beam Diagnostics Package consists of an arrangement of 
instrument s and support equipment that are grouped together to 
perform the Electron Beam Studies experimen t . The experiment 
objectives is to study electron beam s tructure and s tability along 
wi th studies of beam interaction with the ambient and induced atmos-
phere. This investigation is per formed in two modes, both of which 
use the electron accelera"or. In the fi rst mode, a plume of nitrogen 
gas is released above t ~ . accelerator. As the plJme disperses, the 
beam is fired through it. Interactions of the energetic electrons 
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Table 4.8-1 Environmental Sensing Package Weight Breakdown 
Instruments 
Vector Magnetometer 
Retarding Potential Analyzer 
Neutral Mass Spectrometer 
Dipole Antenna 
Ferrite Core Antenna 
Langmuir Probe 
Ion Mass Spectrometer 
Subsystems Support Equipment 
Communications 
Transmitter 
Receiver 
Diplexer 
Conical Antennas 
~ 
PCM Programmer 
Decoder 
Power 
Battery and Cables 
Command Initiator Module 
Thermal 
Strip Heaters 
Multi-layer Insulation 
Structure and Mechanisms 
TOTAL 
Weight (LB) 
11.2 
6.6 
22.0 
11.0 
8.8 
11.0 
11.0 
1.1 
1.3 
2.2 
4.4 
4.4 
2.2 
55.1 
1.1 
2.2 
8.6 
143.1 
307.3 (139.4 Kg) 
1<ith the nitrogen molecules give a visible indication of the beam 
structure and characteristics. In the second mode, vehicle potential 
measurements are made and beam direction 1<ith respect to the magnetic 
field are monitored by instruments inserted into the beam. Operational 
details are sho1<n in Section 3.4. Three instruments are used to 
monitor and observe the beam. OBlPS (11-3) is used to visually observe 
the beam structure and the orbiter surfaces for discharge effects. 
Level 11 Beam Diagnostics (111-4) and the Vector Magnetometer (111-2) 
map the beam cross-section at various elevations above the accelerator. 
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To accomplish the science functions, the Beam DiaglOostics Package 
must be deployed above the payload bay by the RMS. For visual 
observations, the package should be deployed as far away from the beam 
as possible. For Mode 2 operations, a sweep across the beam is 
required. 
Figure 4.8-2 shows the overall module configuration that was 
derived during the design studies. The module , as shown, contains 
power, data, communications and thermal subsystems in addition to the 
instruments. A square boom type frame is utilized to house the 
instruments and support equipment and provides added length to allow 
deployment over the accelerator on the aft pallet. In addition to the 
basic framework, the structures and mechanisms subsystem features: 
an RMS and effector interface, a capture/release device interface, a 
launch/landing lock system for the vector magnetometer sensor, and th~ 
equipment mounting brackets. 
Multilayer 
Insulation 
Figure 4.8-2 
Vector Mag netometer 
Sensor 
Access 
Panels 
Level II Beam 
Diagnostics 
Vector Magnetometer 
Electronics 
Structural Frame 
(Equipment Mounting 
& Extension Boom) 
Beam Diagnostics Package 
The beam diagnostics package uses an RF link for transmission 
and reception of data, command and control signals. An onboard power 
supply consisting of a 28V, 160 ampere-hour battery supplying 163 
watts, power distribution unit and an interconnecting cable set are 
provided. Video, digital and analog data plus commands arc required 
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to support the deployed module. These requirements are the most 
demanding of any of the deployed modules. The video signal (4 MHz) 
requires a dedicated transmitter because of the data bandclidth. A 
separate transmitter handles the analog and digital data after pro-
cessing by a PCM Programmer and a Subcarrier Oscillator assembly. 
A Command Decoder provides on-board commands to the instruments and 
support equipment. The communication subsystem is made up of a 
Command Receiver, RF Multiplexer, and a stub antenna in addition to 
the tl~O transmitters. The return data is sent to the pallet-mounted 
RF terminal at a rate of 90 K bits per second using five channels 
(100 KHz per channel), Thermal control is provided using a cold-bias 
l~ith heater design. StLip heate~s powered by the battery or the 
Space lab bus are mounted on the main frame members to provide additional 
heat during nonoperating periods. The use of multi-layer insulation 
along with silver coated teflon radiation areas, allol~s an environ-
mental balance to be maintained under all conditions. A Hs ting of 
the component make-up and l~eight breakdOlm is presented in Table 
4.8-2. 
Table 4.8-2 Beam Diagnostic Package Weight Breakdown 
Item 
INSTRUMENTS 
OBIPS 
Vector Magnetometer 
Level II Beam Diagnostics 
SUBSYSTEMS EQUIPMENT 
Communications 
Wide Bend Transmitter (2) 
Command Receiver 
RF Multiplexer 
Antenna (Stub) 
Data Management 
Command Decoder 
PCM Programmer 
Subcarrier Oscillator 
Thermal 
Heaters 
Multi-Layer Insulation 
Power 
Power Supp ly 
Cab le Set 
Structures and Mechanisms 
1"'~'-~"-' 
TOTAL 
4-109 
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Height (LB) 
83.8 
9.0 
50.7 
2.2 
2.2 
2.2 
2.2 
3.3 
1 •• 4 
11.0 
2.2 
8.8 
63.9 
3.3 
66.6 
315. 8 ( 143 • 3 kg) 
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4 . 8 . 3 RF Receiver Package 
This deployed package contains instrumenta t ion required to perform electromagnetic wave propagation and inter'act ion experiments . The package is deployed from t he Orbit er in a spin stabilized mode (4 r pm. ) . It follows a t rajec t ory wi t h respect to the Orbiter as illus t ra t ed in Section 3 . 4 to a distance of about 80 Km or more over which RF trans -mission and long delay echo transmissions are made . The package 
configuration as shown in Figure 4 . 8- 3 indicates the instrument and 
support e~uipment locat~on. The RF Receiver instrument complement consists of t he RF Plasma I,ave Receiver and Antenna, and the Fluxgate Vector Magnetometer which operate in conjunction with the RF Plasma Wave Transmitter, Receiver, and 100 meter Dipole Antenna located in the payload bay . Operational details of experiment perfor~ance are discussed in Section 3 . 4 . 
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Figure 4.8-3 Receiver Pac kage 
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Implementation of the experiment uses two modes. The first mode 
uses a single-ended sounder technique; the second mode uses a receiver 
located on a subsatellite. Mode 1 requires a transmitter and receiver 
coupled ,~ith a 100-meter tip-to-tip ant'enna. Orientation of the 
antenna with respect to the geomagnetic field is monitored by a 
fluxgate vector magnetometer deployed on theRMS. The instrument is 
operated in a sounder mode over a range of conditions including 
various orientations with respect to the geomagnetic field vector, 
high and middle latitude and day/night variations. 
Mode 2 req'lires the same transmitter and dipole antenna on the 
Orbiter and also requires a receiver and a lO-metertip-to-tip 
dipole antenna on the subsate lHte. Attitude of the antenna with 
respect to the geomagnetic field vector is monitored by a fluxgate 
vector magnetometer. During this mode of operation, propagation-type 
measurements are taken using the Orbiter-mounted instruments as the 
source with the receiver on the subsatellite. After the subsatellite 
is deployed fro", the Orbiter, the total observation time available is 
on the order of one to two orbit periods. This operating period 
will also be shared with the long-delay echo experiment as noted 
in Section 3.4. 
Support systems required onboard the RF Receiver Package include 
a battery power supply data acquisition and communications 'equipment, 
and a Sma 11 amount of therma 1 control hardware. 
The RF Receiver"Package receives thermal control power from the 
Space lab pm~er subsystem while it is mounted on the Space lab pallet. 
The power required for the operation of the entire package during 
free-flight is provided by a silver-zinc primary battery. The battery 
is sized to provide power for all package subsystems for two hours 
after release of the package from the RMS. The total energy required 
for two hours of operation is 26 ampere-hours at a~average discharge 
rate of 4 amperes. The battery selected is a 65 ampere-hours design 
whlch gives a 100 percent energy margin. 
The RF Receiver instruments generate about 4 Kbps of digital data 
and a 30 KHz analog signal which require transmission to the payload 
bay; and they also require approximately 45 unique commands for control 
of the package. The onboard digital data is acquired using a multi-
plexer and PCM encoder which, in turn, provides a PCM signal to modulate 
one of two subcarrier oscillators. The other oscillator is modulated 
by the 30 KHz analog signal; and the two oscillator outputs are 
mixed before modulating an S-band FM transmitter. The RF system 
consists of a 10 watt transmitter whose output signal is split 
between two conical spiral antennas on opposite faces of the RF 
Receiver Package. A diplexer and command receiver-decoder accepts 
the S-Band transmission from the AMPS transmitter in the payload 
bay. Following its ejection, the RF Receiver Package is skin tracked 
by the Orbiter Ku radar, but this requires no onboard hardware. The 
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heat dissipation levels of the onboard hardware is such that only a 
basic Thermal Control Subsystem (TCS) is required. The TCS components 
include multilayer ins'lIlation and heaters; 'tnd operate in cold-biased 
configuration. A listing of the component make-up and weight break-
dOIVll is presented in Table 4.8-3. 
Table 4.8-3 RF Receiver Package Weight Breakdown 
~ Weight {LB} 
Instruments 
Vector Magnetometer 9.0 
RF Plasma Wave 15.4 
Subsystems Equipment 
Communications 
Transmitter 1.1 
Command Receiver 1.3 
Diplexer 2.2 
Antenna, Conical (2) 4.4 
, 
Data 
Command Decoder 2.2 
PCM Programmer 4.4 
Subcarrier Oscillator 2.0 
POI<er 
Power Supply 22.0 
Cable Set 2.2 
Thermal 
Strip Heaters 2.2 
Multi-layer Insulation 3.7 
Structures & Mechanisms 58.6 
TOTAL 130.7 (59.3 kg) 
4.8.4 Gas Release Module 
The objective of the experiment is to study the source mechanism, 
propagation characteristics, and other properties of naturally 
occurring gravity waves in the earth's atmosphere by generating an 
artificial gravity l<ave. The plan calls for the release of a signifi-
cant amount of neutral gas (70 kg of nitrogen) to generate waves in 
the upper atmosphere, and to observe the evolution of the resulting 
wave field. 
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The gas is released by a module ejected from the payload bay 
and deployed at a safe separation distance. The release takes less 
than a second and provides a virtual point source for the rapidly 
expanding gas cloud as it interacts Ivith the ambient atmosphere and 
comes to a halt. The momentum/energy pulse generates a propagative 
Ivave field observed by the backscatter radar of the Arecibo Xnospheric 
Obervatory and a three-station ground network of RF sounder. The 
re lease conditions which require a quiet. background for optical viewing
 
are sholvn in Section 3.4 as well as the target release zones and the 
Orbiter vielving constraints. 
The experiment, performed six times on the first flight, requires 
six gas re lease modules. The dis tance of the gas re lease from the 
ground radar Ivi11 be varied as fa llows: two at 0 km, tlVO at 10 km, 
and the final tlvO at 200 km. The size of the release and the altitude 
are to be held constant for each experiment period. The initial phase 
of the gas cloud expansion is optically observed both from the ground 
station and from the OBXPS located on the rear MPM. The release is 
seeded with an optically active material to make the release visible 
to both stations (ground and payload bay), IVhich are equipped lVith 
low-light-level (L3) TV cameras. 
The gas release module consists essentially of a tank lVith gas 
release system, equipment module, ejection system, thermal control 
system, and support structure as sholVn in Figure 4.8-4. 
support 
Equipment 
Gas Tank-
(fitanium) 
Linear Charge 
(2 Places) Gas 
Release 
Ejection 
Sleeve 
Ejection 
Sleeve 
Squib-Operated 
Release Valve 
Support 
Truss 
Base Separation Base r;, 
Plate Fasteners Plale Ejection Gas Separation 
Supply Nut 
Figure 4.8-4 Gas Release Module 
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Each of the six tanks is approximately 33 inches in diameter and 
consists of a 3300 psi (6600 psi burst) titanium sphere containing 
nitrogen. Two linear charges are located diametrically opposite each 
other on each tank. When detonated, these charges will cut two holes 
in the tank as indicated in the figure (side view). The hinged flaps 
prevent any debris from interfering lqith the system operation. 
The thermal control system consists of multi-layer insulation 
with internal strip heaters around the tank and eqpipment module. 
Support structure is I.rapped "'ith silver coated teflon. POI.er is 
supplied to the strip heaters from the Orbiter when the tanks are in 
the payload bay. Prior to ejection, either power ie removed from the 
strip heaters and a cable separator squib is initiated, or a fly-
al.ay disconnect plug may be used; the latter implementation is 
recommended. 
The support structure consists of trusses, a base plate and a 
guide support structure which remains in the payload bay at tank 
ejection. The tubular truss (pipe/round tube) forms a circular seat 
onto which the tank is pre loaded by bolting down the outer sleeve to 
a base plate. 
Located below a large gas ·tank is the ejection system I.hich 
consists of a second smaller gas tank/chamber, an ejection guide 
tube/sleeve, and three separation nuts. After the separation nuts 
have been fired, the cold gas is released from the latter tank by 
a ~quib operated valve (solenoid device) into a cylindrical chamber 
cOClsisting of two concentric sleeves (guides). The gas pressure 
reacts on the large tank through the outer sleeve',! top closure and 
outer sleeve. The tank starts to eject by sliding up and off the 
inner sleeve. 
An equipment module located on top of each gas tank contains 
electronic modules, antenna and a 28 V, 1.7 ampere-hours battery 
for the communication and gas release systems. The communication 
system consists of the command receiver, command decoder and a stub 
(omni) antenna. The gas release system consists of an initiator 
command module, switching re lay, and two linear charges previous ly 
described. A battery supplies the power for both systems. The 
initiator command module consists essentially of a voltage converter, 
a storage capacitor, triggering (fire) circuit, and a monitor 
circuit. To initiate a gas release, a discrete trigger command is 
sent to the switching relay which has previous ly received a pOvler-on 
(arm) command to activate the initiator command module. The trigger 
command enables the firing circuit to detonate both linear charges. 
A listing of the component makeup and weight breakdown is presented 
in Tab le 4.8-4. 
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Table 4.8-4 Gas Release Module Weight Breal<down 
Item Weight (LB2 
Instruments 
Gas Release (tank and gas) 348.2 
-
Subsystems Equipment . 
Communications 
Command Receiver 2.2 
Antenna, Stub 2.2 
Data 
Command Decoder 3.3 
Power 
POI.er Supply 6.6 
Cable Set 3.0 
Initiator Command Module 1.1 
Thermal 
Strip Heaters 2.2 
Multi-layer Insulation 3.5 
Structures arid Mechanisms 39.4 
TOTAL 411. 7 (186.7 kg) 
4.8.5 Chemica 1 Re lease 
The objective of this experiment is to modify the natural 
ionospheric and magnetospheric currents by changing the ionospheric 
conductivity on a relatively large scale. 
A neutral barium cloud is green and an ionized barium cloud is 
red. Observation of the relative motion of the two clouds is used 
to determine the structure of the ionospheric and magnetospheric 
currents. The resulting disturbance of the barium clouds may trigger 
an auroral display. It is therefore desirable to release the barium 
in a region of maximum auroral frequency. The barium cloud required 
for this experiment is cylindrical in form, at an altitude of 150 to 
200 km, 15 to 20 km in diameter and over 100 km1ong. Generation of 
a cloud this size requires 100 kg of barium thermite reaction at a 
uniform rate of lOkg/km. The orbiter covers appr.lximate1y 100 km 
in 12 seconds. 
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The chemical release experiment is performed in a three-orbit 
sequence. The module containing the barium thermite is removed from 
the pallet by the Orbiter RMS and deployed with zero velocity relative 
to the Orbiter, over the Hudson Bay region. The Orbiter is then 
maneuvered away from the module, requiring one orbit to move the 
necessary 80 km distance. The barium vapor is generated at a uniform 
rate over the 100 km release zone. The barium release should occur 
with clear skies over the ground station and timed as fOllOl'1S: 
(1) Near sunset· terminator to permit observation through the 
night. 
(2) When zenith at visual ground stations is greater than 
96 deg from the sun line to permit good vielving. 
(3) When nadir from release cloud is less than 99 deg from 
the sun to permit adequate photoionization to occur. 
Ground observations at Fort Churchill throughout the night include: 
visual observations of auroral phenomena; use of radio frequency 
sounders; fluctuations in the electric and magnetic fields; and sounding 
rocket probes. The next orbit pass 200 to 400 kilometers south of the 
release zone affords exce llent vie;ving. The on-board 10iv-light-leve I 
TV and the tlvO Ebert Fastie spectrometers are used to observe the 
auroral processes. 
Typically, the barium thermite is loaded in high pressure, 
insulated canisters. An available canister built by Thiokol, has been 
baselined for use on AMPS and is illustrated in Figure 4.8-5. The 
canister includes a pyrotechnic igniter and a nozzle assembly. Nozzles 
can vary in number and configuration depending upon particular appli-
cation. Each Thiokol canister contains 16 kg of barium thermite. 
Sixty-four canisters are needed to provide 1024 kg of thermite. The 
barium thermite reaction for each canister is completed in approximatcly 
1.5 seconds. Proper sequencing of these firings results in the 
uniform release of the barium in the required 12 second interval. 
The Thiokol canisters have been packaged in a rectangular 
Ivelded frame structure as shoivu in Figure 4.8-6. The canisters are 
mounted symmetrically and are fired in a manner so as to m~n~ml.ze 
propulsive effects. A discrete signal command receiver, battery, 
decoder and sequencer system provides for control of the release 
process. There is no return data from the canisters. Thermal control 
of the module is provided by external multi-layer insulation and 
selected radiation areas of silver coated teflon. Strip heaters are 
provided for cold case operation. The electrical pOlver required for 
the deployed package is provided by self-contained 1.7 ampere-hour 
batteries. These provide 65 ivatts of 28 VDC. A listing of the 
component makeup and weight breakdOlvn is presented in Table 4.8-5. 
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Grap hite Insert 
Burst Diaphragm 
1---f--f---'---=--:-------18 in. 
Barium Mixture 
Asbestos Epoxy Insulation 
-1 
12h,---,---\--rr--r~-~--~----_I! 9 in. Dia 
Igniter 
Plenum Chamber 
Mounting Tab 
Figure 4.8-5 Thiokol Barium Thermite Canister 
, /Stub 
I" Antenna 
RMS End 1"'"-_-, 
Effector 
Command 
Receiver 
Battery 
Decoder 
Sequencer System 
MLI Removable Welded 
(On All Exterior Panels Frame.Construction 
Surfaces; strip launch lockiRelease 
Heaters on Components) 1't71'F~~~;;;;n:~M~echanism Not Detailed 
-J.I..-RH-Barium Release 
~:=:!~~~~ Canister h (64 Pies) 
J.I:=it"II~=~tt Igniter 
t----,48.0 in.----I 
Figure 4.8-6 Chemical Release Module Configuration 
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Table 4.8-5 Chemical Release Weight Breal<down 
Item Weight {LB~ 
Instruments 
Chemica 1 Re lease 3245.2 
Subsystems Equipment 
Communications 0 
Command Receiver 1.3 
Antenna, Stub 2.2 
Data 
Command Decoder 3.3 
Sequencer 22.0 
Power 
Power Supply 6.6 
Cable Set 5.5 
Pyro-Initiator Command Module 4.4 
Thermal 
Strip Heaters 2.2 
Multi-layer Insulation 38.6 
Structure and Mechanisms 344.2 
TOTAL 3675.2 (1667.2 kg) 
4.8.6 Plasma DiagnostiC Package 
Using this package the objectives of the experiment are to study 
the characteristics of the plasma ,~ake generated by an axially 
symmetrical test body whose surface must be conductive and whose pote
n-
tial re lative to the ambient space environment is maintained at a lmow
n 
level. The wake is generated by a 4-meter metallized balloon mounted
 
on the end of a 5-meter extension boom t1hich in turn is deployed on th
e 
end of one RMS, as shown in Section 3.4. The Orbiter is oriented so 
the inflated sphere is the most for"ard surface in the velocity 
direction. The orientation is maintained as the Orbiter moves throug
h 
various plasma conditions: middle and high latitudes; the South Atlan
tic 
anomaly region; and day/night var iat ions. The potential of the spher
e 
with respect to the Orbiter is maintained by a bias pOHer supply 
included in the instruments. 
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During these various orbital movements, the ~7ake characteristics 
are monitored by a package of diagnostic instruments d"ployed by the 
second RMS so the wake region can be spatially scanned. The instruments 
included in the diagnostic package are· indicated in Table 4.S-6. 
Table 4.S-6 Instruments For The Plasma 'FlOlq Experiment 
Instrument IFRD No. Measures 
Vector Magnetometer 1II-2 Magnetic field 
Ion Mass & Distri- lII-lO Thermal ion density, temp-
but ion Analyzer erature drift velocity 
Planar RPA III-lS Distribution function of 
thermal electron population 
Langmuir Probe III-22 Ambient electron tempera-
.. . 
-ture, density and space 
potential. 
Neutral Mass Spectrometel III-23 Neutral gas composition 
These instruments were packaged along with support equipment 
as shown in Figure 4.S-7. The primary requirements governing 
the design are as follows: . 
o The Langmuir Probe must be parallel and perpendicular to 
the velocity vecotr. 
o The RPA, Ion Mass Analyzer and the neutral mass spectrometer 
must face the velocity direction. 
o Provisions for deployment of the vector magnetometer must 
be provided. 
o Capability must be provided to deploy and restOlq the 
diagnostic package. 
o Equipment layout must consider thermal constraints. 
o Provisions must be made for data/communication and power. 
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RMS Interface 
Science Drivers/Requirements 
RMS Deployed and Restowed , 
Velocity Vector Orientation 
Retarding 
Potential 
Analyzer 
Packaging Concept/Physical Characteristics 
Structural Frame with Equipment 
Mounting Brackets 
Removable Access Panels Support 
Equipment 
Vector 
Magnetometer 
Multilayer I nsulation (Cold Bias with 
Heaters) 
Ion Massi 
Analysis 
L 
Langmuir 
Probe 
Neutral Mass 
Spectrometer 
Size: 15.0x18.0x30.4in. 
Weight: 58 kg 
Mechanisms 
Capture/Release Device 
Sensor Deployment Mechanism 
Figure 4.8-7 Plasma Hake Diagnostic Package 
Thermal design includes a multi-layer insulation (cold bias with 
heaters) to maintain a temperature environment of 0 to 1200 F d~ring 
operation. The external surface also includes silver teflon radiation 
areas that reduce orbital temperature variations and also provides 
a low temperature therma 1 sink. 
A power supply and data/communication support equipment are 
proviued. The electrical system consists of a 28VDC, 65 ampere-
hour storage battery providing 143 I~atts, a pot~er distribution unit 
and an interconnecting cable set. The storage battery is activated 
prior to installation on the Diagnostics Package and, remains in a 
ready state until power is required. Thermal heating is supplied from 
the Space lab power bus prior to package deployment. The data command 
and communication subsystem makes maximum use of equipment flotm on 
Flight 1. The PCM encoder is reformatted for a nominal data rate of 
100 Kbps. Three channels of analog data are FM multiplexed and the 
combined digital and FM data are in turn multiplexed via the subcarrier 
oscillator. A 10l~ powered transmitter of no more than 0.1 watts is 
required for data transmission since the RF distance is small. The 
command system uses standard receivers and decoders. A listing of the 
component make-up and weight breakdmm is presented in Table 4.8-7. 
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Table 4.8-7 Plasma Flow Diagnostics Pacl<age Weight Breakdown 
Item 
Instruments 
Vector Magnetometer 
Ion Mass and Distribution Analysis 
Planar RPA 
Langmuir Probe 
Neutral Mass Spectrometer 
Subsystems Equipment 
C orrimunica t ions 
Transmitter 
Command Receiver 
Diplexer 
Antenna, Stub 
Data 
Command Decoder 
PCM Programmer 
Subcarrier Oscillator 
Power 
Power Supply 
Cable Set 
Thermal 
Strip Heaters 
Multi-layer Insulation 
Structures and Mechanisms 
Total 
Weight (LB) 
9.0 
4.4 
6.6 
7.7 
22.0 
1.1 
1.3 
2.2 
2.2 
3.1 
4.4 
4.7 
37.5 
3.1 
2.2 
7.7 
26.5 
147.5 (66.1 kg) 
4.8.7 Summary of Maneuverable Subsatellite Trade-off 
This section summarizes the results of a maneuverable subsat-
el1ite (MSS) analysis discussed in Section 5.9. The question 
addressed is: what are the advantages and disadvantages in moving 
the MSS up from Flight 4 of AMPS to Flight 11 
In Flights 1 and 2 there are five experiments (or parts of 
experiments) that can benefit from the use of an MSS. These are 
as follows: 
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o Electron Beam Studies, Level II 
o EMI Field Mapping and Orbiter Wak!! Measurements 
o Conductivity Modification 
a Long-Delay Echo and Wave/Particle Interactions 
a P lasma Flml/I~ake Generator 
The use of an NSS in the above experiments can be shmm to significant
ly 
enhance the scientific data over using a free flying package. The 
use of an MSS provides: 
o Greater data collection flexibility 
o More systematic measurement path 
o Greater number of measurements 
o More meaningful data I.ith attitude control 
o Opportunity for more varied conditions 
o Measurements at greater distances from Shuttle 
o Opportunity for repeat measurements, and 
o Data storage alternative. 
A list of candidate spacecraft is shown in Section 5.9. These include 
vehicles I.hich are operational, under development and conceptual. 
There are some cost savings associated I.ith the use of an MSS. 
These result from the elimination of flight support equipment (such 
as ejection mechanisms), instruments retrieved, and the elimination 
of the need for a second EMS. To offset the advantages given above 
NASA must provide early funding for an MSS. It remains to be 
determined I,hether it is more desirable to.modify an existing vehicle 
or de ve lop a nel, one. 
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4.9 AMPS Softl·/are System Requirements Definition .. 
The general categories of AMPS operational software support are 
illustrated in Figure 4.9-1. Sil< elements of aCLivity are identified, 
spanning the operational regime from mission planning to the collection 
and management of real time mission data with post-mission data analysis 
in mind. These general categories parallel the effort required on any 
space mission, but one aspect of the AMPS software development problem 
is unique. The AMPS operational sof~vare is not a stand-alone entity. 
Rather, its various parts are subdivisions of eXisting (or planned) 
sofb.are systems. 
The AMPS sDf~.are in Categories (2) and (4) of Figure 4.9-1 are 
packages within the sof~·/are system being delivered for the Spacelab. 
Figure 4.9-2 shows the structure of the spacelab software system. Three 
~1PS support packages have been added to the Space lab deliverable items 
to illustrate where the AMPS support software fits into the Space lab 
softl.are picture. These packages will be developed by the AMPS integrat-
ing contractor. They will be developed in accordance with Space1ab 
software packages design specifications to assure proper operation 
wi thin the planned system. 
---l 
l<Ji:~~~;~,,_~~S~'~"~'''~";&~~~dm~'~m'~QD~~~~~L-~~==J1DI ~ Computer Instrument CommaM ,Al','.PS lx~~rlment & FI'll/arm Instrument Data Experiments 
Command Dalilllnk 
I, AMPS Mission CD ()p~raUons Data MEmagement 
ContrQt 
Pointing Command 
Auxl1lary Tmklng ContrOl 
Polnllng 
Platforms 
L' I!:c:"":m:'"t"== ___ _ 
-+-- --_.- --- ------~ 
Opera)!ons Cornplllb1!11y 
Otbl!~, Sortl'iare Rl!ljulremenls 
Figure 4.9-1 AMps Software Support Function 
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In other areas, the relationships will be different. Consider 
C~tegory (3) of Figure 4.9-1. The payload support computer in the 
Orbiter vehicle has some 10,000 words of core set aside for payload 
support. Certain elements of AMPS mission computational support that 
will require this support have been identified. This sof.tware will· 
be developed by the Shuttle software contractors in response to require-
ments documents prepared by the AMPS integrating contractor. 
A clear definition of functional requirements, and agency/ 
contractor responsibilities in implementing solutions to these require-
ments is essential to the proper evolution of AMPS operational support 
software. The purpose of software analysis to date is: to provide 
a skeletal definition of these requirements; a categorization of their 
software implementation; and the associated contractor responsibilities 
for development. 
4.9.1 AMPS Mission Planning 
The overall purpose of the AMPS mission planning task is to evolve 
an integrated time line of mission activity and to generate those media 
required to input this time line into the appropriate operational 
elements. The general functions involved in mission planning are out-
lined in Table 4.9-1. This is the process whereby experiment objectives 
are played against the constraints of hardware/system/people limitations 
to come up with a realistic plan of what a particular AMPS flight will 
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accomplish. Many aspects of this process l~ill not be mechanized in softl~are, 
but other aspects can and l~ill be enhanced by a softl~are mechanization. 
Table 4.9-1 AMPS Mission Planning Software 
GE.IERAI. FUNCTIONS SOFTWARE ELEHEliIS SOPl1lAIU: FUNCTIO:.l DEVEl.OPWNT RESPONSIBLLITY 
0 EvalUllte Expcrilttlnt Objcctiv(!II/RcqulrcncntG Preliminary Generate SpCldfic Trajectory Intcr:rllting Trajectory tbncuvcr RcquirotICntll for Contractor 
0 Intcgrll~c Hisaion Design Con!ltraints Design Pnclcogc Orbiter Vehicle 
· 
E:'Ipcrit:lCnt/lnstrunent IInposod 
· 
Orbiter 5ylltcrn Derived Pritl!lry Gcncrlltc Specific Propellant. Integrllting 
· 
Spnccll1b System Derived Conau!Mblcll Power. Ihct't1ol1, Etc. R!!qu!rc- Contractor 
· 
Co~ .... !.micl1tionll Geometry Analysis Package mants 
· 
Flight /Ground Crew Limitations 
Prc Iiminory Prepare Detailed MIPS Expert .... Integrating 
0 ' cncrato Iictnilcd HiDaLon TiltClino AMPS mant Tlmeline.s Contractor 
· 
U!nsion Orbit Sequc.nc.e. Timc.l1ne. l'acltage. 
· 
Orbiter Attitude. 1'rofile 
· 
E:-:perilr:ent /Instrument Sequences Shuttle Develop Detailed Shuttll!. 
· 
Crew Operations Schedule Mission Uission Design J50 
· 
Ontll AcquisiUon/Proceosing Rcquirl!.l':lCnta Deoign Set 
· 
CO!Cllnnd Generation Requirements 
· 
COntingency Plans Spacelav Prepare EGSE. Subsyateo 
Computer Expcri!:Xlnt Computer Load 'SA 
0 l'rcparl!. !nput t!cdia Utilities Packages Tapea 
· 
Ceordinnrion Reporting 
· 
Training/Simulation Haterillls A>~S l'rovid(! SilllUlatiOn Media For Int(!grating 
· 
Computer Input Tllpeo Equipment Al1l'S Integration Ilnd Checkout Contractor S1ttluintion packaGes 
A preliminary listing of the software packages to be used in support-
ing the mission planning activity is also given in Table 4.9-1. With the 
exception of the Shuttle Mission Design package, all of these packages 
will be used by the integrating contractor at his central facility. They 
therefore comprise the ''Mission Planning Softl,are Set," a~c"r.lJ.ng to the 
definition being used in the Space lab Software Development Plan. 
The preliminary trajectory design and consumables analysis softl~are 
is the means wh"reby the AMPS integrating contractor integrates experi-
ment objectives into a realistic mission plan. As the Orbiter/Space lab 
mission is evolved, the details of the AMPS mission timeline are completed 
by the AMPS integrating contractor. Subsets of experiment and instrument 
timelines that form the individual elements of the AMPS mission are evolved 
by the responsible members of the scientific community, and are integrated 
into the total mission timeline and distributed for review by the mecha-
nized process indicated. The mission plan is expected to encounter only 
minor changes during the detailed Shuttle mission design process that 
is carried out by JSC to prepare the complete input data set required to 
initiate a STS flight. Computer utilities evolved as a part of the Space-
lab sottl,are system through ESA make the final bridge from mission planning 
to the op~rational computer hardl\7are. Appropriate equipment output simu-
lations are prepared as required to support the various levels of AMPS 
mission integration and checkout--leading to launch readiness on a timely 
basis. 
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The responsibilities for developing these software packages are shown 
in Table 4.9-1. JSC develops the STS mission planning system. ESA 
develops the basic Space lab softHare system, which includes the input 
utilities. Both of these softl~are elements 1~il1 be available in advance 
of the AMPS support requirements. The remainder of this software is to 
be developed by the AMPS integration contractor. It should be noted 
that this set of sofb~are is less rigidly structured than the remainder 
of the software to be discussed in this development plan. It is not as 
time constrained in its operation, and more f1exibil~ty for alternate 
production procedures are possible. This projection, then, must be 
considered more in the line of a suggested concept than an operational 
requirement. Other approaches may be selected before the AMPS software 
becomes totally committed. 
4.9.2 AMPS Payload Integration, Test and Launch 
Preparation of the AMPS payload for launch requires some form of 
softl~are support at each step of the process (Table 4.9-2). The initial 
steps--instrument development and Level IV integration--take place l~ith­
out benefit of the Space1ab EGSE and flight computers. Rather, a GFP 
computer is used to simulate the required interfaces. Level II inte-
gration, l~hich physically mates AMPS and Space lab , utilizes both the 
Spacelab EGSE and flight computers. In the final Level I integration, 
the Orbiter flight computer and the LPS computer systems are available, 
l~hile the EGSE computer has been deleted from the operating configuration. 
As a consequence, the software configuration varies considerably as 
different obj ectives are milt l~ith the changing computer array. Note 
that the bulk of the sofb~are required is supplied by the Space1ab 
program. Only AMPS peculiar software needs to be developed by the AMPS 
tntegrating contractor. ' 
Table 4.9-2 AMPS Payload Integration, Test and Launch Software 
GENERAL FUNCTIOl/S SOFn'lAlU: ELEMENTS SOfIlfA.RE FUNCTION DEVElllPHENT RESl'tlNSmILITY 
0 Support Instrument Dcv(llop~nt Space Inb Provided SCts 
-
Verify ln5 truman t Cantro1 Technique!; 
-
£GSE Checkout 
- Sl~ulntc Instr=nt COr.o.l'lnd/Dlltll Interface - Electrical System thlu rcprc!lcntll the compler"-
IntcgratlOrt Space lab operational Softto;lre ESA 0 Suppott !.eve 1 ~ lUI Integration 
-
Grllund Chcd:out systelll '\;hich \l'lll be provided 
-
Verify Flight Applieation Ucdulc::l 
-
Softwaro 51t:lulation* for paylo(ld integration 
- S!t::ulatc Spacclilb Functional lIP 
-
Datil- R!!duction,t 
-
SiculntO- OrbitO-r Funl:tional I/F 
- Flight 
- Proviile Toot Stir.:ulu$/Rc!lpan~c Vorificntico 
Mil'S _ EGSE, Provid[ls Stimulu!l Gen!!rntioo-- Intcgrnt!ng 0 Support Level II Integration Response Monitoring Raquired 
-
SiP.ulate Orbiter FUnctional IfF Checltout Packagl: To Chl:ek Out M1PS Payload Contractor 
-
PrOVide Teot Stitr.u1uil/Rc!lpon!lC V[l%'ification 
AU1'S _ CDHS PrOVides COHS_RL!!lidcnt Soft\Jarc Integrating 
0 Support Level I Integration Ch[lcltout I'ackagc Required To Interface With EGSE: Ctmtrnetor 
-
l'rovidc LPS Int!!%' face 
AltPS _ Orbiter PrOVides Orbiter Flight Cocpu-
Support I'al:kagc tational Support For AMPS JSC E:,:pcri~nts 
lIMPS Flight PrOVides Airborne Honitor and Intcgrating 
Applications Pacl!ag!!!l Control For AMPS Exper:1&c.nt!l Contractor 
AH1'S/LPS I'rovidc$ Dato. Required FQr LPS Integrating 
Interface MOnitor Of AMPS StllteS Contractor 
-;:Also Ineludod In 5oIt.-,. ... ~ ~~.clop!!;!:!nt Support Set 
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The initial instrument integration task is conducted by the instru-
ment contractor at his home location. It is important, at this stage, 
for the instrument contractor to be assured that his data output is com-
patible with the AMPS system, that his operation sequences can be accommo-
dated, and that his instrument is compatible with the commands issued by 
the AMPS sofn~are system. The~p. objectives are met by simulations 
implemented in a computer located at the integrating contractor's site 
and relayed in a quasi real-time mode via telephone. 
The initial AMPS payload integration, Level IV, takes place at the 
integrating contractor's facility. This integration is completely 
supported by simulations of the operating environment created on the 
host computer. The basic software required is provided from the Spacelab 
program. The only additions required are the various AMPS applications 
packages that are required for mission operations. Level III integration 
is functionally similar to the Level IV integration. The difference is 
that it will be conducted at KSG with their complete Spacelab simulator. 
The softt~are developed for the Level IV integration is portable, and 
required to be compatible with the host computer at the in·tegrating 
contractor's site and the host computer at KSG. 
Level II integration mates the AMPS payload with the Space lab flight 
equipment and electrical ground support equipment. At this point, a 
completely realistic flight environment for the AMPS instruments is 
achieved, although the Space lab/Orbiter interface is still simulated. 
A complete stimulus/response checkout of instrument operation is effected 
using AMPS applications· packages in both the Spacelab flight computers 
and EGSE computer. On completion of this sequence of tests, the AMPS 
payload is ready for flight. Only health monitoring is required from this 
point forward. It is effected in a routine manner by the flight applica-
tions packages and reported as a go/no-go situation. 
Thus Level I integration for the AMPS payload is no different from 
the flight situation. Mission control response to an out of limits 
situation may vary, but the software required is largely the same. The 
only difference identified is the software link that reports any AMPS 
hazards to the launch processing system. While not known at this time, 
this link is expected to be implemented by tabular inputs to Spacelab 
supplied sof~are. 
The development responsibilities for the identified AMPS payload 
integration, test and launch software are indicated in Table 4.9-2. 
ESA will supply the bulk of che Spacelab and Space lab/Outside World 
simulation softt~are. JSG tdll provide the Orbiter A11PS payload support 
package (in response to AMPS generated requirements). The AMPS inte-
grating contractor will ·supply the appropriate AMPS application paeokages. 
4.9.3 Orbiter Airborne AMPS Support 
The Orbiter provides AMPS experiments with their primary positioning/ 
pointing, navigation/time references, and communication links with the 
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ground (Table 4.9-3). Requirements also exist for the Orbiter to track and determine the orbits of subsatellites, and to maneuver instruments around the vehicle .~ith the RMS. Most of these requirements are met by currently planned Orbiter capabilities. However, some require AMPS peculiar extensions of capability. 
Table 4.9-3 Shuttle Airborne AMPS Support 
I.'EVELONIEUT ctUEUAL FUNCTIONS ORnlTER P/L SUPPOaT PACKAGE SOF'lWARt FU!iCTION RESPPNSIBILITI 
Stnndllrd Paliload SarviccII Stnndnrd SupPClrt Uodulcn 
0 Reference Data 
-
Orbiter Stote Vector 
-
E:qJl~r1.tncht Tag Dnto 
- Tl~c 0 Position 
-
Ilnvicotion Sente 0 Velocity 
-
Attitude 0 Attitude 
JSO - Sub!llltcilite 0 GHT/m:T . 
0 Datil Handling 
-
Tocget Stllte Vector 
-
SubllQtellitc! Orbiter PllrOIIlCrera 
-
aac\tup Caution & Warning 
-
Pnyload Attitude 
-
At titude Control by M!PS Sennotll 
-
Co=nd Uplinl~ 
-
L101t Check 
-
Back Up Caution lInd ll!lentnS 
- Dlltll Downlink 
-
Co=nd l1nllogeI:lt'nt 
-
Ground Co=nd Uplink 0 Attitude Control 
-
Telemetry ManoSCIllcnt 
-
Telemetry Do~nUnk 
-
Desired Attitude 
. 
-
MIPS Attitude Error AMPS Pllculiar MQdulclI 
-
rolS Maneuver prosram 
-
Precille Em/Electron Beem 
(Et. Al.) tJapping JSC 
-
RMS State Output 
-
Experitlent Tns Dutn AMPS Peculiar Services 
0 mls Maneuver Prograc TDbular Input p.Ilr.llmeterG 
0 rolS State Output 
-
COl!:mllnil Schedules Input Ooto Requirod to Meet AMPS Into[;rntlng 
-
JUoIS Mnneuver Rcquirctncntll Flight Requirements Contrllctor 
-
f,.itlit Ck Dllto 
The primary pOSitioning and pointing is introduced as an integral part of the Orbiter mission plan. A capability is required, and is pro-vided by the standard Orbiter payload support softtVare, to close the Orbiter' attitude control loop '<lith a payload generated attitude error. This capability is generated as ·an AMPS response to an Orbiter request for payload attitude data. 
;" 
l---
Orbiter state data, reqUired for AMPS pointing platform control and AMPS experiment data logging, is also provided by the standard Orbiter payload support software. Transmission of this data to AMpS is scheduled in the basic Orbiter mission plan, either under software or crew control. 
Standard provisions have been made in the Orbiter payload support software to transmit the Orbiter state data (position, velocity and attitude, as well as time) required by AMPS. A provision also exists to transmit target state vector data. This capability will be used to transmit sub satellite orbit determinations to AMPS. 
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Data required by the Orbiter to assure the safe operation of the AMPS 
payload is entered into the PCM data stream for limit checking and display 
as backup caution and warning parameters. This is a standard Orbiter 
capability. Relay of this data to the ground, and handling of ground 
uplink commands are also standard provisions. 
Non-standard services are required for RMS usage. The AMPS experi-
ments require precise, complex movements from the RMS. Further, position 
and attitudes achieved by the RMS are required by AMPS. Automation of 
RMS movement schedules, and feedback of RMS state data require that the 
new modules indicated in Table 4.9-3 be added to the Orbiter payload 
support sofu~are. 
The standard elements of Orbiter payload support softl~are are being 
developed by JSC, as indicated in Table 4.9-3. The nel~ elements of payload 
support softl~are will also be developed by JSC, in response to require-
ments documents generated by and subject to functional verification by 
the AMps integrating contractor. This payload support software is generally 
controlled by tabular input data. These data are to be generated by the 
integrating contractor, subject to verification by JSC during the Shuttle 
mission design activity. 
4.9.4 AMPS Operational Flight Support 
The operational flight softl,are provides the means l,hereby the 
flight crel, directs the conduct of the AMPS experiments, and provides 
the data time-tagging that permits post-flight reconstruction of data 
collection events. The support required includes tutorial information, 
instrument monitor and control, processing decision-influencing scientific 
data, and providing that all data collected is properly preserved for 
post flight evaluation. The design of this software is driven by the 
desire to achieve the maximum scientific usefulness of the AMPS missions. 
It provides the flight crew with the information and control capabilities 
required to use their judgment to maximize the value of the scientific 
data output. 
The general software functions indicated in Table 4.9-4 reflect a 
level of automation designed to relieve the flight Crel, of non-productive 
tasks. A "oonvenient interface with the experiments is made through 
function keyboards and displays. Automated time line service is provided, 
with a capability for the flight (or ground) crew to alter the timeline 
in response to real time events. Routine monitoring functions are handled 
automatically, with warnings and diagnostics provided in the event of 
system failures or unanticipated events. Routine scientific data handling 
is done automatically. This approach allol,s maximum crel, attention to be 
given to observing and maximizing the quality and optimizing the volume 
of scientific data yield. 
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Table 4.9-4 AMPS Operational Flight Support Software 
DEVEtOPHElll' 
GENERAL FUNCTIOll5 SOF'IHARE ELEHEltts SOFlHARE FU!;C'IIOlt RESPOIlSIDILIn 
II Provide crc\I/Eltpcl":!.:c:cnt It\tcdacQ SeaS/ECCS PllckllgCIl HnnoGc Ca:::lpuror Relloul'oell, Inputl ESA 
- Interface .\ida (Subnyntclll Eo Eltp Ccn:rputcrs) Output, D[t1ploYIl & Dotu L1nl(0 
- Co=nd Intorfaco 
Perfon:. Checillluc' & Fault lllolati.lln - Dlllplny Inflichc swb:..ytltctl Chcc!eDut ESA 
II Provide Autcllloted 'rilllclinc Service PackageD. of SubllyatClll!l, Display St!lcull & 
- Tutorllll Infonet!on (5ubnYllccr.: b t:::p Cm::putCl"lI) !Illtning l-lolIlIOgOO tQ erc\/' 
- schodule Support lnflight Hon1tor Pnc!\llgca Porlodiclllly Honitor Solocted Line 
- needled sequencing (Subayntcm & E:qt COqJucl;lrs) of Par=Clccrll. Co:npl1rc to Licltll & ESA 
II ~!1l1ntllin EXpcriment Hcalth Stlltua Iaaue RCliultnnt UCIl!!agea 
- Lit:lit CheekG 
- Warning Po-.Hlr Co Energy Hlloane!l'.ent Provide Prcocot Level of PQlI'er 
- Dillgnolltica{Trocing Paekoge Uallgc aou Mianion Energy COOllUOP- ESA 
o Provide Rcnl Tim!:! Data IIllodUog (Suboyatct;!" Computer) tion 
- Datil TaB El".per1ment Paekageo 
• ·'outing 
- Proceoains - DLllplay Generation (Exp) Provide El:periment DLllpinyo 
- Co=nnd Intorpreter (£Y.p) Intcrpret Keybollm Co=ndo 
o Support Au.-:Lli.u:y El:pcriccot - Operation Data Basc (E::p) Provide Tutor. Sequences. Et. AI. Integratinn 
Point{t!oneuver Requirements - Downlink ConfLs (Exp) Configure Telct:lctI)' Fon::ata Contractor 
- Pointing platfom HanllgClllent - pointing Rcqmt!l (E.~p) Eotoblillh Expcrh::cnt Point Reqmts 
- Orbiter Attitude Error Cocputatioo - Paint Plotfonl tlot (Subo) Direct Expc:rit:Clnt Point Platforma 
- SubllotallHe CootTOl - RHS Reqmto (E::p) EotobUoh RBS !-!Oneuver Sequenceo 
- RHS Hotion RcquLrClllcnto - Sub SOt f'!ot (Ellp) Torsot. Rolcooo 6. Predict Sub Sattl 
o Provide Sofwarc E::ecutive control 
- CODputc.r Tir.:c. Sharing 
- Bodule Control 
- Co=nd lntc.rprctntion 
Analyses run to date indicate that the total quantity of softt,are 
required to support one scientific mission is likely to grot' larger than 
the capacity of the Spacelab airborne computers. Therefore, a capability 
of transferring applications modules from mass memory to computer core is 
required. Only these elements required to support a flight segment are 
resident in,the computer at anyone time. 
The basic management/data handling capabilities required on the AMPS 
mission are supplied by the Spacelab Computer Operating Systems (ECOS for 
the experiment computer, SCOS for the subsystem computer). CPU time 
sharing, reading applications modules in from the mass memory, keyboard 
and display interfaces, and data handling through the remote acquisition 
units are all controlled by the operating systems. This sof~,are package 
is supplied by ESA as a part of the Space lab software system. Its capa-
bilities and interfaces are established by ESA and form a constraint on 
the design of AMPS application packages. 
Tt,o of the Spacelab supplied applications packages noted in Table 4.9-4 
are of specific use in the AMPS application. The inflight monitor pacltage 
in the experiment computer provides an automated means for maintaining a 
status check on the health of the AMPS instruments. The power and energy 
management package provides a means of keeping track of the AMPS pOl,er 
usage plan. 
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Command of the AMPS experiments and display of mission progress will 
be a unique applications package--designed to meet the specific needs of 
this program. At the present time, an efficient interactive approach is 
planned. The approach uses displays that are keyed to particular experi-
ment/instrument characteristics, and function keyboard assignments that 
dovetail with the display design. The particular approach will be devel-
oped by the AMPS integrating contractor, in conjunction with the various 
experimenters and instrument suppliers involved. 
An operations data base will be supplied for 'use by the flight crel~. 
This data base will include tutorial information, automated instrument 
operation sequences, and guidelines relating to (and/or overall scheduling 
of) experiment operations during individual AMPS flights. The overall ~ 
flight operation will be under the direct control of the flight/ground 
crews, but the maximum useful automated operational aids will be provided. 
One aspect of this support will be automated configuration of the dOlm-
link telemetry stream to support the particular experiments being con-
ducted in the current timeframe. 
A particular sharing of the duties associated with pointing platform 
management and control has been assumed--other arrangements are possible, 
but.must be evaluated carefully before changing the philosophy. The 
experiment computer is charged I~ith establishing the time history of 
platform pointing in an Earth centered (or other appropriate) coordinate 
system that is compatible with experiment requirements. The subsystem 
c6mputer is charged I~ith transforming these requirements into platform 
gimbal commands and mo~ifying these commands using auxiliary data sensed 
at the platform (e.g., star trackers), High data rate platform stabili-
zation, using inertial sensors on the platform, is accomplished by 
auxiliary stabilization devices that are a part of the platform system--
and do not complicate the data interface with the Spacelab computers. 
Instruments are placed in remote locations in accordance with AMPS 
requirements by the Orbiter RMS, and by subsatellites that are a part 
of the AMPS payload complement. A provision to generate and transmit RMS 
motion requirements to the Orbiter is provided. Also provision to generate 
subsatellite release requirements (time and orientation), and to predict 
subsatellite motion based on release characteristics and/or Orbiter 
tracking data is provided. 
All of these AMPS peculiar applications modules are used in the 
Spacelab experiment computer. Their development is the responsibility 
of the integrating contractor. Their design must be compatible with 
the Spacelab operating systems that will control and schedule their 
operation. The Spacelab packages indicated in Table 4.9-4 are the develop-
ment responsibility of ESA. The complete system will meet all AMPS mission 
requireinents. 
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4.9.5 Payload Operation Control Center Support 
The POGC is charged ~,ith the responsibility of participating with . 
the flight crew in maximizing the scientific return of each AMPS flight. 
It is also responsible for collecting, retaining and distributing this 
scientific return to the community for which it was gathered. These 
objectives are complementary to the Mission Control Center objective of 
safely and efficiently conducting the flight, subject to realistic con-
straints imposed by STS considerations. 
The first part of this task is oriented tOl,ards influencing the 
cottduct of the flight as it is taking place. This requires real time 
display of critical portions of the dOlmlink data stream, quick look 
analysis of the progress of the mission, and real time replanning of the 
mission in response to the situation encountered (see Table 4.9-5). A 
carefully thought out approach to the software design supporting the 
crew interface with mission events is required to meet this objective. 
Table 4.9-5 Payload Operations Control Center Support Software 
DEV£LOfl1ENl 
GENERAL FUNC'IIONS SOF'lVARE ELEMENTS SOFlWARE FlrnCTION RESPDIISIBILllY 
o Data Dccem/Distribution/Display Realtitnc SUE:l!ort 
- Accept 6. Assemble AMPS Data - Executive Equipment Hut'l 6. Process, Schedule:! 
- Distdbutc Real Time, Retention - Telemetry l'roccl)lling Om1nlink Dntl!. lIo.ru!ling 
Darn - Datil Recorda Generation Recording &. Archiving: 
- Display Process !tellt Time - Language Processor Operator Dialog Interface me 
Support: Olltn - Scqucnco Editor Timel1ne ~!odificllt1on Proc8ssor 
o Quiet. Look Analysis - Cc=and Gcncrntion Cenerate Uplink Fonnatll 
- Dota Quality - Applicationa HodulQlI Expcrimcnt/lnatrtm.cnt Dedicated 
- Inatl:UlI!!!nt Evaluation Off Lln!! Support ~ Scicntift.c Conr::lulliOn!l 
o Contlng!!ncy l'lnnnlng 1m! AnalySis Tools Requirements to Integratlng 
- t\ll.lfunction Worlun:oundll Support Specific Er.peritlent lind ContrllctClr 
. Scientific Content Hllximntion Inlltrum!!nt Objectivcs 
- ReBcheduling/Optitli::ation 
o Co=nnd Generation-Uplink Flight 
I'.odiflcation 
o Dnta Archival-Pem.llnont Ratention 
CI Scientific Data Proceaaing 
- Data CClnversions 
- Group by Experiment 
- Data Reports 
o Poot Flight Ano.1ysio 
- MolfunctiCln Analysis 
- Objcctivo EvalWltian 
- Futuro Plans Hodlft.clltiCln 
The other aspect of this task is the preparation and distribution 
of the scientific data gathered. All data gathered must be retained in 
its original state--the retention of only processed data makes it 
impossible to recover from any inadvertent processing error. Then, data 
reports providing each investigator with all the data he requires "ithaut' 
burdening him with extraneous information are required. This latter 
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task requires careful planning for maximum effectiveness. A considerable 
body of well planned softl~are is required to meet this objective on a 
timely basis. 
The conceptual structure of the real time support software required 
to meet POCC objectives is shOlm in Table 4.9-5. All dOlmlink data handling 
and uplink commanding is automatically effected by appropriate software. 
The operator interface is a critical aspect of this problem. A convenient 
user language l~ill be required to give the operator flexible control of 
data handling, display and processing. Another significant aspect of this 
interface is the editing tools used to modify the automatic sequences 
governing experiment conduct. Finally, provisions for experiment/instrument 
dependent applications modules must permit special support to be quickly 
and easily introduced into the real time data processing system. 
Off line support to the POCC will be l~here most of the experiment/ 
instrument specific softl~are l~ill reside. This element is not l~ell under-
stood at this time, and will evolve slOl~ly as AMPS flight definitions 
become firm, and probable operational problems become better defined. 
It is anticipated that the real time softl~are will be derived largely 
from existing GSFC operational packages. These elements will require 
redesign to fit the AMPS mission concepts, l~here a flight crew exists to 
support the overall objectives. This sofu~are development, therefore, 
will probably be largely a GSFC responsibility, with efforts subcontracted 
as they see fit. Off-line support will probably be most readily defined 
and implemented by the integrating contractor. 
4.9.6 STS Mission Control Center Support 
STS mission control is primarily concerned with the considerable 
problems associated with putting the AMPS payload safely on location. 
Maximizing the quality of the scientific return, on the other hand, 
is the problem of the payload operations center. These objectives are 
compatible but must remain within constraints imposed by the STS. The 
relationship has to be that payload objectives l~ill be made known to the 
MCC, and MCC will respond within its capability. . This relationship 
minimizes the detailed AMPS information that must be made available for 
real time decisions at the MCC. Further, there is a minimal requirement 
there for archiving/distributing these data. 
Three categories of AMPS data are required in the MCC to meet these 
objectives--AMPS related safety data, proposed AMPS flight profile modi-
fications, and AMPS command sequences required to effect the profile 
modifications. The required safety data is made available to the Orbiter 
crew in-flight through the PaM telemetry data stream. The same data is 
readily available at the MCC. Proposed flight profile modifications are 
generated in the POCC. These data must be reviewed at the MCC to assure 
that they do not violate STS constraints. After approval, the command 
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sequence affecting them are transmitted from the POCC to the MCC for entry 
into the STS command uplink. 
No AMPS unique sof~vare packages have creen identified for use in 
the STS mission control center. Rather, it is required that the MCC 
softtvare be developed tvith AMPS interface requirements in mind. A capa-
bility of considering AMPS data must be provided and appropriate flexi-
bility in the design of the MCC sof~vare is required. These requirements 
must be identified in AMPS requirements documentation, and implemented 
in JSC's design of the STS mission control softtvare •. 
4.9.7 Sof~vare Development Support 
This category includes softtvare that is required to create and simu-
late the AMPS operational softtvare. It is a necessary part of the softtvare 
system that must be tvritten, checked out and used--but it does not form 
a direct part of the operational mission. All required aspects of this 
software set are being developed by ESA, and t.i11 be available for pro-
duction of the AMPS-peculiar software elements. 
The sofuvare production set is delineated in Table 4.9-6. Compilers 
are available for conversion of higher order languages OffAL/S, FORTRAN, 
GOAL) to assembly language for the 370 and Mitra 125 SiMS computers. 
Machine peculiar macro assemblers and linkage editors create binary code 
suitable for loading into the host and flight computers. Various utili-
ties provide a means to create and maintain libraries, data bases, etc. 
Tab Ie 4.9 -6 Softt.are Development Support Software 
DEVELOPHEtlT 
GENERAL FU!IC'rIOllS SOFnTARE ELEHEN1'S SOFT!MRE Ft!l:cnOJl RESPONSIBILITY 
o Softlollll:e Production S/U Production Sat 
- Compilc/AGllcmblc!Chcclcoutl - Autot:llltcd ~ll1nllgement Library l1onO[lCl!l(!nt 
Integrate - Set Integration s/W Production Utilities 
- Load l!Cldule Produet1on - Data !lnse Generation Chel;kout Dlltn linG!! 
- Dotn Ilode Generation 6. - Macro lIGllcmblor (Host) Generate Uclocotnble Binary Cadc 
Hointenancc - Linkage Editor (HoGt) Produce Londllblc Mn<:hlno Codl) 
- Mt./S 360 Compiler Coopilcn HALls for 370 
o DlIell Handling - HAtlS CIt COl:lpllcr CacpilcG HALlS for MITM asS/US 
- Checkout, ES1. Simulation & - CheckOtJt Language Compiler CrcatclJ Input for Lan!luage lnterpreter 
Flight Data Converoion - MACRO Allllet:lbler (CII) Generllte Rolocntnble Binaty Code 
- Doto Analyaio-/correlation - Linl:alle Editor (CII) Generate Londable Hachinc Co<!e 
- AIiSI/FORTIlAN CQl:lpllcr Generate nelccatable Dbary Cede 
(I Simulation - tlilJcolloneouG UtiliticS- Utilitica for s/u Production 00 125 slus 
- Intorpretive Camputer Sir.:ullltion 
- Peripheral EqUipment Simulation Dnta lIondling ESA 
- Interface Simulation 
- EGSE Datil. Reduct-ian Produce 'rellt Rcaults Reportl) 
- HOllt Data Reduction produce 'relit Renult Rcp(lrto 
- PC~I Analog T"pe to Di&itD.l Dl1ta C(lnvcrnlon 
Tope 
Slmulotlon 
- 1/0 !J(ll':. I:. Periphorol 511:1 Si\'l!Ulate COBS Hardwate 
- ECSE Sinlulator Simulnte ECSE Reoe tiona 
- Spacelab Siculator coord Simulate Spaccltlb SubnylltC!:ltl 
- Interpretive Computet S1I:1 SiI::Julatc MITRA 125 SIBS In 370 
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Data reduction software provides an automated means of processing log tape data or filed data and producing test result reports. Method-ology shall encompass checkout, integration and flight data. Capability for trend analyses based on several tests· or flights shall be provided. Implementation shall be in ground support computers, as opposed to the flight computers. 
Simulation softt~are shall be used in software development, and the various steps of flight/experiment integration. Tpe interpretive com-puter simulation provides a means to check out EGSE/flight code in the IBM 370 host computer, with the added benefit of various diagnostic capabilities such as TRACE/JUMP TRACE/SNAP. Other simulations used in the various phases of payload integration (before the actual flight hardt~are can be mated) includes simulation of CDMS peripherals, EGSE equipment, and Space lab/Orbiter interfaces. The use of these simulations maximizes the probability of each succeeding integration step proceeding without incident. 
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5 • SUPPORTING ANALYSES 
5.1 Systems Level Analyses 
5.1.1 AMPS Flight 1 Preliminary Trajectory Design 
This section presents the results of a trajectory design analysis of the first AMPS flight. Sunlight/shadow data, maneuver schedules and maneuver propellant requirements are included. While these data are preliminary in nature, they do prove the feasibility of the design con-cepts utilized. 
Trajectory Design Objectives - The first AMPS mission is inclined 57 0 to the equator, is conducted at altitudes in the neighborhood of 205 kilometers, and is oriented to produce a sunlit vehicle during pre-dawn passes over Aercibo, Puerto Rico on the first three days of the seven day mission. After the first three days, passes over Arecibo con-tinue, but the condition of a sunlit vehicle is not maintained. 
The 570 inclination results from the desire of the Minor Constitu-ents and other first flight AMPS experiments to possess the highest in-clination available within the normal Shuttle ascent range from KSC. The approximate 205 km altitude, and the sun/shadow relationships re-sult from the desire of the Gravity Wave experiment to have a capsule gas release occur in sunlight while visible to optical instruments lo-cated at Arecibo. Higher repeating orbits are generally inconsistent with AMPS experiment objectives. These requirements dictate the place-ment geometry of the mission orbit: a launch time selected to produce the desired lighting, an altitude selection permitting daily passes over Arecibo, and maneuvers to achieve and maintain this daily over-flight. 
Trajectory Design Technique - The AMPS trajectory design has been initiated at the time of external tank ejection on a 35 0 azimuth Shuttle launch from KSC. T~e position at this time is Lat. 38.2°N, Long. 288.70 E, Alt 116 km, approximately 490 seconds after liftoff. The orbit is 36 km x 158 km, which results in external tank impact in the Indian Ocean. A burn is immediately required to raise this apogee' to a desirable operat-ing altitude and a burn is required to circularize the orbit when this altitude is reached. In this trajectory design, these first ~,o burns use the Orbiter OMS engines, while subsequent burns use the RCS engines. No out-of-plane propulsive maneuvers are planned; rather all trajectory design objectives are met by orbit period adjustments that time orbital passes such that the desired ground features pass through the orbital plane at the correct time. 
The first day's objective is to bring the orbiting vehicle directly over Arecibo on the 15th orbital pass e.S shmm in Figure 5.1.1-1. This is accomplished by maneuvering the orbiter to an appropriate altitude, maintaining orbit altitude with a drag makeup maneuver, and then bring-ing the Orbiter down to a lm.er operating altitude for a pass over 
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Arecibo. The higher operating altitude during the first day's opera-
tions is required to slm< the orbital period slightly so that Arecibo 
can rotate into the orbital plane on the 15th pass. Note that a 16-
orbit daily repeating pattern is maintained from the second day om-lard. 
Launch time is selected to achieve the desired sunl shado~l relationship. 
The only maneuver objective on the second day is to maintain the 
orbital pass over Arecibo. Two drag makeup sequences are scheduled to 
achieve this objective. On the third day, a single ,drag makeup se-
quence is employed. The selection of one and tl'10 drag makeup sequences 
per day was arbitrarily selected for purposes of comparison. 
Trajectory Design Summary - The drag attitudes used in this tra-
jectory simulation reflect antiCipated vehicle attitudes required to 
perform AMPS experiments during the first flight. These attitudes, and 
the resultant vehicle area presented to the velocity vector, are pre-
sented in Table 5.1.1-1. A drag coefficient of CD = 2.2 was used for 
all attitudes. 
Table 5.1.1-1 Drag Attitude History 
Time From Liftoff Exposed 
Start End . Attitude Area 
(Rrs) (Rrs) (Sq Heters) 
0 6 Front Exposed 45.0 
6 10 Profile Exposed 185.9 
10 11 Base Exposed 365.3 
11 17 Profile Exposed 185.9 
17 20 Base Exposed 365.3 
20 34 Profile Exposed 185.9 
34 35 Base Exposed 365.3 
35 41 Profile Exposed 185.9 
41 44 Base Exposed 365.3 
44 58 Profile Exposed 185.9 
58 59 Base Exposed 365.3 
59 65 Profile E"posed 185.9 
65 68 Base Exposed 365.3 
68 82 Profile Exposed 185.9 
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Figures 5.1.1-1, 5.1.1-2 and 5.1.1-3 shOl~ the first three days 
ground traces, each of which was arbitrarily terminated over Arecibo, 
the ground station used to monitor the gravity wave experiment. The 
points where the vehicle enters and emerges from the earth's shadow 
are indicated. Note that emergence from the shadow is approximately 
100 before arrival at Arecibo on the first day, reduced to approximately 
30 before arrival on the third day. This effect is due to a combina-
tion of orbital regression (due to oblateness) and the earth's motion 
around the sun causing the orbit to regress into the dawn shadow. This 
effect is also shown in Table 5.1.1-2, where the' time of arrival at 
Arecibo is about 23 minutes earlier each day. 
Orbital maneuver locations are marked on the orbital traces of 
Figures 5.1.1-1, 5.1.1-2, and 5.1.1-3. riming and propellant required 
by these maneuvers is summarized in Table 5.1.1-2. Tne first day's 
maneuvers required 2875.5 kg of OMS propellant and 1069.6 kg of RCS 
propellant. It is evident that most of these maneuvers could have been 
done with the OMS, and probably will 'be in the final mission design. 
The large propellant requirements on the first day are mainly associated 
with ascent to operating altitude, and phasing to reach the desired pass 
directly over Arecibo. They are not representative of drag makeup re-
quirements. 
The second day employed two drag makeup maneuvers, while the third 
day was set up with only one. The second day required tf34.5 kg of pro-
pellant, while the third day required only 172.0 kg of propellant. The 
inconsistency of these data led to an investigation of the accuracy of 
the trajectory integration techniques used. The results indicated sig-
nificant variations be~~een techniques. The conclusion is that the drag 
makeup requirements derived here are only approximately correct, and 
should be investigated in more depth at a later date, Since drag makeup 
requirements at these altitudes is a significant function of the time 
varying atmospheric density (a facet not considered in this study), a 
thorough investigation should include this effect as well as analysis 
of the accuracy of trajectory integration technique. 
Conclusions· The trajectory analyses reported here have demon-
strated that the Flight 1 design concepts developed during the study 
are feasible, and that the results reported are essentially correct. 
The trajectory design evolved here is a workab:e approach, but it 
is possible to improve on it by reducing the number "c propulsive maneu-
vers. It is also possible to change the times at which these maneuvers 
OCL~r, if it should prove advantageous to the conduct of the AMPS ex-
periments. 
The drag makeup results obtained are questionable, and this area 
should be the subject of a future, detailed investigation. 
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5.1.2 GSE/Facility Systems Level Analysis 
The AMPS Phase B Ground Support Equipment and Facility Analysis I~as 
initiated by the preparation of a functional flow diagram shown in Fig-
ure 5.1.2-1 which presents an overview to the method of performing the 
task. The analysis began by taking program documentation as inputs for 
performing a requirements analysis. In the requirements analysis we di-
vided the work into tasks which enabled us to define GSE and Facilities 
Requirements to perform the AMPS program. By comparing these require-
ments to existing or planned GSE/Facilities we were able to define the 
GSE/Facilities required to support the·AMPS Phase C/D project along with 
the supplier of each item. This process has been completed as far as 
the program definition is known to date, but as noted in Figure 5.1.2-1 
the process must be iterated to a more detailed level, as the Phase C/D 
program matures. The input phase of the program was started by a revielv 
of Shuttle, Space1ab and AMPS documents. The documents ~Ihich were re-
viewed included the Space Shuttle Accommodations Handbook, the Space-
lab Accommodations Handbook, the Launch Site Accommodations Handbook, 
the Space1ab GSE Items Description and Allocations Documents, the AMPS 
Instrument Functional Requirements Documents (IFRDs) and the AMPS Experi-
ment Operations Requirements (EORs). 
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Figure 5.1.2-1 GSE/Faci1ity Analysis Functional Flow Diagram 
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Following the documentation review, the requirements analysis 
phase began by generating GSE/Facility groundrules, which ,.,ere used as 
an aid for developing future tasks. 
o Design, development, test, transport, support and handling 
GSE for instruments and FSE will be used as applicable through-
out the ground operations cycle, and, wherever required GSE 
built by the developing contractor will be delivered to support 
the planned activity. 
o GSE identified as MMSE or commercial equipment will be used to 
support AMPS testing at all levels in preference to developing 
special GSE. 
o GSE for transportation and handling of pallets and racks will 
be provided by Space lab or MMSE. 
o GSE must support development, test, transport, storage, launch 
preparation activities, both online and off, and during mainte-
nance and refurbishment activities. 
o The AMPS prime contractor will provide GSE (not available from 
the developer) required to support Level IV and subsequent 
activities. 
o Existing facilities will be used wherever possible. Prime 
Contractor Facilities will be used for Level IV activities. 
o No special handling or support equipment will be provided by 
AMPS for alternate site landing. 
o No special handling or support equipment will be provided for 
post flight operations to remove film or magnetic tape from 
the payload prior to landing +12 hours (i.e., normal vehicle 
access in the Orbiter Processing Facility (OPF) ). 
o GSE design will be compatible with the planned AMPS payload 
evolutionary approach and as such shall not require redesign 
and build between flights but "ill require only necessary 
update modifications. 
o GSE required for integration activities will be designed for 
use in a clean room environment. 
o GSE which is shipped between facilities with the FSE or 
instruments shall be cleaned and bagged prior to movement. 
o Access GSE from the Payload Changeout Room to the AMPS/Space-
lab payload interface connections to support AMPS unique pay-
load activity will be provided GFP from KSC. Unique payload 
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GSE required to support the instrument
s or FSE during this time 
,~ill be provided by AMPS Prime Contra
ctor. 
o The OPF will provide payload handli
ng GSE necessary to support 
all AMPS payload requirements in that 
facility (i.e., Hoist 
capabilities to 65,000 lbs (29,483.5 kg) ",ith a
 15 ft (4.57 m) 
diameter and a 60 ft (18.3 m) length.) 
o Calibration testing will be minimiz
ed after the development 
contractors acceptance tests are com
pleted and no calibration 
tests will be permitted after the payl
oad final instrument 
alignment activities are completed in 
the KSC-SPF. 
o· GSE will be designed to withstand t
he same transportation 
environments as the FSE or instruments
. 
o Some GSE will be designed for spec
ific use at Level III, II, 
and I integration levels and will not 
be used at the Level IV 
site. 
i 
" J 
A ground operations functional flow wa
s prepared which was compati-
ble with the GSE/Facility groundrules.
 This flow identifies the major 
functional operations and their locatio
n at each integration level (see 
Section 3.3). Utilizing the Ground Operations 
Functional Flow a matrix 
was prepared to identify the tasks nec
essary to accomplish each opera-
tional function. After identification
 of these tasks, studies were 
performed to identify what generic typ
e of GSE/Facilities would be 
required to satisfy ~he tasks. Tasks 
"ere identified for the individual 
instruments, FSE, the major Spacelab hardware alo
ne, and for the various 
integrated assemblies. Comparisons of
 the GSE/Facility capabilities and 
requirements are summarized in Table 5.
1.2-1. The table includes verti-
cal columns identifying thE" t'lsk, the 
GSE/Facilities required to satisfy 
the task, the location where the GSE/
Facility is needed and the supplier. 
Suppliers are identified as the develo
pment contractor, the GSFC, the 
prime contractor, MMSE, Spacelab, Orb
iter, Launch Site, or the specific 
facility identified in the location co
lumn. Entries into the table are 
made one time only, even though some i
tems may be required to satisfy 
more than one task. The remainder of 
this section will discuss examples 
of some of the GSE/Facilities which ap
pear in the table in the same order 
as the table's task sequence. 
Transportation - The development contr
actor will provide, for the 
purpose of transportation of AMPS inst
ruments and FSE, a shipping con-
tainer, environmentally controlled as 
required, and will also arrange 
shipment to the Level IV integration s
ite. Prior to placement in ship-
ping containers instruments will be pl
aced in plastic bags to maintain 
cleanliness during shipping and handli
ng operations. Shipping containers 
for pallets and racks are shown in Fig
ures 5.1.2-2 and 3. 
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Table 5.1.2-1 AMPS GSE/Facility Task Requirements 
! 
I 
, 1 
Tasks 
Transportation 
Receiving & 
Inspection 
Inventory/ 
Storage 
Installation/ 
Handling 
k 
W 
'" 0 
.... 
w 
~ 
GSE/Facilities Required 
'" 
Shipping Containers/ 
Plastic Bags 
Environmental Servic-
ing/Sensing Kit 
Transporter 
Instruments, FSE X 
pallets, Racks X 
Spacelab/pallet 
Facility Airlocks 
Clean Rooms X 
General-Purpose Test X 
Equipment (Scopes, 
Meters, etc.) 
, 
Bonded Storage Areas 
Bonded Clean Rooms 
Facility Cranes 
Slings 
Instruments/FSE X 
Pallets, Racks 
Strongback (Spacelab/ 
AMPS) 
Handling Fixtures 
Instruments, FSE X 
Pallet Segment Sup-
port 
Rack Handling/Sup-
port Kit 
Spacelab/ AMPS (Pay-
load Container) 
Pallet Simulator 
Instrument Protective 
Covers 
Mechanical Interface 
Instrument/FSE Align-
ment 
Interface Tooling X 
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X 
X 
X X X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X X X 
X 
H 
.... 
w 
> w 
.., 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Supplier 
Developer 
Spacelab/MMSE 
MMSE 
Facility 
Facility 
Facility 
Developer 
Spacelab 
MMSE 
Developer 
Spacelab 
Space lab 
MMSE 
Prime Contractor 
(22 1/2-Day Pallet 
Cycle) 
Prime Contractor/ 
Spacelab 
Developer/Prime 
Contractor 
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Table 5.1.2-1 AMPS GSE/Faci1ity Task Requirements (Continued) 
Location 
" 
H 
Q) :> H H 
'" 
H H H H 
0 
.-< ..... Ql .-< .-< .. Q) Q) .. 
> ~ ~ ~ ~ .. 
Tasks GSE/Facilities Required ~ ,.., ,.., ,.., ,.., Supplier 
Installation/ Optical Alignment X Space lab 
Handling (cont) Kit 
Optical Cleaning X X X Developer/Prime 
. !I.~: j 
~ 
1 
I 
Kit Contractor 
Rack & Floor In- X X Space lab 
stal1ation Kit 
pallet Mate/Demate X Space lab 
Kit 
Access Instrument, FSE 
Pallet Segment Floor X X X Spacelab/Prime 
Covers Contractor 
Module Segment Floor X Spacelab 
Covers 
Pallet Horkstands X X Prime Contractor 
(Level IV Modifica- ,'J 
tion Items) ! 
Payload Horizontal X Spacelab/MMSE 
Access Kit 
Instrument Access Kit X X X Prime Contractor! 
Spacelab 
Integration & Check- X X Space lab 
out Stand 
Payload Changeout X X X Prime Contractor! 
. Room Spacelab 
Interface Facility Power/Services X X X X X Facility 
Verification Power Conditioning X X Developer 
Units , 
GSE Cables X X X X X Facility-Peculiar 
(e.g., Prime Con-
tractor-Soft Mating 
Cables, Simulator 
Cables) 
EMI Diagnostic Equip- X X Prime Contractor! ~. 
ment Spacelab 
Service Kits/Plumbing 
Lines 
Freon X X X Facility 
Gaseous Nitrogen X Facility 
Liquid Hei ium X X X X Facility 
Gaseous Neon X X X Facility 
Leak Check X X X Facility /MMSE 
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Table 5.1.2-1 AMPS GSE/Facility Task Requirements (Concluded) 
Location 
" 
H 
W :> H H 
'" 
H H H H 
0 
..... ..... ..... ..... ..... w 
" " 
w w ~ ~ ~ ~ > 
" Tasks GSE/Facilities Required A ..., ..., ..., ..., Supplier 
Interface Magnetic Field Gener- X X Prime Contractor Verif. (cont) ator 
Pyrotechnic Initiator X Prime Contractor Test Kit 
Computer 
IBM 370 or Equivalent X X X GSFC (GFE) & Ancillary Equipment 
GSE Software X X X Developer/prime 
Contractor/Space-
lab 
Integration Vibro/ Acoustics 
Tests Instrument Systems X Prime Contractor Pallet Level X Prime Contractor! 
GSFC Thermal Vacuum 
Instrument Systems X X Developer! GSFC! 
Prime Contractor Instrumenth " l Cali- X X X Developer bration 
Instrument!FSE Data X X X Developer Readout 
Simulators 
CSS or Equivalent X Spacelab OlA x x Space lab Spacelab ATE X X Spacelab LPS X X Launch Site 
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ECS 
Interface 
Interface 
Panel 
l J 
CONTAINER 
CONTAINER 
IHOlOOOWN STRAPS. 
DOUBLE 
RACK 
CONTAINER 
(CRADlEI 
Figure 5.1.2-2 Rack Shipping Container 
---
_""", __ Llnll ng Lug 
o 
Temp&R;J 
Indicator 
Valve 
--Acce'ss Door 
-----<;uille Rai I 
~'~j~;~abl::~~~~~;~~,·:,'.~'.,~·;;::~~~:~:~:~i:~ILi9ht Tie-Down Ring Caster Minimum Crane Height· 25 It 
Container 
Platform 
Length 
22' 611 
22' 6" 
Width 
15' 
15' 
Height 
11' 10" 
6" 
Minimum Door Size - 15.0 It Wide by 13.5 It High 
Weight. Pallet. plus Shipping container > 12. OOJ Ib 
Figur~ 5 . 1.2-3 Hard Container - Large System 
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The transportation method selected for moving instrumented pallets 
from the Level IV site to KSC is the use of a low-boy truck as shown in 
Figure 5.1.2-4. The instrumented pallet was of primary concern because 
it has been identified as the major size and weight item. This approach 
was selected by the NASA Transportation Committee, a group with multi-
center participation who considered road, rail and air as candidate 
approaches . The road transportation was chosen on the basis of lowest 
cost without compromise to other operational parameters, such as sched-
ule, security and number of Landling operations. 
Transport Platform 
Payload Transportation System Study 
Maximum Payload Envelope: 14. 5xlO. 8x20 It 
Maximum Low-Boy Trailer Height: 13.5 It 
!'igure 5.1. 2-4 Road Transporter fo= Ins ,trumented Pallets 
Receiving and Inspection - In order to support receiving, inspec-
tion and subsequent test activities clean rooms are required at each 
site. Clean rooms required for Level IV and subsequent testing must be 
able to handle large volumes, so they must be equipped wi th airlocks. 
The study included an investigation of facility requirements based upon 
the largest volume, envelope weigh t, and cleanliness level that must be 
provided. Of particular interest were the ~rime contractor's Level IV 
site and the KSC site for supporting off -line activities . Based upon 
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the instruments, FSE, and integrated AMPS requirements we investigated 
facilities provided by the instrument developer, the GSFC, the prime 
contractor and the KSC. 
Installation, Handling and Access - In order to satisfy the Level IV 
activities we identified an overall floor space allocation of 30' x 50' 
for 3 pallets and 30' x 70' for 5 pallets, as sho,<u in Figure 5.1.2-5. 
Door size, crane height, crane capacity, ceiling height requirements were 
established by Figure 5.1.2-3; cleanliness requirements to date have not 
been established beyond class 100,000, although cleaner environments 
are anticipated for instrument/system assembly facilities. An investi-
gation of facilities at the prime contractor's site showed that the Space 
Support Building's High Bay Area shown in Figure 5.1.2-6 could accommo-
date the major Level IV activities and other laboratories could support 
additional Level IV activities, such as the Acoustic/Vibration Labora-
tory, the Space Simulation Laboratory, and the Man-Computer Interaction 
Laboratory. 
o 
@@ 
@@ 
@@ 
Floor Space: ~ 30)(50 ft for 3 Pellets 
~30x70 ft for 5 Pa.!ets 
~eKits 
~ ITLJ 
Pallet Workstarld...J 
Figure 5.1. 2 -5 Level IV Floor Space Allocation 
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Airlock 
High Bay 
30 
Estimated 
Floor Space 
50 forThree 
Pallets 
30 
Estimated 
70 Floor Space for Five-
Pallet 
Train 
Low Bay 
Low Bay 
Airlock 
Floor Space: 22x47 ft 
Doors: 20x27 ft 
High Bay 
Floor Space: 44x168 ft 
Ceiling: 50 ft 
Hoist Height: 42 ft 
Hoist Capacity: 10 tons 
Cleanliness: Class 100,000 
Low Bay 
Area: 20, 000 ft2 
Doors: 14x9 ft 
Cleanliness: Class 100,000 
Figure 5.1.2-6 Martin Marietta Facility Capabilities - Space Support 
Building 
The KSC facilities and a summary of their functions required to 
support AMPS activities are shol~ in Table 5.1.2-2. An investigation of 
the O&C Building's Layout, presented in Figure 5.1.2-7, showed that 
limited off-line activities could be supported, especially for earlier 
AMPS flights. HOI,ever, when the Space Shuttle is scheduled to fly ten-
to-twelve times annually the O&C location will not be adequate for 
support of AMPS activities. (Note: AMPS off-line Level IV activities 
would have to be supported by the areas designated as Items 5 and 6 in 
Figure 5.1.2-7. 
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Table 5.1.2-2 KSC Facilities Required for AMES Support 
Facility Function 
Orbiter Processing Facility (OPF) Safing Spacelab Subsystems 
I nstalllRemove Payload from Orbiter 
Levell Integration and Checkout 
Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB) Mate Orbiter with External Tank and Solid Rocket Boosters 
Payload Changeout Room (PCR) Vertical Assembly of Payload with Orbiter 
Working Facility for Payload Pad Operations 
Operations and Checkout (O&C) MatelDemate Space lab with Payload 
Perform Compatibility Testing (Level II, Level 1111 
Limited Off-Line Activities 
Hangars, AE, AM, and AD Off-Line Activities {PHFI 
SAEF 1 and 2 Receivingll nspection, High-Bay Clean Rooms 
Specific Payload Activities - Subsystem Tests 
D 2 
Items 
1,2,3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9,10 
4 
5 
m 17 
Description 
Spacelab Test Stands 
Tunnel Area 
Th ree~Paliet Sta nd 
Two-Pallet Stand 
Rack Stand 
Igloo Area 
End Cone Stands 
Area, ft 
30x70 
20x40 
20x40 
20x26 
20x26 
10xlO 
16xlO 
2 Floor Space: ~ 22,000 ft 
Ceili ng: 80 ft 
Hoist Height: 50 ft 
Hoist Capacity: 27 112 tons 
Cleanliness: Class 100,000 
Doors: 40x80 ft 
Figure 5.1.2-7 KSC Facilities - O&C High-Bay Layout 
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Additional KSC facilities were investigated to support the AMPS program off-line activities and they are shown in Table 5.1.2-3 as potential Payload Handling Facilities. Because of scheduled activities such as, the free-flyer activity in Building AD and the IUS activity in Hangar SAEF-l; limited floor space in Building AE; limited door space, no airlock, and insufficient cleanliness in Building AM; too low a ceil-ing height and limited crane capacity in Hangar S; Hangar SAEF-2 sholm in Figure 5.1.2-8, was chosen as the prime candidate for the KSC Payload Handling Facility. Building AD shown in Figure 5.1.2-9 was recommended as a backup since its present scheduled use appears limited. 
Table 5.1.2-3 Potential Payload HaLdling Facilities 
Cleanliness Floor Ceiling Crane Door Size, Building Class Space, It Height, ft Height, It Capacity, ton WXH, If 
AE 10,000 43x49 34 33.7 10 16x36.5 
AM, North } Industrial { 35x70 42 35.0 5 15x34 South Class 48x50 42 35.0 5 . 15x20 
AD 100,000 46x175 46 45.0 2 at 10 25x40 
Hangar S, North 100,000 30x43 22 20.0 2 16x20 South 100,000 23x56 24 20.0 5 16x20 
Hangar SAEF 1 100,000 120xl50 105 96.0 25 40x86 SAEF2 100,000 99x49 74 67.0 10 21x38 
The pallet segment support stand and the pallet work stand (identified in Table 5.1.2-1) provide installation and access·capa-bility for the Level IV activities as sholm earlier in Figure 5.1.2-5. Additional items identified in the table to support. installation, access, and interface verification are shown in Figures 5.1.2-10 through 14 and will be supplied by either MMSE, Spacelab or the launch site. 
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High Bay 
r-r--;--;..-, rr--,---,,-, 
( 
Airlock 
:c 
.:c' 
::T 
co 
~ 
l. . 
" 
.. 
I 
,L. 1 
High Bay 
49x99-ft Floor Space 
21-ft Wide by 38-ft High Door 
Airlock 
41x58-ft Floor Space 
Comments 
Large Enough for Two Five-Pallet Trains 
If Stands (20x66 ft) Partially Disassembled 
Figure 5.1.2-8 KSC Facilities - Building SAEF No. 2 
(Prime PHF) 
» 
::;' 
0' 
n 
7<' 
Fig 
High Bay 
56x175-ft Floor Space 
Airlock 
26x29-ft Space 
48-ft Ceiling 
25-ft Wide by 40-ft High Doors 
Comments 
Airlock Large Enough for Two-Pallet Train 
Planned for Use by Free-Flyers 
ure 5.1.2-9 KSC Facilities - Building AO 
(Backup PHF) 
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Figure 5.1.2-10 illustrates typical handling slings, the strongback 
required for handling the entire AMPS/Spacelab payload and the Payload 
Handling container. Figure 5.1.2-11 illustrates access equipment in-
cluding equipment for access when AMPS is in the canister for shipment 
to the Level I site, the Payload Assembly/Test Horizontal Workstand 
for Level III/II tests and the Payload Container Access Equipment and 
the Payload Changeout RoolIL for vertical access ,.hile AMPS is on the 
launch pad. Use of the Payload Changeout Room is required for servicing 
cryogens for the limb scanning instruments. 
Multipurpose Sling Set Strong Back 
Spacelab Payload Container 
Figure 5.1.2-10 Installation Handling MMSE. 
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Horizontal 
Canister 
Access 
Equ ipment 
Payload Horizontal 
Canister Access Equipment 
PCR 
Payload AssemblylTest 
PayJoad Container 
Access Equipment 
Horizontal Work Stand Payload Changeout Room 
Figure 5.1.2-11 Access Equipment Required by AMPS 
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Details of the use of the Payload Changeout Room (PCR) are shOlYn 
in Figures 5.1.2-12 and 13. Figure 5.1.2-12 illustrates the AMPS/ 
Orbiter attached to the PCR prior to the PCR airlock doors being opened 
and while the airlock is being purged with clean air. 
lI~~~;~~~~;~~m~ Payload Handlfng I! Mech nism 
'--114-1-1-. Ace." Platforms 
_..lII!.I-I-."", Airlock 
--__ ...... _-- ~Orblter 
Figure 5.1.2-12 KSC Facilities - AMPS/Orbiter Attached to PCR 
'--JI¥.H- Access Platforms 
peR 
Figure 5.1.2-13 KEC Facilities - PCR Access to AMPS 
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Figure 5.1.2-13 shows the Payload doors opened and the Access 
Platforms prior to their being rolled into place at the payload for 
cryogen servicing. (The Airlock details have been omitted for simplifi-
cation of the figure). This operation occurs in the final hours prior 
to lift-off, so the ground cryogen lines can be serviced, topped off, 
and disconnected as late as possible prior to flight. Figure 5.1.2-14 
illustrates service kits required for installation and verification of 
instruments and FSE . 
Gaseous Service set 
Cryogen Service Kit 
Environmental 
Conditioni ng 
Unit 
Figure 5.1.2-14 Verification Service Kits 
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Verification - For support of integrated tests after entering the 
in line integration flmv the Core Segment Simulator (CSS), the Orbiter 
Interface Adapter (aLA), the Spacelab Automatic Test Equipment (ATE), 
and Launch Processing System (LPS) have been identified in Table 5.1.2-1. 
A description of these items along with functional block diagrams is 
contained in the Spacelab Accommodations Handbook and the Launch Site 
Accommodations H~~dbook. The CSS will be used during Level III activi-
ties prior to assembly of the AMPS Payload to the Space1ab Core Segment. 
The alA will simulate the Orbiter to Space1ab e1ectr~cal interfaces and 
will link directly to Space1ab during Level II testing. The Spacelab 
ATE will interface with the Space1ab or alA and perform test sequences 
and data acquisition, recording, decommutation, evaluation, display, 
printout and an operator's interface verification console. The LPS 
will provide test monitoring of payload functions during the Shuttle 
on-line activities. 
Because of the potential unavailability of the Space1ab provided 
GSE for pre-Level III verification and the need for specialized FSE 
checkout equipment, provision of electronic GSE is envisioned. The 
electrical GSE identified is that required to support Level IV testing 
at the contractor's facility as tvell as at the KSC payload handling 
facility. Two types of tests are planned: 1) verification of the instru-
ment to Space lab interface and 2) integration and checkout of the com-
plete AMPS payload (soft mated). To facilitate Item 1) it is assumed 
the instrument developer will provide his unique GSE developed during 
the instrument design, development and checkout phase. 
An overall diagram of the EGSE concept is shmm on Figure 5.1. 2-15. 
The system is an automatic test set using a ground computer to simulate 
the Space lab experiment computer operation. A CRT display and keyboard 
are also provided to simulate onboard operations but more importantly 
to provide operational flexibility for special tests and test modifica-
tions. To provide the necessary fidelity, it is assumed that the 
experiment RAUs are provided by the program to verify remote instrument 
control and data acquisition and monitor. All equipment is designed 
for mobility to facilitate use at multiple locations. The requi)Oed EGSE 
are categorized into two groups: 
1) Equipment to simulate Spacelab module electronics and services 
provided to the payload: 
Computer 
I/O and interface electronics 
Digital multiplex simulator 
}reasurement and command interface panel 
CRT & keyboard 
Timing subsystem 
Pmver supply and distributor 
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EGSE 
Console 
EGSE Controls-
Displays 
TV Monitors 
CRT/Keyboard 
Time Display 
C&VI Dlsptay 
'Audio Intercom 
1 
Ground Computer 
& Peripheral 
Computer 
Trade Punch 
Card Readers 
Printer 
1 
Dlgltat I-" 
Demultiptex 
Detommutator 
PCM 
Simulator 
EMC Test 
Set 
level Detectors 
Timing System I 
I"lrom MEAS 
Time Code Geo 
Display 
& Command Test Equipment I/F Panel 
I/O/Buffer & 
Interface 
Electronics 
110 Coupler 
Buffer 
!IF Electronics 
" .,.
 
Recorders ~ FM Test Set 
Oscillograph Frequency 
Event Recorder Calibrator 
Strip Chart Counter 
Recorders 
Voltage 
J Calibrator Time 
Figure 5.1.2-15 
( 
~ 
Instrument 
Oeveloperls <1-"-
GSE 
RF Test Set 
RF Signat 
DTgltal Generator 
Recorder Counter 
Deptoyed 
§ Pawer Meter Packages POl'ler Supply & f--.-I Attenuator Distribution Voltmeter Battery Charger Power 
t 
f--i Time ... Meterl ng Panel 
Digltat Multiplex de Power 
.....-,-
Simutator ae Power Power 
Hi Rate Mu, 
I/F Simulator I- Circuit Breakers Distribution Panel 
Digitat !HIgh Ratel 
! I Data Bus Paltet 
L, Video/Analog 
Video Mounted 
IFSEI Analog 
Instruments 
Dlgital/Anatog Multiplex 
& Subsystems 
Time H 
Video/Anatog 
Recorders Video 
-
FM Modules 
Sync 
Video Monitor I- Transient 
C&VI 
Test Set Recorder Meas & Command 
Alarm etc 
Discretes 
Wave Form Video Monitor 
tlF Panel 
Monitor Monltor Circuits 
Response 
Oscilloscope 
Video Signal Analogf
DiscJ1lte sttmuli 
Generator Stimuli 
~~ 
~ 
Oscilloscope '--- Multiplexer 
Vi~eo Recorder Pay
load Simulators 
Time Domain 
Reflectometer 
Electrical Ground Support Equipment (EGSE) 
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2) Test equipment to calibrate and verify flight hard~lare 
operations: 
Video monitor test set 
FM test set 
RF test set 
Recorders 
Digital demultiplelcer 
EMC test set 
1 
Direct EGSE to instrument interfaces are provided primarily in the 
area of pO'ler distribution, hard'lire measurement and control interfaces, 
and science data that 'lould normally interface 'lith the high rate multi-
plexer. All such GSE interface integrity 'lou1d be verified before actual 
hookup. In addition, interfacing circuitry will be designed tD protect 
the flight instruments from EGSE failures. Where flight support equip-
ment or any subsystem cannot be operated because of one G limitation, 
constraints on equipment deployment, pyro initiation, etc, equivalent 
simulators and circuitry 'li11 be provided to verify its operation. 
Primary control is provided at the EGSE console whereby computer 
control or manual test operations are provided. All caution, 'larning 
signals are displayed at this console ,~hich together with the CRT dis-
plays ensures safe operation of the payload. The computer/software 
will execute the test sequences at the discretion of the console opera-
tor. The soft,,,are model will include automatic sequencing, data process-
ing, limit checks and automatic shutdown for off-nominal operation of 
critical functions. 
The experiment data bus, RAU and the computer are used to operate, 
monitor and acquire low rate data. An I/O/buffer is provided to properly 
interface the computer with the R!l.Us. High rate data and other digital 
data required to support Level IV testing are routed to the digital 
multiplex simulator. This unit will provid~ the same interface circuitry 
as incorporated in the high rate multiplexer but will not interleave 
multiple inputs. 
Video/analog data will be routed to the video analog rack which will 
be that used in flight. This rack is discussed in greater detail in 
Section 4.5. To support checkout of the video system a video monitor 
test set is provided. This unit provides the necessary test signals and 
monitor equipment required to support the acceptance test. The FM test 
set is Similarly required to generate calibration signals and monitor 
the module outputs. A digital demultiplexer is provided primarily to 
decommutate and verify operation of the PCM system on the deployed 
packages. A permanent record of all data are provided by the various 
recorders which are interconnected to the computer system, FM and digital 
test sets. 
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Since all diagnostic packages and the pallets will have RF 
transmitters and receivers, an RF test set is required to verify trans-
mitter characteristics; ie, RF frequency, l'"wer and receiver sensitivi-
ties. This unit Iqill be capable of open 1 'lOP and closed loop operations. 
The measurement and command panel interface is designed to provide 
unique stimulus and response circuitry required to verify the electrical/ 
electronic system as required by the Level IV test plan. In addition, 
it will simulate functions that cannot be operated, such as equipment 
ejection, platform operation, etc. These signals will be multiplexed 
for recording and limit checks by the ccmputer. The ENG test set Iqill 
monitor critical circuits to ensure that interference levels are below 
an established threshold. Circuit detectors will be interconnected to 
the test set where adjustable trip level circuitry will be provided. 
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5.1.3 Maintenance and Refurbishment 
The maintenance approach selected for the AMPS payload requires 
that all planned maintenance be performed.on the ground. Performance 
of inf1ight maintenance, except on a limited contingency basis, is 
not cost effective. This is primarily because of the short mission 
duration, the added crew training requirements, and the added costs 
of spares and testing. Performance of inf1ight maintenance on se-
lected critical items located in the pressurized area should be Con-
sidered for mission and safaty critical failures. 
:ehe maintenance and refurbiShment activities will be accomplished 
at the KSC/Pay10ad Handling Facil~ty except for major modifications to 
the instruments, FSE, or GSE which will be accomplished at the facili-
ty of the hardl,are developer. The maintenance and refurbishment ac-
tivities that will be accomplished at the Payload Handling Facility 
include: decontamination of the payload; performance tests to deter-
mine the status of payload elements required for the next flight; de-
mating of the pallet train; removal of instruments, FSE, payload spe-
cialist station, and racks; minor modification and refurbishment of 
payload elements required for the next flight; installation of new 
payload elements for the next flight; and verification testing of the 
refurbished payload. Analysis will be continued during the detail 
design of the AMPS payload to insure selection of the optimum mainte-
nance approach and to establish detailed maintenance and refurbishment 
support requirements. 
5.1.4 Logistics 
Preliminary logistics support analyses have been conducted to 
determine the location of the AMPS refurbishment site, facilities 
required to support maintenance and refurbishment, and preferred 
methods of transportation for the AMPS payload elements between sites. 
Preliminary analysis indicates that KSC would be the most attrac-
tive refurbishment site for AMPS/Labcraft payloadS. The concept of 
multi-flights each year dictates a short turn-around time which re-
quires that much of the refurbishment activity be accomplished near 
the launch site and without removal from the integrated pallet if 
possible. This includes all maintenance and refurbishment activities 
except for major modifications which will be accomplished at the hard-
ware developer I s facility. Also, based on the preliminary analysiS, 
it is recommended that a dedicated AMPS/Labcraft Payload Handling 
Facility be provided. This facility should include prOVisions for 
storage of spares and new instruments for subsequent flights. 
A preliminary analySis was conducted to determine the method of 
transporting the AMPS payload elements from the prime contractor facil-
ity to KSC. It was concluded that the payload should be shipped as 
individual pallets and that this could be accomplished satisfactorily 
either by air or by ground transportation. This analysiS will be 
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continued during the next program phase and the most cost effective 
method selected. 
In addition to the transportation study, continuing logistics 
support analyses will be conducted to establish detailed requirements 
for consumab1es, tools, and spares; handling, storage, and packaging; 
and maintenance/operating personnel training. 
5.1.5 Reliability 
The basic reliability requirements for the AMPS payload hardware 
is that no single failure point shall exist that can result in loss 
of life or serious injury to personnel, mission termination, or major 
degradation causing loss of more than 50% of the instrument/experiment 
data. Since there were no specified numerical reliability or operating 
lifetime requirements, it was concluded that redundancy and/or safety 
margins would be required only where necessary to satisfy the above 
single failure point (SFP) criteria. 
Using the established SFE criteria the AMPS payload configura-
tions for Flights 1 and 2 were evaluated and the potentially critical 
hardware elements identified. Table 5.1.5-1 is a preliminary list of 
the AMPS payload critical items. The pyrotechnics, high voltage power 
supply, laser sounder, and electron beam accelerator will require some 
form of redundancy or other built-in protection against inadvertant 
operation. For the pressure vessels, structural safety margins will 
be required. The extended instruments will be required to have re-
dundant retraction mechanisms or a method of jettisoning the instru-
ment to allow closure of the payload bay doors. For the electrical 
distributors, SIPS, RF terminal, and high rate multiplexer, where 
failure can result in loss of a significant amount of experiment/ 
instrument data,'some form of redundancy or work around capability 
will be required. These requirements/criteria will be updated and 
specified in detail for each item at the beginning of AMPS detail 
design based on the results of the failure mode and effects analyses 
(FMEA) that will be performed. In addition, operating life require-
ments will be developed for all hardware reused for multiple flights. 
This will be determined from life cycle cost analyses when the hard-
ware is better defined in detail design. 
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Table 5.1.5-1 AMPS Payload Reliability Critical Items 
CRITICAL lTEH SUBSYSTEM BASIS FOR CRITICALITY 
High Rate Multiplexer FSE/DMS Significant Experiment/ 
Instrument Data Loss 
Electrical Power FSE/EPS Significant Experiment/ Distributors , Instrument Data Loss 
Pyro Initiators and FSE/EPS Personnel Safety Controls 
High Voltage Power Supply FSE/EPS Personnel Safety 
RF Terminal FSE/COMM Significant Experiment/ 
Instrument Data Loss 
SIPS FSE/ACPS Significant Experiment/ 
Instrument Data Loss 
Retract Mechanisms For FSE/S&M Personnel/Vehicle Safety Instruments 11-3, II-7, 
II-9, II-lO, 1I-12 
. Pressure Vessels In Instruments Personnel/Equipment Safety Instruments 1-21, II-I, 
II-7, II-lO, III-3 
Laser Sounder Instruments Personnel Safety 
Electron Beam Instruments Personnel Safety Accelerator 
5.1.6 Safety 
Preliminary safety analyses were performed on the AMPS payloads for Flights 1 and 2 to identify and resolve potential payload and interface safety hazards as early as possible in the program. These analyses were performed on the instruments, FSE, GSE, and interfaces, and included id§ntification of potential hazards during all ground and flight operations; definition of the energy source and release mechanisms associated with these hazards; determination of the pos-sible effect of the hazards on both personnel and equipment; and definition of proposed methods of elimination and/or controlling these hazards. During the subsequent design and development phases of the program, detailed hazards analyses based on failure mode and effects analyses (FMEA) and safety checklists will provide specific safety design requirements as well as procedural requirements for testing and operations safety. 
The potential hazards identified for Flights 1 and 2 payloads are summarized in Tables 5.1.6-1 and -2 which also include the potential effects, energy source, and release mechanisms for each of the hazards. 
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Table 5.1.6-1 AMPS Flight 1 Potential Hazards Summary 
Hazard Energy Source Release Mechanism OperatlonlPhase Effect 
Electrical Energy - 1-1 lid,,. Personnel Contact Ground Checkout and Possible Injury to 
High-VollagelCurrent J -9 Electron Beam With High Voliage Prelaunch Operations Personnel - Shoc~ 
FSE High-Voltage Power Supply Maintenance and Burns 
Refurbishment 
Operations 
Pressure Energy - 1-21 Chemical Reiease System Pressure Vessel Ground CheCkout and Possible I njury to 
High-Pressure Gas ISS Ii Ruptures Due to Prelaunch Operations Personnel 
11-1 Cryocooled limb Scenner Increase in Maintenance and Re- Possible Damage to 
11-10 Far-I R Spectrometer Temperature furbishment Operations Equipment 
Iii -3 Beam Diagnostics Flight Operations 
ILevel1) 
'--' Low Temperature - 11-1 Cryocooled Limb Scanner Cryogenic Container Ground CheCkout and Possible Injury to 
Supercold liquids 11-7 Cryocooled limb Scanner and/or lines leak Prelaunch Operations Personnel 
11-10 Crocooled I nterrerometer Maintenance and Re- Possible Damage to 
Spectrometer (urbishment Operations Equipment 
flight Operations 
High-Power Laser H lIdar Personnel contact Ground Checkout and Possible I njury to 
Beam With laser Beam Prelaunch Operations Personnel - Burns, 
andlor Reflected Maintenance and Re~ Eye Damage 
laser Beam furbishment Operations 
Pyrotechnic DeVices - 1-21 Chemical Release I nadverient Appll- Ground Checkout and Possible Injury to 
Inadvertent Operation System ISS l) cation of Power to Prelaunch Operations Personnel 
of Device Used to ReM Device Maintenance and Re- Possible Damage to 
lease Gas furblshment operatl~ns Equipment 
Flight Operations 
Instrument Ejectionl 1-21 Chemical Release System I nadverient Appll- Ground Checkout and Possible I njury to 
Separations Mechan- ISS l} cation of Power Prelaunch Operations Personnel 
isms 111-25 EMI Package Maintenance and Refurb- Possible Damage to 
InadVertent Operation FSE ishment Operations Equipment 
Flight Operations 
Instrument Deployl 11-30BIPS DeploylRetract Mech- Flight Operation. I nability to Close 
Retract Mechanisms 11-) limb Scanner anism Breaks or Jams Payload Bay 
Failure to Relract 11-9 Near-IR Spectrometer with Instrument De- Doors and Pos-
11-10 Inlerferomeler Spec- ployed sible Loss of 
trometer Orbller Entry 
Capability 
Chemical Release 1-21 Chemical Release System Module Is Ejected Flight Operations Possible Damage to 
Module or Fragments ISS 11 from Payload B,y S pace Shuttle 
of Chemical Release ANL I s Opened to amI/or Payload 
Module Impacts Shuttle Release Gas Using Possible Crel'llnjury 
Pyro Device 
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Table 5.1.6-2 AMPS Flight 2 Potential Hazards Summary 
Hazard Energy Soure,s Release Mechanism OperationfPhase Effect 
Electrical Energy- I-I lIdar Personnel contact Ground Checkout and Possible Inleryto High-Voltage/Current FSE \'lith High Voltage Prelaunch Operallons Personnel- Shoc~ Maintenance and Re~ Burns Pressure Energy ~ 11-7 Cryocooled limb Scanner Pressure Vessel Ground Checkout and Possible Injury to High-Pressure Gas II~lO Far~IR Spec~rometer Rupture Due to Prelaunch OperatIons Personnel Increase in Maintenance and Re- Possible Damage to Temperature f!.Jrblshment Operations equipment 
Flight Opel'allons 
low Temperature - 11-7 Cryocooled Limb Scanner Cryo Container Ground Checkout and Possible Injuryfo Supercold Liquids 11-10 Cryocooled Inter- and/or lines leak Prelaunch OperatIons Personnel ferometer Spectrometer Maintenance and Re- Possible Damage to furbishment Operations Equipment 
Flight Operallons 
High-Power Laser HUdar Personnel Contact Ground Checkout and Possible I njury to Beam wllh laser Beam Prelaunch Operations Personnel - Burns, 
andlor Reflected Maintenance and Re~ Eye Damage Laser Beam furbishment Operations 
High Temperature - 1-21 Chemical Release I nadvertent I gnllion Ground Checkout and Possible Injury to Superhot Gas System ISS 21 of One or More Prelaunch Operations Personnel- Burns, 122000 to 32DIl"CI 
-
Barium Canisters Maintenance and Re- Toxic Toxicity - Sa and Baa furbishmenlOperations Possible Damage 10 Flight Operations equipment 
Possible Damage to 
ShuHle 
Instrument Ejectlonl 1-21 Chemical Release System Inadvertent Ground Checkout and Possible tnJuryto Separation Mechanisms ISS21 Appllcallon of Power Prelaunch Operations Personnel Inadvertent Opera- I t-12 SS 3 JOO-m Dipole Maintenance and Refurb- Possible Injury to lions Antenna Ishment Operations Equipment II 1-17 DeployableTest Body Flight Operations 
Instrument Deployl 11-30BIPS Deploy/Retract Mech- Flight Operallons I nablllly to Close Retract Mechanisms 11-7Umb Scanner anlsm Breaks or Jams Orbller Payload Failure to Retract 11-9 Near-IR Spectrometer with Instrument De- Bay Doors and 11-10 Interferometer Spec- ployed Possible loss of tromeler Orbiter Entry 1-12 RF Dipole Antenna Capability 
The most crhical of the potential hazards are those resulting from the pressure vessels, the pyrotechnic deVices, and the mechanisms to retract extended instruments. These hazardous conditions must be eliminated or controlled by the design. The hazards to ground person-nei during checkout, prelaunch, maintenance, and refurbishment opera-tions must be eliminated by design or controlled by procedures. 
A detailed hazards analysis l'ill be performed on the instruments, FSE, GSE, and interface during detail design of the AMPS payload o All hazards that are not eliminated will be tracked on a continuing basis throughout the remainder of the program. 
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5.1.7 Verification 
This section presents results from the analysis performed to de-
fine a verification approach for the AMPS program. Discussion includes 
key factors and considerations which apply to STS/Spacelab payloads and 
how they influence the approach. The recommended approach is presented 
starting with an overview and followed by a more detail discussion of 
its elements 0 
5.1.7.1 General Discussion 
The STS era introduces new features and modes of operation for 
space payloads. Some of these affect, or have the potential of affect-
ing, the amount of te.sting required for adequate flight assurance of 
the payloads. In most cases, however, a closer look indicates the need 
for intricate tradeoffs by the user involving data which are not readi-
ly available. Reusability is such a feature. It implies a "second 
chance" through reflight in cases of failure, but the cost of such re-
flight may exceed that of initial savings from reduced testing. It 
also complicates the establishing of verification requirements for. 
cases of multiple flight equipment. 
Another feature available for exploitation by the user to a greater 
extent than before is crew participation (mission and payload special-
ists). It can be planned or used on a contingency basis to correct 
malfunc.tions or alter circumstances which may cause malfunctions. 
Several examples can.be cited, one of which is a pOSSible reduction in 
thermal testing. If, due to unforeseen circumstances, thermal limits 
of some equipment are approached, the flight plan may be adjusted with 
minoi~overall impact. 
The STS payload capability allows structural design to higher 
safety factors and, consequently, reduction in structural test require-
ments. Although SOme designs will still necessitate structural testing, 
substantial savings can be realized here. 
Several features will increase the amount of verification required 
for the STS payloadS. The manned flight nature of the carrier imposes 
stringent safety requirements and attendant verification requirements. 
The STS/Spacelab/payload combination has new and more interfaces as 
compared to a single spacecraft. Here again, more layers of integra-
tion and checkout increases the amount of verification required. 
In summary of the foregoing discussion it can be said that STS 
features and mode of operation offer some reduction in verification 
requirements, i.e., thermal and structural testing. More widespread 
potential savings involve difficult tradeoffs which may be realizable 
when actual data and experience is gained in the STS operations. In-
crease in verification requirements will result from manned flight 
sa·fety requirements and increased amounts of integration involved. 
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5.1.7.2 Guidelines and Criteria 
Past and present space programs have evolved general requirements 
which state general guidelines and criteria for the identification of 
verification programs. They are applicable, at most levels of program 
management and hardware and software assembly. These requirements, as 
modified for the AMPS program, are stated below: 
o The objective of the verification program is to demonstrate 
and document that the flight and ground systems satisfy their 
specification requirements. 
o The AMPS test program shall be an integrated test program. 
The test management shall ensure this through the continuity 
in test activities throughout the buildup of system elements. 
Inherent in planning of the buildup process shall be the ob-
jective of: 
- Minimi~ing test duplication; 
Maximi~ation of standard tests; 
Combination of tests; 
Commonality in utilization of resources; 
Testing at highest assembly levels practical; 
Uniformity in handling of information (management, 
technical) • 
o Test emphasis (use of actual test methods) shall be applied 
towards cost effectiveness through the application of cost/ 
value criteria to system elements in relation to their con-
tribution to mission safety and/or objectives. 
o Analytical methods shall be used to support tests or in lieu 
of tests whenever practical to satisfy verification require-
ments. 
o The verification program will confirm that hazards identified 
by FMEA or other analysis have been eliminated by deSign or 
reduced to an acceptable level using safety deVices, warnings 
or special procedures. 
o The planning of the verification program shall provide for 
flexibility to accommodate changes necessitated by verifica-
tion results, program redirection, or as a result of continu-
ous evaluation/monitoring of the cost/value effectiveness of 
verification activities. 
1. 
~,l L . 
o After each flight, minimum testing will be performed consistent 
with determining that refurbishment, repairs, and reconfigura-
tion were correct and that the system is ready for reflight. 
In general, testing for the next flight may be limited to that 
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required to validate refurbishment, repairs, and configuration 
changes made after the previous flights. 
o The policy regarding test documentation requirements at various 
management levels shall be flexible with the objective of mini-
mizing the variety, quantity and formality of documentation 
required. 
5.1.7.3 Verification Approach 
The verification approach presented herein is a baseline approach 
identified during the course of the study. It is based on the proto-
flight hardware build and test concept used successfully by GSFC, is 
compatible with STS philosophy and follows the guidelines and criteria 
stated previously. In essence the approach does not deviate substan-
tially from past approaches used for spacecraft type programs. As 
discussed previously, Some reduction in scope may be possible for later 
flights based on experience and data gained from early missions. 
Since verification by test is by far the costliest method, the 
following discussion will generally be limited to test activities. It 
is assumed that analysis and other assessment methods are used in para1~ 
1e1 to support test activities or are used independently to verify other 
appropriate characteristics. 
Figure 5.1.7-1 is the verification program general flow. It shows 
the end-to-end sequence of AMPS instrument, Labcraft and complete pay-
load verification. The flow has two major parts, namely; instrument 
and Labcraft design and development and complete payload integration 
and checkout. The two are joined through a milestone designating 
flight certified status of all equipment entering the integration 
cycle. Before discussing the individual elements, the fo11o"ing obser-
vation can be made regarding the allocation of verification costs and 
potential areas of cost reduction. 
The instrument and Labcraft design and development phase is more 
demanding on program resources than is the integration phase. It is 
also more flexible since the instrument development is done on an in-
dividual basis allowing the use of custom made development programs 
for each instrument consistent with its role during the mission. 
Therefore, the opportunities for potential program economies rest with 
individual instrument project management during its design and develop-
ment. The integration and checkout phase will be much more rigidly 
constrained and offers fewer opportunities to affect program economies. 
The discussion of instrument and Labcraft design and development 
is subdivided into ~<o parts; (a) component verification and (b) indi-
vidual system certification. 
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Software 
..,. Instruments Fully Flight-Qualified 
Figure 5.1.7-1 Verification General Flow 
Component Verification - The verification flow during the instru-ment and Labcraft component design and development is shown in Figure 5.1.7-2. It is generalized to accommodate the verification require-ments of components which are diverse in nature and development status. The term "component" as used herein encompasses items better known as 
"black boxes" and also subsystems. The flow is the same for instrument and Labcraft type equipment, therefore, unless distinction is made, the follOWing discussion pertains to both types. 
The center of the figure in heavy outline emphasizes the proto-flight build and test concept. The thrust of the concept is to build, test, refurbish and fly the same article. The components, therefore, will undergo a series of classical qualification tests to ensure reason-able success during system level testing and successful flight(s). The design of such.a qualification test program must balance many factors to achieve satisfactory level of confidence, yet not to overtest the articles. As indicated in the figure, project management must weigh the overall test exposure and such factors as cost, design features and associated history, mission objectives, operational mode and en-Vironments. Modifications after test failures and refurbishment after test completion, if necessary, will be part of the plans. 
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Figure 5.1.7-2 Component Verification 
Figure 5.1.7-2 also shows a longer development path for items 
requiring additional development testing prior to protof1ight article 
build. These tests will use breadboard/brassboard/prototype articles 
in a laboratory environment. Test configurations will include off-the-
shelf standardized hardware as well as laboratory type support equip-
ment. Successful tests during this phase will allow a decrease in 
qualification testing. It is expected that most Labcraft equipment 
will go through the prototype stage of development and testing. This 
equipment will typically be built in excess of one unit and their use 
by instruments require valid performance and reliability baselines. 
Acceptance tests at component levels will be used either for 
quality/workmanship screening, establishing of functional baselines 
before qualification tests, after refurbishment and prior to integra-
tion in a higher level assembly. The exact use of acceptance tests 
for anyone item allm~s much latitude in selection of applicability 
and use of environments. Following component level tests the compo-
nents will be integrated in their respective higher level assemblies 
for system level tests and certification. 
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Individual System Certification - The instrument level test flm'1 
is shmvn in Figure 5.1.7-3. Typically this is a higher level of assem-
bly which includes the components discussed in the preceding paragraph, 
standardized hardware, support equipment and software. The assemblies 
will represent a functional instrument entity. This assembly and test 
phase for various instruments may take place in several locations de-
pending on programmatic considerations and existing capabilities. The 
objective of this activity is to integrate the instrument functional 
elements and to subject the flight system to a series of environmental 
and special tests. These tests and other previous verification activi-
ties designated as requirements for certification will complete the 
certification cycle. 
Flight Instruments _ r-
and other components 
LlDAR Functional OBIPS Integration 
etc - & Checkout I- & Performance 
\fubSystems, GSE, Software, I 
Dedicated Space lab Components I 
Acoustic 
-A- EMIIEMC Vibration I--
I 
, 
Thermal 
Vacuum 
I neluding 
Mission 
Functional 
Profile 
A Denotes Functional Test - Mostly Electrical 
Evaluation 
A Leak 
Check 
Mass Modal 
r- Properties ,..- Survey 
A To Level IV 
Integration 
Figure 5.1.7-3 Individual System Certification 
~ 
Figure 5.1.7-3 shows a typical series of tests which may not be 
required for all instruments. Here again, the project management must 
choose the applicable tests in light of similar factors as those for 
component qualification tests. Additions or modifications may be 
necessary for Some instruments, i.e., added magnetics evaluation or 
thermal test in lieu of thermal vacuum. The test phase will start 
,~ith integration and functional checkout followed by functional and 
performance evaluation. The latter will include system parametrics 
as well as evaluation of system sensitiVities, The results will serve 
as a functional baseline for determination of effects from subsequent 
environmental exposures. After final test the instrument will be sub" 
jected to a thorough functional test in preparation for shipment to the 
integration site, 
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5.1.7.4 Complete Payload Integration and Checkout 
Following the ir.strument system level tests the AMPS payload 
E'lements ~qill begin the complete payload integration cycle. It ~"ill 
take place in several levels progressing from instrument, Labcraft and 
pallet integration (Level IV) to Spacelab/AMPS payload and Orbiter 
(Level I). The successive levels emphasize the integration and check-
out of new interfaces associated ~qith the new level of integration. 
It should be noted that verification objectives decrease with each 
successive level of integration and the activities become more opera-
tions oriented. Refer to the verification general flow (Figure 5.1.7-1) 
for integration sequence and relationships. 
Level IV Integration - The objective of Level IV integration is 
the integration and checkout of individual instruments, pallets, racks, 
GSE, Labcraft, simulations and the complete AMPS payload (soft-mated). 
It is to be performed at the prime contractor's site. Since it is the 
first and lo,qest level of integration it will be more detailed and ex-
tensive in scope. Consequently, from a verification point-of-view it 
will satisfy many requirements. Figure 5.1.7-4 is a functional flow 
of Level IV integration for the first AMPS payload. It shows a gra-
dual b~ildup at the individual instrument level leading to complete 
payload configuration integration and checkout. Besides functional 
verification it will also include first time evaluation of EMI/EMC at 
the complete payload level. As indicated in the figure, the flow will 
be significantly reduced for follow-on flights with the elimination of 
pallet level tests (acoustic vibration and modal survey). It is con-
sidered necessary to perform these tests on the first set of pallets 
to acquire data for confirmation of analySiS and modeling results. 
The tests will be performed with a single pallet at a time in a facil-
ity other than the clean room used for integration and checkout. To 
accomplish thiS, the pallets will be demated after complete payload 
tests and returned to the same configuration and functional status 
afterwards. Next, the pallets will be demated, prepared and shipped 
to KSC. 
Recelw. Instrument co~~~:\e fo KSC PHF pay!oad Ocmale Prepare fer 
-
Inspect, r- Integranon r- Integration ! I Pallets r- ShIpment Prepare & Checkout & CheCkout I Pal!els GSE 
Figure 5.1.7-4 Level IV Integration Flow 
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The assumption regarding the pallet level tests is that the 
entire payload complement, i.e., instruments and Labcraft are to be 
flm'1n for the first time. If, however, a significant number of Lab-
craft or instruments will have been flm1n' previously, the necessity 
for all or part of pallet le'lel tests should be reconsidered. Another 
factor to enter this decisicn will be the availability of appltcable 
data from previous Space lab flights, i.e., orbital flight tests. 
F:!.gure 5.1.7-5 is inc?uded to shol-1 the functional configuration of 
Level IV integration. It shows the instruments on' a pallet interfacing 
with the data bus and their O\ffi unique GSE. This dual interface is 
desirable for gradual integration, troubleshooting, and evaluation of 
the science data interface not accessible tbrough the data bus. The 
computational equipment in combination with peripherals will perform 
the functions and simulations of the Space lab and Orbiter systems not 
part of this configuration. Software used by this equipment will be, 
as far as possible, Space lab and instrument flight software modified 
for ground use. Simulations will be substituted for missing functions 
and interfaces. After the completion of Level IV integration at the 
prime contractor I s site the pallets wfll be demated and transported to 
KSC Payload Handling Facility (off-site). 
Services 
Power 
Coolant 
1,:--'--, 
I nstru-
ment A 
Data Bus '---.--' '---,--' '---,--' 
I nstrument~ 
Unique GSE I [--___ J ,----1=:::;::::::; 
Pallet -
CSS 
or 
IBM 370 
Peripherals 
I nput/Output 
Spacelab CDMS IERNO) 
Simulations 
General-Purpose Programs 
Experiment Application and 
Procedure Sequences 
Figure 5.1.7-5 Level IV Integration Configuration 
Level IV Reverification - The objective of reverification of the 
Level IV configuration at KSC is to reconfirm the functional status of 
the payload which might have been altered due to elapsed time and 
effects of transportation. It is also likely that some changes may be 
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necessary prior to committment for further integration. To achieve 
this the pallets will be remated (soft) and, using the same support 
equipment configuration shm-m in Figure 5.1.7-5, brought up to final 
complete payload functional status which existed at Level IV integra-
tion. 
It should be noted that this reverification activity will be the 
last phase under payload development center control. Therefore, it is 
the final opportunity to perform certain types of final checkout which 
may be time consuming or may require special conditions or equipment. 
From the PHF the payload pallets will be transported for Level III/II in-
tegration and checkout in the Operations and Checkout Facility. 
Level III/II Integration - The objective of Level III/II integra-
tion is the integration and checkout of the pallet train, racks, Space-
lab and complete Spacelab/AMl'S configuration. The Space lab and payload 
will be assembled in the integration and checkout stand and mated to 
support equipment. Figure 5.1.7-6 shows the functional configuration 
of the airborne and ground equipment. New in this configuration as 
compared to Level IV integration is the actual Space lab Core Segment 
with its Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) and Orbiter Interface Adapter 
(OlA). Also shown is a tie -in of previous configuration support equip-
ment, located at the PHF, with payload via the ATE. The instrument 
unique GSE located at the PHF can only receive science data demulti-
plexed by the ATE while other support p.quipment can command the instru-
ments. 
This activity will see the hard mate of pallets, installation of 
racks .sud step-by-step integration and checkout of S"acelab with the 
payload. The features and functions to be verified include physical 
&ccommodations, utility services, command and data mangement and soft-
ware. After the confirmation of overall fUHctional compatibility 
several system level tests will be performed. These are: mission 
simulation, EMI/EMC, determination of science data rate capabilities 
and data interface with MeC and POCC. Weight and c.g. determinations 
will be made as part of handling of the Space lab and "<I_'load assembly 
for transferring to the OPF which is the location for Level I integra-
tion. 
Level I Integration - The objective of Level I integration is 
the integration and checkout1of the remaining new interfaces. They 
are: 
o Space lab to Orbiter physical interfaces (fit, clearances) and 
functional interfaces (power, coolant, command and data, 
caution and warning and Launch Processing System). 
o Tunnel installation involving fit and leak tests. 
o Payload Specialist Panel installation involving physical 
fit and functional tests. 
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Following the verification of individual interfaces, integrated 
system checkout of Orbiter/Space lab interfaces will be performed as 
part of the Orbiter Integrated Test. During this test AMPS participation 
will be in a passive support role of providing required functions and 
responses. AMPS will playa similar role during rollout, final check-
out at the pad and launch. 
, + I 
I nstru- I nstru- I nstru-
ment A ment B ment C 
Orbiter Spacelab Data 
-<- Interface ~ Core 
Adapter Segment Bus 
L_~ 
Services Instrument-Unique GSE-
Power Spacelab Science Coolants 
-
I..-,. Automatic Data Pressurants Test 
Cryogens Equipment (ATE) 
+ Commands 
Software 
spacelab Subsystem I I nduding AMPS Requirements 
Spacelab CDMS 
Orbiter I nterface Simulation 
0 :-T 
-' 
IBM 370 0 Peripherals 
I/O 
PHF 
I nstrument Applications and Procedure Sequences (Ground Version) 
Figure 5.1.7-6 Level III/II Integration Configuration 
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5.1.8 Environments 
The environments used to perform preliminary design and defi-
nition of the AMPS Flight 1 payload will be discusped under the 
following four topic headings: 
o STS-natural and induced; 
o Electromagnetic Interference/Compatibility; 
o Spacecraft Charging; 
o Contamination. 
, 
Shuttle Transp.ortation System Natural and Induced Environments -
The natural and induced environments utilized for the AMPS preliminary 
design and definition of the pallet and Space lab pressurized module 
mounted elements were those defined in: 
o Space Shuttle Systems Payload Accommodations, JSC 07700, 
Vol XIV, Rev D, Change 16; and 
o Spacelab Payload Accommodations Handbook, ESTEC, SLP/2104, 
May 1976. 
Electromagnet.ic Interference/Compatibility - Figure 5.1.8-1 
shows a functional schematic of the total Orbiter/payload electro-
magnetic environment analysis task that is required for Labcraft 
payloads. To date only portions of the "static magnetic" and 
"dynamic electric" fields have been evaluated. Although the analyti-
cal capability and skilled personnel exist to complete the analysis 
there is a major deficiency in the required input data. As a minimum 
the parameters listed in Table .';.1. 8-1 are required to do all adequate 
EMC analysis for AMPS. 
The only data now available is some preliminary Orbiter data. 
To complete the task our recommendations are: 
(1) EMI measurements should be made at appr~ eiate stages dur-
in.g the ground based systems test sequences on Orbiters 
101 and 102. The objective of these measurements is to 
determine the Orbiter EMIcharacteristics such that their 
contribution to the overall environment of the payload can 
be determined. T!-.e measurements should address the follow-
ing: 
Electric Field Strength Measurements 
o Identify ac,d characterize discrete sources --type, power, 
etc. 
o Establish rate of decrease with distance 
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Figure 5.1.8-1 Electr<liIlagneti.c Environments 
Table 5.1.8-1 Required Parameters 
Objectives 
Experiment 
Measurements 
Accuracy 
Instrument Capability 
Range 
Sensitivity 
Bandwidth 
Signal to Noise 
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o Use instrumentation that will provide narrowband measure-
ments 
o 50 to 300 Hz bandwidth 
o Low noise figure amplifiers 
o Slow scan rate 
o Relate measurements to frequency analysis for data to 
characterize discrete source characteristics 
o Measure EMI at manipulator arm max locations 
o Change frequency limits to 30 Hz to 3 GHz for narrow 
band and 14 KHz to 1 GHz for broadband 
Magnetic Field Strength 
o Measure AC magnetic field--30 Hz to 25 MHz as with 
electric field 
o Separate remnant and stray field measur~ments 
o Characterize remnant field of vehicle with power off, 
but after system test 
o Characterize magnetic dipole strength of major 
orbiter subsystems 
o Model vehicle by using these characterized subsystem 
characteristics 
o Determine stray sources by probing with magnetometer 
and gradiometer during system test 
o Characterize stray sources 
(2) Determine Space lab contributions by performing similar 
ground measurements during syste;,s test 
(3) Determine instrument/systems/experiment characteristics 
such as: 
Instrument Susceptibility 
o Broad band,.,idth 
o Discrete frequencies 
o Power system noise 
o Conducted noise 
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Instrument Measurements 
o Frequency range of measurement 
o Anticipated signal strength 
o Required signal to noise ratios 
o Accuracy requirements on geophysical field measurements 
Instrument Emanations 
o Instrument compatibilities 
o Instrument/system compatibilities 
o Operational schedule constraints 
(4) Develop an universal EMI/EMC computer model which predicts the integrated EMI environment of any given Labcraft payload based on the discrete emitting sources identified in 1, 2 
and 3 above. 
(5) Conduct on-orbit measurements to validate model, and to determine distance fall-off characteristics in a plasma 
environment. 
A survey was made of existing instrument designs appropriate for making on-orbit measurements of the EMI field (item 5 above) in· the vicinity of the Orbiter payload bay. The best candidate instrument identified is the combination of two receivers developed for the Mariner Jupiter Saturn mission. One of these instruments in the Planetary Radio Astronomy Receiver (PRAR) (P.I., Dr. James Warwick, University of Colorado), and the other is the plasma Wave Subsystem (PWS) (P.I., Dr. Don Gurnett, University of Iowa). The pRAR covers the frequency range from 40 mHz down to 1.2 kHz with a dynamic range of 140 dB. The PWS extends the coverage down to 10 Hz, and overlaps the PRAR up to 56.2 kHz. These instruments have been designed to 
operate in close proximity and to share a common antenna forming an efficient and compact integrated instrument. The fact that they are designed for the space environment makes it a simple matter to adapt them to an R.~ deployment mode to carry out Orbiter EMI mapping. 
Spacecraft Charging - The spacecraft charging analysis indicated that a high current (~l amp) acce 1erator could not operate for any significant (~··l sec) length of rime, in orbit because the free elec-tron density at 210 kilometers cannot provide adequate compensating return currents to the Orbiter. Further complicating the prOblem of neutralization is the construction of the Orbiter which is covered with extremely low-conductivity ceramic tiles required for thermal 
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considerations. As an isolated body the total capacitance of the 
Orbiter is equivalent to 10-9 farads. Therefore, small net charge 
imbalances result in high Shuttle voltages with respect to the am-
bient plasma. 
Due to the analytical difficulty of this problem the approach 
recommended to answer both the charging and safety questions is: 
(1) For Early Flights 
o Use moderate current (~l amp) electron beam source 
o Operate the beam at increasing current levels 
o Include instrumentation to monitor: 
Ambient electron density 
Spacecraft voltage relative 
Charge density collected on 
ings 
(2) For Later Flights 
to plasma 
sample dielsctric cover-
Develop high-current electron and ion beam instruments as 
a single instrument; 
Operate both sources Simultaneously to neutrali~e net 
charge emission. 
Contamination - This subject is discussed in detail in Section 
5.1.9. 
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5.1.9 Cont~mination 
The AMPS contamination analysis investigated the contamination 
characteristics of the Orbiter, Spacelab and AMPS equipment and estab-
lished preliminary ground and mission design and operational require-
ments that would assure proper payload operation and the return of 
usable scientific data from space, The analysis was performed in four 
steps as listed below: 
o Identification of contamination sources and their generic 
effects; 
o Identification of contamination sensitive instruments and 
equipment; 
o Performance of a detailed contamination effects analysis; 
and 
o From the analysis, provide recommendations, solutions and 
conclusions. 
Contamination Sources and Effects - Contamination of sensitive 
systems and instruments occur during manufacturing, validation, launch-
to-orbit insertion, on-orbit, re-entry and landing, and post-flight 
operations. Of these six activities, the on-orbit activity is recog-
nized as the most significant and by far the most difficult to control. 
The study concentrated on identifying the sources and effects during 
that period of activity. 
Listed in Figure 5.1.9-1 is a summary of the identified major con-
tamination sources for the Shuttle Orbiter and the Spacelab carrier as 
well as their generic effects on sensitive instruments. Figure 5.1.9-2 
shows the Shuttle Orbiter/Spacelab configuration and the contamination 
source locations. In addition to the carrier contamination sources 
shown, certain AMPS type instruments and eq'~ipment also tend to increase 
contamination. These were also reviewed a.nd identified. Those instru-
ments along with the severity of. the problem is shown in Figure 5.1.9-3. 
Contamination Sensitive Instruments - Instruments most susceptible 
to contamination are those having cryogenically cooled optics, requiring 
long exposures, making measurements predominantly in the direction of 
the velOCity vector and those instruments making measurements in the 
X-ray or ultraviolet (UV) portion of the spectrum< Figure 5.1.9-4 shows 
the results of our analysis for the AMPS Flight No. 1 instrument comple-
ment. 
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Sources 
Evaporator 
Water Vapor and Ice Particles 
Thruster Exhausts NCS, RCS, OMS, SRB, and Separation Rocketsl 
Various Gases, Particles 
Outgassing (Nonmetallic Materlalsl 
Various Light and Heavy (Polym2rl Molecules 
Leakage (Cabl n Atmospherel 
N, 0, Biological Byproducts, Food and Hygiene Products. 
Particle Release 
Ground Deposits, Thrusters, Evaporator, Thermal Expansion and Contraction, 
High-Energy Radiation, Mlcrometeoroids 
Return Flux (I nteraction with Ambient and Selfl 
Effects 
Deposition on Critical Surfaces 
Absorption, Scatter, and Reradiation of Radiant Energy 
Obscuration and Diffusion of Target Images 
Discoloration 
I nduced Atmosphere 
Absorption, Scatter, and Reradiation of Radiant Energy 
Reduced Image Contrast from Bright Background 
Alteration of Ambient Atmosphere 
False Stars, ~ \r~aks, I R t.nergies 
Figure 5.1.9-1 Summary of Contamination Sources and Effects 
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(TYPICAL) 
Figure 5.1 . 9-2 Shuttle Orbiter/Space lab Configuration and 
Contaminant Source Locations 
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Instrument 
M.3neuverable Subsatellite 
Electron Accelerator 
Ion Accelerator 
Plasma Accelerator 
Meteor Gun 
Relativistic Electron Accelerator 
LLLTV-SS 
Cryo COOling Systems Venting 
Threat and Process 
Minor from Propulsion Gas Emission 
Minor to Moderate from Shuttle Ch"rging 
Minor to Moderate from Shuttle Ch,.rging and Ion 
Species Emission 
Minor to Moderate from Species Emission 
Minor from Propulsion Gas Emission 
Minor from Simultaneous Plasma Emission 
Minor from Propulsion Gas Emission 
Minor Contribution to M3SS Column Density 
Note: When these instruments are operating the instruments listed 
on Figure 5.1.9-4 should not be opera.:ed. 
Figure 5.1.9-3 AMPS Instruments Which Tend To Increase Contamination 
Flight Instrument 
No. I 1. Cryogenic Limb Scanner 
2. Far I R Spectrometer! 
Interferometer 
3. Near I R Spectrometer! 
Interferometer 
4. LlDAR 
5. OBIPS 
6. Solar Flux Calibration 
Package 
" 
. 
'Telescope External to Silt 
"'Telescope I nternal to Slit 
Suscep-
tibility Basic Reasons 
High Cooled Optics 
Long Daytime Exposure 
High Same as Above 
Low Medium Wavelengths 
Warmer Optics 
Short Exposure (1!2 Nighttime). 
Low Medium Wavelength 
Medium Exposure (Nighttime Only) 
Baffled Optics 
Low Medium Wavelength 
Short Exposure 
High" Very Short Wavelengths 
Absolute Values Required 
Low"" No Contaminant Access 
Figure 5.1.9-4 AMPS InstLuments Contamination Susceptibilities 
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5.1.9.1 Contamination Analysis 
Figure 5.1. 9-5 presents the overall functional flat·, of the contami-
nation analysis process and Figures 5.1.9-6, 5.1.9-7, 5.1.9-8, and 
5.1.9-9 indicate some of the typical "Contamination Transport Character-
istic" results that are used in our analysis. These results were calcu-
lated uGing our "Contamination Computer Model" and employing the types 
of input data as depicted within the dotted line of Figure 5.1. 9-5. 
The closed form analytical model approach used for this study was shotoJn 
on Sky lab to be an effective tool in contamination evaluation and 
assessment. An analysis of this nature allows the basic parameters 
to be identified, geometric considerations to be establirhed and formu-
lates in a systematic perspective the trends that would evolve from 
variation of the important physical parameters which affect the con-
taminant susceptibility of sensitive experiments to be flotvn on AMPS. 
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Figure 5.1.9-5 Contamination Analysis Processes 
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Figure 5.1.9-6 Supplemental Flash Evaporator Isodensity Contours 
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Figure 5.1.9-7 -Z Aft VCS 25 Lb Thrust Engine Isodensity Contours 
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As mentioned, a review was conducted of all the AMPS flight instru-
mentation. Those instruments which were designed particular Iv suscepti-
ble to contamination 'vere analyzed in detail against the contaminant 
induced environment as developed through our computer analysis .. Results 
of several of the instrument analyses are sho,m in Figures 5.1.9-10, 
5.1.9-11 and 5.1.9-12 and have been summarized in Figure 5.1.9-4. Also 
sho~m on the follo"ling figures are the assu:nptions and estimated opera-
tion cycle used in the analysis for each instrument, the calculated 
losses and the recommendations to minimize the contamination effect on 
the instrument. 
al 
,2.3 Melers---i 
--
--- - 1 
I Meter 
--- 1 
1-1'---3 Meters ·1 
Percentage, 
Estimated losses End of Mission 
-20'C Optics (,. 0.5.) 
Velocity Vector 65 
All Directions 22 
O'C Optics I" 0.5.1 . 
Veiocity Vector 2 
All Directions 0.7 
DoC Optics (A' 0.35.) 
Velocity Vector 8 
All Directions 3 
+20'C Optics I A' 0.5.1 
Veloclly Vector 1 
All Directions 0 
+20'C Optics 11.' 0.35.1 
Velm:ity Vector 4 
All Directions 1.4 
Assumptions and Operations 
1. ConfIguration as Shown 
2. 'Navelenglh' Visible Spectrum 
3. Cover Used When Nol Operating 
4. Optics Temperalure Variable 
5. Total Exposure Time' 50 Hr (Nighttimel 
6. 1 nstrument Pointed 50 that Only Contami~ 
nant Return Flux Enlers Baffle. 
7. Orbit Altitude' 210 km 
8. Present Orbiter and Spacelab Contami-
nation Characteristics 
Recommendations 
I. Operate at Higher Altitude Wllere Return 
Flux is Much less. 
2. Extend Light Baffle. 
3. HeatExternal Optics. 
4. Delay Operations Until 
Spacecrait Has cooled 1~5 mini 
Figure 5.1.9-10 LIDAR--Contamination Loss 
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Percentage, 
Estimated Losses End of Mission 
Day Day/Night 
Light Baffle Walls Cooled 
Velocity Vector 46 25 
All Directions 17 9 
Light Baffle Walls Uncooled 
Velocity Vector 95 78 
All Directions 55 33 
t I 
Assumptions and Operations 
1. Aperture Q 30 cm 
2. Light Baffle length = 120 cm 
3. Wavelength = 5-50 Microns 
4. Cover Used When Not Op'erating 
5. Optics Temperature = 20
0 K 
6. Total Exposure Time = 86 hr (Day/Night) 
7. I nstrument is Pointed so that Only Contaminant 
Return Flux Enters Baffle 
8. Orbit Altitude Q 210 km 
9. Present Orbiter and Spacelab Contamination 
Characteristics 
Recommendations 
1. Operate at Higher Altitudes 
2. Extend Light Baffle 
3. Do Not Operate Evaporator 
4. Point Instrument Away from Velocity Vector. 
5. Expose Optics Only During Early Portion of 
Orbit Daytime (e.g., First 20 Minutes). 
Figure 5.1.9-11 Far IR Interferometer/Spectrometer--Contamination 
Loss 
Light Baffle Only 
Conllg I 
Ebert-Fastie 
No External OpticS 
Losses 
Coofig 1 
Conng 2 
Cover 
Percentage, 
End of Mission 
Cassegrain Optics 
Config 2 
Ebert'Fastie 
External Cassegrain Optics 
Essentially Zero 
AtI.· nOD A 32 
At,- 3500)\ 2.2 
Assumptions and Operations 
1. Configurations as Shown 
2. Acceptance Angle - 0.19 Steradians 
3. Exposed Toward Earth Limb 
50 Hours/Mission, Orbit Nighttime 
4. No ReS, VCS, or Evaporator Operation 
5. External Optics Near 0" C 
6. I nstrument Pointed All Directions 
But Such That Only Return Flux Can Enter 
7. Orbit Altitude - 210 km 
8. Present Orbiter and Spacelab Contamination 
Characteristics 
Recommendations 
1. Operate at Higher Altitude. 
2. Heat External Optit.s. 
3. Extend Light Baffle 
4. Delay Operations Until 
Spacecraft Has Cooled 
5. Use No Exter'lal Optics 
Figure 5.1.9-12 UV Spectrometer/Photometer 
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5.1.9.2 Conclusions and Recommendations 
Many of the AMPS instruments are sensitive to contamination and 
will require special attention both during design and operation. 
Particularly those instruments making measurements in the very short 
wave length region and those having very cold optics. It may also be 
r !cessary to inhibit Some of the Orbiter and Spacelab venting and opera-
ions of certain systems prior to and during the operation of sensitive 
instruments to prevent excessive degradation to th~ data. 
The recommendations from the study are listed belm.: 
o Prepare a detailed AMPS contamination control plan as shown in 
Figure 5.1.9-13; 
o Perform detailed contamination analysis covering both ground 
and mission for the payload (systems and instruments); 
o Implement system and instrument design and operational require-
ments and constraints early to reduce program impacts and cost; 
and 
o Provide real time on-orbit contamination measuring instruments 
as shown in Figure 5 .. 1.9-14. 
Design 
Configuration 
Location 
Material Seiection 
Protective Devices 
Access for Cleaning 
Manufacturing, Assembiy 
& Test 
Facilities 
Inspection 
Cleaning 
storage 
Transport 
Procedures 
Testing 
Packaging 
Purging 
" EXisting programs. 
Equipment & Operations 
Modeling & Analysis 
(Computer Program}' 
CONTAMINATION 
CONTROL 
PLAN 
Launch, Orbit, landing 
Use of Protection Devices , 
Operational Controls 
Observations 
0':' Ground portion only in final report 
..oil Preliminary Data in Final Report 
Contamination 
Analysis 
Reports 
Design Reviews 
& Tradeoff Studies 
Refurbishment 
Purging 
Procedures 
Testing 
Replacement 
Storage 
FaciHties 
Inspection 
Cleaning 
Packaging 
Transport 
Figure 5.1.9-13 Contamination Control Plan Development 
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Recommended 
TQCM 
J ustillcalion 
Provides Operational Control. 
Mounted on Telescope of Extremely Susceptible Instruments 
Same Acceptance Angle' 
Near Same Temperalure, Where Possible 
At Least lOA OeposU Sensitivity 
Provides Sped flc Data Correlation 
Provides Basis for Select Instrumenlallon 
for Future Missions Where IECM Is 
not carried 
Real Time Readout 
Photoelectric Photometer 
Mount..: on Pointing Platform 
Protected, and Used Brl,lIy 
Real Time Readout 
Calibration Sources 
On Susceptible Instruments 
Protected, and Used Brlelly 
Real Time Rea<!out 
Use Complete Optical Train 
Essential on Extended Missions 
•• Calibration Source 
'" • TQCM 
'*' • Photoelectric Photometer 
Figure 5.1.9-14 Recommended Contamination Monitoring Instruments 
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5.2 Structures and Mechanisms Subsystems 
5.2.1 Design Integration Trade Offs 
This section covers the approach and rationale utilized for indivd-ual instrument location within the AMPS pallet train. Major location drivers such as weight, size, center-of-gravity (CG), fJ.eld of vie .. (FOV), coalignment requirements, and operational interfaces are addressed. 
5.2.1.1 Reguirements/Constraints 
There are specific AMPS requirements and constraints that must be considered when laying out a Spacelab pallet payload. These constraints result from Orbiter and Spacelab design configurations and include; volume, 
.. eight, CG and hardpoint locations. Volume constraints inclUde the over-all Orbiter payload bay envelope (15 ft. dia. by 60 ft) and the volume limitations incurred by using the pallet. The payload launch capability of 65,000 pounds (29,484 kg) has never been a constraint for the AMPS type payloads in that the abort return capability of 32,000 pounds (14,515 kg) must be satisfied. The Space lab three pallet train load capability of 11,023 pounds (5,000 kg) has been a constraint in that the l\}!PS flight one launch weight is 12,130 pounds (5,502 kg). Alternate pallet configurations such as a separated pallet train (one pallet + t,~o pallets) do provide an increased load capability. A single pallet can accommodate 6,874 pounds (3,118 kg) and a two pallet combination limit is 11,023 pounds (5,000 kg). As in all small module plus three pallet pay-loads, the longitudinal center of gravity location becomes the most important constraint and the most difficult to meet. This is apparent by noting that the fOTI~ard located module and tunnel a~ong .. ith their outfittings make up 33% of the AMPS payload weight. In addition, the fOTI~ard CG limit is 11.5 inches (2.86 metres) behind the module center-line for a 32,000 pound (14,515 kg) payload. Yand Z axes CG limits have not been a serious design problem. A majority of the l\}!pS instru-ments are in the .. eight range that requires attachment to pallet hard-points. Experience \~ith the AMPS payloads has shotm the location and quantity of hardpoints cause payload layout difficulties. Because of this, instruments must share pallet hardpoints and this leads to inter-face control and integration problems. As a design groundrule, no instrument mounting across a pallet splice .. as permitted. This self-imposed constraint .. as to prevent payload integration problems and to eliminate racking loads between pallets. 
5.2.1.2 Discussion 
The initial task in developing the flight arrangement .. as to deter-mine the design drivers and the order of instrument placement. For Flight 1 the significant instruments (because of weight) are: the Electron Accelerator (1-9) including Pulse Power Supply, the LIDAR (I-I); and the Gas Release (1-21). Other significant instruments because of pointing requirements are: OBIPS (11-3), Cryo Cooled Limb Scanner (11-7), Near IR Spectrometer (11-9), and the Cryo IR Spectrometer (11-10). 
·(Section 5.10 defines the physical characteristics of the instruments.) 
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All have pOinting requirements that necessitate gimballed pointing plat-
forms. A study of pointing system options was pursued to define the best 
system(s) independent of pallet location. 
Three pointing systems considered during this trade were the Minia-
turized Pointing Mount (MPM), Instrument Pointing System (IPS) and the Small Instrument Pointing System (SIPS). No new designs were considered in I<eeping with the goal of maximum usage of multi-mission support equip-ment. A comparison of the four instruments along with the three pointing 
platforms is summarized in Figure 5.2.1-1. The goals of this study were 
to achieve an integrated po~nting system that met pointing requirements 
and achieved the follot~ing: m~n~m~ze volume occupied, minimum modifica-
tions, and minimize net~ Labcraft. 
Instruments Requiring Pointing ~ CJ 
OBIPS (11-3) Cryo-Cooled Limb Scanner (11-7) 
Near IR Spec 
01-9) 
@ 
Cryo I R I nterfer/spec (lHo) Size: 26 in. x 26 in. 
x73 in. Size: 38 in. x 38 in. x 89 in. 
Size: 20in. x39in. 
x 47 in. 
Size: 39 in. x 39 in. 
x 91 in. 
Weight: 95 Ib 
POinting Syslem Ootions: 
!:.SO deg + 180 deg j , 3t) a:90deg ~I~ .... '1 
Mini-Mount 
Weight 123 Ib Payload WI 1102 Ib Baseplate Dia 31.5 in. 
Weight: 754 Ib Weight: 132 Ib 
,--,~r'-(R 
::'180 deg 
Weight 1410 Ib Payload WI 4409 Ib Baseplate Oia 47.2 in. 
Weight 
Payload WI 
Payload Volume 
Weight: 712 Ib 
1362 Ib Without Canister 1102 Ib Each Yoke 39 in x39 in x 126 in With Canister 
Figure 5.2.1-1 Comparison of Instruments and Pointing Systems 
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In addition to pointing capability, over-the-sill viewing (limb 
scanning) and coalignment of the cryo instruments (11-7 and 11-10) are 
required. The Near IR Spectrometer requires environmental conditioning 
to mair,tain proper operating temperatures. A self-contained canister on 
the pointing platform was assumed similar to the multi-mission support 
equipment ~SE) environmental canister or the SIPS heat pipe canister. 
Table 5.2.1-1 lists the basic trade study rationale. Advantages and dis-
advantages of the various platforms as far as meeting the above require-
ments are pr~sented along with the selected system, 
-~--~.--~ Table' 5.2,.1-1 Pointing Platform Trades/Rationale 
REQUIREMENT: COALIGNMENT BETWEEN II-7 & II-10 (MOUNT TOGETHER) 
Options 
MPM 
IPS 
I SIPS] 
Advantages 
o Minimum ,.eight & vol. 
o Has good payload 
weight to platform 
weight ratio 
o On orbit alignment 
possible using sen-
sors between instru-
ments 
o Launch/landing locks 
included as part of 
platform 
o Normal extension 
allo>vsfor sill FOV 
Disadvantages 
o Platform capability 1102 
lb vs. 2205 lb combined 
weight CD 
o Coalign fixture required 
CD 
o 
G) 
capable of adjustment -
costly and complex 
Launch/landing lock strut 
system required to instru-
ment CG (ne.. Labcraft) 
o Additional mounting struc- . 
ture required for over 
sill FOV 
o Same as CD above 
o Same as ® above 
o Same as @ above 
o Takes up most of pallet 
o Requires ne.. interface 
hard .. are between yoke 
and instruments 
o Instruments size com-
patible with yoke. 
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Table 5.2.1-1 (Continued) 
REQUIREMENTS: II-9 REQUIRES ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 
Options 
IPS 
SIPS 
Advantages 
o Normal extension 
allOl's over sill FOV 
o Launch/landing lock 
system exists 
o Canister design 
exists 
o MMSE canister design 
exists 
o Minimum weight & 
volume 
o Launch/landing lock 
strut & mechanism 
design existing 
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Disadvantages 
o Nel. canister design or 
mod SIPS 
o Nel' design launch/ 
landing lock strut 
system required 
o Additional mounting 
structure for over 
sill FOV 
o Takes up most of pallet 
(even if combine II-3 
with II-9 too much space 
lost) 
o Too much capability for 
weight of II-9 (1321 lb 
vs 2204 lb permissible) 
o Requires additional 
mounting structure for 
over sill FOV 
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Table 5.2.1-1 (Concluded) 
REQUIREMENT: II-3 REQUIRES POINTING PLATFORM (REMAINING 
INSTRllMENT 
Options 
IPS 
SIPS 
Advantages 
o Normal extension 
aillotvs over sill 
FOV 
o Minimum weight ,and 
volume 
o Best payl)ad to 
platform weight 
ratio 
Disadvantages 
o Too much capability 
for size of instru-
ment 
o Requires additional 
structure for over 
sill FOV 
o Too much capability 
for size of instru-
ment. 
o Takes up most of 
pallet 
o Requires addition~1 
structure for over 
sill FOV 
As shown in the table, SIPS tvas selected for supporting the cryo 
instruments. The primary reasons for SIPS selection were the basic 
dimensional compatibility of the instruments with .the SIPS yoke and the 
independent operation of the yokes, which allotvs on-orbit alignment by 
sensors. A single MPM tvas eliminated due to inadequate load capability. 
Two MPM's would solve the weight problem and allow coalignment tlJ.rough 
the use of sensors bettveen the instruments. However, the added complex-
ity of net,' launch/landing lock structure and additional structure for 
over-the-sill vietving negates this approach. The MPH .system was chosen 
for mounting of the Near IR Spectrometer because of the existence of a 
canister design and the minimum space used. IPS "JOuld require a netv or 
r.lOdified canister plus new Labcraft, and it would not be an effective use 
of the SIPS capability. The selection of the MPM for OBIPS tvas based on 
minimum pallet space usage. Because of the 10H instrument weight, the 
additional design and build task to allotv over-the -sill FOV would be 
minimal. 
The next step in the payload layout task was the actual positioning 
of instruments within the pallet train. The aft pallet is critical as far. 
as achieving the longitudinal CG and instruments Here located there first. 
Figure 5.::>.1-2 presents a tveight comparison of the major Flight 1 instru-
ments, Labcraft and deployed modules. The e18ctron accelerator (with 
pulse potver supply) and LIDAR were selected for the aft pallet because 
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they share the pulse power supply (operational interface) and their 
combined weight is high . The 1323 pound (600 Kg) pulse power supply 
was located on the floor of the pallet and the accelerator and LIDAR 
were mounted on top of the power supply to minimize cable runs. The 
accelerator was located forward on the pallet to prevent beam inter-
ference with the aft bulkhead and because the LIDAR rece i ver is 
heavier. The two LIDAR transmitters require bore-sighting with the 
receiver, and were located on the side of the aft pallet on a single 
platform to facilitate alignment. 
1200 
1100 
1000 
900 
800 ~ 
700 
:E f600 
100 
-
, 
Notes: 
I. ESP Contains 111-18, 111-23 & 111-25 
2. BOP (Beam Oiag. Pkgl Contains 
11-3,111-2&111-4 
3. SIPS + 11-7+ 1I-IOMinusCryo 
I nstrumentslElluipment 
Figure 5. 2.1-2 Instrument Weights for Flight One 
From Figure 5. 2 . 1-2 it can be seen that SIPS with the two cryo 
cooled instruments was the next priority item to be positioned. In 
keeping with locating the heavy items aft, the 3366 pound (1527 Kg) 
SIPS was located on the center pallet. The SIPS support structure 
interfaces with 10 pallet hard pOints at the middle of the pallet. 
This leaves 14 hard points available, 7 in a line on each of the front 
and back edges . This arrangement effectively eliminated the center 
pallet for consideration as a location for any of the other large or 
heavy instruments without sharing the SIPS hardpoints. A check of 
the CG shift due to emergency jettison of SIPS and its instruments 
was made after the total payload configuration was completed. The 
analysis revealed a forward CG shift of 19.0 inches (.48 metre) for 
the abort/return case. This left a CG margin of approximately 27.5 
inches ( . 7 metres). 
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Planned ejection of the gas release modules results in a reduced 
return wei~ht of 2425 pounds (1100 kg) launch and 502 pounds (228 kg) 
landed ~;eights including Labcraft). The aft end of the forward pal-
let was selected for the gas release modules. A platform type support 
structure with truss members to the pallet hardpoints was u8ed to 
mount the six gas release modules. The near IR spectrometer in the 
environmental canister (on the MPM) has a stowed length and width of 
90 inches (2.28 metres) and 40 inches (1.01 metres) respectively. A 
requirement to coordinate vie~'ling with the cryo-cooled instruments 
meant that Y axis viewing was needed. This dictated a transverse 
pallet mounting position because of the MPM gimbal range (±900 and 
±500 ). A revie'l of the available space on the pallets at this time 
eliminated all but the fonlard portion of the front pallet. The MPM 
was supported off the pallet in this location by a truss structure to 
achieve the over-the-sill FOV. 
Major instruments were nm, located on all three pallets. The 
placement of the remaining instruments ,;as a matter of finding space 
available while satisfying design requirerncats. The remaining instru-
ments and modules were the ESP module, the beam diagnostics module, 
OBIPS, IECM and the solar flux monitor. Requirements to be met in-
cluded a position reachable by the RMS for ESP and the beam diagnos-
tics package and OBIPS had to 'look over the sill for gas release 
viewing. The IECM was located on the aft pallet because it was the 
heaviest item and fit an opening forward of the LIDAR transmitters. 
This left the +Y side for OBIPS which was mounted near the sill. 
Since the beam diagnostics package is over 116 inches (2.95 metres) 
in length, it had to be mounted along the length of a pallet. Space 
was available near the sill of the center pallet on the RMS side and 
the package was located there using separate support structure at the 
front and back of the pallet. The ESP was located on the front pallet 
to allow RMS reach. A position on side of the pall.et was chosen where 
deployment clearance was adequate. 
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5.2.2 Mechanisms 
The purpose of this study is to dopument the rationale used to 
determine the design approach for the AMPS mechanisms. Past experience 
has shmvn the mechanisms task to be a major design and test effort. Be-
cause new mechanism designs involve complex interactions betlqeen material 
selection, tolerances, load paths, lubricants and basic design concepts; 
an AMPS guideline was established to use tried and proven systems when-
ever possible. A cursory revielq of the Flight 1: instruments was per-
formed to determine the obvious mechanism requirements. From this analy-
sis, identified mechanisms included; ejection device for the gas release 
modules (1-21), separation devices for the ESP and the gas release 
modules, and latch/unlatch devices for the deployed modules (ESP and 
beam diagnostics package). Further design and payload layout effort 
identified additional needs for launch/landing locks, spin systems, 
deployment devices, and emergency jettison systems. 
5.2.2.1 Reguirements 
Table 5.2.2-1 is a listing of theAMPS-FHgnE-l mecharifiims,-ana al.so 
provides functional description, general design requirements, alternate 
design concepts, and identifies the instrument or module the mechanism is 
used with. Based on experience, the list of design alternates was abbre-
viated to the most feasible approaches. 
r 
I 
Table 5.2.2-1 ,. 
, 
AMPS Mechanisms - Function, Requirements and Design 
Alternates 
MECHANISM FUN£:TION REOUIR£HEtITS 
Capture [. RelellDO ?rovidc multiple latch Uithlltllnd launch/londing 
Device & unlatch operations lOD.ds. Acco=odo.tc miDllliBMlcnt 
provido I..onncc:tor r:>Jlte/ 
demarc. 
Ejection System IllIport 11 velocity E- II V wLtllin tolerance 
direction to on cjcctC!d tiinil:li2C tipoff 
it~ RcHIlMl1ty 
Contll:.l!inlltion canGj.dctn-
tiOTH) 
Launch/Lllllliins Provide IItrucrural GUp- HLthatond·lnunch &. lAnd-
Lock!) port for item operated ing loads. 
in a different position Acco=odntc l'liollliglllllont 
thon stowed poaitton 
Separation Devices ReLease on itClll for f.ingle release 
ejection or deploymcnt ;..olinbility 
tlinim.ize Dhock londings 
Spin Systcm IllIpart rotntional ve- R'ltationlll v'llocity w
ith-
locity to iteml1nstru- ill tolerr:nce 
ment Reliability 
Sp-!n about principle O:tili 
Emergency Jettison Separate on item that Single RalcnGc 
hao IIlIllfunctiooed in Reliability 
a deployed positioa Snfety 
Dcploy::lent Device E!(tend/Retroct probell. Reliability 
antemtscs nod GCnllorO 
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DESIcn 
AL'!ERNA'IES 
rtEQVInED ON 
INS'IRllMEUT 
Hooi: & latch'" ESP "'UIl !!" cr.ioting 
Beall! Diaglloll- dellign 
tics Pncknge 
Springll l-'ll 
ThruGterll ESP 
Gall prennure 
Iiook 6. latch 
Seporatio'i .Iuttl 1-21 
Band cll1!llp ESP 
anll locks 
LinenI' ohoped 
charge 
Geor motor ESP 
Thl'uotel' 
Gao rnlcll.5c 
Scparation nuto 1-1 
Bnll lock II-3 
Linear IIhnFcd 1I-7 
chnme 
nnnd clal:!lp 1I-9 
It-lO 
Telescopin£> hool:)n lII-2 
Ringed boQU'ls 111-22 
Storll.blc tubln):" c:o;-
tendnblc t.lct:1bnrll 
(=0 
"'Locks on 
painting plat_ 
fan:!. III-2 
s"llOor requires 
launch/londing 
reotroint 
1-1 COVeI'll, 
II-3 & II-9 
!-!PlI, II-1 & 
II-IO cJtiGtIl 
00 port of SIpS 
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5.2.2.2 Discussion/Selection 
The selection process used for each class of mechanisms involves a 
description of the alternate concepts, identification of design require-
ments and key functional requirements, and evaluation of advantages and 
disadvantages for each alternative. Key functional requirements used 
as rating factors included; reliability, safety, performance and comlexity. 
The capture/release device and the launch/landing locks are discussed 
together as their requirements and operations are similar. Another pair 
of mechanisms that have common design requirements and are combined for 
discussion purposes are the separation and emergency jettison devices. 
Here the requirements and functions are identical, but separation is 
planned while jettison is needed only under malfunction circumstances. 
Capture/Release, and Launch Locks - Thi" mechanism has the potential 
for use on a number of Shuttle payloads. Many planned experiments or 
instruments are deployed by the RMS during operation and restowed for 
return. Other instruments require an operating position other than the 
stowed position. These instruments all require a mechanism capable of 
providing launch support, multiple release and attach operations, and 
alignment guides for capture operations. In addition, the capture/ 
release device must have provisions for mate and demate connectors. 
A literature search of mechanisms capable of performing these tasks 
was initiated rather than looking at new design concepts. MMC has just 
finished a study task for MSFC which evaluated mechanisms for the "Inte-
grated Orbiter Servicing Study" (MCR-75-310, Contract NAS8-30820). In 
this study effort, 12 interface mechanisms were compared and rated. 
From these resulta, 0,0 designs were completed utilizing the best feat-
ures of the studied mechanisms, and engineering models of these designs 
were fabricated for-proof of concept. One of these designs was intended 
for a bottom interface while the other was for side mounting. The 
bottom mount design satisfied all of the AMPS needs. The basic design 
concept is the use of a motor driven gear system to rotate a hook 
linkage which engages rollers in receptacle pins. It,o pins are provided 
along with outrigger pads for reacting side loads. Figure 5.2.2-1 
depicts the configuration. The only identified problem for AMPS usage 
is the relatively small misalignment capability. A'modification would 
be required to allow capture under conditions involving greater offsets. 
AMPS Flight 1 requires launch lock devices on the two MPM platforms 
to isolate the gimbals from launch and landing loads. For this usage, 
design requirements similar to those on the capture/release devices 
apply with the follOwing difference. The amount of misalignment to be 
accommodated is reduced because of the programmed stowage sequence of 
the~!. The other launch lock requirement is to support launch loads 
on the vector magnetometer sensor. Here, sensor deployment away from 
the magnetometer electronics package is needed for proper operation. 
For the launch/landing lock devices, a similar design to the capture/ 
release device would be used with modifications to produce a more 
comFact design. 
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Attachment .. uu'n, 
Stabilizing 
Baseplate on 
Deployed Module 
MQunted on Pallet 
Figure 5.2.2-1 
Drive Motor 
~~~bg:~~ Attachment 
Area for 
C'onnectors 
~-Pallet 
Mounted 
AMPS Mechanisms - Capture/Release Device 
Ejection System - An ejection system provides a specified delta 
velocity between an object separated from the Orbiter and the Orbiter. 
The specific needs for AMPS Flight I involve the gas release modules and 
the ESP module. These Uvo packages present an interesting design case 
in that the ejected weights are similar but the l). V requirements are 
.35 metres/second for the ESP and 5.0 metres/second for the gas release 
modules. 
Design alternates investigated were a spring system, thrusters and 
a gas pressure system. The spring system makes use of mUltiple compres-
sion springs to force bodies apart. The thruster system utilizes solid 
propellant rockets to provide the separation forces. The gas pressure 
scheme uses gas released from a storage vessel to drive a piston attached 
to the ejected body. A listing of the three approaches along with 
advantages and disadvantages of each is provided in Table 5.2.2-2. Some 
of the data used for ratings Wit:; taken from "Flight Separation Mechan-
isms" (NASA SP-8056), The spring concept receives the highest rating 
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for 10l. momentum systems. Analysis ShOl'S a required average spring 
force of 26 pounds (114 newtons) and 7760 pounds (34,520 nel,tons) for 
the ESP and gas release modules respectively (using a 2.5 inch stroke). 
It can be seen that there is a potential ground safety problem when the 
ejection forces exceed the weight of the ejected portion. A spring sys-
tem was chosen for the ESP module and eliminated from consideration for 
the gas release module. The use of thrusters was not considered for the 
gas release module because of the contamination potential. A thruster 
system would be feasible for the ESP as the ejection, takes place from 
the end of the RMS, hmvever the spring system is less complex. The gas 
pressure sch~me was chosen for the gas release module for two reasons. 
First the alternate design compliments the spring design by exposing 
the design and manufacturing problems that become evident in the prelimi-
nary design effort. Also, the gas system requires less average force 
because a longer stroke is possible. 
Table 5.2.2-2 Ejection Systems - Design Alternates 
Rl\TltiG fACTORS SPRINGS ntnuSTERS GAS PIS'rOtl 
Simplicity Go,d Cood P'H;Jl' 
Rel1Jlbllity Go,d Go,d Go<Jd 
Contlll:ltnotion Go,d Foor Go,d 
.6 V prediction Fair Go,d Go,d 
Weigbt Good for 101l'!l1l t:J. V 6. weisht Go,d Pccr for low weight 0. .0. \' 
Poor for high woight (. t:J. V Cood for high weight b 6 V 
St!foty Go,d fa!.r Go,d 
R=.nrkn Hateh (\Fringn to !'linil'lize kcquitc nligf!!!"'nt for Hequire nl1gnrnent 6. r.lotching 
tippff.6, uehicvc !'lore accurAte proper eject direction of pl~ton force-time history 
delta V 
Separation and Emergency Jettison Devices - Use of separation 
devices on AMPS include the release of the gas release modules and the 
ESP module at the time oE ejection. Emergency jettison is required on 
contamination covers that violate the paylo~d clearance envelope when 
deployed. Jettison is also required on the pointing platforms to pro-
vide release if a malfunction occurs in a deployed position. This 
discussion covers both separation and jettison devices as a single 
topic c:"ing the term "separation" for both systems. 
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Separation devices have been in use since the earliest space flights 
and much documented experience exists on these devices. As in other 
areas, no .• ttempt was made to develop new concepts, but rather to use 
proven flight qualified devices. The choice of available designs in-
cludes separation nuts, band clamps, ball locks, cable cutters and 
linear shaped charges. Separation nuts are an explosive device where 
a charge separates the nut from a bolt and a piston impact ejects the 
bolt. These devices can be non-fragmenting and non-contaminating by the 
use of a sealed mechanism. Band clamps consist 9f a V-band that fits 
over mated flanges on two bodies and is held in place by band tension. 
Point release devices are used in several places on ti,e band to provide 
redundant release. Ball locks are ball headed bolts held in place by a 
lock sleeve which is released by a gas or solenoid operated piston. A 
linear shaped charge is an explosive encased in a metal sheath which 
when detonated cuts through structure. Table 5.2.2-3 lists the design 
alternates along with a simplified rating of the functional characteris-
tics required for adequate operation. Separation nuts have the highest 
rating in the table and were chosen for use on AMPS ejected instruments. 
The emergency jettison designs were not fully developed, 'but separation 
nuts seem to be the logical choice again. The use of band clamps or 
ball locks as alternate schemes require more investigation on actual 
jettison designs. 
Table 5.2.2-3 Separation and Jettison Devices - Design Alternates 
RATING fACTORS SEPAItA:rlON NI1IS BAND CLAHPS BALL LOCKS LINEAn SHAPED CllANGE 
Load Capability Go,' Go,' Go,' Go,' 
Simplicity Go,' eo" Poor Go,' 
Stlfcty Go,' Feir Good Fair 
Contlllllinl.'tion Go,' eo,' Go,d Fair 
Shock loodbg Cood Fair eo,' Poor 
Reliability Go,' eo,' Go,' eo" 
RCCILltka High rcllllbility HUGt tcatrl11n RcquirclI 171uoc IIlgh ahack loading, clln 
"'hon ullcd with banda, pocuible tolcl'anccG, re- produce oevero contamination 
redundant 1n- fleld Joint, quirc5 liolcnoid/ 
itil1tD'I.'1l joint preload thrullter to 
hard to predict activate 
Spin System - A low speed (4 RPM) spin system is required to provide 
spin stabilization for the ejected ESP module. The ESP also requires 
rotation while deployed on the RMS. Here rotation at the same speed is 
used to provide proper orienta.tionof the peripheral mounted sensors. 
Use of the ESP module several times each mission requires a spin system 
with a repeat capability. Reliability. spin accuracy, and .elimination 
of wobble are other requirements the spin system must satisfy. 
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Design alternates evaluated were solid propellant thrusters, gear 
motor drive, and gas pressure. The thruster concept uses tangential 
firing, solid propellant, rocket motors to provide the spin up torque. 
In the gear motor scheme, an electric motor drives a gear train that is 
attached to the rotating portion. The gas pressure concept is similar 
to the thruster concept except that cold gas is released through a nozzle 
from a pressure vessel. All these approaches use a dry lubricated, bear-
ing-mounted, spin table with a lock arrangement to prevent spin until 
on-orbit activation. The gear motor approach is the only one that is 
normally reusable. By' sequence firing of groups of thrusters or by 
providing an adequate storage reservoir, the other concepts could provide 
respin capability. These modifications add complexity and weight and 
reduce reliability. Advantages of the selected gear motor system include 
rotational accuracy and reliability. Disadvantages include high weight 
and complexity. 
Deployment Device - These devices are used to extend and retract 
antennas, probes, and sensors. AMPS Flight 1 instruments requiring 
deployment devices are; vector magnetometer sensor, langmuir probe, and 
the dipole antenna on the ESP module. Deployment distances of 8 inches 
(.2 metre) to 40 inches (1.0 metre) are required for these instruments. 
General requirements the deployment devices must satisfy include sim-
plicity, reliability, low weight, and, for some applications, high 
stiffness. Reliability is important when used on opposing antennas on a 
spinning ejected module such as the ESP. Stiffness is a requirement for 
the vector magnetometer sensor deployment device becauH, of the weight 
of the sensor and the position stability requirements. 
Alternate designs considered were telescoping tubes, hinged tubes, 
and storable tubular extendible members (STEM). In the telescoping 
tube concept, sliding concentric tubes are extended to provide a rigid 
boom. The hinged beam design uses linked tubular members that are folded 
for storage. Storable tubular extendible members consist of a tape or 
element stored on a drum. The tape assumes a tubular shape when extended. 
Table 5.2.2-4 lists the advantages and disadvantages of the design alter-
nates. The selection of the STEM design is based on using the qualified 
existing design even though it normally has a greater deployment length 
than is needed. The ability of a STEM or bi-STEM to provide the proper 
stiffness and stability for the magnetometer sensor has not been fully 
investigated. For this application, some additional study is needed to 
determine whether an alternate design such as the telescoping tubes 
would be a better choice. 
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Table 5.2.2-4 Deployment Devices - Design Alternates 
1 , 
:, CONCEPT ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 
. tI;:: j ', .. " Telescoping 0 Simple 0 Space requirements -Tubes 0 Reliable not compact. 
0 Stiff 0 Stability/stiffness is 
dependent on tolerances. 
0 Cold welding, galling 
could be problem. 
0 New design ..... 
Winged 0 Simple 0 Drive & locking becomes 
Tubes 0 Reliable more complex when require 
retraction. 
0 New design 
'I 
Storable tubular 0 Space qualified 0 More capability than need 
extendible 0 Reliable 0 Lower stiffness 
member I 
I 
I' 
I 
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5.2.3 Dynamics and Vibroacoustics 
The broad spectrum of experiments and payloads planned for Space Shuttle, coupled with the differences between the Shuttle and current expendable launch vehicles, presents new problems and concepts in structural dynamics. Since the maximum steady-state acceleration of the Shuttle is only approximately 3 g's (limit), the low frequency dynamic loads imposed by transient and quasi-sinusoidal events such as lifteff, gusts, thrust termination, POGO, and land~ng may become in-creasingly important in the design of primary structure. In addition, continually increasing requirements for pointing accuracy and alignment for experiments dictate the need for associated improvements in analyti-cal methodology and design techniques. 
The current predictions for acoustic levels in the payload bay are higher than those of current launch vehicles. Unless reduced, this environment could have significant impact on the cost of AMPS/Labcraft type payloads both in the design and the test phases. 
There have been a number of recent studies and model programs (references 1, 2 and 3) which address these problems with the ultimate goal of reducing shuttle program costs. Some of the results and con-cepts developed under these studies are included in the recommended approach to the structural dynamics program for AMPS, described in the follo>ring paragraphs. 
yehicle Dynamics -The basic analytical tool used for solving vari-ous 'IYl1smic problems either in the time or the frequency domain, is FORMA (Fortran Matrix Analysis), a library of subroutines which allol~s the dynamicists to solve the set of mathematical equations for given problems in a building block fashion. FORMA has been used successfully for the broad spectrum of loading conditions encountered for a number of different aerospace structures such as Titan, Skylab, Viking and Space Shuttle. The building block approach of FORMA uses FORTRAN call statements to subroutines of the library. Data is transferred to and from the subroutines by means of arguments to facilitate ease of inter-face. The programming language used is FORTRAN IV. Approximately 150 of the subroutines are written using a dense technique where all ele-ments of a matrix are used. The matrix size is, thus, limited by the computer core size. This technique can efficiently give solutions of small and medium size problems (up to approximately 150 degrees of freedom). The remainder of the subroutines in the library are written using a sparse technique where only non-zero elements of a matrix are used. The matrix size is essentially unlimited >rith the sparse tech-nique. 
The FORMA library includes subroutines to read matrix input data from card or tape; output matrix data onto paper, card, tape or plots; perform matrix multiplication, inversion, eigenvalue, simul-taneous equation solution; numerical integration techniques for time response calculation; and finite element mass and stiffness matrix 
calculation. 
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The FORMA method has, in general, several advantages over other 
methods. The major advantages are: 
o Software conversion to any computer having a FORTRAN IV 
compiler is simple; 
o Computer times are reasonable; 
o Analysts can set up programs for relatively complex problems 
with little programming experience; 
o Basic FORTRAN statements may be combined with calls to FORMA 
subroutines to give extreme flexibility in writing a program; 
o Subroutine additions and revisions are easily accomplished. 
Subroutines to calculate mass, stiffness, load transformation and 
stress transformation matrices (subroutine FINEL) as well as vibration 
mode shapes and frequencies form an important part of the FORMA library. 
The finite element library in subroutine FINEL include rod, bar, tri-
angular and quadrilateral plate elements. Finite elements for the 
tetrahedron solid, pentahedron solid, triane'Jlar fluid, tetrahedron 
fluid and pentahedron fluid exist. Element data may be automatically 
generated for regular shaped structures such as flat plates and cylin-
drical shells. The size limitation is approxin.ately 6000 degrees of 
freedom. Modal subroutines have been programwcd using variations of 
the Rayleigh-Ritz method of modal analysis. The system has been shown 
to be effective (in terms of computer time and accuracy) for the cal-
culationof vibration mode shapes and frequencies. Computer programs 
(subroutines) employing this method and using both composite structure 
and £ubstructure techniques have been developed. The c",.l?osite struc-
ture technique employs two separate programs written in banded and 
sparse ~rogramming logic. Dense programming logic was used for the 
substructure technique. The composite structure program has been 
exercised on a problem '''ith 4000 degrees of freedom. Generally, com-
puter times compare very favorably '''ith other programs. 
With these analytical programs available, effort is currently 
unde",,,ay to investigate ways of minimizing the cost of loads cycle 
analyses, which currently require coupling the analytical models of 
the booster vehicle and payload, and generally require 3 load cycle 
analyses - preliminary, design and verification. A current studyl 
being performed for the Langley Research Center, is developing 
analytical techniques to determine the dynamic interaction between the 
launch vehicle and any payload, having evaluated the booster responses 
1. Contract NASl-14370, Study of Advanced Technigues fJr Dynamic 
Flight Data Interpretation and Application for Shuttle Payloads 
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only once for a given event such as main engine shutdown. The analyti-cal techniques being investigated involve developing the capability of removing the dynamic effects of payload A from the booster/payload interface, so that the response and loads of payload B can be deter-
mined without having to rerun the complete booster/payload analytical model. The analysis assumes that the external forCing function is the same for each launch vehicle and payload combination. A check 
on the validity and accuracy of the technique will be made using flight data from Titan/Centaur missions. 
The technique, if proved successful, will be particularly appli-cable to the AMPS and Labcraft type payloads where science experiments will change from mission to mission. The responses and loads for new payload components and support structure could be determined from knowL-edge of earlier flight integrated pallet systems. 
The dynamic loads for an MIPS type payload will be determined analytically using the tools available in the FORMA library. The 
analytical model will be verified by utilizing resul ts of a modal sur-vey test conducted on an integrated pallet. 
Vibroacoustics - The current predicted acoustic environment for the orbiter payload bay will produce random vibration environments for payload components and subsystems which potentially could result in severe cost penalties in testing and in failures during both test and flight. Consequently, a number of studies have been performed to allevi-ate this problem. One of these studies (reference 2) investigated the use of payload shrouds and the potential impact/benefit for shuttle pay-loads. A conceptual overall shroud configuration for AMPS type pay-loads is sh01vn in Figure 5.2.3-1. With the module type shroud concept, protection could be provided for 1,2, or 3 pallets as required. 
A cost model was developed to estimate' potential cost savings for shuttle payloads, as follows: 
6c 
C 
o 
= 
Np CM 
C 
o 
(1 - k) - eO. 122 (k - 1) 
where: 6c cost savings 
C = fixed cost of shroud o 
Np = numb~r of component failures expected at unsuppressed levels 
CM = average cost of modifying a component 
k = noise suppression. factor 
Potential cost savings have been estimated for t\vo va.lues of noise suppreSSion, 5 dB (k = 0.562) and 10 dB (k = 0.316) for "simple" 
and "complex" payloads. A "simple" payload is defined as being made 
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Source: Figure 24 of 
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Pallet 
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Pallet 
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Three Pallet Configuration 
Figure 5.2.3-1 Modular Shroud Configurations For Pallet Mounted payloads 
up of 20 components/subsystems of which 10 would be expected to fail 
during the vibration test program based on failure rate data obtained 
during the study. A "complex" payload is one made up of 100 compo-
nents, and the fixed cost of the shroud, including design, develop-
ment and testing was estimated at $1,000,000. The cost savings as a 
function of number of payload test programs is shovln in Figure 5.2.3-2. 
Note that under the assumed conditions, a loss will be incurred until 
a minimum number of test programs are completed; 4 to 5 for "complex" 
payloads, and 20-30 for "simple" payloads. The cost model does not 
include the launch cost (cost per pound) of flying the shrouds, or the 
savings resulting from decreased flight failures. However, extending 
the results to the total shuttle program indicated potential cost 
savings of 26.5 million dollars. From the vibroacoustic environment 
viewpoint, the use of shroud s appears highly desirable; however, other 
considerations such as thermal, contamination, deployment, stowage, 
and interface problems must be addressed. 
The initial random vibration criteria for AMPS experiments and 
components will be established using data banks developed under the 
Saturn, Titan, Sky lab and Viking programs. In this approach, measured 
vibration spectra from similar structure will be adjusted for dif-
ferences in acoustic levels and structural/component weights and 
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mounting configurations to establish a maximum expected flight environ-
ment. These predicted levels will be increased by a factor of 1.5 
(2.25 times the P.S.D. levels) to estab,lish the qualification test cri-
teria for components and subsystems, in accordance "ith GSFC practices 
described in reference 4. 
REFERENCES 
1. C. V. Stahle and H. R. Gongloff, Vibroacoustic Test Plan Evalua-
tion, Volumes 1, 2 and 3, G. E. Document, 76 SDS4223, General 
Electric, Space Division, Valley Forge Space Center, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, June, 1976 (Contract NAS5-20906). 
2. W. P. Rader, et aI, Analytical Trade Study of the STS payloads 
Environment, Report MCR-76-166, Martin Marietta Corporation, Denver, 
Colorado, March, 1976 (Contract NAS8-31535). 
3. 
4. 
W. P. Rader, Stanley Barrett, and K. R. Payne, A Study to Define 
an Inflight Dynamic Measurement and Data Applications Program for 
Space Shuttle Payloads, Report NASA CR-144892, Martin Marietta 
Corporation, Denver, Colorado, Nryvember 1975 (Contract NAS1-
13377) • 
Anon., General Environmental Test Specification for Spacecraft and 
Components, S-320-G-l, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, 
Ma~land, repri~ted May 1972. 
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5.2.4 Structural Test Philosophy 
Qualification Testing - The government and the payload community 
will both benefit if a common basis and qualification test factor can 
be used for the establishment of structural test criteria such that 
maximum benefit can be gained from the use of common/standardized com-
ponents for shuttle payloads. Because of the differences in test 
philosophy in current use throughout the industry, an experiment 
previously flown and qualified for one government agency would not 
necessarily be considered qualified by a different agency. The effects 
of these differences in qualification test factors and test durations 
on test program costs were examined (reference 1) and are shown in 
Figure 5.2.4-1, the basis of which is the equation 
where: DC ; the increase. in cost associated with testing at a 
level 'Y G compared to testing at level G 
'Y; the test factor, > 1. 0 
G= average constant faiiure rate associated with testing 
at level G 
T ; test duration 
; total number of components 
average cost of modifying and replacing a failed 
component 
Based on a nominal qualification test level G of 1 g rms, and a 
failure rate derived from Saturn data, the above equation simplifies 
to: 
~ ; 0.003 T ('Y- 1), 
NTCM 
which is plotted in the figure for various test durations and quali-
fication test factors used by various companies and agencies. It is 
significant to note that the difference in the lowest and highest test 
factors used represents a potential factor of 4 in the cost penalty 
ratio. In addition, the data indicates that if there is to be no in-
crease in cost penalty associated with increasing test duration, the 
test factor should ·decrease with increased exposure time. This ap-
proach would tend to alleviate the problem of overly conservative 
stresses applied to a multiple mission experiment which would occur 
as the result of the nonlinearity of the stress-life (SiN) curve if the 
same factor used for a single mission were applied. The problem of 
exposure times becomes particularly relevant to system level acoustic 
tests where a payload may be made up of both single and multiple mis-
sion experiments. This entire area of test factor and duration margins, 
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and level of assembly testing requires additional study and coordination throughout the industry if a cost effective philosophy is to be realized for the Shuttle program. 
Modal Survey Test - In the low frequency region controlled by ve-hicle dynamics, modal survey testing will be used to verify the analyti-cal model of the AMPS payload. Member loads and responses will be cal-culated for orbiter forcing functions as discussed previously in Section 5.2.3, Vehicle Dynamics. 
For this test, either flight type experiments and components or dynamic simulators can be used. The interface fittings between the pallet and the payload bay should be duplicated to provide the proper degrees of freedom at those points. With a test verified analytical 
model of mode shapes, frequencies, and damping, for the AMPS payload coupled with the orbiter model, dynamic loads in structural members and motion at experiment mounting points can be determined for the vehicle transient events and on-orbit forcing functions. The modal survey test 
"ill need to be conducted only once unless major configuration changes are made to the AMPS payload. 
Sinusoidal testing should be performed only for those experiments and subsystems for "hich analyses indicate the design may be marginal, or "here alignment or poinLing accuracy must be verLfied by test. 
Vibro-Acoustic Testing - The predictions for acoustic levels in the payload bay are higher than those of current launch vehicles, and, unless reduced, can result in severe cost penalties for shuttle pay-loads, particularly if current test philosophy and qualification factors for the establishment of test criteria are continued to be used. Com-pounding the problem are such factors as: 
(1) Reliability requirements for single mission spacecraft and 
experiments as compared to multi-mission, repairable space-
craft; 
(2) Commonality/standardization of components and subsystems, 
and qualification of components by similarity from previous flight usage; and 
(3) Cost effectiveness of the protoflight versus the prototype 
system level tests for different types of payloads and 
mission requirements. 
In the vibroacoustic frequency region, it is assumed that current requirements and test philosophy will be applied in the test programs for initial payloads, until adequate test and flight data are acquired to establish statistical confidence in the environment "ith the poten-tial of reducing test factors. For the initial payloads, qualifica-tion testing should be conducted on a component and subsystem basis using random vibration or acoustic excitation depending on the level 
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of assembly and susceptibility to acoustic loading. Assembly level test-
ing of integrated pallets should be conducted at the maximum expected 
flight environments as discussed in Section 5.2.3, Vibroacoustics. 
Each of the 3 integrated pallets for Flight 1 should be subjected 
to an acoustic test to the maximum expected flight environm&qt to verify 
the structural integrity of the equipment mounting bracketry and obtain 
data to verify/modify the random vibration criteria. Testing of indi-
vidual pallets will be adequate since there should be no significant 
interaction effects bet"]een pallets due to acoustic loading. Data ob-
tained from these tests and vibration and acoustic data from early 
shuttle flights will form a firm basis for establishing realistic vi-
bration criteria for testing future experiments at the component/subsystem 
level. Further system level testing ,,]i11 not be reqUired unless major 
changes are made in the payload configuration. 
Static Testing - As the structural design safety fsctor is increased, 
less testing is required to assure structural integrity. If FS ; 1.4 
is used, a static test article is required and would be subjected to an 
ultimate load test. If FS ; 2.0 is used, no separate test article is 
required, but the flight article would be subj(!.:'oed to a proof test. If 
FS ; 3.0 is used, no static testing is required. 
As the structural factor of safety is increased, the additional 
material required typically produces a small cost increase compared to 
the cost of a test article and/or static test program. 
AMPS/Labcraft type support structures, for the flights evaluated, 
amount to only 6% to 7% of the pallet mounted payload weight. 
Since the resulting payload ,,,eights are well within the Orbiter/ 
Spacelab performance capability, a higher priority will be assigned -to 
cost rather than weight. It follows that the most desirable candidate 
approach is the FS = 3.0 structure '''ith no static test article or proof 
test requirement. 
Qualification and Acceptance Test plans - Options and Recommenda-
tions - For the first mission, the conventional, prototype philosophy 
test plan, shown in Figure 5.2.4-2, consists of a qualification test 
program and acceptance testing of flight components. The equipment/ 
experiments are comprised of both "new" and "old" components; i. e., 
components which have been previously qualified on other programs. 
The qualification criteria for these "old" components must be evaluated 
with regard to the shuttle payload bay criteria. The test program out-
lined in the figure is designed to produce maximum reliability with 
associated maximum costs. To reduce costs, with an associated in-
crease in risk, the options exist to eliminate one or more levels of 
testing, designated A, B ~nd C corresponding to components, subsystem, 
and integrated pallet levels of assembly respectively. Additional 
options exist in the treatment of a failure at the various levels 
of assembly. Depending upon the failure evaluation, the failed 
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component may be repaired and retested at the same level of assembly, 
or advanced to the next level of assembly test. 
An alternate test program, the protoflight concept, is depicted 
in Figure 5.2.4-3. In this approach, the flight hardware would be 
tested to qualification levels for acceptance durations. As with the 
prototype program, options exist to eliminate one or more level of 
assembly tests (A, B, or C). with an associated increase of risk of 
flight failure. The decision to eliminate one or more levels of test-
ing must be based on evaluation of the mission requirements, conse-
quences of flight failure or loss of data and repair/refly capability. 
components 
(Flight Hardware) I I '-----r---' 
I 
I 
I I I I 
J I I J I I 
L.. - -0- _.J L - -0- _J I.. - --(0---' 
Fig~re 5.2.4-3 First Flight Protoflight Test Program 
For the second and subsequent missions, the test program for new 
instruments/equipment could be modified as shown in Figure 5.2.4-4, in 
which both the prototype and protoflight concepts are shown. In this 
case, it is felt that the integrated pallet test could be eliminated 
in the qualification tast program, with the option of eliminating the 
component or subsystem level testing, again depending on the mission 
requi,ements and degree of risk acceptance. For the flight components, 
it is felt that the subsystem level test is adequate for either the 
prototype (acceptance) or protoflight approach, based on the premise 
that sufficient data will be acquired during the previous integrated 
pallet tests and flight to define realistic criteria for these tests. 
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A recommended approach for AMPS payloads is summarized below. 
(1) Flight 1 
Qualification 
Experiments/Components 
Requiring 3 or More 
Sets of Hardware 
Component 
Level Tests 
(Vibra tion)' 
Acceptance or Proto flight 
EXperiments/Components Component 
Requiring 1 or 2 Sets Level Tests 
of Hardware (Vibration) 
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(2) Flight 2 
Qualification 
Experiments/Components 
Requiring 3 or More· 
Sets of Hard~.are 
Subsystem Level Tests 
Acceptance or Proto flight 
Experiments/Components Subsystem Lev~l Tests 
Requiring 1 or 2 Sets 
of Hardware 
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5.2.5 payload Substructure Study 
A 22~ day maximum pallet turnaround time at the Level IV integration 
site is being considered, For a complex pa~let payload, off-pallet build 
up and test must be investigated as a way to provide more integration 
and checkout time. This discussion presents the structural aspects of a 
separate pallet payload substructure. This slip-in structure or liner 
would allm. payload build up including structural attachments, plumbing, 
cabling, cold plates, and flight support equipment, A listing of design 
requirements follows along with a discussion of two design alternates, 
5.2.5.1 Requirements 
A basic list of requirements as derived from general design criteria 
and the AMPS layouts is presented below, 
(1) Assume payload is pallet modularized (i.e, no instrument 
structural tie or attachment across pallets). 
(2) Provide for complete payload build up and checkout. 
(3) Provide access to existing pallet hardpoints for instrument 
or substructure attachment's. 
(4) Provide access to pallet subsystem equipment and interfaces, 
(5) Assume pallet substructure will use a strong back type struc-
ture for support during ground use. 
(6) Structure will have matched or coordinated hole patterns to 
interface with the pallet hardpoints, 
(7) Structure will provide the same load carrying capability as 
the pallet, 
(8) Assume that pallet simulators (GSE) are available for payload 
build up and transport. 
5.2.5,2 Discussion 
Two designs were evaluated as possible payload substructures, The 
two concepts were a pallet within a pallet structure and an intermedi-
ate structure with direct payload to pallet hardpoint mounting. The 
pallet within a pallet approach uses a complete stable structure simi-
lar to an equipment truss. This structure is attached to the pallet 
hardpoints and provides separate mounting points for the equipment and 
instruments. A conceptual sketch of a possible configuration is shown 
on Figure 5.2.5-1. This sketch shows the general concept features and 
was not configured to match any of the AMPS pallet layouts. An inde-
pendent structure would be designed for each pallet to match instrument 
attachments and to satisfy other considerations such as field of view, 
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Figure 5.2.5-1 Pallet Within a Pallet Concept 
operational interfaces, etc. Advantages of this design are: srrcngth, 
stiffness, the ability to match the structure to the instruments, and 
ability to build up and transfer a complete payload to the pallet. 
Disadvantages are: loss of multiuse capability, weight, loss of u"able 
volume, stiffness interaction between pallet and structure, and in-
creased costs due to complex structural modeling and tests. The inter-
mediate structure approach or pallet liner is shown on Figure 5.2.5-2. 
Here the liner is non-structural in terms of supporting the instruments 
and major support equipment. The concept allows plumbing and cabling 
to be laid out and attached to the liner. Instruments are attached' to 
the pallet hardpoints which are accessible through the liner. The 
liner itself is attached to various instrument fittings by secondary 
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attachments. Advantages of this approach include: low weight, minimal 
loss of payload volume, and a common design that would work for many 
payloads. Disadvantages are: requires a complex handling sling to 
pick up all the instruments, requires secondary attachment between in-
struments an~ liner, and compounds the integration/interface task by 
adding handling interface requirements. 
(\
" Spacelab Pallet 
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Figure 5.2.5-2 Intermediate Structure Concept 
Pallet 
Hardpoint 
The AMPS Flight I layout was investigated to compare the payload 
support substructure concepts with the actual payload configuration. A 
pallet by pallet check of the instrument mountings showed that the for-
ward and center pallets do not require a separate pallet structure. 
The degree of complexity involved in payload build up does not warrant 
the additional structure. The forward pallet has three separate items 
that interface with the pallet: the Miniaturized POinting Mount (MPM) 
intermediate structure, the ESP module support structure and the Gas 
Release module support platform. Separation of the three instruments 
(no shared hardpoints) and noncomplex interfaces (no difficult struc-
tural attachments and no alignment requirements) make it possible to 
achieve the pallet turnaround time cycle. The design of the fOri-lard 
pallet interconnecting harness utilizes the gas release support plat-
form as the primary routing path. Connections for adapting the MPM 
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and ESP harnesses as well as the standard pallet power and data harnesses 
would be from the platform. The thermal fluid loop is not used on this 
pallet so no interconnections are required. 
SIPS, the Beam Diagnostics Package, and the RF terminal are lo-
cated on the center pallet. SIPS will have either flown or have been 
pallet fit checked, so ~o integration problems are expected. The RF 
terminal consists of an antenna package and an electronics package. The 
electronics package is installed on a Spacelab ~old plate in the standard 
location while the antenna is panel mounted near the sill. Neither pack-
age poses an integration problem. The Beam Diagnostics Package mounting 
structures are simple enough to expect that installation and checkout 
could be accomplished in the allotted time. Pallet harnessing design 
would be similar to that for the forward pallet except that the primary 
harness would be located off SIPS. Utilization of the standard cold 
plate location for mounting of the RF terminal components eliminates the 
need for any fluid loop plumbing. 
The aft pallet points out some of the integration problems involved 
with a complex and densely packaged payload. An Electron Accelerator, 
DBlPS on the MPM, the LlDAR receiver, two LIDAR transmitters, the lECM, 
the Pulse Power Supply and Solar Flux Monitor are all housed on the aft 
pallet. Complex instrument to instrument and shared interfaces exist 
along with potential access problems. A dedicated Heat Exchanger, a 
Peaking Battery on a standard cold plate, and cold plates mounted on the 
instruments further complicate the integration task on this pallet. 
Support structure used includes direct mounting brackets, intermediate 
truss structures and special struts from the LlDAR attached to the 
pallet/orbiter fittings. All these factors contribute to making the aft 
pallet the most likely candidate for the payload support substructure. 
A cursory examination of the pallet within a pallet concept showed 
it would not "ork on the aft pallet. Payload elements "ould have to be 
repackaged to fit "ithin the payload envelope. Access to hardpoints 
below the structure "ould also be difficult. An investigation of the 
aft pallet using the liner concept also proved unpromising. There is a 
greater possibility of phYSically packaging the payload "ithin the en-
velope ,,,ith this approach. The added interface complexity and instrument 
handling requirements make this an unattractive scheme. To transfer the 
payload by simultaneously lifting all the instruments and the liner by 
use of a special sling is not good handling practice. Unsure load dis-
tribution and 2 g hoisting loads on the instruments eliminate this 
approach from further consideration. 
i'1ith both substructure concepts proving unworkable, the last 
approach considered was the examination of the existing layout to see 
ho" severe the integration problem really "as. The aft pallet layout, 
"hen examined in more detail, was found to have some features of the 
payload support substructure already incorporated. Three of these 
features were: the ability to build up the payload in a sizable piece 
capable of transfer to the pallet, the ability to verify interfaces 
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before the actual pallet interfaces were on hand, and the ability to 
build up plumbing and wiring harnesses in large segments. 
The Pulse Power Supply is located on the floor of the pallet and 
is attached via brackets to 8 hard points on the floor. The Electron 
Accelerator and LIDAR Receiver are located on top of the Pulse Power 
Supply to reduce power cable lengths; and the Electron Accelerator is 
mounted directly to the Pulse Power Supply. The LIDAR Receiver has 
three support struts from each side. n,o struts are tied to the Pulse 
Power Supply brackets (hardpoints) and the third strut attaches to the 
pallet/orbiter interface fitting on the sill. These three instruments 
constitute a modular segment that can be built up and handled as a unit. 
The DBIPS, IECM, and LIDAR transmitters are located to the sides of the 
Pulse Po;,er Supply. Because of the limited hardpoints available, these 
instruments end up sharing six of the Pulse Power Supply hardpoint lo-
cations, and in addition, each instrument uses two separate hardpoints 
on the sides. Because of space limitations, the support struts from 
these instruments to the shared hardpoints actually interface with the 
Pulse Power Supply brackets. This allows an interface and fit check 
between these instruments and the Pulse Power Supply by providing only 
a GSE fixture simulating the pallet sides with six hardpoints. The 
other aspect of the existing layout is the ability to build up utility 
lines. Because of the packaging density, most of the plumbing and 
wiring are routed upon the instruments and support structure, and can 
be transferred to the flight pallet as significant interconnecting 
segments. 
5.2.5.3 Conclusion 
This analysis shows that the forward and center pallet payloads 
on the AMPS flight do not require a substructure to reduce pallet turn-
around time. The aft pallet payload, hm,ever, does present an inte-
gration and assembly challenge. n,o pallet substructures were de-
scribed, one approach was to use a separate slip-in structure similar 
to an equipment truss. The other design approach was a non-structural 
liner or spacer between the payload and pallet. Evaluation results 
revealed that neither concept satisfact'lrily met all the requirements. 
Both concepts were eliminated for the follOWing rea'sons: repackaging 
of the payload was required due to loss of volume, access to pallet 
hardpoints was restricted, and added handling interfaces (loads and 
physical attachments) ,"ould overly complicate the instrument design. 
The proposed design layout for the aft pallet does provide most of 
features required to minimize pallet turnaround time. These features 
inherent in the preliminary design are; instrument groupings that 
allow build up and transfer as a unit, interface verification prior 
to pallet availability, and utility line bUild up on instruments or 
support structure rather than on the pallet. 
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5.3 Thermal Control Subsystem 
5.3.1 Thermal Model Description 
The AMPS Flight 1 thermal math model illustrated in Figure 5.3-7 
consists of 108 nodes. The model represents the major AMPS pallet 
thermal control elements which include the external configuration, 
the active liquid loop, the mini-mount thermal canister, the internal 
configuration, and cold biased components. 
The model has been constructed for use with the Martin Interactive 
Thermal Analysis System (MITAS) program. Radiation thermal couplings 
and environmental heat fluxes have been calculated using the Thermal 
Radiation Analysis System (TRASYS) program. TRASYS considers solar, 
albedo and earth infrared heat fluxes; shadowing and reflections be-
tween surfaces are also included. 
Mini-Mount Canister - The AMPS Flight 1 configuration uses a ther-
mal canister developed as a part of our Multi-Use Mission Support Equip-
ment (MMSE) contract for MSFC. The canister is 1 M x 1 M x 3 M and 
uses the Sky lab Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) liquid coolant loop con-
cept and hard,;are. The canister inner walls are maintained at a con-
stant temperature uSing a radiator by-pass loop, temperature sensor and 
a thermal control valve. The external surfaces of the canister are 
radiator panels. The canister liquid thermal control loop is modeled 
using one-way thermal conductors to represent the radiator panels 
coolant flow. The inlet temperature to the radiator has been assumed 
to be 52oF. 
Active Thermal Control Loop - The fluid loop model consists of 35 
nodes as shown in Figure 5.3-1. The Spacelab module heat loads and 
pump power is a direct heat input to the coolant. The heat transfer 
across each heat exchanger is calculated during problem solution, using 
the heat exchanger effectiveness. Fluid loop performance operations 
have been grouped in the AMPS thermal model as a MITAS subroutine. 
Thermal capacitors are represented in the model using a MITAS sub-
routine. 
Internal Configuration - The internal configuration represents the 
compartment formed by the thermal curtain and the pallet. The pallets 
are represented by two nodes and radiation couplings are included to 
represent the heat leak through the curtain. 
Cold-Biased Components - The thermal design approach for cold-
biased components is detailed in Section 5.3.2. The cold-biased com-
ponents are represented by an external and an internal node that rep-
resents the average temperature of the component. As the detailed in-
strument design and thermal requirements evolve with program maturity, 
more detailed analysis will be required. 
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It should be noted that the Flight 1 configuration does not in-
clude a SIPS thermal canister. However, a SIPS canister is planned 
for subsequent AMPS flights and for other payloads. To facilitate 
future analysis, the cryo-limb scanner h.qS been replaced, for analysis 
purposes, by a SIPS sized canister. The AMPS Flight 1 Dlodel can be 
used to determine heat rejection characteristics for a SIPS canister 
in a representative locati.on. The SIPS cauister in the Flight 1 model 
does not affect analysis :esults for Flight 1 because the canister 
provides approximately the same radiation blockage as the cryo-limb 
scanner that it replaces. Additionally the IR spectrometer is in-
cluded in the model and thermal performance (cryogen usage) of the 
cryo-limb scanner is similar to the IR spectrometer. 
5.3.2 Cold-Biased Components 
" A cold-biased thermal design is ,yell suited to AMPS deployable 
packages and sever~l other in.truments because it is simple and 10H 
cc;ist. The instrument package is designed to be relatively cold for 
hot conditions and electrical heaters are provided for cold-case oper-
ation. 
The thermal design approach for the environmental sensing package 
(ESP) is typical and is illustrated in Figure 5.3-2. All cold-biased 
components are partially insulated Hith multilayer insulation (MLI), and 
silver-coated teflon (SCT) radiation areas, of tailored size, are used 
to reject heat. SCT is a 10H ale surface resulting in 1m; temperatures 
even for full solar conditions. 
Analysis, using the AMPS Flight 1 thermal model, has been completed 
for the six cold-biased instrument packages to determine the average 
temperature as a function of percentage of MLI as shown in Figure 5.3-2 
The upper temperature limit for these packages is 1220f (50
0C) and the 
corresponding percentage of MLI is selected. Heater power is then cal-
culated as a function of the average'package temperature. Sevaral in-
strument packages that are deployed from the AMPS do not operate ,;hen 
stoHed on the pallets and require heater pmv"r for hot conditions. 
Mission-average heater pov,er is determined using the Orbiter attitude 
requirements and the Horst case heatar. power. 
5.3.3 Thermal Capacitor 
Peak temperatures occur in the AMPS pallet liquid loop during op-
eration of the Electron Accelerator and the LIDAR. These instruments 
are operated non-concurrently and dissipate 5000 watts for 0.6 hours 
of a 1.5 hour orbit with a relatively low standby pov,er for the remain-
der of the orbit. Mission time line analySiS calls for operation of the 
LIDAR or Electron Accelerator for periods of four orbits and large tem-
perature fluctuations of the coolant temperatures occur. A study has 
been completed to determine the effect upon the AMPS fluid loop temper-
atures of the Space lab thermal capacitors. 
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Four thermal capacitors are available to the payload from Spacelab. 
Each capacitor is a rectangular container that in the standard configu-
ration, mounts on one Spacelab coldplate and provides a volume of 0.23 
ft3 for storage of a wax. During phase change (freezing or melting) 
the wax temperature remains constant and this constant temperature 
serves to minimize fluctuations in the pallet loop coolant r.emperatures. 
Thern .. ~l performance of the capacitor is a strong function of the size 
of the capacitor(s) (heat required to change the wax from a solid to a 
liquid) and the thermal coupling from the wax to the fluid. 
Maximum reduction in coolant temperature fluctuations is achieved 
when the wax phase change temperature is equal to the average coolant 
temperature. The Spacelab capaCitors are supplied with Heneicosane wax 
that has a phase change temperature of 104~ (40 0C). This temperature 
is the upper temperature limit of the pallet coolant and does not pro-
Vide optimal performance because of the normally low average tempera-
ture of the coolant. Octadecane "ax ,.,as selected for the present 
studies because the phase change temperature is 82~ that is more con-
sistent "ith the average temperature of the pallet loop coolant during 
operation of the electron accelerator and the LIDAR. 
The goal of the present studies, is to determine the quantitative 
reduction in coolant and component temperature fluctuations that re-
"'llt when the _thermal capacitors are used. The thermal capacitors 
nave been located at the outlet of the Electron Accelerato~, and the 
studies have assumed eight capacitors (Octadecane) as a practical 
upper limit. The analySiS results are presented in Figure 5.3-3, where 
the temperatures of selected fluid loop locations (with and without 
capacitors) are presented as a function of time. These data have been 
obtained using the overall AMPS flight/thermal model described in Sec-
tion 5.3.1. These results show that the Electron Accelerator average 
temperature fluctuation is reduced by less than 2~. Similarly, the 
temperature fluctuation at the inlet to the payload heat exchanger is 
reduced by less than 4~. Thermal capacitors have not been included 
in the baseline AMPS Flight land 2 configurations and similar results 
are expected for subsequent missions. 
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5.4 Electrical Power and Distribution Subsystem 
5.4.1 Hard~"ire vs ru!' Trade Study 
Deployable integrated equipment modules are included in both the 
AMPS Flight 1 and Flight 2 configurations. A number of these modules 
a~, removed from the pallet by the Shuttle Remote Manipulator Arm, 
maneuvered by the arm to various locations above the payload bay during 
instrument operation, and then returned to the pal+et for return to 
earth with the Shuttle. Figure 5.4.1-1 shows a typical module on the 
Remote Manipulator Arm during the instrument operation. 
The power, data and command interface with the integrated equip-
ment modules must be maintained at all times during release, remote 
operation and return to the pallet. To maintain this interface re-
quires either a hardwire connection to the module at all times or a 
self-contained power, data and command configuration within each 
module. A trade study was completed to determine the optimum con-
figuration at the minimum cost to accomplish the above objective. 
5.4.1.1 Configuration Definition 
The objective of this trade study is the selection of a design 
configuration to provide electrical power, data and commands to the 
remote modules "hen the modules are separated from the pallet mount. 
Two basic configurations were considered: hardwire b:om the pallet 
to the module, and self-contained power, data and command configura-
tion within each module. Figure 5.4.1-2 is a block diagram summary 
comparison of the two approaches. 
Hardwire - Two methods have been identified to provide a hard-
wired link to the remote modules: cabling that routes from the pallet 
along the Space lab structure to the Remote Manipulator Arm with con-
nection to the module through a connector built into the arm end 
effector, or direct connection from the module to the pallet using a 
cable management system. 
The first configuration requires that the cable be routed from 
the AMPS payload, along the Space lab structure to the mechanical 
interconnect with the Remote Manipulator Arm and then routed along 
the arm to the end effector for connection to the integrated equip-
ment module. Interconnection to t he module would be provided when 
the end effector engages and disconnection would occur when the 
module is returned to the pallet. Figure 5.4.1.3 presents a sche-
matic representation of the cable routing. 
Two approaches are possible for providing a hardwire cable link 
to remote modules via the Remote Manipulator Arm. Both methods in-
volve the construction of the cabling in segments that would be in-
stalled on different sections of the Spacelab between the AMPS pallet 
and the arm end. One approach would be for the AMPS contractor to 
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build the cabling and provide it in kit form for installation. The 
other approach entails the AMPS contractor providing design require-
ments to an Orbiter related contractor who would be r,sponsible for 
design, build, and installation of the cable and interfacing hardware. 
Integration of the cable with the Spacelab, Orbiter and payload would 
be a combined responsibility. Both approaches would require close 
coordination betlVeen the Intercenter Interface Control Working Group 
and contractors to resolve the details and requirements of the design. 
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I MDM II FM vco I Driver I 
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Figure 5.4.1-2 Remote Module Configuration Comparison 
AMPS 
Pallet 
Hardwiring on the Remote Manipulator Arm requires an end effector 
that includes an electrical connector. Connector designs of this type 
are in the early stages of development and are not flight qualified. 
At the present time selection of a system using an end effector lVith 
an electrical connector could only be predicted ,on the future quali-
fication of this type of hardlVare. Because of the apparent complexity' 
of intercenter interfacing in conjunction lVith the end effector design 
problems it is felt that this method of hardlViring is the least desir-
able method for connecting with deployed modules. 
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Figure 5.4.1-4 sho,~s a typical direct pallet to remote module 
hardwire interconnection. Direct connection to a recoverable module 
requires a cable of sufficient length to allow the arm to move the 
modules from one position to another •. Cable design must prevent 
interference with the operation of other instruments either by ob-
structing their field of view or by mechanical interference. 
The cable management system for the direct connection is composed 
of a cable storage device and a cable guide. lfigure. 5.4.1-5 shm'IS the 
configuration of the cable management system considered in this analy-
sis. The cable reel provides a positive force to maintain the cable 
in a manageable configuration and to retract and stow the cable when 
the module is returned to the pallet, A survey of existing reel capa-
bilities reveals that a new design would be required for AMPS. Exist-
ing designs employ drive mechanisms with switch controls and ,~ould re-
quire modification for remote control and sensing. Existing configura-
tions are also designed for operation in an earth atmosphere and the 
effects of space vacuum and temperatures on reel operation would have 
to be determined by analysis and test. 
Cable Guide 
.-ExtencJ.,..- ............ -
/ ..-
/ / I/Retract 
/ I 
I I 
cableReel~ 
Figure 5.4.1-5 Cable Management 
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The cable guide shown in Figure 5.4.1-5 is required to provide a 
cable pivot point above the payload structure to eliminate interference 
between the cable and the AMPS instruments. The cable guide design 
configuration includes the mechanism to drive the guide from the stored 
to the operational position and return. This guide and the mechanism 
would be a new design for the AMPS payload. On Flight lone guide is 
required. On Flight 2 two guides are required and the design for dif-
ferent applications may require modification from the Flight 1 configu-
ration. 
An additional concern in the hardwire concept is the effect of 
the environment on the cable. The cable bundle required to support 
the power, data and command interface includes both twisted shielded 
pairs and coax cables. The effect of the temperature extremes on the 
flexibility of the wire is unknown. A recent study on wiring of a 
similar nature reveals that cable heaters may be required to insure 
that the cable will extend and retract as required to support the 
module maneuvering requirements. 
RF Transmission - Use of a self-contained pmver, data and command 
system fOl' each remote instrument module would require the addition 
of transmitting and receiving equipment on the module. A self-con-
tained power system would also be required to provide instrument and 
subsystem operational power while the module is deployed. The design 
concp.pt for internal data distribution and handling is described in 
Sections 4.5 and 4.7. This approach, although adding size, weight 
and complexity to the modules, can take advantage of the free-flying 
subsatellite RF link and data management design. Figure 5.4.1-2 shows 
the RF components required to support the Beam Diagnostics Package on 
Flight 1. The pallet located RF terminal used for communication with 
the AMPS free-flying subsatellites can be used for all remote modules. 
Design and development of the RF link approach is cost effective be-
cause of the availability of off-the-shelf data handling components. 
5.4.1.2 Ev,luation of the Candidates 
Each of the hardwire configurations involves use of new hardware 
designed for a particular deployed package. Successful integration of 
new hardware into a configuration depends on completion of a qualifi-
cation and test program that demonstrates the capability of the design 
to meet flight environments. A cursory review of manufacturers of 
mechanisms of the type required to support the direct connection ap-
proach revealed no presently available hardware which could be used. 
Therefore, a new design, development and qualification program would 
be required. 
The Remote Manipulator Arm routing approach was also considered 
less desirable because of the new development required for the end-
effector connector. Both the high cost of developing such a removable 
connector and the risk of failure during connect/disconnect operations 
~rove to be disadvantages. The increased complexity of intercenter 
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and contractor interfaces and added cost for integration \·,ith the arm 
are also factors to be considered. 
The self-contained power, data and command system configuration 
consists of existing, off-the-shelf, flight qualified components. The 
main disadvantage of this configuration is the addition of weight and 
volume to the deployed packages. However, the preliminary analysis of 
the total module weights and volumes reveals that they are acceptable 
and well within the capability of the Remote Manipulator Arm. 
The self-contained system uses the same RF link as the free-
flying subsatellites. Commonality of design permits the use of some 
components on both Flight 1 and Flight 2. 
Table 5.4.1-1 is a summary of the advantages and disadvantages of 
the two candidate configurations. 
Table 5.4.1-1 Configuration Design Comparison 
Options Advantages Disadvantages 
Hardwire Reduced Deployed Weight Effect on RMS Movement 
Direct Connection Cable Management System 
Less Complex Development 
Cable Heater Required 
Effect on Field of View of 
Instruments 
Increased Interfacing 
Se1£- No Effect on RMS Movement Additional Electronic 
Contained Use of Off-the-Shelf Packages System Components Increased RMS Deployed 
Component Commonality Weight 
Between Deployed Packages 
No Obstruction for Other 
Instruments 
5.4.1.3 Cost 
Preliminary cost analysis was completed for the direct hardwire 
interconnection and the self-contained system. The analysis indicated 
that the direct hardwire interconnection was three times as expensive 
as the self-contained system. The main cost difference was in the 
design, development and qualification of mechanisms required for the 
hardwire configuration. The self-contained system uses existing design 
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hardware and therefore only delta qualification is required. Since 
the hardwire system includes all nel'7 design, a great cost risk is 
associated with that configuration. 
The preliminary cost analysis only considered the specific hard-
ware costs. The additional cost of integration with the balance of 
the payload must also be considered. The integration costs for the 
RF system would be minimal because the RF interface already requires 
checkout for free flyers and because no additional physical inter-
faces would be necessary above attachment of the mbdule to the pallet 
which is required for both alternatives. The hardl'7ire approach will 
require mounting of the cable management system, rearrangement of the 
payload to accommodate the extra equipment, and special testing to 
assure proper cable clearances during operations. These factors would 
create a significant increase in integration costs. 
5.4.1.4 Configuration Selection 
The self-contained power, data and command system has a Im,er 
technical risk and a Im,er cost because of the availability of off-
the-shelf hardl,are. The self-contained system was selected as the 
baseline configuration for Flight 1 and Flight 2. 
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5.4.2 Deployed Instrument Power Supply Analysis 
t 
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The Electrical Pm~er and Distribution System (EPDS) baseline 
concept for AMPS Flight 1 and Flight 2 'includes self-contained power 
for all deployed instrltments. All power for the deployed packages 
will be provided by silver-zinc batteries of an existing design. 
The batteries are select~d using conservative sizing techniques to 
insure nominal power and energy increases can be permitted without 
impacting the baseline design configuration. 
Pm~er Supply Selection - The power and energy requirements were 
computed for each deployed package based on the Flight 1 and Flight 2 
time lines. Since the power requirements and the scheduled operating 
profiles are in a preliminary definition stage, an energy margin of 
approximately 100% was added to the requirement prior to the selection 
of the power supply. This results in a very conservative approach 
that aids the instrument and support subsystem designers in the design 
and component selection without impacting the baseline design. The 
Phase C/D design effort will recalculate the energy requirements and 
provide battery sizes consistent with program design guidelines. 
The Use of existing silver-zinc batteries for the deployed pack-
age power supplies was determined to be the low cost approach. The 
batteries included in this analysiS are qualified for space flight and 
will not require requalification to the Shuttle environments. The 
battery Size, weight and power dissipation characteristics are consis-
tent with the design'guidelines for the deployed packages. The dis-
charge rates are consistent with the rates for cells designed for "low" 
discharge rates. 
The energy requirements for each of the deployed packages on 
Flight 1 and Flight 2 are given in Table 5.4.2-1. This table shows 
that five different battery capacities are required to satisfy the 
energy requirements for the first two AMPS flights. Since the bat-
teries are all existing designs the cost penalty for using a number 
of different sizes is conSidered minimal. However, after the final 
calculations are made for the packages, COmmon batteries will be used 
wherever pos s ib Ie. 
The use 'of silver-Zinc primary batteries to provide power for the 
AMPS deployed packages offers a highly reliable, low cost design ap-
proach. The power margins provided given the design engineer adequate 
flexibility in defining effective, low cost instruments and support 
subsystems. 
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Table 5.4.2-1 Power Supply Summary I 
DA'ITERY 
ENERGY RATED 
REQUlREHENT CAPACITY 
FLIGHT/INSTRUMENT PACKAGE A-h A-h 
FLIGHT 1 
Gas Release. Nodule 0.25 1.7 
Environmental Sensing Package 53 105 
Beam Diagnostic Package US 160 
FLIGHT 2 
Chemical Release l-Iadula 0.25 1.7 
RF Receiver package 26 65 
Plauma Vlake Generator 14 16.8 
plasma Wake Diagnostic Package 32 65 
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BATTERY 
WEIGHT 
kg 
0.74 
21.50 
28.30 
0.74 
15.64 
5.10 
15.64 
B1\TTERY 
SIZE 
om 
14 x 6 x 6,5 
36 ~: 21 lot 15 
40 :It 19.5 lot 16.5 
14 }t 6 x 6.5 
:32 x 17 ,: 13 
22xllx9.5 
32 x 17 X" 13 
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5.5 Attitude and POinting Control Subsystem 
5.5.1 Digital Computer Simulation Model Description 
The model used for control system analysis 1i1aS developed so that, 
~lith proper choice of parameters, it can be used to determine the dy-
namic performance vf either the MPM or SIPS for pointing instruments 
out of the Orbiter payload bay. The model can also be utilized for 
both inertial and moving targets. The effects on pOinting performance 
due to Orbiter disturbances and to system parameter variations can be 
evaluated. Figure 5.5.1-1 is a block diagram of the complete model 
including vehicle three-body model, instrument gimbal system, gimbal 
drive system, rate gyro dynamics and instrument and torquer centrol 
laws. 
Note: All variables are fhree~component vectors, 
and all transfer functions are dlagonal3x3 matrices. 
+ 
+ 
Gyro 
Noise 
+ 
Orbiter 
Dlsturilance r----- ---I 
: Body I : 
I Orbiter : 
: & Pallet 1 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
1 I "'2 
I I 
: I 
I I 
I 
I 
'--"'T""--' I 
rB:-od7y~3--' : 
Mount & 
! I nstrument I 
1 Vehicle Three- I 
I Body Model I 1 ______ ---.....1 
+ r:--, Gimbal 
Angles 
Rate Gyros 
Figure 5.5.1-1 Three-Body Digital Simulation Model 
Gimbal 
Angle 
Rates 
The model consists of the following three bodies: body 1 repre-
sents the Orbiter and pallet; body 2 represents the pedestai; and 
body 3 represents the instrument mount and instrument. (A schematic 
diagram of the three-body model is shown in Figure 5.5.1-2.) Bodies 
1 and 2 are assumed quaSi-inertial. Thus, only body 3 nonlinear terms 
are retained, The pedest.al suspension system consists of four identical 
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three-dimensiona,l linear translational spring dampers contained in a 
plane perpendicular to the Z axis and symmetrically placed with re-
spect to the X and Y axes passing through the center of elasticity 
between bodies 1 and 2. The gimbal system is modeled simply as a 
universal hinge l'lith a controlled hinge torque. A detailed descrip-
tion of the model can be found in Reference 1. 
Gimbals 
z 
Lx 
y 
Pedestal Suspension 
Figure 5.5.1-2 Three-Body Definition 
The three-body model was used to study the pointing performance 
of the MPM and SIPS options as follows: The external torques on 
bodies 1, 2 and 3 were set to zero. The external forces on bodies 2 
and 3 were set to zero, and the external force on body 1 was set to 
zero or to represent crew motion or thruster firings. To represent 
the MPM, the suspension parameters between bodies 1 and 2 were set 
to reflect the MPM pedestal suspension characteristics, and r2 was 
set to reflect the instrument center of nass with respect to the gim-
bal system hinge point. To represent the SIPS, the suspension para-
meters between bodies 1 and 2 were set to reflect a hard structural 
interface, and r2 was set small to reflect the fact that the telescope 
center of mass is near the gimbal system hinge point. 
Reference 1 - ''Floated Pallet Definition Study," Final Report, Vol. I, 
Evaluation of Alternate Telescope Pointing Schemes. 
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, HuntSVille, 
Alabama, NASA Contract No. NAS8-30889, May 1975. 
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Gimbal Drive System - The following gimbal drive system charac-
teristics are included in the model: 
o Gimbal Bearing Friction; 
o Torquer and Resolver Brush Friction; 
o Torquer Magnetic Hysteresis; 
o Torquer Back Emf; 
o Torquer and Instrument Wire Torques; 
o Torquer Time Constant; 
o Torquer Cogging. 
The first three of these are simulated either individually or in com-
bination by a Dahl friction model with an exponent equal to one (See 
Figure 5.5.1-3). Table 5,5.1-1 gives the gimbal drive system para-
meter values used in this study. 
T, 
N-m T c = Coulomb Friction 
Rest Slope = 0' 
a (rad) 
f = dT = Q.T. • do = T' .;,. 
dt del dt 
T = IT dt 
T= £0"' 1-i
c 
sgn~ Isgn(1- ic sgn~) ~dt 
Reference: AIAA Paper No. 75-1104, August 1975. 
Figure 5.5.1-3 DAHL Friction Model 
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Table 5.5.1-1 Gimbal Drive System Parameter Values 
Pointing System 
Gimbal Drive System Characteristic Units 
MPM SIPS 
II 1.467 9.737 Nm/rad 
Gimbal Bearing Friction 
T 0.011 c 0,00141 Nm 
Cumulative Friction II 7,05 --- Nm/rad 
(Brush Plus Magnetic) T 0,02215 
---
Nm c 
II 
--- 54.0 Nm/rad 
Torquer Magnetic Hysteresis 
T 
--- 0.272 Nm c 
Torquer Back Emf ~ --- 0,3296 Nm/rad/s 
Wire Torques K 0,0135 0.4 Nm/rad w 
f ; 1 Hz 0.00796 0.00796 sec 
Torquer Time Constant n ~. 
Tt f - 5 
n 
Hz 0,00318 0.00318 sec 
K 0.0035 cog --- Nm 
Torquer Cogging 
N cog 41 --- ---
Rate Gyro Dynamics and Noise Characteristics - In order to repre-
sent rate gyro dynamic behavior a second-order transfer function of 
the following form was utilized in each of th~ X, Y, and Z axes. 
where 
2 
w 
ns 
s2 + 2 I W s + ,,,2 
s ns 
w = rate gyro natural frequency 
ns 
Is = sensor damping ratio 
ns 
The rate gyro natural frequency was selected for each simulation 
run in acc'ordance with the control bandWidth utilized. For a 1 Hz con-
trol bandWidth wns was set at 10 Hz and for a 5 Hz control bandwidth 
w was set at 50 Hz. 
ns 
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Three different types of rate gyro noise sources were used to 
evaluate the effects on pointing stability, tracking stability, as 
well as on control torque. 
Rate Gyro Type Description 
A. LDG 540 air bearing or liquid bearing 
B. 64 PMRIG liquid floated 
C. Gyroflex dry type; two-axis rate integrating gyro 
f. j 
These three types of gyros represent major categories of implementa-
tion and thus allow for trade-offs in cost and performance. Modelling 
of their noise characteristics within the simulation models of the MPM 
and the SIPS resulted in a comparison of the gyros. Since system de-
sign requires three rate gyros (X, Y, and Z axes) located on the in-
strument, three separate independent noise sources were generated for 
each of the gyro types. 
Since the simulation model for the MPM and the SIPS is digital 
in nature it was necessary to create a file, on magnetic disc, con-
taining discrete samples of the individual gyro noise sources. The 
general procedure followed is illustrated in Figure 5.5.1-4. White 
noise with constant power to 300 Hz was transmitted through an appro-
priate analog filter network (dependent on gyro type) and sampled at a 
frequency of 1000 Hz before being stored on disc. In order to avoid a 
folding back of higher frequencies in the power spectral density an 
eighth-order Butterworth filter was utilized at the output of the ana-
log filter network as illustrated in Figure 5.5.1-5. In this manner 
5000 samples of noise were stored for each of the X, Y, and Z axes, 
for each gyro type. This allows simulation runs of five seconds 
duration. The system simulation required two noise samples for each 
integration interval and thus the noise was sampled from the disc at 
200 and 1000 Hz, respectively, for integration intervals of 0.01 and 
0.002 seconds. 
A description of the analog program used'to generate these noise 
sources is also shown in Figure 5.5.1-5. The analog filter networks 
utilized to shape the power spectral densities of the LDG 540, the 
Gyroflex, and the 64 PMRIG are described in detail. 
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Eigenko 
Noise 
Generator 
QC to 400 II..!: 
r--~ 
I ~ 
Analog Butterworth White f-.. Filter(s) I- Filter Noise to Shape to Cut Off 
Generator PSD High Frequencies 
Constant Power: 0-300 Hz ~ 
+ 0.1 dB AID -
(1000 Hz! r:------, 
! I Gyros I I LOG 540 I I Gyroflex : Magnetic 
I 64PMRIGI Disc Storage L ____ .:J (5000 Samples 
per Axis) 
II 
AMPS Sample 
3-Body ~ Noise at 
Digital f- 200 or Simulation 1000 Hz 
Program 
Figure 5.5.1-4 Method of Simulating-Gyro Noise 
8!h ORDER 8IJmR\'10RTH 
r. 2- ~~ ) 2 tJ~J 21 2 IJ~ 21r.~2;-W--"~'-~2"HADC ~ +2(lwNS't~t/l s +Ui"NS+tJN~( S +2(3"'Ns+wNJl 5 +2(.{"W't"'N 
'"'f,"2nISOJ' 
(1 ·0.1948 
~2 ·0.5555 
(3 .. 0.8315 
~4 ·0.9811 
6 Gyroflex 
10 IS+al ~O-~ 
(S2+2(bS+b2US+cl 
a .. 2nm.ll c ·2:r14Dl 
b .. 21l'U41 (--0.3 
a· 3. m4 Un" 2:r14.51 
c·69.115 (-1.00 
Figure 5.5.1-5 AMPS Noise Filters 
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Instrument and Torquer Control Lal,S - Since instrument attitude 
errors are small during pointing, the instrument attitude reference 
system is simply the instrument control law (rate plus position plus 
integral of positionland the inverse torquer control law. 
For low frequencies (i.e., SRl 0), the MPM or SIPS pOinting system 
characteristic equation is approximately [J3 S2 + KR S + Kp] assuming 
KI is small. Thus, it £ollm,s that 
describe realistic values for instrument control law gains, l,here f 
is the desired system natural frequency and r is the desired system
n 
damping ratio. The calculated instrument control law gain values used 
in the simulation are listed in Table 5.5.1-2. 
'Iable 5 0 5.1-2 Instrument Control Law Gains 
NKS Units 
Ligh t Ins trument Heavy Instrument 
r= 0.707 X Y Z X Y Z 
1St 1.53 x 103 1.53 x 103 1.75 x 10
2 4.82 x 103 4.82 x 10
3 6.73 x 102 
" 
" ... 
1<:. 6.79 x 10
3 6.79 x 103 7.79 x 10
2 2.14 x 104 2.14 x 104
 2.99 x 103 
" • . 3 4.27 x 103 4.89 x 10
2 1.34 x 104 1.34 x 10
4 1.88 x 103 .... ~ 4.27 x 10 
" 
" 
Ka 7.65 x 10
3 7.65 x 103 8.77 x 10
2 2.41 x 104 2.41 x 104 3.36 x 10
3 
~
" 
1<:. 1.70 x 105 1.70 x 105 1.95 x 10
4 5.35 x 105 5.35 x 105 7.47 x 10
4 
• 5.33 x 105 5.33 x 105 6.11 x 10
4 1.68 x 106 1.68 x 10
6 2.34 x 105 
.... 
KI 
Model Excitations - Two Orbiter disturbance input profiles and 
one instrument rate conunand profile "Nere utilized to determine MPM 
and SIPS performance. The two Orbiter disturbance profiles used 
were: 
(1) Crew motion in the forward portion of the Orbiter, 
Moment Arm = -15.1 i - 0.04 k (m); 
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(2) Thruster firing in Z direction at Orbiter aft, 
Moment Arm = 17.4 i em). 
These disturbances are given in Figure 5.5.1-6. The instrument rate 
command profile used represents the rate required to track arc earth 
fixed point from an altitude of approximately 350 nm with the: Orbiter 
in the Z local vertical Y perpendicular to the orbital plane attitude. , 
This is given by the equation: 
, -2 2 ( 372-t ) 
w3C = -1.748 x 10 se
ch 65 
Time t = a is the time at which the target first becomes visible over 
the horizon. Time t = 744 seconds is the last time the target is in 
view. Due to the computer running time involved it is not ,feasible 
to run the complete profile. Thus the computer ~laS initialized for 
a ±2.5 second profile run about the point at which mr;ximum rate oc-
curs, t = 372 seconds. 
I. Crew Motion 
Impulse = 40 N-s 
100 v 
100 ~ 
o 0.8 1.6 2.4 3.2 
Time, s 
Crew Wall Pushoff Disturbance Profile 
II. Thruster Firing Impulse = 44.5 N-s 
222.4 --------
Time,s 2.5 2.1 
Note: 1. Represents effect of pair of pitch thrusters 
on orbiter aft. 
2. Lever arm: 17.392 m (X direction\. 
3. Resultanttorque: Ty = -3869.0 N-m. 
Figure 5.5.1-6 Crew Motion and Pitch Thruster Firing Force Profiles 
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5.5.2 MPM Preliminary Pointing Performance Analysis 
A preliminary pointing performance analysis was performed on the 
MPM in order to select values for some of the system parameters prior 
to a detailed performance analysis. The factors whose effects were 
investigated initially consisted of instrument mass, instrument point-
ing inclination (look angle), isolator characteristics, and control 
loop bandwidth. By investigating the effects of these factors in the 
preliminary study, the detailed performance study could be concentrated 
on evaluating the- effects of various rate gyro noise sources and fric-
tion levels. The simulation model utilized for the preliminary per-
formance analysis was the three-body model as defined in Section 5.5.1. 
Sensor noise and bearing frictions were not included in the simulation. 
The MPM ~.as used for the preliminary analysis because of available data 
and the applicah1 1ity of some results to the SIPS platform. 
Discussion - This analysis was performed to obtain a preliminary 
indication of the effects of instrument look angle, control loop band-
width, instrument mass, and isolator spring and damping characteris-
tics. The parameters utilized for the study are summarized in Table 
5.5.2-1. A set of 34 computer simulation runs was performed at the 
particular conditions indicated in the table using bandwidths of 1 Hz 
and 5 Hz and rotational damping ratios of 0.1 and 0.01. Each run was 
of five seconds real time duration. The instrument was attitude ini-
tialized in accordance with the particular look angle indicated in the 
table. The error generating perturbations expected during a pointing 
sequence are due to crew motion. During each run an X-axis (positive 
X-direction: forward to aft in the Shuttle) crew motion disturbance 
was executed in accordance with the NASA standard force profile shown 
in Section 5.5.1. The beginning of the force profile was aligned with 
the beginning of each simulation run. One additional run was used to 
investigate the effects of a force profile due to the pitch thruster 
firing. This profile is also illustrated in Section 5.5.1. The 
thruster force was executed from 2.5 to 2.7 seconds after the start 
of the run. 
The output variables studied in each run consisted of pointing 
errors and motor torque required. The time history of the pointing 
errors in each of three axes were scanned to determine the maximum 
error observed. The maximum stability error observed in any axis and 
the maximum motor torque were then determined and utilized in the 
presentation of the results. The maximum torque results can be com-
pared to the maximum available value for the assumed motor (0.64 Nm). 
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Table 5.5.2-1 Combinations of Study Parameters Utilized 
Ins trumcnt Loelt 0 30 60 90 Angle, 8 (Degrees) 
Isolator Characteristics 51 52 IIU 51 52 Ill., 51 52 11>1 51 52 Inl 
Ins trument Has s L It L It L It L It L It L It L It L It L It L It L It L H 
1 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Control Loop 2 X X 
Bandwidth (Hz) 
5 X X X X X X X X X X X X 
10 X X 
Additional Simulation Runa: a. 13 "" 90 des, lIU, L, crew motion in Z axis 
b. 9 = 0 deg, HH, L, pitch thruSter disturbance 
Notes: L Light 
It Heavy 
51 Soft 
S2 Interm!!diate 
11>1 
-
Hardmounted 
Results - For each simulation run, the maximum stability (point-ing) error and the maximum control torque observed in any axis "as determined by inspection of the time history printouts of the program. These variables "ere then used to establish the effects of varying system parameters. 
The effects of pointing position (look angle), isolator stiff-ness, and control band"idth on peak stability error and peak control torque are illustrated in Figures 5.5.2-1 and 2. Both light and heavy instruments "ere conSidered. The left-hand graph of the figures con-tain the results obtained at 5 Hz control bandwidth, while the right-hand graph of each figure contains the results at 1 Hz control band-1Vidth. Each graph contains a plot of both thE peak stability error and the peak control torque. Effects due to different isolator stiff-ness are indicated by the various families of curves in each graph. The results obtained for the two additional simulation runs described in Table 5.5.2-1 are given in Table 5.5.2-2. Table 5.5.2-3 demon-strates the effect of varying the rotational damping ratio and control band"idth. 
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Table 5.5.2-2 Additional Simulation Runs (a) and (b) Results 
Control Pointing 
H£lximum (1) Peak 
Run Type of Band't>1idth Inclination Dis~urbance Motor Stability Haunt (!I?) (deg) Input Torque Error (N-H) (arc-s) 
a Hard .. }lounted 1 -90 Z-Axis 0.226 4.50 
ere;;" !-Iotion 
b Hard .. Mounted 1 0 Pitch 0.00021 4 .. 04 
Thruster 
Firing 
(1) Typical IlI'l1 Ilotor Torque Capability - 0.64 N-M 
Table 5.5.2-3 MI'M Control Bandwidth and Isolator Damping Ratio 
Evaluation (Pointing) 
Rotational Control Rotational 
Damping Bandwidth, Natural Extension 
Run Ratio Hz Frequency, Hz X-Axis, mm 
1 0.1 1 0.075 0.448 
2 0.1 5 0.075 0.446 
3 0.01 1 0.075 -
4 0.01 5 0.075 -
Note: 1. Heavy instrument mass - 615 kg. 
2. Crew motion disturbance. 
Peak Stability 
Extension Error (Y!, Control 
Z-Axis, mm arc-s Torque, N-M 
0.964 0.49 0.0095 
1.04 0.0067 0.0093 
- 0.53 0.10 
- 0.0076 0.10 
Conclusions - The follOWing conclusions can be drawn by inspection 
of the study results. 
(1) Effect of Control Bandwidth - Peak sta:'ility pointing error 
as well as peak control torque are improved by an order of 
magnitude by increasing control bandwidth from 1 to 5 Hz 
for all isolator mounts. Stability is in the sub arc-second 
range for both bandWidths for the soft-mount (spring con-
stant of 10.6 N/m). The improvement factor is about the 
same for both instrument mass values studied. 
(2) Effect of Instrument Pointing Position (Look Angle) - Peak 
stability error and peak control torque are greatest when 
the instrument is pointed straight up, and are smallest 
when the instrument is aligned ,·,ith the longitudinal axis 
of the Shuttle. This result is eVidenced by the fact that 
for the MPM, an X direction force has the greatest lever 
arm about the instrument center of mass (CM) "'hen the 
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instrument is pointing upward; and proportionately less ,·]hen 
the CM of the instrument is aligned '~ith the hinge point in 
the X direc t ion. 
(3) Effect of Instrument Mass - In some instances the stability 
pointinr error increased by about 20 percent for the heavy 
instrume"t as opposed to the light instrument at both band-
widths. The required torque for the heavy instrument was 
several times that for the light instrument. The torque 
motor limit for the MPM was exceeded only for the heavy in-
strument hard-mounted at some range of the pointing position 
near vertical pointing. 
(4) Effect of Isolator Stiffness - Stability pOinting error and 
control torque decrease significantly as the stiffness of 
the isolators is reduced. Sub arc-second stability is 
achieved for both band"]idths and both instrument mass 
values for the softest isolator examined. 
(5) Isolator Rotational Damping Ratio - The difference in peak 
stability between the two damping ratios utilized (0.1 and 
0.01) was found to be insignificant. Peak control torque 
observed was one order of magnitude greater for the damping 
of 0.01. 
Evaluation of the effects of the five fac tors on pointing sta-
bility and control torque led to a reduction of the number of para-
meters to be considered for detailed analysis. The parameters se-
lected are listed below along with the rationale for selection. 
(1) Control Loop Band,ddth - 1 and 5 Hz; satisfactory perfor-
mance ,·]as achieved for a set of soft isolators. 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5 ) 
Isolator Stiffness - Kx = 1<V = 8 N/m, Kz = 28 
creased stability can be achieved through the 
softer isolators. 
N/tn; in-
use of 
Damping Ratio Value - 0.01; damping ratio value has little 
effect on pointing stability. 
Instrument Mass - Heavy Instrument; pointing stability 
degradation and increased motor torque indicated a 
Horst case for the heavy instrument. 
Instrument Look Angle - 0
0 (strai.ght up); pointing stabil-
ity degradation and increased motor torque were evident at 
this angle. 
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5.5.3 Detailed Pointing Performance Analysis 
The objective of this study was to establish the effects of rate 
gyro noise and various friction levels on pOinting performance of the 
SIPS and MPM. A number of parameters selected for the analysis were 
as specified in Section 5.5.2. The three-bodv model, described in 
Section 5.5.1, was utilized for all simulation runs and l;as updated 
to include models of various types of friction, hysteresis effects, 
and rate gyro noise as they applied to the two poiqting platforms. 
Performance was evaluated in terms of pointing stability and required 
gimbal motor torque. 
Discussion - Each pointing platform was oriented so that the in-
strument axis was perpendicular to the pallet floor. The effects were 
observed for perturbations about this position caused by wall push-off 
motion in the forward portion of the Orbiter. The time frame of the 
crew motion profile, described in Section 5.5.1, was aligned with the 
beginning of each simulation run. The model was modified to include 
rate gyro noise as well as pertinent bearing frictions and motor mag-
netic effects. 
The rate gyros considered in this study consisted of the LDG540, 
the Gyroflex, and the 64PM RIG. The techniques utilized to simulate 
their noise characteristics (power spectral densities) are Biven in 
Section 5.5.1. The noise signal, properly scaled, was added to the 
output signal of the rate gyro in each of three axes (X,Y,Z). The 
same model of rate gyro was used in each axis for a given run. The 
noise signals for the three axes were statistically independent of 
each other. Position sensors were considered as ideal for this study 
leading to calculation of the position signal by integrating the rate 
signal l;ith no noise. 
The hardlqare frictional and other resistance-type characteristics 
simulated for the SIPS and the MPM are summarized in Table 5.5.1-1. 
Bearing frictions and magnetic hysteresis were simulated in the form 
of a Dahl-type model. Slope at the origin, an exponent, and a Coulomb 
value are given for each. Cable torques were considered for the SIPS 
and lqaS simulated by means of a spring constant. The effect of in-
creasing friction beyond the nominal value was investigated for both 
the SIPS and the MPM. Since a Dahl model was used in each case, both 
the slope and the Coulomb level were increased by the same factor for 
the purpose of this analysis. This procedure was followed for the 
cumulative Dahl and the main bearing Dahl friction for the MPM as ,qell 
as for the motor magnetic hysteresis and the Dahl bearing friction for 
the SIPS. 
Results - The conditions (parameter values) under which each run 
was made are specified below. Only the non-nominal parameters and/or 
the parameters specifically under study are specified. 
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o look angle: 0 deg (straight up) 
o isolators (MPM only): soft isolators 
(Kx = Ky = aN/m, Kz = 2aN/m; rotational damping ratio of 0.01) 
o crew motion disturbance starting at time t = 0.0 
o heavy instrument (500 kg plus support equipment) 
o The control bandwidth, the rate gyro noise source for all 
three axes, and the type of friction utilized varied as noted 
for the simulation runs. 
The largest friction characteristic considered for the SIPS was 
the motor magnetic hysteresis. For the MPM it "as the cumulative Dahl 
friction (combined ~ffect of encoder bearing friction, brush friction, 
and motor magnetic hysteresi~). The effect on pointing stability due 
to these frictions, the three types of rate gyro noise, and control 
bandwidth are illustrated in Tables 5.5.3-1 and 5.5.3-2 for the SIPS 
and MPM, respectively. The mmbineu effect of these error sources is 
also given. 
Table 5.5.3-1 SIPS POinting*Results 
Maximum 
Stability M:lximum 
Run Control Rate Gyro Type of Pointing Error, JIIotor Torque 
No. Bandwidth, Hz Noise Sou rce Friction arc-s N-m 
1 1 None None 0.016 0.002 
2 1 LDG 540 None 0.015 0.002 
3 1 64 PMRIG None 0.016 0.002 
4 1 GyrofJex None 0.016 0.015 
5 1 LDG 540 Dahl"" 0.402 0.006 
6 1 64 PiVRIG Dahl 0.404 0.006 
7 1 GyrofJex Dahl 0.40 0.014 
8 5 GyrofJex Dahl, Cable O.OlD 0.064 
Torques 
9 5 LDG 540 Dahl, Cable 0.0088 0.005 
Torques 
I 
lD 5 64 PMRIG Dahl, Cable O.OlD 0.005 
Torques 
• Crew motion disturbance; nominal system • 
•• Represents motor magnetic hysteresis • 
. 
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Table 5.5.3-2 MPM POinting*Resu1ts 
. 
I I Maximum Stability Naximum 
Run Control Rate Gyro Type of Pointing Error, Motor Torque, 
No, Bandwidth. Hz Noise Source Friction arc-s N-m 
1 1 None Cumulative 0.497 0.10 
Oah!·· 
2 1 LDG 540 None 0.47 0.09 
3 1 Gyroflex None 0.468 0.10 
4 1 64 PIVRI G None ~.41 0.09 
5 1 LOG 540 Cumulative 0.499 0.10 
Dahl 
6 1 Gyroflex Cumulative 0.501 0.11 
Dahl 
7 1 64 PIVRIG Cumulative 0.499 0.10 
Dahl 
8 5 LOG 540 None 0.008 0.10 
9 5 Gyroflex None 0.016 0.20 
10 5 64 PMRIG None 0.007 0.10 
• Crew motion disturbance; nOloli;lal system • 
•• Represents combined effect of encoder bearing friction, brush friction, and motor magnetic 
hysteres is. 
illustrated in Figure The effect of MPM control bandwidth is 
5.5.3-1 for all three types of rate p,yros. 
,\las utilized; i.e., no friction inputs. 
Note that a nominal system 
The individual and cumulative effects on pointing stability of a 
number of rate gyro noise and friction conditions are indicated in 
Table 5.5.3-3. The results are subdivided into three categories as a 
function of the type of disturbance force profile executed. For both 
pointing platforms the worst-case friction input was used (SIPS, motor 
magnetic hysteresis; MPM, cumulative Dahl friction). 
The effect of increasing and decreasing the frictional values from 
nominal is illustrated in Figures 5.5.3-2 and 5.5.3-3 for the SIPS and 
the MPM, respectively. Note that the horizontal axis of each graph 
gives the normalized value of friction; i.e., the multiples of nominal 
friction used in each case. In deviating from nominal both the slope 
and the Coulomb level were multiplied by the given normalizing factor. 
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Figure 5.5.3-1 MPM Pointing Stability* Vs Control Bandwidth 
Table 5.5.3-3 Individual/Cumulative Disturbanee 
--Effeets- On-Pointing Stability 
Case Condition 
I. Crew Motion Crew Motion Alone 
Cable Torque 
Friction" 
LDG 540 
64 PMRIG 
Gyroflex 
LDG 540, Friction, Cable Torque 
64 PMR I G, Friction, Cable Torque 
Gyroflex, Friction, Cable Torque 
II. Crew Motion with 
Thruster Firings LDG 540, Friction, Cable Torque 
64 PMRIG, Friction, Cable Torque 
Gyroflex, Friction, Cable Torque 
III. Thruster Firings Thruster Firing Alone (No Crew Motion) 
* Friction utilized: 
SIPS - motor magnetic hysteresis, 
MPM - cumulative Dahl. 
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Figure 5.5.3-2 Evaluation of Friction Effects on SIPS 
Stability Under Crew Motion 
Nominal Parameters . 
Coulomb Level - 0.02215 N-m 
Rest Slope (J - 7.05 N-mlrad 
Exponent I -1. 0 
Nominal Parameters 
Coulomb Level - 0.011 N-m 
Rest Slope u - 1.467 N-mirad 
Exponent 1- 1. 0 
Maximum Absolute 
Pointing Stability 
Error, arc-s 
0.55 
Maximum Absolute 
Poi nti ng Stabi lily 
Error, arc-s 
0.45 L-_-'--_-'-_-' 
o 1.0 2.0 3.0 
Cumulative Dahl Friction Normalized 
Coulomb Level, N-m 
0.5 
0.45 '----'---'-----' 
o 1.0 2.0 3.0 
. Main Bearing Dahl Friction Normalized 
Coulomb Level, N-m 
Figure 5.5.3-3 Evaluation of Friction Effects on MPM 
Stability Under Grew Motion 
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Conclusions - The pointing study revealed that both systems, SIPS and MPM, are capable of sub arc-sec pointing stability even when crei~ motion activity takes place and when rate gyro noise and worst-case hardware friction are included. The pointing stability of the SIPS and the MPM are about 0.4 and 0.5 arc sec respectively under these condi-tions for a 1 Hz control loop bandwidth. Maximum motor torques are similarly well below available output. By increasing the control band-width to 5 Hz the pointing stability of kth systems is improved by more than an order of magnitude. 
It was also found for both systems that the effect of adding noise to the rate gyro outputs is essentially negligible for the noise levels investigated. In addition, the results indicate that differences be-tween rate gyro models has a negligible effect on pointing stability. Differences between rate gyro models did, however, have a more pro-nounced effect on maximum motor torqu£ exerted as shown by the results. 
The effect of adding the various types of friction was found to have a significant effect on both systems in comparison-to cases in which friction was not conSidered. As expected, the effect of adding friction also Significantly increased the required amount of motor torque. By inspection of Figures 5.5.3-2 and 5.5.3-3 it is eVident for either system that an increase in any friction torque results in a higher pointing stability error. The relationship between the mag-nitude of friction and the pointing stability error appears approx-mate1y linear. 
-
Thruster firings appeared to have about the same effect on sta-bility as crew motion, when acting as separate disturbance inputs. 
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5.5.4 Tracking Performance Analysis 
Some proposed AMPS experiments require a pointing platform capable 
of earth tracking, continuously pointing an instrument at a point which 
is fixed relative to the earth's surface over an extended period of 
time (typically 15 minutes). The target may be a point on the earth's 
surface (as in remote sensing applications) or a point fixed relative 
to the earth at a fixed distance above the earth's surface (as in at-
mospheric studies or stellar occultation measurements). 
The tracking rate and position command profiles were based upon a 
knowledge of target coordinates in an earth-fixed system and data on 
Shuttle location and orientation relative to the earth. Pointing 
errors were measured with respect to these profiles 0 
Discussion - A series of tracking simulations was performed to 
determine the relative performance of the SIPS and MPM in this mode. 
The tracking command profiles which represent the rate and attitude 
required tv track an earth-fixed point were supplied by NASA. They 
have the following form: 
(') (t) = 1.136 tanh ( 3.~~-t ) 
-2 2 (372-t) w (t) = (-1.7476923 x 10 ) sech 65 
In all tracking runs, the instrument was slewed about the Orbiter -Y 
axis; g(t) is the angle the instrument is rotated about the sleWing 
axis at time t; the angular velocity is denoted by w(t). Since t is 
in seconds, the duration of the tracking profile is 744 seconds and 
9 takes on values between +65 and -65 degrees. The tracking profile 
for 9 is given in units of radians. 
Due to the computer running times involved it ,,,as not feasible 
to run a complete tracking profile. In order to achieve realistic 
computer running times, at first some runs were of twenty seconds 
duration, and the majority of runs were of 5 seconds duration. The 
system was initialized properly for ±1O or ±2.5 seconds, respectively, 
about the point at which maximum rate occurs directly over the target 
region. This method of initialization thus contained the· time of maxi-
mum rates, attitude errors and isolator extensions. 
Results - As· in the pointing simulation study, the motor torque 
required is, however, a function of friction and rate gyro noise. In 
the case of the MPM the LOG 540 and the 65 PMRIG rate gyros have neg-
ligible effect on the maximum motor torque required. For these two 
gyros with friction included in the model, the maximum resultant motor 
torque is 0.0437 newton-meters; for the Gyroflex including friction, 
the maximum motor torque is 0.0584 newton-meters. It should be noted 
that ,·,hile the "middle" 5 seconds of the tracking profile include the 
maximum experiment rates, the maximum accelerations occur at around 
t = 342 seconds, or 30 seconds before the "middle" of the profile. 
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The SIPS results are very similar. The tracking stability error 
is independent of the rate gyro, and amounts to 1.48 arc sec. The 
stability error with no gyro noise and no friction included is 1.24 
arc sec. In all cases l,here friction is included, the stability error 
is 2.49 arc sec and is independent of the gyro noise source. In these 
cases, the maximum motor torque is nearly constant at 0.29 newton-
meters. For the Gyrof1ex and no friction, the maximum motor torque 
required is higher than that of the LnG 540 and the 64 PMRIG. The 
MPM and SIPS tracking results are summarized in Tables 5.5.4-1 and 
5.5.4-2, respectively. Since the SIPS is hard mounted the isolator 
extensions do not apply. 
Table 5.5.4-1 MPM Tracking*Resu1ts 
Maximum Maximum 
Control Stability Maximum Isolator 
Run Bandwidth, Rate Gyro Type of Pointing Error, Motor Torque, Extension, 
No. Hz Noise Source Friction arc-s N-m mm 
1 _ 1 None None 1.35 0.0213 0.213 
2 1 None Cumulative 1.33 0.0434 0.213 
Dahl·· 
3 1 LDG 540 None 1.34 0.0213 0.213 
4 1 64 PMRIG None 1.36 0.0214 0.213 
5 1 Gyroflex None 1.36 0.0333 0.214 
6 1 LDG 540 Cumulative 1.33 0.0436 0.214 
Dahl 
7 1 64 PMRIG Cumulative 1.33 0.0437 0.214 
Dahl 
8 1 Gyroflex Cumulative 1.34 0.0584 0.213 
Dahl 
"Earth target tracking for 5 seconds real time at time of hIghest instrument tracking rate: 
no crew disturbances, nominal system. 
·"Represents combined effect of encoder bearing friction, torquer brush frIction, magnetic 
hysteresis. 
,-
! 
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Table 5.5.4-2 SIPS Tracking*Results 
Maximum 
Control Stability Maximum 
Run Bandwidth, Rate Gyro Type of Poi nti ng Error Motor Torque 
No. Hz Noise Source Friction arc-s N-m. 
1 1 None None 1.24 0.015 
. 
2 1 None Dahl*" 2.49 0.282 
3 1 LDG 540 None 1.48 0.015 
4 1 64 PMRIG None 1.47 0.015 
5 1 Gyroflex None 1.48 0.021 
6 1 LDG 540 Dahl 2.49 0.283 
7 1 64 PMRIG Dahl 2.49 0.283 
8 1 Gyroflex Dahl 2.49 0.290 
*Earth target tracking for 5 seconds mal time at time of highest instrumenttracking 
rate; no crew disturbances, nominal system. 
·-Represents motor magnetic hysteresis. 
Conclusions - For tracking under realistic conditions (rate gyro 
noise and hardware friction) the maximum pointing stability error of 
the MPM is 1.36 arc sec and the SIPS is 2.5 arc sec. Isolator exten-
sions and motor torques for the MPM are within the acceptable maxima 
of 0.0025 meters and 0.6 newton-meters, respectively. Either platform 
can meet the AMPS tracking requirements but it should be noted that 
neither the SIPS nor the MPM achieved sub arc sec tracking stability 
error. 
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5.5.5 Preliminary Static Budget 
A preliminary static error budget study was conducted in order to 
determine which component errors would'be likely to contribute to static 
pointing errors and which component trade-off options are beneficial to 
the system deSigner. The results of the study are given in such a form 
that when specific system components become defined or a change in com-
ponents is anticipated, a quick reference to the results given here can 
yield an estimate of the effect on static point~ng accuracy. 
The generalized system block diagram illustrated in Figure 5.5.5-1 
includes only the major system components relevant to the static error 
budget model. From this diagram the error equation of the system atti-
tude was derived and subsequently the variance of the pointing error. 
The major error sources were attributed to quantization level errors in 
the star tracker and rate gyro signals, rate gyro drift, and star 
tracker accuracy. For derivation of the error model the system was 
assumed to be in steady state; Le., no control torque is being re-
quested by the control laws. 
1 
~ 
T D (From Space Shuttle) 
l+n 
+ 
+ 
Gyro 
Drift 
1 
I.-S 
I 
Wi 
Star 
Tracker 
1 
t 
Error 
OJ 
Figure 5.5.5-1 Static Error Budget System Block Diagram 
For the purpose of this study two types of rate gyros (64 PMRIG 
and Gyroflex) and two levels of star tracker calibrated accuracy 
(1 arc sec, 10 arc sec) were considered. Time between star tracker 
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updates, and quantization level magnitudes of the star tracker and 
rate gyro signals are treated as variables. 
Discussion - An equation expressing the instrument static atti-
tude error in any of the three axes as a function of its error sources 
was derived from Figure 5.5.5-1 in the folloWing manner. 
It is assumed that in steady state no torque is acting on the 
vehicle. This implies that the disturbance torque, TD, is being 
exactly cancelled by a constant output from the integrator leading to 
the integral gain,~. Contributions from the other two control law 
paths via l<p and l<a are both identically zero. This implies that the 
rate gyro sLgnal on the digital side is also iqentically zero. In 
this manner the rate signal, w., which is in error due to rate gyro 
signal quantization and rate g~ro drift is integrated to yield atti-
tude. The attitude error obtained in this fashion is additive to the 
error already existing in the attitude signal due to star tracker cali-
bration error and star tracker signal quantization. The attitude error 
due to star tracker calibration offset and signal quantization exists 
even after star tracker updates. The static attitude error equation 
is thus given by: 
Note that the contribution to Xe due to the rate gyro errors is a 
function of time, T, since the last star tracker update. The variables 
are defined as follows (where X denotes a random variable): 
XST - error due to star tracker calibration offset 
XSTQ - error due to star tracker signal quantization 
XRG - error due to rate gyro drift 
~Q - error due to rate signal quantization 
.. 
By applying the expected value function to the expression of Xe 
it is evident that E(X
e
) ; 0 since the expected (average, mean) values 
o~ XST ' XSTO : ~, and ~Q are all zero. It is thus useful to deter-
mLne the vatLance of XS' 
Assuming all of the error random variables to be independent, the 
variance ofXS can be expressed as: 
It is assumed at this point that the random variables XST andXRG 
are normally (Gaussian) distributed "lith mean P. ; a and variances .,-2 ST' 
and.,-2 ,respectively. The random variable XST and XRG are uni-formlylli(listributed with mean p.; a and variance ~(XSTQ) a~d v (XRGQ) , 
respectively. The errors XSTQ and XRGQ are assumed uniformly 
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distributed between plus one-half 
quantization levels Q T and Q . 
assuming the uniform aLstribu~on 
and minus 
It can be 
that: 
one-half their respective 
shown on the basis of 
and 
Also, it follows that: 
VeT .~) = T2 V(~) 
and 2 XRGQ ) = T V (XRGQ) VeT 
Finally V(Xe) can be expressed as follows: 
+ Q~T + T2 [vex ) 12 ·~G 
Results - Calculations were performed to determine how the stan-
dard derivation U e of the static pointing error (where U = J VAR(Xe)') increases with time, T, between star tracker updates. Tfte following 
four separate cases of rate gyrolstar tracker combinations were con-
sidered: 
(a) Gyrof1ex rate gyro (O"RG = 0.02 arc-s/sec) and star tracker 
(O"ST = 10 arc sec) 
(b) Gyrof1ex rate gyro (O"RG = 0.02 arc-s/sec) and star tracker 
(O"ST = 1 arc sec) 
(c) 64 PMRIG rate gyro (uRG = 2.5 x 10-
4 
arc-s/sec) and star 
tracker (ITST = 10 arc sec) 
(d) 64 PMRIG rate gyro (uRG = 2.5 x 10-
4 
arc-s/sec) and star 
tracker (UST = 1 arc sec) 
For each of these four cases three different quantization levels 
of the rate gyro and star tracker signals were investigated. A nomi-
nal set of quantization levels for each case was obtained by equating 
the contribution to static errors of the star tracker quantization and 
star tracker accuracy as ",ell as rate gyro Signal quantization and 
rate gyro drift. That is, it is assumed that the nominal quantization 
levels can be designated such that u~T = Q§T/12 and IT~ = Q~/12. 
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Two additional quantization levels investigated "7ere 10 x nominal and 
1/10 x nominal of the respective star tracker and rate gyro Signals. 
The results for cases (a) through (d) are summarized in graphical form 
in Figures 5.5.5-2 through 5.5.5-5. In these groups the standard devi-
ation of the static error is plotted against time, T, between star 
tracker updates for each of three quantization levels. 
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Figure 5.5.5-3 Static Error Budget Estimate - B 
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Figure 5.5.5-5 Static Error Budget Estimate - D 
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5.5.6 Attitude Reference System 
Instrument attitude control is based on the alignment of the in-
strument coordinate system to a reference coordinate system, which can 
be either inertia11y fixed or moving, in the form of the quaternion QIR d~scribing the instrument att;.tude relative to the reference attitude 
(see Figure 5.5.6-1). The reference attitude is established by the 
instrument rate command wIC' and instrument attitude is obtained by 
periodic.<:Uy updating rate gyro calculated instrument attitude with 
stat tracker measured instrurnent attitude. 
--------------------------------
I Instrument OIgiial Compul" : Gimbal 
: Rate Gimbal Torquer l Torquer 
I Command Control Law I Commands 
I I 
1 wlC + wE + TIC S~ 0 TTC 
I KR Co fA 
: ~ 
; QIR4 QIR3 -QIRZ 
I -Q1R3 QIR4 QI~l I 
I Q1RZ -QIRI QIR4 
: -QIRI -QIR2 -QIR3 
I 
I 
I 
I 
, r;:---."J..----,;:-, QIR4 -QIR3 QIR2 
QIR3 QIR4 -QIRI 
-QIR2 °IRl QIR4 
-QIRI -QIRZ -QIR3 
Nol': 
All variables other than Q 
are three~component vectors, 
and all Implicit transfer 
functions are diagonal 3x3 matrices. 
f-Q""R~--IIIQ,2i~ ~ ~ ~l f-_9£.E--, ~ 0 I ~ 
Processing 
lor 
Updating Instrument 
'-__ .J Atlilud, 
Instrument 
'--'---' Rate 
Q;( COSa sin~, cospsin ~, Cl,p'-sin~, cas~) T 
Figure 5.5.6-1 Attitude Reference System 
A fine pointing control loop requires a wide bandwidth attitUL\e 
sensor. However to have a high probability of having a useable star 
in its field of vie~., a star tracker must look at dim stars. The in-
coming power of a dim star is not sufficient to allow a Wide bandwidth. 
Rate gyros have wide bandwidth but when used as attitude sensors are 
inaccurate due to rate gyro drift. The solution is to combine the 
tt<o by periodically updating rate gyro strapdown attitude computations 
with star tracker measured attitude. 
As long as W IC is constrained to values that the instrument can 
realize through its attitude control sys tern, the attitude errors will 
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remain small even though large angle maneuvers are performed. Hence 
instrument attitude error eE is approximated as two times the first 
three components of QIR normalized to a magnitude of one to reduce 
integration errors. Instrument control torque command TIC is a 
linear combination of instrument rate error OlE (for stability), iD.-
strument attitude error and the integral of instrument attitude error 
(for accuracy). The Gimbal Torquer Control Law resolves TIC, which 
is in instrument space, into specific gimbal torquer commands TTC for 
the outer, middle and inner gimbals. 
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5.5.7 Orientation Updates With FHST. Close To Earth's ],imb 
Viewing Restrictions from Physical Obstructions .. To avoid occul-
tation of selected guide stars, the FHST must view the narrow strip 
between the spacecraft structures and the earth's limb, if the Orbiter 
is in the Z-LV mode. This requires that the FHST axis must be offset 
from the axes of the limb-viewing instruments. A sufficient offset 
will enable the FHST to acquire and track threshold stars effectively, 
if background effects from unwanted earthshine (albedo), spacecraft 
scattering, and sunshine can be properly controlled. 
From an orbital altitude of 209 km as specified for the early 
AMPS missions, all the significant atmospheric refraction effects are 
limited to the baud within 4 degrees from the limb. The rays that 
come from stars that appear 4 degrees above the limb dip down to a 
minimum atmospheric height of IOn km (tangency point). The first 
constraint that arises is that the FHST field-of-view should not be 
so low as to pick up stars that are disturbed by the ~ower atmos-
phere. Since the FHST field-of-view is defined as 8 :{ 8 degrees, the 
axis of the FHST should ~ot, be closer than 8 degrees from the limb. 
The viewing limitations in the upward direction, with the Orbiter 
in the Z-LV attitude, are defined by the thermal radiators. Based on 
scaling of available Orbiter drawings, the geometry shown in Figure 
5.5.7-1 was determi.ned. 
--of 
SIPS Axis ---~~c=::::::,C;_t~~::::,!:~8:o . __ ._~'lili!t~rn (Deployed) in. 
X = 1114 In. y = 278 in. 
Y = 0 Z. 427in. 
Z = 475 in. 
n = 
" 
x = in. 
Y = 524 in. 
Z =270 in. 
Figure 5.5.7-1 Geometry of Star Tracker Viewing Restrictions 
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The worst-case (narrowest strip) geometry is obtained when observing 
for,~ard or aft of the Orbiter Y axis by 40 degrees, at which point the 
radiator outer edge is at 81.5 degrees from the zenith, and the earth's 
limb at 75.52 degrees (ignoring atmos.pheric refraction effects) from 
the nadir so that the separation between the two is only 22.98 degrees. 
Scattering Effects and Restrictions - The background effects due 
to earthshine albedo, spacecraft structures, and direct solar radiation 
present more stringent demands than merely allOWing clear viewing of 
the stars, To avoid performance deterioration, based on the data ob-
tained from a telecon with Ball Brothers Research Corp. (BBRC) , a two-
stage sunshade is adequate if the Sun does not reach the inner stage. 
Similarly, if no direct albedo is allowed to reach the front lens of 
the FHST objective, acquisition and track performance on limiting-mag-
nitude stars should not be impaired. 
Both of these background sources, as well as the scattering from 
the Orbiter surfaces, are controlled by the sunshade. A minimum-width 
sunshade that provides the .:equired off-axis attenuation of unwanted 
light is shown in Figure 5.5.1-2. By orienting the FHST axis so that 
it is aimed 11 plus degrees above the limb when the Orbiter is in the 
Z-LV mode, the albedo and spacecraft reflections are controlled so 
that the predicted minimum-brightness stars (visual magnitude +5.7) 
can be acquired and tracked. 
37.S in.----I'j ~~.5" (Min Sun Angle) 
2.5in.~--- (~J 132' 12. 13 in. i;:t).. In. '----".~--L-l_l_LLJ.~.1. 4.20 . 1 
FOVClearan(~ 
Figure 5.5.7-2 Optical Diagram for FHST Sunshade for AMPS 
Note that the inner stage of the sunshade is not directly sunlit 
for all sun angles greater than 27.5 degrees. This restriction can be 
met even if the Orbiter is maintained in the X-POP, Z-LV attitude and 
the angle between the sun vector and the orbital plane (j3-angle) is 
small by offsetting the viewing clirection relative to the Orbiter's 
Y-axis III 
Star Availability - To assess th~ probability that an adequate 
star will be available within the field of view of the FHST at the 
time that an update is needed, a simple analysis of probability was 
performed. 
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The data on star densities was obtained from Allen's Astro-
physical Quantities," Atha10ne Press (second edition) 1963. This 
reference describes the variation of star number density per square 
degree with galactic latitude; a significant variation is noted from 
galactic equator to galactic poles. The Allen data is detailed for 
"photographic magnitudes" only, and in increments of a full magnitude. 
To convert and interpolate, several factors were used, derived from 
analysis of the tabulated data: 
o ratio of mean star density to density at the galactic poles, all 
stars brighter than a specified photographic magnitude: 
1.89:1 
o ratio of star densities for mv = +5.7 compared to mv = +5.0: 
2.15:1 
(ratio of star densities brighter than a specified visual 
magnitude to star densities for an equal numerical value 
of photographic magnitude: 1.66:1) 
o mean star density for stars m < +5.0: 0.040 stars per v-
square degree. 
The anticipated density at the galactic poles of guide stars adequate 
for tracking is therefore, 
::; +5.7) = 
and similarly, 
0.040 x 2.15 
1.89 = 0.0
45 stars/square 
N (mean, m !> +5.7) = 0.085 stars/square degree 
m v 
N (bII = 00 , m < +5.7) = 0.184 stars/square degree 
m V -
For a Worst-case anal.ysis, the star density at the galactic poles 
should be used, even if the orbit parameters and the spacecraft atti-
tude constraints should make it impossible to orient the FHST toward 
the galactic poles. The distribution of stars in any given region is 
reasonably uniform, so that the probability of encountering a suitable 
star within a solid angle may be considered to be approximately the 
solid angle times the star density per unit solid angle. Therefore, 
if a region of 22 square degrees (4.7 x 4.7 degrees) is searched, the 
probability encountering at least one adequate guide star should 
approach unity. Whereas the probability of encountering a stat in two 
adjacent unit solid angle intervals should be independent, Some esti-
mate of the true probability can be obtained by the rationale that the 
prot~bility of not finding a star in 64 square degrees should be the 
probability of not finding the star in the first square degree to the 
64th power; 
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P (m 
V 
~ +5.7, 64 sq deg) 
J 
= (P(m ~ +5.7; 1.0 sq deg)64 
v 
= (l-P (m ~ 5.7; 1 sq de g) 64 _ 
(1 - N v(bII = 900 . m < +5.7))64 
m ' v-
= (0.955)64 = .05 
This certainly should be interpreted as a worst-case situation, since 
probabilities for different intervals are not dependent on each other. 
But it does indicate that since no performance degradation should be 
expected in the FHST if the correct sunshade design is used, the pro-
bability of acquiring an adequate star at any instant should be 0.95 
or greater, i. e., approaching unit,y. 
Conclusions - By installing the FHST in the same SIPS canister 
as a limb-viewing instrument but oriented so that its axis is 11. 5 
degrees above the limb, and adding the proper sunshade, satisfactory 
performance of the FHST for orientation updates can be obtained with 
the Orbiter in the Z-LV attitude. 
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5.6 Data Management Subsystem 
5.6.1 Data Management/Controls and Display Interface Analysis 
The AMPS program as envisioned for the 1980 I s will require quick 
turnaround capability from flight-to-flight. In addition, a low cost 
approach requires that support equipment should be capable of handling 
a variety of experiment requirements. In terms of the data management 
subsystem, the rack mounted signal conditioner !'Ind processing equip-
ment located inside the Space lab Module represent an area where the 
previous criteria may be applied. In particular, a modular approach 
would enhance quick turnaround, minimum checkout time and cost reduc-
tion by spreading the hardware cost OVer many flights. The feasibil-
ity of providing these features and in particular the use of NIM/CAMAc 
hardware is investigated. 
5.6.1.1 Requirements 
The Phase B study has indicated a need to provide mission depen-
dent hardware at the control and display station of the Spacelab module. 
Inherent in the design of such equipment is the need for quick change-
out, ease of checkout and applicability over a broad spectrum of pay-
loads and missions. 
For F1ighi:~ 1 and 2, digital, analog and video signals ,""st be 
processed or rerouted at the control and display station. These re-
quirements are detailed as follows: 
Flight 1 
(1) OBIES - Two Video Signals are routed to the Spacelab module 
for display, recording or downlink transmission. One video 
Signal originates from the aft pallet and the second video 
signal is from the OBIPS on the RMS. A dedicated Video re-
corder and monitor are required. Input switch and recorder 
switching are required. See Figure 5.6.1-1. 
(2) Electron Beam Diagnostic (Analog) - The electron beam diag-
nostic instrument (mounted on the RMS) provides 7 analog 
Signals which are frequency multiplexed with digital data 
and transmitted to its pallet mounted receivers. This 
multiplexed signal must be discriminated whereby the digi-
tal Signal is routed to an RAU input and the composite 
analog signal is further demu1tip1exed to reconstruct the 
original analog Signal. (See Figure 5.6.1-2.) This signal 
is then available for onb~ard viewing. The multiplexed 
analog sigual is also routed to an onboard display and to 
either a tape recorder or directly to the Orbiter for real 
time transmission. 
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Figure 5.6.1-2 Beam Diagnostic Analog Requirements (Flight 1) 
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(3) ~lectron Accelerator (Analog) - Pulse signals from the elec-
tron accelerator must be provided for onboard display and 
retrieved for post flight analysis. (See Figure 5.6.1-3.) 
A dedicated recorder is required to record typical signal 
outputs at short time intervals. Selected outputs will be 
down linked for ground monitor. 
0 .... .... 
Display ... 
.., Downlink 
'" Transmission 
or 
~ Data 
... 
Storage ; 
"" 
t· a t 
Time Monitor 
Controls 
Analog 
Input 
Select 
& 
Data 
',- Routing 
Voice 
A 
.... 
... 
-. 
... 
.... 
• 
... 
.. 
.... 
.. 
IIC 
-
Pulse 
Data 
Input 
Figure 5.6.1-3 Electron Accelerator Pulse Data Requirements 
(Flight 1) 
Flight 2 
(1) RF Receiver Package - A 30 KHz IF signal is multiplexed with 
4 Kbps of digital data and transmitted from the deployed 
package to the AMl'S provided receiver. (See Figure 5.6.1-4.) 
The received signal is routed a) to an FM discriminator for 
onboard display and monitor and b) to dedicated subcarrier 
oscillators where the received signal and a 30 KHz IF signal 
originating from instruments mounted on the pallet are com-
bined for recording or dmmlink transmission. 
(2) Plasma Wake Diagnostic - Analog and digital signals from the 
RMS mounted diagnostic package are multiplexed and transmitted 
to the AMl'S pallet receiver. The received signal is demodu-
lated and the digital data routed to an RAU. (See Figure 
5.6.1-5.) The analog signals are simultaneously routed to 
a) FM discriminators where the three analog channels are re-
stored for onboard display and b) to either a dedicated re-
corder or the Orbiter Ku-band for real time transmission. 
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5.6.1.2 Discussion 
The requirements identified in the previous section are summar-
ized in Table 5.6.1-1. The table identifies the primary need for data 
storage and onboard display of various signals. A digital interface 
"ith the Space lab RAU is required as well as FM modules for three 
experiments. Support functions such as controls from an RAU and GMT 
are also noted. 
Table 5.6.1-1 Control and Display Interface Requirement Snmmary 
~ RF Ploomo. Future Ucedll OBIPS Beom Electron Receiver \io.l~e (TV) Diagnostic Ace!!!. Package Diagnostic Dedicated Parameter Panel 
TV Hooitor X 
IV Switch X 
Video Recorder X 
FH Discriminator X X X 
Data Storage X X X X 
Oscilloscope lIP Switching X X X X 
Digital Data to RAU X X X 
Signal Conditioning X 
FH Subcarrier OScillator Assembly X 
Plotter/Driver X 
Digital l'lodules X 
Voice 
Time X X X X X 
Controls From RAU X X X X X X 
Bonitor Functions to RAU X X 
The key point in implementing a system to meet these requirements 
are standardized modules and flexibility of routing data, controls and 
timing signals. A functional schematic incorporating the requirements 
preViously discussed is presented in Figure 5.6.1-6. Four signal rout-
ing/s"itching panels are provided for the necessary flexibility to meet 
mission to mission requirements. These panels, identified as (1), (2),(3) 
and (4) are configured as sho"n prior to a mission and modified during 
a flight only if a "ork-around or contingency occurs. 
All input signals are routed via panel (1) to FM modules, dedi-
cated support e~uipment, throughput to panel (2) or to a video/analog 
s"itching panel (4). Signal s"itching panel (2) provides the interface 
bet"een demu1tip1exed analog signals, pulse stretched Signals, through-
put signals, and oscilloscopes, recorders or plotters. Panel (2) is 
sho"n in the figure as a functional block vlhose actual implementation 
"ould be accomplished by manual or automatic svlitching. 
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Figure 5.6.1-6 Flight liZ Control and Display Interface 
Panel (3) is provided as a means of interfacing data and controls with an RAU. This panel would incorporate the necessary equipment for data buffering, isolation, and amplification. Digital and housekeeping data are routed to the RAU. Control functions are distributed from this panel primarily to the recorders. Other control funceions would include band-edge calibration of the subcarrier oscillators. This panel would also include capability for time distribution and would supplement the time distribution capability provided by the Space lab Remote Amplifier and Advisory Box. 
The Video/analog switching panel (4) routes the input signals to either the recorder or to the Orbiter. Analog inputs are FM multi-plexed data ranging in bandwidth from a few thousand hertz to 4.Z mega-hertz. Signals to the video monitor are received from the Orbiter Video switch. 
The flexibility provided by this system allows for easy installa-tion and minimal impact during flight reconfiguration. Signals can be routed from panel to dedicated equipment or panel-to-panel. Dedicated equipment such as the transient expanders between panels (1) and (Z) 
are shown. This unit, which has a digital output, is routed to the RAU interface panel (3) as an alternate means of data acquisition. The FM discriminator outputs are routed to the video/analog s',-:i.tching panel (4), RAU interface panel (3) or to the Signal switching panel (Z). A 
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modular and flexible system such as this can take advantage of the on-
board crew in terms of replacing failed components or possibly recon-
figuring the system. For the most part built-in redundancy is not 
required. TIle system is capable of accommodating dedicated panels as 
well as various displays. An X-Y plotter is shown as a future instal-
lation. 
5.6.1.3 NIM/CAMAC Application 
In line with the AMPS concept of developing an experiment by use 
of instruments obtained from a common inventory, establishment of an 
inventory of flight support equipment, especially in the interface 
between data management and controls and display can provide similar 
benefits. While cost saVings will be a function of equipment applic-
ability to a broad spectrum of payloads, a modular approach to hard-
ware application can provide benefits in the area of quick changeover 
for mission turnaround, ease of checkout and replacement of failed 
modules in-flight instead of designing built-in redundancy. This 
approach requires a standardized interface whereby many modules with 
different functions "ill perform its intended function when inserted 
into a cornmon housing. 
The use of the modular concept and standardization as applied to 
the nuclear industry has attracted close scrutiny for Shuttle payload 
application. This system, commonly referred to as the NIM/CAMAC sys-
tem (Nuclear Instrument Module/Computer Automated Measurement and 
Controls), is in wide use in ground laboratories here and abroad. The 
applicability of this modular system for the AMPS control and display 
interface is discussed o 
BaCkground - NIM-CAMAC standards were developed for ground-based 
laboratory nuclear instrumentation equipment in order to reduce the 
need for one-of-a-kind electronics that made nuclear instrumentation 
I. !~ ( 
a high-cost item for experiments. Use of NIM-CAMAC standards has been 
extended to astronomy, medical electronics, and industrial process con-
trol. There are many manufacturers in the United States and Europe who 
manufacture electronic modules to NIM-CAMAC standards. Demand for the 
modules is such that competition has resulted in making the modules 
economical and reliable, and has assured a continued development of 
new modules to expand the electronic functions available to an experi-
menter. 
NIM standards "ere "ritten by the United States AEC Committee on 
Nuclear Instrument Modules to assure mechanical and electrical inter-
changeability of transistorized modular instruments. The standards 
do not specify data acquisition systems. NIM modules are primarily 
analog and are housed in a standard "bin" with a power sUPl?ly. Rep-
resentative NIM modules include various type amplifiers, scalers, 
timers, discriminators and pm,er supplies. 
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CAMAC modular instrumentation system standards for data handling 
were initiated by the ESONE Committee of European Laboratories in 
cooperation with the United States AEC NIM Committee, Who subrequently 
endorsed them. The standards specify a system suitable for digital 
data acquisition (Dataways) using a computer. 
The attractiveness of this system is that a) N!}l/CAMAC is governed 
by an agreed upon standard and b) its standardized modular hardware is 
envisioned as the answer to low cost payloadS. 
An inventory of different modules are available which are inserted 
into the CRATE as required. Each "CRATE" also has a controller module 
which, as applied to Shuttle, will probably be a micro-processor. The 
system is capable of operating in two modes; either driven from the 
system computer or independently from the controller within the "CRATE." 
For example implel'.enting a sequence of operacion could be done by the 
controller while data processing would be done by the computer. 
Application to Controls and Displays Interfec. - The primary ap-
plication of NIM/CAMAC for the subject interfn" ;.'.> standardization of 
AMPS analog modules to NIM requirements and th~ use of CAMAC modules to 
enhance digital data processing. Figure 6.5.1-7 shows th" use of NIM 
bins and CAMAC modules for AMPS Flight 1 and 2 plus expansion capabili-
ties to support other payloads. All FM multiplex/demultiplex equip-
ment is housed in NIM bins. Fan-out modules are provided to route the 
same Signal to multiple destinations. The modules themselves would be 
FM discriminators and subcarrier oscillators which ,vr.lUld be new build 
items. The NIM bin could also be used to house video modules such as 
line drivers, isolation amplifiers, etc. 
CAMAC hardware can be used to enhance the flexibility at the con-
trol and display interface as noted in the same figure. A CAMAC crate 
with a controller would interface with an RAU for bidirectional commu-
nication with the experiment computer. CAMAC modules would be used as 
a data interface between a data source and the ~xperiment computer. 
Analog data could be multiplexed and A/D converted While digital data 
would interface with input registers. Digital data from the computer 
could be routed through a D/A converter for on-board display. Other 
applications include digitizing analag data, storing it in memory and 
providing later recall by D/A conversion. Occasions may arise whereby 
it is necessary to monitor both the oscilloscop8 for analog data and 
alphanumeric data on a separate CRT display. CAMAC character generator 
and display driver modules could be u"ed to provide alpha numeric data 
and analog data on a single oscilloscope. 
The use of the CAMAC crate deletes the need for the RAU interface 
panel of Figure 5.6.1-6 since most of these functions are handled via 
CAMAC modules. Although there is some redundancy between CAMAC modules 
and an RAU, the flexibility available I1ith the use of standardized 
modules provides a mechanism which fits the requirements for quick 
checkout and fast turnaround capability betoveen flights. Implementation 
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of NIM/CAMAC hardwaJ:" for flight usage is not without redesign problems. 
On-going studies and tests of CAMAC modules indicate that with modifica-
tions such modules can be used for Shuttle application. Modification in 
the area of power reduction, mechanical deSign, connectors and environ-
ment are being evaluated by various NASA centers. In addition, the 
interface between the CAMAC crates and the computer should be modified 
from the present parallel system to a serial interface. The applica-
tion of CAMAC to AMPS assumes satisfactory solutions to the problems 
previously mentioned. 
Conclusions- Because of the austere nature of the Spacelab module to 
accommodate AMPS analog/Video signals, dedicated equipment is required 
which should be deSigned "With flexible signal routing capability. The 
use of signal switching and interface panels can . provide for use of 
this type hardware across a broad spectrum of AMPS flights as "Well as 
other payloads. The NIM bin represents a standardized reference for 
analog module design while CAMAC modules can enhance signal data pro-
cessing for onboard display. Existing module design can be used 
effectively to provide a number of services to support the onboard 
crew in the area of experiment management. 
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5.6.2 TM Format and Data Correlation 
With the multiplicity of data sources and data rates inherent in 
the AMPS payload, efficient ground data recovery will depend on a uni-
form set of guidelines and telemetry formats with proper overhead data 
to provide unambiguous data codes. Telemetry format requirements are 
best established by reviewing an information system in reverse flow of 
data, i.e., postflight data analysis and its associated problems which, 
in many cases, are solved by incorporating the desired solutions into 
the telemetry format. This includes such parameters as, ease of data 
decommutation, data correlation, data time skew and standardized for-
mats. In the AMPS program this problem is compounded by the fact that 
supporting data such as the vehicle attitude state vector and remote 
manipulating arm position data are generated by the separate Orbiter 
computer Idata system. Correlation of Orbiter data with the AMPS P'ly-
load data will depend on the usage of a common time base and knowledge 
of the time delays associated when the data was sampled and when it 
was inserted in the telemetry data stream. 
5.6.2.1 Requirements 
The major requirements for the AMPS payload digital format are 
identified in the following documents: 
Aerospace Data System (ADS) Standards, Nc. X-560-63-2, Goddard 
Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 
Shuttle Telemetry Data Format Control Book (Preliminary), 
Dec 1975, Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 
The requirements identified in these documents are tabulated in 
Table 5.6.2-1. This applies only t~ those data that are not inter-
leaved with the Orbiter data but are transmitted to the ground as an 
independent data stream. 
Waivers of the ADS standards are permitted contingent upon appro-
val of Data Systems Requirements Committee (GSFC). 
Other guidelines to provide format uniformity and data correlation 
include the follOWing: 
o Mlinor frame length should be the same for all instruments; 
o Except for single bit (on/off measurements) data from different 
measurements should not be multiplexed except in 8 bit bytes; 
o Symmetrical commutation; 
o GMT should occur at a fixed location for any minor frame 
format; 
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o Digitized ~wrd length should be multiples of 8 bits. 
o AMPS data required by the Orbiter PCM system should have sample 
rates that are multiples or sUbmultiples of Orbiter samples; 
o Since both the Space lab and Orbiter data system do not operate 
on the traditional first-in/first-out data, data requiring 
precise time correlation will require; a) time tagging at the 
source or b) the time delay between the time the data was 
accessed and the time it was inserted into'the data stream 
must be known. This delta time can then be used by the ground 
for time correction; 
o All data should be referenced to the Orbiter Master Timing Unit. 
Table 5.6.2-1 Telemetry Format Requirements 
Parameter 
Word Length 
Minor Frame Length 
Major Frame Length 
Submultiplex 
Format Identification 
Frame Synch 
Format Identification 
Payload Identification 
Bit Rate Identification 
Format Change 
. 
GSFC ADS 
X-560-63-2 
32 Bits or Less 
8192 Bits or Less 
256 Minor Frames or 
Less 
Submultiplexer Cycle 
to be Complete With-
in One Major Frame 
Positive Identifica-
tion of Variable For-
mats 
7 to 30 Bits Code 
Pattern/Frame 
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Shuttle Telemetry 
Data Format Control 
Book (JSC) 
Multiple of 16 Bits; 
8192 Bits or Less 
Synch at Beginning of 
Minor Frame. Bit 
Length to be 8, 16, 
24 or 32 Bits 
} Required 
To Occur at Beginning 
1st Minor Frame Be-
longing to First Major 
Frame 
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5.6.2.2 Discussion 
Analysis of AMPS data reveals diverse format requirements whose 
bit rates are from a few thousands to pver 3.8 megabits. T.hese data 
may originate from instruments mounted on the pallet, or from deployed 
packages. Figure 5.6.2-1 represents the data source, routing and sub-
sequent interleaving of the required data. All data are grouped into 
8 bit word lengths or multiples thereof. Data from a pallet instru-
ment to the experiment I/O-computer is limited to 100 Kbps on AMPS and 
consists of low rate science data, instrument feedback data required 
by the computer or experiment operator or status data required by the 
Orbiter crew. A second output from the pallet instrument to the high 
rate multiplexer is provided for the sole purpose of acquisition and 
interleaving of the instrument science data plus the necessary corol-
lary data required for post flight processing. This data rate will 
be from 80 Kbps to 4.75 Mbps. While data interfacing directly with 
the experiment I/O-computer may not need all of the overhead data 
shown, this is typical of data to be inserted into the data format 
which is routed into the high rate multiplexer. 
I Pallet Instrument 
n,hll" ",I, 
~~~ude I-S 10 FC BR IS Data ~) T SC' 
~ 15 to " Instrument T -qu RMS Position 100 \(bps Status L Time 
~ 
, 
'" 
Ra'e '0 
-
Frame Counter 
, ID 
, 80.0 kbps Frame Svnc 10 
Fr,;;:C&O Sialion 
3.8 Mbps 
10 
F,imF",m' Counter 
, , 
-
n"",_,"" , sPack"" 
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ITT T T { 
I-- Sync Real Time '-
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Figure 5.6.2-1 Telemetry D2ta Interleaving and Data Correlation 
Data which are generated by llle r,MS mounted diagnostic packages 
or free-flying subsatellites will output standard telemetry formats. 
The data rates will vary from 1 Kbps to 100 Kbps. As an example, the 
characteristics of the data from the Electron Beam Diagnostic Package 
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have been developed and are shown in Table 5.6.2-2. This data is for-
matted into a minor frame length of 250 eight-bit ,qords (2000 bits/ 
minor frame). Table 5.6.2-2 shows two major frame lengths of 50 and 
25 minor frames. t.qO options are available once the data is received 
by the Space lab. One is to route the data into the RAU while the 
second is to route the data both to.the RAU and the high rate multi-
plexer. The latter approach requires the computer ta process only 
that data required by the onboard crew while the former approach 
requires an additional function of throughputting the data from the 
experiment I/O-computer to the high rate multiplexer. The examples 
shown use a minor frame length of 2000 bits altho'lgh frame lengths 
of 8192 bits for the minor constituent experiments may be desirable. 
Table 5.6.2-2 Electron Beam Diagnostic Telemetry Format 
Data Bits 12500 Word 6250 Word Format* Format** Instrument Length Per 
(Bits) Second No. Words No. Words 
Fluxgate 32 3,200 396 198 
Electrostatic 18 80,000 9,892 4,945 Analyzer 
Cold Probe 16 480 59 30 
OBIPS 16 9,600 1,187 593 
Houselteeping 8 5,000 618 309 
Faraday Cup 16 1,600 198 100 
Subtotal 99,880 
Sync 24 150 75 
TOTAL 12,500 6,250 
Word Length = 8 Bits 
Minor Frame = 250 Words (2000 Bits) 
"4lajor Frame = 50 Minor Frames 
1 Major Frame/Second 
*~''Ma j or Frame = 25 Minor Frames 
2 Major Frames/Second 
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The need for major frames are primarily a function ~f subcommu-tat ion requirements, i,e., if no subcommutation were required, there 
would be no need for major frames. For AMPS, subcommutation of house-keeping measurements will be required for efficient formatting and word slots should be allocated for this function. Supercommutation will 
also be required, especially for the minor constituent experiments whose data rates exceed 1 Mbps. 
Data correlation will require word slots for GMT/MET, and the use of the 1024 I<Hz and 4 pps is available for greater precisions. GMT is the one reference point common to the Orbiter, Space lab and AMPS instru-ment data as illustrated in Figure 5.6.2-2. The insertion of GMT into the instrument data, pointing computer data and the E'''perc::lent 1/0-
computer assures the capability for precise data correlation. In addi-tion, the figure illustrates the complexity of data transfer between the experiment I/O-computer and the pointing platform computer for platform operation and data acquisition. The Orbiter data (Table 5.6.2-3) required by the platform computer is also interleaved with the Space lab/AMPS data to assure that prime data required for pnot flight analysis is on oue data stream. 
The formatting and data processing requirements of the c. r :_~~nt computer are also illustrated by Figure 5.6.2-1. As this data _~ 
routed to the high rate multiplexer, the mUltiplexer must insert ~L" mvn header (overhead) which amounts to synch words on top of synch words, Not only is real time synch required but delay time synch is also required if data is recorded, The arrangement of synch and other overhead data versus word slot should be fixed for any bit rates. Other overhead data includes format I.D" input channel select,and bit rate I.D, which are required for efficient decommutation. Should the high rate multiplexer to experiment interface be asynchronous addi-tional overhead data in the form of fill bits will be required. In an asynchronous system the sampling rate of the experiment data is slower than the high rate multiplexer clock rate. In such a system, fill words will be required along with bit identification techniques provided to distinguish between valid data and fill data. Fill words 
are necessary to preserve format symmetry sinc.e a valid data word will not always be ready at the multiplexer sampling time, 
5.6,2,3 Con~lusion 
Guidelines for telemetry format are provided and must be estab-lished early in the AMPS program to provide a low cost approach to post flight data analysis. These guidelines are consistent with NASA documentation on telemetry formats. In particular every instru-ment format must provide proper header data to facilitate ground data cataloging and processing, Measurements requiring precise time cor-
relation must have time skew correction factors inserted in the post flight data analysis. In addition, all data must be referenced to the Orbiter timing system, Interleaving as much of the required Orbiter data into the AMPS/Space lab telemetry data stream will provide for efficient and independent data reduction, 
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Figure 5.6.2-2 Pointing Platform Data Traffic and Correlation 
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Table 5.6.2-3 Orbiter Computer to AMPS Data Transfer 
COMMAND 1 ORBITER STATE VECTOR UPDATE - INERTIAL VERTICAL 
16 Bit Computer Data Words Containing: 
Orbiter Position Vector'~ - 3 Axis, 48 Bits/Axis 9 
Velocity Vector - 3 Axis*, 48 Bits/Axis 9 
MET - Relative To T-O, 48 Bits 3 
GMT - Relative to Greenwich Meridian, 48 Bits 3 
Attitude Information - 3 Gimbal Angles (16 Bits Each) 3 
*With Respect to Earth Centered Inertial (ECI) Coordinate 
System 
COMMAND 2 ORBITER STATE VECTOR Ui'DATE--LOCAL VERTICAL 
Same as Command 1 Except Orbiter Attitude Data is 
Relative to Local Vertical Rather Than Iner~ial 
Vertical. 
Attitude Information - 3 Euler Angles 
(Azimuth, Elevation, Roll) 
COMMAND 3 TARGET STATE VECTOR UPDATE 
Target Can Be Rendezvous Point, An Orbiting Object, 
a Future State Vector Application, Etc. 
3 
16 Bit Computer Data Words Containing: Words 
Target Position Vector - 3 Axis~' 
Target Velocity Vector - 3 Axis'" 
GMT 
*In ECI Coordinates 
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5.7 Control & Display Subsystem 
5.7.1 Dedicated vs Computer Interactive Controls and Displays Trade Study 
This trade study was performed early during the Phase B study to 
evaluate the advantages of using Spacelab provided hardware and COlces-
ponding overall C&D implementation (computer interactive), as opposed to 
more conventional payload dedicated hardware and to select the approach 
to be used during the preliminary design phase. 
Two C&D approaches were configured, differing primarily in the extent 
of their interfaces with the Spacelab CDMS and the quantity of A}~S unique 
C&D hardware. The alternate approaches and their key features are shalom 
in Figures 5.7.1-1 and -2. 
Commands SIL ~ Data to Grou nd Computer Ground Commands 110 1" 
SIL (-
CRTI status Displays lEt Commands & Keyboardl2) & SIL Processed Displays + Data 
Data 
AMPS TIme Critical & Saling Functions 
Dedicat,d 
C&D 
Key Features 
I. Configured for Maximum CDMS Interface 
2. Mlm:.,'," 101'/ hardware - small dedicated C&D. cabflng, etr. 
3. command/display processing performed by SIL computer, 
modified via CRTIKB or ground 
4. Maximum software required 
5. Modular software applications packages, standard RAU Interface, 
all fUnctions available at RAUlpayload Interface 
Payload 
Figure 5.7.1'-1 Computer Interactive C&D Concept 
Table 5.7.1-1 presents an evaluation of 16 parameters grouped into 
three areas: (1) crew; (2) operations; and (3) hardware. Although cost 
was not broken out as a distinct parameter, each item was weighted and 
ranked with cost as a driving variable. Rank (1 or 2), for each concept, 
toas determined by assessing the relative merits of the concept in relation 
to the parameter. The more desirable concept was given the higher rank. 
The weighting factor (1-4) for each parameter reflects the relative im-
portance of the parameter toith respect to the ~s program objectives of 
maximum flexibility tvith minimum cost. The parameters t.ith greater 
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I<ey Featu res 
1. Conllgured for minimum CDMS Interface 
2. Maximum new hardware ~ dedlcateti C&D, processors, cabling 
3. Command/display proceSSing performed by InsUFSE processors; 
modllled via ground upllnked commands 
4. Minimum software required 
5. Modular C&D panels configured to standard SIt "C~ interface 
Figure 5.7.1-2 AMPS Dedicated C&D Concept 
impact on the objectives were given higher I.eights. A brief rationale 
is also presented for each parameter. 
The results of the trade study clearly indicate the advantages of 
the computer interactive concept (83) over the dedicated C&D concept (49) 
in all three categories. Therefore, the computer interactive concept, 
which uses maximum Spacelab capability, was used for preliminary design 
activities. 
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Trade 
Parameter 
-~ 
Horkload 
{ 
Training 
Operator Error 
Probibility 
Infortrultion 
Presentation 
Task Performance 
T"'. 
Crew Station 
Geometry 
Operations 
In-Flight Automatic 
Sequence Hodification 
Ground Uplink 
Command 
Equipment 
Characteristics 
Power. Height 
Volume 
Complexit:y 
Physical Interfaces 
Standardization 
Fledbility 
Growth 
Instrument/FSE 
1 
Table 5.7.1-1. Concept Trade Evaluation 
u~ Computer Interactive Concept 'Ronk! MlPS Dedicated CE.D Concept .c~ ~..!r Rationale Score Rationale o~ 
" 
2 High Flexibility; Cre~ .. /Ground Func- 2/4 Infle:d.hle; Crel~lGround Func-
Hemal hllocation Can Be :.IodtHed tiona1 Allocation Estnbliohed 
Real Time Premisaion 
2 Ha:dmum Training for CRT/Keyboard 1/4 ~~nimu~ Training Due to CORven-
Oper<ltions tional Han/Hnchine Interface 
3 Low - All Commands Can Be nisplayed 2/6 lligh - Possible lnadverent Can-
{, \'erified Before Entry tr01 Activation & Laclt of Com-
mand Verification Before Entry 
3 Very Flexible; Recognition & Response 2/6 Limited to Available C&D Hard-
Times Can Be Optimized ware Components (Switches, 
Flags, Heters, etc) 
4 Centralized Data Ent=y with Reduced 2/8 Increased Eye/Hand Links & 
Links; Format Flexibility Reduces Component Operation Times 
Interpretation Requirements & Aids in 
Decision Hoking 
4 Compact; Optimum Use of Human Engi- 2/8 Potential Panel Layout Diffi-
neering Design Criteria for Control culties Due to Area [, Volume-
Panel Layout [, Crm" Station DeSign etric Requirements; Detailed 
Analyses Required for Each 
Flight 
4 Yes - Crew & Ground 2/8 Yes - Ground Only 
3 Yes - Flexible 2/6 Yes - Fixed 
1 Low - Hinimum Additional Hllrdt:are 2/2 High - Dedicated C&D Components 
Required 
3 ~mximum Complexity - Sophisticated 1/3 ~tLoimum Complexity - Straight-
Hardware/Software Interfaces bett~een Forward Proven Approach 
CRT/Keyboard/Data Bus/RAU 
2 !tLoitlIUtn - Data Bus for Hajority of 2/4 Hllxil!!um PhYSical Interfaces 
Command/Display Interfaces between C&D Panels & SIL plus 
Maximum Interface Cabling 
3 Standardized Software Application 2/6 Standardize Panel/Rack Inter-
Nodules; Development [, Integration face; Panels & Interfaces will 
Software Aids Available Change across Hisaions 
4 ~mjority of Changes via Software 2/8 Hajority of Changes Require 
Redesign & Harduarc Hodifi-
cation (. Build 
3 Limited by Core/Hass Hemory Cap- 2/6 Limit~d by S/L Nodule Hounting 
ability Capabilities & Feedthrough 
Constraints 
3 Himtnum - Straightforward Interface; 2/6 Requires Dedicated Payload 
All Functions Available at Payload/ Processors 
RAU Interface 
Total Score 83 
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5.7.2 Task Analyses 
t ", • 
Preliminary task analyses I~ere performed for the follOl'ling AMPS ex-
periments: (1) Acoustic Gravity Waves;, (2) Elect'on Beam Studies; and 
(3) Laser Sounder. The results of these analyses provided inputs to the 
concept trade study (Section 5.7.1) and provided a sample operating pro-
cedure for an experimenter/computer dialogue simulation (Section 5.7.3) 
for the Laser Sounder. 
Task analyses are necessary to define the experimenter/payload inter-
face and verify the experiment C&D functional requirements. The analyses 
identify information requirements, feedback loops, experimenter limita-
tions, missing and redundant function£, and incompatible or omitted 
information links. Preliminary task analyses provide qualitative informa-
tion with respect to experimenter work load. Detailed task analyses, 
supported by high fidelity simulations, provide quantitative information 
with respect to actual task performance times, mandatory for preparing 
experiment and mission timelines. 
Detailed functional designs I~ere developed for each of the experi-
ments identified previously. Figures 5.7.2-1 and 5.7.2-2 define the 
Laser Sounder experiment configuration as an example of the analyses per-
formed. The principal command and display requirements, shown in the 
figures as inputs and outputs, were expanded to identify detailed C&D 
functional requirements. The functional requirements, together with 
hardware and operational constraints, were then used to define the experi-
menter tasks. For each task, the control and display hardware and the 
experimenter action and information feedback requirements were identified. 
~pu,se Width Input voltag~ P&Y Input Voltage 'n~ut Current, Alignment [,--Input Current 
~' u' I Flashlamps I I F1ashlamps I . Gratmg - _1_ ---, ~ ]- _ii_I 
u- (~~r -If-Laser--il T~~-F ~:~~~~~~ l-t FIUer L _____ .J I' L _____ J ,I 
~Tune IP&Y I I IAlignment 
SPGCTML I JfSPeGtromeTe'1 I 
---;( ,tGround r1' 
SHAPG l,--,,,-----' II li~ !!~~.U I 
f1Alignment (Fine)], I 
output-.J Power L_I ' 
power -j Meter r-
f(}.-TuneJ Align (Coarse), 
Input Curren~ Input Voltage. 
Pulse Widthl 
Ouput Power 
Pulse Shape 
flAil Parameters' 
Output 
Power 
f(OulputTunel 
Figure 5.7.2-1 Laser Transmitter - Narrow Band 
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Figure 5.7.2-2 Laser Receiver 
" i 
Table 5.7.2-1 shows the initial task analysis for the Laser Sounder 
experiment. We assumed manual operation for each task in order to verify 
the functional C&D requirements I~ith respect to the task analysis parame-
ters. This task analysis was then used as a sample operating procedure 
for an experimenter/computer dialogue simulation. The simulation re-
sulted in the automation of a number of task sequences in order to 
minimize the experimenter work load and assign, to the computer, those 
tasks which it could perform more accurately and efficiently. Table 
5.7.2-2 shm~s the modified task analysis. Similar analyses were perf~rmed 
for the two remaining experiments to aid in the selection of the C&D 
approach for AMPS and to support software sizing. 
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Table 5.7.2-1 LIDAR Task Analysis 
Function Control Display Action Feedbatk 
Select LIDAR Experiment 
Turn on Trans Main Power 
Open It·sos Apertur nCror 
Turn on Trans Dye Pumps 
Turn on Trans T:crmal Control 
Turn on Receiver Main Power 
Open Receiver Aperture Door 
Turn on Receiver Thermal Control 
Turn on Receiver High Voltage 
Verify Setup Sequence Completed 
Access Calibration Sequence 
Adjust Laser Internal Alignment 
Adjust Laser Wavelength 
Set Laser Input Voltage Level 
Set Laser Input Current Level 
Adjust Laser Output Spectral Shape 
Set Amplifier Input Voltage Level 
Set Amplifier Input Current Level 
Adjust Harmonic Generator Pulse 
Shape 
Align Transmitter to Receiver 
Calibrate Receiver Detector 
Tunc Receiver 
Access LIDAR Operating Sequence 
Verify Experiment Status 
Verify/Adjust Operating Parameters 
Initiate Operation 
Analyze Data 
Readjust Operating Parameters As 
Required 
Iterate Operation, Analysis~ and 
Parameter Adjustment Until Data Is 
Satisf3ctory 
FKB 
A/N KB 
A/NKB 
AiN KB 
AlNKB 
A/N KB 
AlN KB 
AlNKB 
A/N KB 
A/t! KB 
FKB 
AlN KB 
FKB 
A/N KB 
FKB 
A/N KB 
A/N KB 
A/N KB 
FKB 
A/N KB 
A/N KB 
FKB 
A/N KB 
FKB 
AIN KB 
FKB 
A/N KB 
FKB 
FKB 
A/N KB 
FKB 
FKB 
A/N KB 
Terminute Operation FKB 
Experiment Can Be Initiated by a 
Computer Driven Command According 
To a Preprogrammed Flight Plan 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CR1' 
CRT 
CRT 
CR'f 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
Enter "Exp" 
Enter LIDAR 
Numbc:..r 
(OR) Line 
Enter Line Number + On 
Enter Line Number + Open 
Enter Line Number + On 
Enter Line Number + On 
Enter Line Number + On 
Enter Line Number + Open 
Enter Line Number + On 
Enter Line Number + On 
0b5erv~ Experiment 
Statns Indicator 
Enter "Cal" 
Enter Line Number + On 
Adjust Alignment P&Y 
for Haximum Power 
Enter Line Number + On 
Adjust Wav~length for 
Maximum Power 
Enter Line Number + Value 
Enter Line Nutlber + Value 
Enter Line Nutlber + On 
Adjust Alignment 
Enter Line Number + Value 
Enter Line Number + Value 
Adjust Harmonic Gen Tenlp 
Adjust Pulse Width 
Enter Line Numbe.' + On 
Adjust AlIgnment P&Y 
Enter Line Number + On 
Enter "Start" 
Enter Line Number + On 
Adjust navelength for 
Haximum Power 
Enl:er "Data" 
Observe Status Flag 
Enter Line Number + New 
Parameters Value 
Enter "Start" 
Observe Data Display 
Enter nS ttlp" 
Enter Line Number + New 
Parameter ValUe 
Enter ItS top" 
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Lists Available Experiments 
LIDAR Setup Format 
Hain Power Status CI On 
Aperture Door Sta~us '" 
Opcn after ~-Seconrl Delay 
Dye Pumps Status a On 
Thermal Control Status ~ 
R:!ady after 7BD-:3ccond Delay 
~min Power Status = On 
Aperture Door Status = Open 
Dfter TBD-Second Delay 
Therma~, Control Status .. 
Open after TBD-Setond Delay 
High-Voltage Stat~s = On 
Status c Ready 
calibration Format 
Alignment Function ~ 00 
Power Output Level 
WavelengtJ-, Function'" On 
Power Output Level 
Input Voltage Level 
Input Current Level 
Alignme~t Function ~ On 
Spectral Shape - Plot 
Inp~t Voltage Level/Gain 
Input Current Level/Gain 
Pulse Shape - Plot 
Alignment Func tion '" On 
Alignment Display Status 
Letector Cal Function'" On 
Status;:: "Ready" after 
TBD-Second Delay 
Receiver Power Function .. On 
Receiver Power Level 
Operating Fonnat 
Status'" "Re<ldy" I Modified Parameter V<llues 
1 Status = "Operate" 
Plot - Counts vs Altitude 
Status <2 "Ready" 
~Iodi£ied Parameter 
Values 
Status = II, ,cady" 
I 
1 
I 
d 
i ) 
, 
I 
-----~----..::.--
I l 
Table 5.7.2-2 
function 
Saleet LIDAR Exper!tr:ent 
Initiate Auto Setup Seq 
After ~lS sec Sequence is Complete 
Control 
FKB 
AiNKB 
FKB 
Access Calibration Sequence FRS 
Initiate Automatic. Cll1ibrntion FKB 
S¥quence 
Align Laser 
Adjust. Loser Havelength 
Adjust Laser Input Voltage/Current 
Adjust Lnser Output Spectrum 
Adju[;t A}lP Input Volta~e/Current 
Set. Harmonic Gen Output Power 
Adjust Output Pulse Shape 
Align Transmitter' ~o Receiver 
Calibrate Receiver Detector 
Tune Receiver Power 
Access Operating Sequence 
Verify Experiment Status 
Verify/Adjust Operating Parameters 
Initiate Operation 
Analyse Dato 
Readjust Operating Parameters 
as Required 
Iterate Operation. Analysis. 
& Parameter Adjustment 
until Data satisfactory 
Terminate Operation 
Experiml!l~t Can Be Initiated 
by Computer-Dr1ven Command 
According to Preprogrs!IiII\ed 
Flight Plan 
FKB 
AiN KB 
FKB 
FKB 
--
AiNKB 
FKB 
-
FKB 
A/NKB 
FKB 
\, 
t 
LIDAR Task Analysis Rev. A 
Display Action 
CRT Enter "Exp" 
CRT Enter L!DAR Line NWIlber 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CR, 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
CRT 
Enter "Startll 
Observe Setup Status 
Enter "Continue" 
Enter "Seart" 
:Automatic 
Fine Tune Alignment 
then "Continue" 
Automatic 
Input Desired Power 
Adjust Pulse Hidth & Temp 
Automat!c 
Enter "Datall 
Observe Status Flag 
Enter Line Number + New 
Parameter Value 
Enter "Sti,l1::t" 
Observe Data Display 
Enter "Stop" 
Enter Line Number + New 
Parameter Value -
Enter "Stopll 
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Feedback 
List of Available Expts 
LIDAR Setup Formot 
Flashing Status Indicator 
Advise In-Pr~ceBs Functiono 
Setup Status c "Ready" 
Calibration Status Format 
Flashing Status Indicators 
Advise In-Process Functions 
Spectral Shape - Plot 
Power Level - Numeric 
Pulse Shape 
- Plot 
Operating Format 
Status '" "Ready" 
Nodified Parameter Values 
Status'" "Operate" 
Plot - Counts va Altitude 
Statuo; '" "Ready" 
~wdi£ied Parameters 
Values 
Status CI IIReady" 
I , 
-. 
li 
-. 
( 
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5.7.3 Experimenter/Computer Dialogue Analysis 
The objectives of this analysis were to: 
o Evaluate various types of experimenter/compcter dialogues 
with respect to AMPS operational requirements 
o Investigate the implementation of the Spacelab function 
keyboard 
o Identify the capabilities, limitations, and constraints 
imposed on AMPS payload operations by the Spacelab CDMS 
hardware configuration 
A computer simulation of a typical AMPS experiment opcrating sequence was 
developed to provide an engineering tool for accomplishing these objec-
tives. The simulation hardware is sho,m in Figure 5.7.3-1. The Spacelab 
CRT, simulated on the left portion of the screen, can display alphanumeric
 
data (21 lines, 47 characters per line), vectors, and graphics. The tri-
color capability of the Spacelab CRT was not simulated. The right portion
 
of the CRT display simulates the Spacelab 25 key function keyboard. For 
simulation purposes only, the function keyboard is a light pen sensitive 
screen area instead of separate hardware. 
Various dialogues were investigated for use by AMPS payloads, but 
only those dialogues compatible with AMPS and Spacelab hardware were con-
sidered. This constraint eliminated such alternatives as light pen 
inputs and finger touch displays. 
Dialogues fall into two basic categories: (1) user initiated, and 
(2) computer initiated. Interaction speed and accuracy are principal re-
quiraments of Spacelab payload dialogues due to the short mission duration
 
and generally complex payload operational requirements. User initiated 
dialogues, where the computer responds to the user, usually require that 
the user be highly trained and proficient in computer system operations 
and also familiar with the details of payload operations. We do not feel 
that this type of training should be required of the AMPS experimenter 
since his background is science oriented. We feel that a computer initi-
ated dialogue would alleviate the experimenter from the responsibility 
of operational details and allow him to concentrate on the scientific 
aspects of payload operations. Operational details "ould be relegated 
to the computer system and supported by ground personnel. However, for 
a well designed computer system with modular user interface software, 
this does not preclude the incorporation of an additional, optional, 
user initiated dialogue which can be made effective for the well-trained 
user and also can be invisible to other users. 
Three of the simplest and most effective computer initiated dia-
logues are: (1) menu selection; (2) form filling, and (3) simple 
operator instructions. The menu selection approach applies when only a 
limited set of valid answers exist to a computer initiated question. In 
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that case, the user selects one answer from a displayed list. Figure 5.7.3-2 is an example of a menu selection format. The choice is indi-cated by entering the line number of the desired experiment using the alphanumeric keyboard. This is the fastest method for a menu selection input. Other methods such as tabbing the cursor to the desired entry and entering an "X" in a box, although less error prone, are more time consuming. 
Experiment status 
1. Acoustic Gravity Waves Off 
2. Electron Beam Studies 
.Q!t 
3. Minor Constituents On 
4. EM I Field Mapping 
.Q!t 
5. Particles/Gas Effluents Oper 
6. Wake Mapping 
.Q!t 
Select Experiment Number: 
Figure 5.7,3-2 Menu Selection Format Example 
The form filling technique for data entry presents the user ,<ith a form with blanks to be filled in to identify the desired data or variable value. The entry is made by entering the line number of the variable and then the desired value using the alphanumeric keyboard. 
An improvement on the form-filling technique is the use of default parameter values. This consists of selecting premission baseline param-eter values and allowing the experimenter to accept or modify the default variable values based on actual experiment performance. An example of a typical display format of this type is shown in Figure 5.7.3-3. Lines numbered 1 to 5 identify the variables and their default values (under-lined). The experimenter can modify the values by entering the line number and the new value. 
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Figure 5.7.3-3 Form Filling/Simple Users Instruction Format Example 
In the "simple user instruction" technique the compt:ter displays an instru('.tion to the user together with the acceptable responses. An example of a display format for this technique is shown in Figure 5.7.3-3. The bottom lines list the principal responses; and the choice is indicated by typing in the desired response using the alphanumeric keyboard. 
The function keybDard is a useful supplement to the alphanumeric keyboard, particularly for inputting "simple user instruction" commands .~hich are frequently used. Figure 5.7.3-4 shows the lIMPS simulation key-board layout. The first two lines of keys are used to provide quick access to eXperiment and system status and data from any level of opera-tion. Keys are provided for quick access to experiment status (EXPER), setup (SETUP), calibration (CAL) and data (DATA), instrument and sub-system (INST/SS) status and default parameters, special operational procedures (TUTOR), variable options (OPTIONS), and the automatic limit check program variables (LIMIT CHECK). Keys are also provi1ed to initi-ate (START) and terminate (STOP) automatic sequences, to br".nch from (INTERRUPT) and return to (RETURN) both manual and automaUc sequences,' to step through preprogrammed task sequences (CONT), con'-rol cursor posi-tion (+, -1-, +, +, CURSOR HOME), and under specific condi.tions which depend on the task being performed, to input analog commands (t, +, +, +). 
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The functions assigned to the simulation function keyboard were 
selected for the specific purpose of evaluating the potential keyboard 
usage. A detailed analysis of several payloads will be required before 
the functions can be fully optimized. 
The results of the dialogue analysis and simulation activities in-
dicate that the dealogue finally used for AMPS will be a mixture of 
several dialogues in order to optimize the man/computer interface with 
respect to communication speed and accuracy and to qptimize the use of 
available Spacelab capability. The analysis and simulation results at 
this time indicate the following: 
(1) Alphanumeric keyboard inputs are undesirable since they are 
time-consuming and have a high error pro'Jab:Uity. 
(2) The menu selection approach is a simple but affective method 
for inputting commands quickly and with a minimum of errors. 
(3) The Spacelab function keyboard is effective for inputt~ng 
repetitive types of frequently used commands and is a desirable 
supplement to the alphanumeric keyboard. 
(4) The Spacelab CRT has a·restricted information presentation 
capability due to its physical size and will require highly 
optimized display formats in order to meet complex payload 
operational requirements. 
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5.8 Connnunication Subsystem 
5.8.1 Ku Antenna Coverage Analysis 
This analysis was performed to determine the extent of the Ku band 
antenna blockage for several Orbiter attitudes pertinent to AMPS and 
other Labcraft payloads. The COCOA (Computer Oriented Connnunications 
Operational Analysis) program ,~as used to generate mission profiles of 
antenna look angles (theta and phi) between the Orbiter and the TDRSS 
for specific fixed orbiter attitudes. These data were then compared 
with Ku band antenna blockage envelopes to determine periods during 
which antenna blockage existed. 
The Orbiter provides a Ku band RF system for the connnunication of 
wideband data via the TDRSS. Included in this system is a steerable, 
20-inch diameter, parabolic antenna which is mounted at the end of a 
short boom and deployed from the cargo bay. The baseline system pro-
vides one boom-antenna combination, but an option is available to de-
ploy another boom and antenna from the opposite side of the bay. The 
baseline, or primary antenna, is deployed to the right side of the Orbi-
ter looking from the cargo bay toward the cockpit; and the kit antenna 
is deployed to the left side. Front and top views of the deployed pri-
mary antenna are shown in Figures 5.8.1-1 and -2, which also indicate 
the primary antenna coordinates. The kit antenna X and _z coordinates 
are the same, with the Y coordinate changing to the opposite polarity. 
-\ _ .. 
Primary 
Antenna 
Location 
Radiator 
Bay Door 
Wing 
o deg 
I 
180 deg 
+z 
345 deg !Tail Blockage) 
195 deg 
Kit 
Antenna 
+ 
Figure 5.8.1-1 Antenna Blockage - Front View 
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Antenna Coordinates 90 deg 
115 deg 
Ir Bay Door X - 527.0 I Y-l30.7 
Z - 447.7 Radiator 
Antenna~ 
20 in. Dia. 
Odeg -
-
_Wintt 
Cargo Bay 
Figure 5.8.1-2 Antenna Blockage - Top View 
It becomes obvious from these figures that the antenna is deployed 
very close to the Orbiter body, and, consequently, suffers blockage 
which reduces its effectiveness. Depending on Orbiter attitude, this 
blockage can be quite severe, and can reduce the usefulness of this sys-
tem to less than half the mission time. These figures also help to ae-
fine the antenna blockage envelope, which is that combination of theta 
and phi look angles through which antenna line-of-sight to a TDRS is 
blocked. Basically, these envelope limits are independent of vehicle 
attitude since these measurements are made with respect to the vehicle 
coordinate system. However, to avoid generating different computer data 
for attitudes where only a rotation about the vehicle X axis is in-
volved, such as rotating from a Z-LV attitude to either a +Y or -Y~LV, 
it is possible to rotate· the envelope phi angle limits rather than 
generate computer data f~r the new attitud.es. ThiS. procedure was used 
for analyzing the antenn,\ blockage associated with three possible AMPS 
attitudes; and the envelcoe limits are listed in Tables 5.8.1-1 and 
-2 for the tc,o Orbiter an':ennas. 
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Table 5.8.1-1 1 Primary Antenna Blockage Angles 
~ Limits 
e 
Limits Z-LV -Y-LV +Y-LV 
115°< e< 170° 90°< 0< 2950 180° < \1 < 25° 00 < \1 <205° 
40°< e. < 115° 195°< 0 < 295° 285° < 0< 25° 105° < 0 < 205°1 
15°< e < 40° 195°< 0 < 270° 2850 < \1 < 360° 105° < 0 < 180° 
e > 170° 195°< 0 < 345° 285° < \1'; 75° 105° < 0 < 255° 
e < 15° No Blockage No Blockage No Blockage 
1 - Located to the right of the Orbiter leclting from the payload bay toward the 
Orbiter COCkpit 
Table 5.8.1-2 Kit Antennal Block Angles 
e rJ Limits 
Limits Z-LV -Y-LV +Y-LV 
115°< e < 170° 65°< 0< 270° 155°< 0 < 360° 335°< '0 < 1800 
40°< e < 115° 65°< o < 165° 155° < 0 < 255° 335°< 0 < 75°1 
15°< e < 40° 90° < 0 < 165° 180° < 0 < 255° 0°< \1 < 75° 
e > 170° 15° < \l < 165° 105° < \l < 255° 285°< \l < 75° 
e < 15° No Blockage No Blockage No Blockage 
Blockage 
Elements 
Bay Doors 
and 
Radiators 
Orbiter 
Forl'1srd 
Sccti-on 
Tail 
Section 
.---
Blocltage 
Element 
Bay Doors 
and 
Radiators 
Orbiter 
Forward 
Section 
Tail 
Section 
----
lLocated to the left of the Orbiter looking from the payload- bay toward the Orbiter. 
cockpit 
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As this analysis and the Phase B study progressed, it became ap-
parent that Some Labcraft missions would be flown primarily in a solar 
or stellar inertial attitude, or in some variation of these attitudes. 
Therefore, data were also generated for specific solar and stellar 
attitudes, but not considering any variation such as a fixed rotation 
about one Orbiter axis off the primary attitude. The same basic en-
velope data as shmm for the AMPS Z-LV attitude ~qas applied to this 
solar and stellar inertial attitude data. 
The existing COCOA program ~qas used to generaee look angle pro-
files for typical AMPS and Labcraft missions. The AMPS data were gen-
erated for a circular trajectory having an altitude of 250 rCM and a 57 
degree inclination; and for the +Z-LV, +Y-LV, and -Y-LV attitudes. 
Solar and stellar inertial attitude data ~qere generated for circular 
trajectories at a 370 KM altitude and a 33 degree inclination. A solar 
inertial (+Z-SI) attitude was simulated; and two simulations with the 
Orbiter +Z axis held in stellar inertial attitudes, one anti-solar in-
ertial (-Z-SI) and another with the +Z axis pointed perpetldicular to 
the sunline (+Y-SI). A sample of the data is shown in Figure 5.8.1-3. 
'5nTELlrT~ TIHF OF t=;pl'lr.c:'noa~ ~RANT ~par.rr.oA~T LnoKANr.l~~ 
rOi='UT lON(;tTUD~ CONTner LATTTUOF ln~1jtTunF 'Q ANGF T"FTA P"T 
neG 'lAY I-tQ MrN Or:r. neG 
" HT f\~~ nCG 
4 '16 ·30.n 7.7 ~37.7 121351. "f 121.1 3i.D 
4 16 3,. (] 17.6 251.6. 21613.2 11q.7 34.4 
" 
16 40.0 ?:13.q 271.7 ~D7!\g. 2 11. 9.:t ~6.1. 
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Figure 5.8.1-3 Typical Look Angle Data 
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Analysis Results - Results of this TDR
SS coverage analysis are 
presented in Tables 5.8.1-3 and -4 in te
rms of a) cumulative coverage 
percentage; b) ma~imum continuous period of con
tact, and c) ma~imum 
continuous out-of-contact period, not c
onsidering brief periods of 
contact of less than 10 minutes. The a
bove data include the regular 
periods of dropout between the t,;o TDRS
s attributable to the mission 
trajectory • 
Table 5.8.1-3 KU Band - TDRSS Antenna 
Coverage 
Parameter 
Cumulative 
Coverage (per cent) 
Maximum 
Contact (minutes) 
Maximum 
Gap (minutes) 
Z-LV 
Coverage 
Varia-
tions 
(Daily) 
~ Antenna(s) 
Primary 
Dual 
-V-LV 
43 
9 Rev 5 Rev 
(l5 Hr) (8 Hr) Cumulative 
35% 60% 45% 
57% 87% 67% 
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Table 5.8.1-4 Ku-Band Antenna Coverage, Solar/Stellar 
~ Solar(+Z - SI) Stellar (-Z - SI) Stellar (+Y - SI) Parameter Primary Kit Dual Primary Kit Dual Primary Kit Dual 
Cumulative 
Coverage, % 57 77 78 68 72 78.5 52 52 69.5 
Maximum Contact 
Period, minutes "",-- 89 89 • 89 
Maximum Gap, 
minutes 215* 44 44 44 91 44 2800 280* 45 
"Marginal coverage for periods of 20 to 30 minutes. 
As might be expected, a close evaluation of the blockage data re-
veals that there are cyclic periods where the coverage is relatively 
better or l<orse than the cumulative coverage figure. The Z-LV attitude, 
for example, can yield close to 60% coverage over a continuous 8 to 
9-hour period; and can have its coverage deteriorate to about 35% over 
a l5-hour period considering only the primary antenna. The dual an-
tenna configuration yields a rangebeo<een 55 and 85%. A similar trend 
is noted for the +Y-LV, but the variations are not near as drastic. 
These trends are noted here because this can be a significant input to 
mission planning and analysis. It can also be concluded on the basis 
of the available data that the covera.ge profiles are approximately re-
petitive on a daily basis. 
The analysis l<as concluded with a brief review of the above data 
to determine the impact of fixed vehicle rotations about one Orbiter 
axis with the hope of optimizing coverage. This approach is definitely 
feasible and does have a net positive effect in increasing antenna 
coverage, and can be used effectively to avoid long communication gaps. 
This approach, however, does assume that instruments which require 
specific fixed attitudes for target pointing are mounted on pointing 
platforms capab!e of offsetting the attitude corrections used to im~ 
prove antenna coverage. 
Conclusions - The analysis results presented for the AMPS mission 
simulation and a Z-LV mission attitude ,<ere factored into a detailed 
analysis of data retrieval for a fixed mi~sion profile and experiment 
schedule, as illustrated in Figures 5.8.l-~ and -5. The data recovery 
profile shuwn in the upper portion of the figures indicates that use 
of only the primary Ku antenna is sufficient, when supplemented by 
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onboard recording, to recover data from the highest data volume experi-
ment, minor constituents. Figure 5.8.1-4 shot"S TDRSS contact periods 
during the daily period of 10"ler coverage indicated in Table 5 .8.1-3. 
This period requires greater reliance on recording, with subsequent 
playback where feasible, or tape change. Figure 5.8.1-5 shows the 
period of higher TDRSS coverage, i.e., reduced antenna blockage, and 
less reliance on recording and tape change is obvious. 
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DT DT 
r- ,.- & - & RT RT 
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Figure 5.8.1-4 Data Recovery - Low TDRSS Coverage 
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Similar detailed data recovery analyses were not performed for 
Labcraft payloads requiring solar or stellar inertial attitudes. How-
ever, a comparison of the data handling requirements and the available 
coverages presented in Table 5.8.1-4 does allow for some conclusions 
in this area. Selection of the higher coverage antenna for the solar 
inertial attitude .vill probably accommodate the data recovery require-
ments. Thi~ may also be true for some stellar inertial missions, but 
an analysis of the specific attitude and mission requirements seems 
advisable to aGcurately predict antenna coverage. 
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Figure 5.8.1-5 Data Recovery - High TDRSS Coverage 
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5.8.2 Connnunication Link Analyses 
Analysis of the individual connnunication links to arrive at feasi-
ble designs and satisfactory circuit margins ,vas the primary tool used 
for hard,vare selection. The links analyzed handle S-band connnunications 
with deployed packages or provide Ku-band tracking of those packages. 
Specifically not included in this analysis are the Orbiter-to-TDRS links 
which are considered operational facilities available for payload sup-
port. Following sections will describe the indtvidual telemetry and 
connnand link analyses, and one section will sunnnarize the tracking link 
analyses. 
Gas/Chemical Release Analysis - Six gas release eGR) packages are 
ejected from the payload bay during Flight 1, and follow a trajectory 
which carries them about 80 Km from the Orbiter before the gas is 
rapidly released. Connnunication requirements consist of a relatively 
fe,v connnands required to arm the release mechanism in mid-flight and 
trigger the gas release at the appropriate point in space. 
Since this requirement is functionally compatible with the Orbiter 
detached payload links, our initial design utilized this capability 
for S-band connnand transmission, and is presented in Table 5.8.2-1. 
Table 5.8.2-1 Gas Release (GR) Connnand Link 
(Orbiter Terminal) 
Orbiter EIRP Per JSC 07700, Vol XIV 
Propagation Loss 2250 MHz, 80 Km 
Polarization Loss Circular/Linear 
GR Antenna Gain Stub Antenna 
GR RF Losses 
Received Power, PR 
GR KTB 
o Assume T=600 K and B=50 KHz 
Receiver Sensitivity, Rs=K Te B, Te=To eNF-l) 
eNF-l) = Rs/K To B 
= -153.8 dBw - [-228.6 + 24.6 + 47] dBw 
= -153.8 dBw + 157 dBw 
NF = 2.09 + 1 = 3.09 or 4.9 dB 
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Two items in t.his table are worthy of note. First of all the re-
su1tingpR/N is only about 10 dB, whereas a +12 dB is desirable at this point since lqe are dealing with a standard FM link and its associated 
receiver FM threshold. However, the l? dB could be obtained by using 
a conical spiral rather than stub antenna on the GR. The second point, 
however, is a much more important factor; and it deals with the GR re-
ceiver sensitivity required to operate lqith the Orbiter signal. In 
order to achieve a PR/N of 10 dB lqith the indicated PR' a receiver 
sensitivity of about -153.8 dBw is required which equates to a receiver 
NF of under 5 dB. These characteristics are only obtainable with a 
very high quality receiver supplemented, possibly, with front end 
cooling. As a means of comparison, the near earth NASA standard trans-
ponder receiver has an NF of 6.5 dB and a s2nsitivity of -151.6 dBw. 
For multiple, nonretrievable packages, use of such a high quality 
receiver lqas not considered to be cost effective. With an approximate 
10 dB increase in radiated power, more typical, and less costly com-
ponents could be used on the GR. The design for such a link is pre-
sented in Table 5.8.2-2. A commercially available, low cost FM re-
ceiver NF is used as the starting point, from which a minimum P is 
calculated and, subsequently, the minimum required AMPS EIRP. ¥bis de-
sign is also applicable to the F1ig~t 2 chemical release. 
Table 5.8.2-2 GR Command Link AMPS Terminal 
Receiver NF 12 db 
Rs = KTeB = K To B (NF-l) 
= -157 dBw (15 085-1) 
= -157 dBw + 1107 
Rs = -145 03 dBlv 
Desired PR/N 
Required PR 
Propagation Loss.es 
Required AMPS EIRP 
AMPS RF Loss 
AMPS Antenna Gain* 
AMPS Po 
+ 12 
-133.3 
-144.6 
+ 11.3 
0.5 
+ 1 
+ 10.8 
dB 
dBw 
dBw (see Table 50802-1) 
-mw 
dB 
dBi (conical spiral antenna) 
dBw = 12 watts 
*Close to peak antenna gain is achievable by Orbiter attitude correctiono 
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ESP Link Analysis - The ESP maps the Orbiter bay while attached to 
the RMS and is then ejected, and follows a trajectory which departs no 
more than 4 Km from the Orbiter. Operation of the package requires com-
mand transmission as well as the recovery of 16 Kbps of telemetry. This 
requirement is compatible with the Orbiter or with the AMPSRF terminal. 
Both the link designs are included in Tables 5.8.2-3 and 5.8.2-4. As 
both these tables show, either the Orbiter or an AMPS terminal will 
operate compatibly with the ESP. 
Table 5.8.2-3 ESP Command Link 
Command Po 
Command Antenna Gain 
Command BE Losses 
Command EIRP 
Propagation Loss (2250 MHz, 4 Km) 
Polarization Loss (Circular pol, 
antenna) 
ESP Antenna Gain (conical spiral) 
ESP BE Loss 
ESP PR 
ESP Rs (NF=12 dB) 
PRIN 
Orbiter 
+ 1 dBw 
-113,0 dBw 
- 28,8 dB 
-111.5 dB 
1 dB 
AMPS 
Terminal 
+10 dBw 
+ 1 dBi 
1 dB 
+ 10 dBw 
1 dBi 
0,5 dB 
-104.0 dBw 
-141.8 dBw 
+ 37.8 dB 
+ 12 dB 
BE Receiver Link Analysis - The BE Receiver package is deplvyed 
from the payload bay a distance of about 80 Km to conduct propagation 
and sounding experiments. The package requires tracking via the 
Orbiter, an S-band command link and the retrieval of a combination of 
digital (4 Kbps) and analog (30 KHz) data on a single BE carrier. The 
returned data will carry the analog on baseband, and use a subcarrier 
for the digital data, all of which will require an BE bandwidth of 
about 125 KHz. Since the Orbiter detached payload receiver can only 
accommodate digital data, a dedicated AMPS receiver is required. The 
command requirement ~s very similar to that of the Gas Release, and 
for the same reasons will utilize the AMPS command transmitter. There 
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Table 5.8:2-4 ESP Telemetry Link-
I ESP Po ESP Antenna* I ESP RF Loss* 
ESP EIRP 
Propagation Loss (2250 MHz, 4 KID) 
Polarization Loss 
Receiver Antenna Gain 
Receiver RF Loss 
PR 
Rs (NF=12 dB) 
PglN 
*Po is split between dual antennas 
Orbiter 
.,. 3 dBw 
1 dBi 
3.5 dB 
1.5 dBw 
1 dBi 
3.5 dB 
-118.5 dBw 
+ 23.8 dB 
-111.5 dB 
1 dB 
AMPS 
Receiver 
o dBw 
1 dBi 
3.5 dB 
4.5 dBw 
1 
1 
dBi 
dB 
-119 dBw 
-142.3 dBw 
+ 23.3 dB 
are only minor differences in the command link design as shown in 
Table 5.8.2-5; and the proposed telemetry link design is presented in 
Table 5.8.2-6. The telemetry design includes a 10 watt power output 
split between 2 conical spiral antennas mounted on opposite faces of 
the package. It should be noticed that a lower noise figure receiver 
was necessary, or a lmv noise preamplifier, to obtain the minimum 
acceptable +12 dB PR/N. 
RMS Packages Link Analysis - A trade study was performed to de-
termine the technique for the transfer of commands and data beoveen 
packages deployed on the RMS and the Spacelab data system. Bec:lase 
the RF approach was less complex. involved much less hardware develop-
ment, and was lower in cost, this technique was selected over a hardwire 
approach requiring rather unique cable deployment mechanisms. Th~ in-
strument packages included in this study were the Flight 1 ESP and 
Beam Diagnostics package and the Flight 2 Plasma Wake Generator and 
Diagnostics packages. There is no difficulty in achieving strong cir-
cuit margins since the propagation path is no more than 20 meters. 
Problems are more likely to be encountered in the areas of near-field 
propagation and multipath. Atypical dmvnlink case is analyzed in 
Table 5.8.2-7 for the wide band data requirement associated ~vith the 
Beam Diagnostics package. The other links will be similar in design, 
~'lith lower bandwidth requirements. For the command links, it is 
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Table 5.S.2-5 RF" Receiver Command Link 
AMl?S Command Po 
AMl?S Antenna Gain 
AMl?S RF Los s 
AMl?S EIRP 
Propagation Loss (2250 MHz, SO Km) 
Polarization Loss (circular/circular) 
RF Receiver Antenna Gain 
RF Receiver Loss 
Receiver Sensitivity 
(NF=12 dB, T=600o K, B=25 KRz) 
PRiN 
Table 5.S.2-6 RF Receiver Telemetry Link 
RF Receiver Po 
RF Receiver Antenna Gain 
RF Receiver RF Losses " 
RF Receiver EIRP 
Propagation Loss (2250 MHZ, SO Km) 
Polarization Loss 
AMl?S Antenna Gain 
AMl?S RF Losses 
AMPS Receiver Sensitivity 
(T=600o K, B=125 KRz, NF=S dB) 
1:p O is split between dual antenn
as 
.5-189 
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+ 10 dB.) 
+ 1 dBi 
1 dB 
+ 10 dBw 
-137.6 dB 
1 dB 
1 dBi 
3.5 dB 
-133.1 dB1, 
-14S.3 dBw 
+ 15.2 dB 
+ 10 dBw 
1 dBi 
3,5 dB 
+ 5.5 dB 
-137.6 dB 
0.5 dB 
+ 1 dBi 
1 dB 
-132.6 dBw 
-145.0 dB 
+ 12.4 dB 
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Table 5.8.2-7 RMS Wideband Link 
RMS Package Po 
RMS Package Antenna Gain 
RMS Package RF Loss 
RMS Package EIRP 
Propagation Loss (2250 MHz, 60 ft) 
Polarization Loss 
AMPS Antenna Gain 
AMPS RF Los s 
AMPS Receiver Sensitivity 
(T=6000 K, B=5 MHz, NF=15) 
..... 
- 10 dBw 
3 dBi 
1 dB 
- 14 dBw 
- 65 dB 
3 dB 
+ 1 dBi 
1 dB 
- 82 dBw 
-122 dBw 
+ 40 dB 
(100 m watts) 
possible that re~eiver saturation will occur if the AMPS command trans-
mitter 10 watt output is not attenuated for these RMS applications. 
For example a command transmission attenuated by 26 dB will provide a 
circuit margin of nearly 50 dB. 
S-Band Link Analysis Summary - The link analysis results pre-
sented in th:i,s se,ction ar" summarized in F.igure 5.8.2-1. 
Link Gas/Chemical ESP RF Recalver RMS Parameter Releases Package Instruments 
Range 80 km 4km 80km <25m 
Telemetry 
"'" 
/ Data 16 kbps 60 kHZ 4 MHz IFlight II 
Not IDlgltal + Analogi 100 kHz (Flight 21 
Required 
Power / 
"'" 
IW 5\'1 <0,1 \'1 
Carrier/Noise )20 dB 12dB >30dB 
Command 
Power (AMPSI 12W lOW lOW <101'1 
Modulation Tones Digital Digital DIgital 
Carrier/Noise 12 dB >25 dB 15 dB >30dB 
Figure 5.8.2-1 S-band Link Analysis Summary 
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1<U-Band Tracking Link Analysis - The Orbiter Ku radar is used to 
skin track the instrument packages deployed from the payload bay. 
Specific characteristics of the Orbiter system were extracted from 
the "Shuttle Orbiter Ku Band Radar/Communications Subsystem" report 
presented at the August 13, 1975, bidders' seminar by Rockwell Inter-
national. Tracking link analyses were performed for each of the de-
ployed packages using the minimum cross-sectional area of each pack-
age. One typical link analysis is presented in Table 5.8.2-8 for the 
smallest package, the RF Receiver. The analysis considers a minimum 
desired tracking range of 10 Km since the tracking data is to be used 
to update the predicted trajectory of the deployed package. Tracking 
beyond this range is not necessary. The radar equation used ,'las: 
2 2 
PaiNo (Ave) = Po G A a Td 
(4ll")3 R4 K T L (NF) 
where the parameters are defined in Table 5.8.2-8. 
Table 5.8.2-8 Ku-Band Tracking Link 
Orbiter Radar Po (20 watts ave) 
Orbiter Antenna Gain, G2 (X2) 
Wavelength, 
Radar Cross' 
Dwell Time, 
2 -2 A (2xlO m) 2 
Section, a (0.22 m) 
Tn (80 ms) 
3 (4 ll") 4 
Range, R (10 Km) 
Receiver Noise Figure, NF=8 dB 
K (1.38xlO-23) 
Temperature, T (2900 K) 
Losses, L (from reference report) 
Totals 
PR/No 
Minimum Required PRINo 
+ 13 dBw 
+ 70.8 dB 
+228.6 dB 
312'.4 dBw 
-295.1 dB 
+ 17.3 dB 
+ 15.0 dB 
- 34 dB 
6.6 dB 
- 11 dB 
- 33 dB 
-160 dB 
8 dB 
- 24.6 dB 
- 17.9 dB 
-295.1 dB 
The average carrier-to-noise ratios for the other deployed pack-
ages are tabulated in Figure 5.8.2-2, which also contains the package 
cross sectional areas and the maximum tracking range possible. 
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Releases 
Link Para meier Gas 
Minimum Cross Section 0.7 m2 
Maximum Traclting Rangeo) 15 km 
CarrlerlNolse at Range -10.0 km 22dB 
" Results In minimum 15-dB carrier/noise. 
00 Maximum range from orbiter. 
Chemical 
1.5 m2 
18 km 
25 dB 
ESP RF Receiver 
0.48 m2 0.22 m2 
4.0kml.)1) 1L2 km 
28dB 17 dB 
(at 4. 0 kml'/ 
Figure 5.8.2-2 Radar Tracking Analysis 
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5.8.3 Flux Density Analysis 
International regulations exist which are intended as a control on 
RF radiation from space vehicles, particularly for those situations 
where the radiation is pointed in the general Earth direction. The con-
cern, obviously, is that these radiations may interfere 1qith terrestrial 
communication links. These regulations limit the pow'er flux density 
(PFD), i.e., concentration of RF power in a specified bandwidth of 4 KHz, 
depending on the signal's angle of incidence with the Earth. The nature 
of this constraint is illustrated in Figure 5.8:3-1 1'lhich specifies the 
follD1'ling limitations on PFD for S-band radiations: 
PFD < - 144 d&v for 0;:: 25 0 
PFD < - 154 dBw for 0"< 0 < 50 
o 0 PFD < - (154 + n) dEw for 0 = 5 + 2n (up to 25 ) 
-134 
-139 
Power Flux 
Density 
(PFDI/4 kHz 
(- dBwl 
-"""l--'~~". 
Radiation 
Source 
Earth Orbit _ ---" 
---......-
Earth 
e = gO deg 
e = Angle to 
Earth Tangent 
Envelope 
PFD = E I RP + 4 kHz - R - BW 
• Orbiter attitude constraint. 
Radiation I nddent Angle - 0 (degl 
Figure 5.8.3-1 Power Flux Density Profile 
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The PFD limitation is lower for small angles of incidence because 
these signals are more likely to fall within terrestrial antenna patterns 
and offer the greater probability of interference. 
It should be noted at this point that these regulations were not 
identified as a specification on the design of AMPS RF links. It seemed 
reasonable, however, to use these regulations as guidelines and to steer 
the RF design in this direction. 
Figure 5.8.3-1 also shows that PFD increases with source radiated 
power and is decreased by increasing data rates or. RF bandwidth, thus 
suggesting that the radiated signal be spread over a large enough band-
width to satisfy the PFD limitations. 
All of the r,,-diation sources directly related to the AMPS payload 
were analyzed to determine their compatibility with these PFD limitations 
and reasonable adjustments were made to approach these limitations, 
which are described in the following sections. 
Analysis of EMI Package - The initial design of the EMI telemetry 
link required an EIRP of - 1 dEw and BW of 50 KHz. For these parameters, 
PFD at 0 = 900 = - 1 dEw + 10 'log (4 KHz) - 10 log (4 11" R2) 
- 10 log (50 KHz) 
o 
where R = 210 Km range at 0 = 90 
o 
PFD ( 0 = 90 ) = - 1 dBw + 36 dB - 117.2 dB - 47 dB 
- 129.3 dBw 
which is over 10 dB above the PFD limit. 
Bandwidth spreading of this signal to satisfy the - 144 dEw limit value 
would require: 
RF BW = EIRP + 4 KHz - Range - PFD 
= - 1 dBw + 36 dB - 117.2 dB + 144 dBw 
= 61. 7 dB or nearly 1.5 MHz 
Spreading a basic 16 Kbps telemetry signal across 1.5 MHz requires 
sophisticated and costly modulation techniques not compatible with a low 
cost, nonretrievable instrument package. The only remaining, flexible 
parameter is the EIRP which was primarily fixed by the Orbiter receiving 
characteristics associated with the detached payload links. These 
characteristics included an omni-directional, low gain antenna and a 
receiver sensitivity of - 133.8 dEw. The receiver sensitivity was recog-
nized as a limiting factor in reducing the EMI radiated pmqer. Consid-
eration was then given to using an alternate receiver, probably payload 
dedicated hardware. As indicated in Section 5.8.2, the final link design 
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interfaced with a dedicated AMPS RF terminal containing a receiver ~'lith 
a - 146 dB~~ sensitivity, ~'lhich enabled a reduction in tse EMI package 
EIRP to - 7 dBw. The current PFO, therefore, at 0 = 90 
= - 7 dBw + 36 dB - 117.2 dB - 48.1 dB (bandvlidth = 65 KHz) 
= - 136.3 dB~~ 
for 0 
PFO = - 7 dEw + 36 dB - 10 log (4'11' x [1600 KmJ2) - 48.1 dB 
= - 154.5 dBw 
Analysis of RF Receiver Package - Early estimates of the RF Re-
ceiver package pm,er output were in the range of 10-20 watts, ~'lhich 
~~ould result in a PFO of about - 120 dB~~. Hm~ever, by selecting a Im~er 
noise figure receiver, it was possible to reduce the radiated power 
level to the point where: 
PFO ( 0 = 90 0 ) = + 5 dBw + 36 dB - 117.2 dB - 51.8 dB 
(for a lSD, KHz bandwidth) 
= - 128.1 dB~~ 
and PFO ( 0 = 0_5°) = -146.3 dBw 
Both of these levels are well above the PFO limits presented 
earlier, and the following options are available for improving the PFO 
levels: 
a - increase radiated signal band~,idth 
b - use lower noise figure receiver or pre-amplifier 
c - use a higher gain receiving antenna. 
Although the signal bandwidth can be increased by conventional modula-
tion or spread spectrum techniques, this would impact the link circuit 
margin unacceptably. This approach would be more feasible if aCCom-
panied by the use of a lower noise figure receiver, but this combined 
change is not the cost effective approach, and still ~;ou1d not achieve 
the desired PFO limits. 
The preferred option for significantly reducing the PFO levels 
would be the use of a higher gain receiving antenna, i.e., replacing 
the proposed conical spiral with a more directional horn antenna, 
which could increase the gain by about 10 to 15 dB. Since this antenna 
satisfies a number of RF requirements, the impact on the other appli-
cations would require analysis before the antenna change is made, 
assuming that satisfying the flux density levels does become a program 
requirement. 
.-....--' 
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Analysis of Command Transmissions - Sev'eral packages deployed from 
the Orbiter bay require the transmission of commands via RF link. THO 
sources of these commands were investigated to determine PFD levels, 
namely, the Orbiter detached payload transmitter and a dedicated AMPS 
command transmitter. The Orbiter transmit characteristics are fixed, 
leaving no room for trade-offs to improve link parameters and result-
ing in the folloHing: 
PFD (8 = 900 ) = +1 dBw + 36 dB - 117.2 dB - 4,7 dB (Assuming a 
nominal command bandlqidth of 50 KHz) 
= - 127.5 dBw 
The other option for command control of deployed instruments 
utilizes the AMPS terminal described in Section 4.7, which consists 
of a 10 watt command tr&nsmitter and results in the following: 
PFD ( 8 = 900 ) = + 10 dBw + 36 dB - 117.2 dB - 47 dB 
= - 118.3 dBw 
Obviously, these results are well out-of-spec, but they are pre-
sented merely to give as complete a picture as possible. No situation 
has been identified during the flights investigated which would require 
command transmissions pointed tOlqard the Earth. On the contrary, these 
transmissions will either be pointed away from Earth or along the orbi-
tal path to a trailing deployed instrument. In this latter case, hmq-
ever, it is possible thai: sidelobe energy would impinge on the Earth. 
Figure 5.8.3-2 shows, for example, that radiation directed tmqard a 
trailing object will impinge on the Earth at about 25 degrees or more 
off the main antenna axis. For such a case: 
PFD (8 =0_5 0 ) = 2 dBw + 36 dB - 135.4 dB - 47 dB 
=-148.4 daw 
This calculation considers a 3 dB reduction in Orbiter EIRP since l'e 
are operating below peak antenna gain. The command antenna proposed 
for the dedicated AMPS RF terminal has a lqider antenna pattern, and the 
possibility of impingement is greater. Considering a likely 3 dB re-
duction in EIRP for operation 25 degrees off the antenna axis: 
PFD (8 =0_5 0 ) = + 7 dBw + 36 dB - 135.4 dB - 47 dB 
=-139.4 daw 
Impingement at higher angles is pOSSible, but the reduction in EIRP 
will probably cancel out the reduction in range loss, resulting in 
little change to the PFD level. It is possible that further reduction 
in these levels could be achieved either by Orbiter attitude correction 
to further reduce radiation in the Earth's direction, or by consideration 
of a more directional antenna such as a horn. 
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Figure 5.8.3-2 Command Radiation Geometry 
Analysis of RMS 'Transmissions - Packages mounted on the RMS will 
radiate telemetry toward the Orbiter bay, and depending on altitude, 
it is possible that this energy could be directed tm.ard the earth at 
angles as high as 90 degrees. For such a situation: 
PFD (8 =900 ) = - 13.5 dEw + 36 dB - 117.2 dB - 47 dB 
=-141.8 dBw for the minimum bandwidth case of 50 KHz 
and for the wide bandwidth (4 MHz) case: 
PFD ( 8 = 900 ) = - 160.85 dBw 
Because of the low radiation levels, these links should not cause 
terrestrial interference problems. 
Flux Density Analysis Summary - A summary of the flux d~ .. s~ty 
analysis results is illustrated in Figure 5.8.3-3 with respect t~ the 
PFD limit~tion envelope. As already indicated in this section, a higher 
gain AMPS receiving antenna would significantly lower most out-of-spec 
levels. However, it should also be taken into consideration that all 
the transmitted signals discussed are of very short duration, as is the 
entire mission itself; and thus would not represent a permanent or long 
term source of terrestrial interference. 
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5.9 Deployed Instrument Support 
5.9.1 Early Maneuverable Subsatellite vs ESP and Other Free Flying 
Satellites 
GSFC advance planning documentation (Strawman Payloads for First 
5 AMPS Missions) for AMPS calls out a maneuverable subsate11ite (MSS) 
for Fl~ght 4 to support the deployed instrument experiments. The 
question we shall address in this section is: What are the scientific 
advantages and cost factors associated with the USe of: a maneuverable 
sub satellite in Flights 1 and 2 of AMPS as compared with free flying 
subsate11ites? This is based on the assumption that an MSS will be 
funded so as to be available for AMPS Flight 4 and the question here 
is that of moving the MSS earlier in the AMPS program. This section 
discusses the AMPS requirements imposed on an MSS, and identifies 
some candidate MSS vehicles. 
5.9.1.1 Scientific Enhancement of Experiments 
Each of the deployed instrument experiments was examined for its 
possible scientific enhancement using an MSS. The following experi-
ments fell into this category: 
o Electron Beam Studies, Level II 
o EM! Field Mapping and Orbiter Wake Measurements 
o Conductivity Modification 
o Long-Delay Echo and Wave/Particle Interactions 
o Plasma Flow/Wake Generator 
Electron Beam Studies - The present implementation of the 
measurements on the Electron Beam Studies, Level II, as discussed in 
Sections 3.4 and 4.8, is limited to a near-field exploration using 
the Shuttle RMS. These near-field measurements of the electron beam 
are compromised by the closeness to the Orbiter and the presence of 
RMS. 
The primary benefit from using an MSS on this experiment would 
be beam measurements and mapping at significantly further distances 
than those afforded by the RMS. The beam diagnostic (in-situ) sensors 
would be mounted on the MSS. 
Figure 5.9.1-1 shows a typical scenario. The MSS carries the 
beam diagnostic package and moves from the Orbiter to a distance of 
about 500 meters and maps the electron beam. This is repeated twice 
bringing the MSS out to a distance of about 1500 meters. When we 
analyze this representative MSS path, and allm.30 minutes to move 
each of the 500 meters, we obtain a L1v requirement of 16 m/s. 
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Figure 5.9.1-1 Electron Beam Studies, Level II Diagnostics 
Using a Maneuverable Subsatellite 
EMI Field Mapping and Orbiter Wake Measurements - The present 
baseline measurement is limited to a near-field exploration (RMS 
range of access), plus a one-time traversal of the far-field by the 
ejected ESP package. The near-field measurements are compromised by 
the closeness to the sources and by the presence of the RMS. The 
far-field measurements of EMI and wake measurement are limited in 
that only one ambient plasma condition can be explored and the single 
traversal limits the number of operating configurations for which EMI 
signatures can be obtained. The wake traversal is limited to the ESP 
trajectory which is not necessarily at the preferred distance from 
the wake generator (Orbiter). Here again the wake characteristics, 
as a function of changing ambient plasma conditions (i.e., daylight, 
dark, high latitude, mid-latitude, South Atlantic anomaly, etc.) and 
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varying the attitude of the Orbiter, ,~ould greatly increase the 
understanding of the ,qake structur.e. 
Figure 5.9.1-2 depicts a typical-mission using an MES to explore 
the Orbiter wake. The MES carries the ESP instruments back and forth 
across the wake, firing its thrusters such that it coases through the 
wake. The crossings are calculated to take 5 minutes. The total L1 V 
required to complete this mission is 18 m/s. 
Total Ll. V 
Required Is 
18 mls 
Figure 5.9.1-2 Orbiter Wake and EM! Far-Field Measure-
ments Using Maneuverable Subsate11ite 
Conductivity Modification - This experiment can be enhanced by 
using a MES to carry instruments through or near the Barium cloud 
10 to 15 minutes after the cloud is released (see Figure 5.9.1-3. 
This provides important observations, supplementing those taken from 
the ground and from the Orbiter. However, to place the MES 10 to 15 
minutes (6000 lUn) behind the Orbiter prior to the chemical module. 
deployment, requires a LI V of 70 m/ s. Then to retrieve the MES we 
use another 140 m/s giving a LlV requirement of 220 m/s. This in-
cludes 10 m/s for maneuvering in the vicinity of the Orbiter. 
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Figure 5.9.1-3 Conductivity Modification Using an MSS 
The high ~V, coupled with the limited scientific enhancement 
using an MSS for this experiment, places its recommendation in doubt. 
Long-Delay Echo and Wave/Particle Interactions - The limitations 
of the baseline implementation is the one-time traversal of the zone 
of interest. The NBS would ·allow us to explore a wide variety of 
magnetospheric latitudes and locations by means of a receiver on con-
trollable vehicle. In addition, the ability to control the relative 
orientations of the trans~itter and receiver antennas and the orienta-
tion with respect to the B field vector would greatly enhance the 
experiment. 
Figure 5.9.1-4 shows a typical trajectory for an NBS while 
measuring the long delay echo and wave/particle interactions. The 
wave/particle interactions measurements are taken during the first 
three-hour, two-orbit, period. This is shown by numbers 1 and 2 in 
the figure. This brings the NBS to a point 60 km behind the Orbiter. 
Starting from this point, the instruments on the NBS begin listening 
for the long-delay echo. For purposes of estimating the ~V required, 
we have shown a trajectory where 40 km is covered during a three-
hour period, bringing the NBS to a point 100 Ian behind the Orbiter. 
(Orbits 3 and 4 in the figure.) Then a return course (orbits 5 
through 8) is assumed to be the mirror image of the "going" trajec-
tory. In actuality, the NBS would be maintained in a fixed position, 
relative to the Orbiter, where the long-delay echo appears to have 
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a maximum signal strength. The total 4V required for this experiment is 17.6 m/s. 
40km - 't 60km - __ _ G= MSS PATH~ CD (jl r7:\ ill \... - --~ .... , --~ ~ <4-. .,.- t3'i(:"."'; , ,,- ' ...... " ... -" • m 64km', ., ..... ..," '..... 
......", , ' .. \ . ", ..... _-..... l ..... _--.,..-- '....... ~ ~-~~... ® CDWave/Particle .... 'B'-..---Orbiter \:V long-Delay I nteractions Measurement~..v Echo listening 3 hr ___ _ 
Orbiter Path 
3 hr 
. 
"From 0 to 60 km in 2 Orbits: 6V = 1.9 MIs Forward 
From 60 to 100 km in 2 Orbits: 6V = 0.6 MIs AFT 
From. 100 to 60 km in 2 Orbits: 6V = 2. 6 MIs AFT 
From 60 to 0 km in 2 Orbits: 6V = 0.6 MIs AFT 
At Orbiter = 1.9 MIs Forward 
Total 6V (l ncl).lding Maneuvering around Orbiter) = 17.6 MIs 
Figure 5.9.1-4 Long Delay Echo and Wave/Particle Inter-actions Using a Maneuverable Subsate11ite 
Plasma Flow Studies - This experiment can be enhanced by the use of an NBS. The present implementation is significantly limited by the reach of the Shuttle RMB. In addition, the wake from the balloon can be influenced by the proximity of the Orbiter and the RMB-mounted extension boom. 
To perform this experiment, using an NBS, we release the balloon from the RMB and map its wake using NBS-mounted plasma wake diagnostic package. Figure 5.9.1-5 depicts this experiment with the NSS crossing the wake at increasing distances from the balloon. This approach provides a more complete wake mapping and provides more accurate data. Allowing three minutes for each traversal across the wake, we obtain a total 4 V requirement of 12.7 m/ s. 
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Figure 5.9.1-5 Plasma Flow/Wake Generator 
Experiment Using an MES 
5.9.1.2 AMPS Maneuverable Subsatellite Selected Requirements 
Table 5.9.1-1 is a summary of the requirements that each of the 
above des<:ribed experiments places on the MES. The impulse sho~m in 
the table was calculated based on a vehicle mass of 240 kg. The 
impulse required would change, of course, as different vehicle masses 
were used. Also, the table includes the contamination concerns for 
each experiment. 
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Table 5.9.1-1 Summary of Selected MSS Requirements 
~ Package Typical Impulse Vehicle Package Mass, AV, (Based on Vehicle Contamination Experiment Size kg m/s Mass of 240 kg), Ib-s Concerns 
Electron Beam 
Studies, Leve) II Rectangular Magnetic Field 
Diagnostics 15xl8x36 in. 115 16 1166 
Orbiter Wake Cylindrical 
and EMI 18 in. Deep Magnetic Field 
Far-Field 41 in. Dia 140 18.4 1435 Thrusters 
Conductivity Cglindrical Magnetic FIeld 
Modification 1 in. Deep 140 220 17,160 Thrusters 41 in. Dia 
Long-Delay Cylindrical 
Echo and Wavel 16 in. Deep Magnetic Field 
Particle Interactions 21 in. Dia 39 17.6 1007 
Rectangular Magnetic Field 
Plasma Flow 15xl8x36 in •. 58 12.7 777 Thrusters 
5.9.1.3 AMPS Maneuverable Subsatel1ite Candidates 
We examined an array of spacecraft as possible candidates for 
an AMPS MSS. We included spacecraft that are presently either opera-
tional, under development or in the conceptual phase. Seven space-
craft appear to be feasible candidates for an AMPS MSS. Table 5.9.1-2 
lists these spacecraft, their status, and the modifications required 
to meet the AMPS MSS requirements. All of the spacecraft revie"ed 
"ou1d require some degree of modification to the basic subsystems and/ 
or the addition of subsystems. The modifications to the basic space-
craft range from the relatively simple task of providing Shuttle and 
experiment interface adapters to "hat "ou1d amount to a total redesign, 
requiring such modifications as replacing solar panels, providing a 
three-axis stabilization system, or replacing a biprope11ant system 
'''ith a monopropellant or cold gas system. 
All of the spacecraft listed in Table 5.9.1-2 are "lell documented 
except the ne"ly conceived MTS (last entry in table.) 
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Table 5.9.1-2 MSS Spacecraft Candidates 
Spacecraft Status 11odifications Required 
Atmospheric Operational Orbite. and Experiment Interfaces 
Explorer (AE) Collision Avoidance System 
Attitude and Translation Control 
Synchronous Operational Orbiter and Experiment Interfaces 
Meteorological Increase Propulsion Capability 
Satellite (SMS) Collision Avoidance System 
Earth Resources Operational Orbiter and £xperiment Interfaces· 
Technology Increase Propulsion Capability 
Satellite (ERTS) Collision Avoidance System 
Remove Solar Panels 
Multimis s ion Development Orbiter and Experiment Interfaces 
Spacecraft (MMS) Phase ColliSion Avoidance System 
Remove Solar Panels 
. 
Earth-Orbital Conceptual Experiment Interfaces 
Teleoperator Phase 
System (EOTS) 
Space Test Conceptual Orbiter and Experiment Interfaces 
Program Standard Phase Collision Avoidance System 
Satellite (STPSS) Remove Solar Panels 
Maneuverable Conceptual Experiment Interfaces 
TeleVision System Phase 
(MrS) 
TheMTS was formerly the Manned Maneuvering Unit (MMU) designed 
to be operated remotely, unmanned. The MMU, an outgrowth of the 
Astronaut Maneuvering Unit, may be provided for early Shuttle flights 
and could possibly be considered for early use on AMPS. The }ITS is a 
low cost remote control free-flying platform. It will be deployed 
from a cargo bay pallet for missions up to 3 hours in duration and 
operations out to approximately one mile. Control is provided from 
a portable command station at the Orbiter aft flight deck. Operator 
commands will be encoded and transmitted to the flyer for six degree 
of freedom control and camera adjustment. Telemetry and video data 
will be displayed on the Shuttle CCTV monitor for optimum man/ 
machine interaction. Since the maneuvering platform portion of the 
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flyer is being derived from the astronaut Manned Maneuvering Unit (M}m) 
design, use ,~ill be made of M}lli po,~er, gyro electronics, control logic, 
propulsion configuration and mechanical latch designs to maximize 
commonality and minimize cost and risk. The M}lli rate gyros and low 
force GN2 thrusters provide a low rate stable attitude control mode 
for television viewing. The M}lli control logic and thruster geometry 
will permit a large dispersion in CG location while retaining its 
propellant conservative characteristics. The telecommunications por-
tion of the flyer will be made up of off-the-shelf telemetry, command 
and television subsystems. The TV camera is the key element for 
control of the man/machine system. It serves as the primary feedback 
sensor for remote control rotation and positioning of the flyer. The 
telemetry and TV video data are interleaved and downlinked by a single 
transmitter. Received uplink commands will be decoded and conditioned 
as necessary for MTV control. 
5.9.1.4 Cost Aspects in the Use of a Maneuverable Subsatellite 
There are several types of cost savings associated with the early 
use of an MSS for AMPS. These are, (1) instruments that are retrieved 
and are used on a later flight, (2) instruments that are retrieved 
without a specific planned reuse, (3) flight support equipment (such 
as ejection mechanisms) not required, and (4) Shuttle support equip-
ment not required. These are discussed below. 
The instruments used on Flight 1, Orbiter Wake and EMI Far-Field 
experiment uses the following instruments which can be reused in 
Flight 2. 
Langmuir Probe 
Planar REA 
Neutral Mass Spectrometer 
This results in a savings of $0.210 Million. 
Flight support equipment savings include communications, data 
management, electrical, mechanisms and structures for both Flights 1 
and 2. These are approximately $2.730 million and $0.876 million 
respectively. 
A requirement for the second Shuttle RMS can be eliminated if an 
MSS is used. This cost savings is not clear at this time. 
The prime disadvantage in the proposed early use of an }ffiS is 
the requirement for early NASA funding to either modify an existing 
vehicle or develop a new vehicle. 
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f.O LIST OF ACRONYMS 
ADC (A/D) 
ADS 
AB 
ABC 
AMPS 
A/N 
AO 
APCS 
ATE 
ATM 
ATP 
CAMAC 
C&D 
C&W 
CCTV 
CDMS 
CDR 
CG 
CM 
CMD 
C/O 
COCOA 
CRT 
CSS 
DAC (D/ A) 
DMS 
DOMSAT 
DT 
EDU 
EGSE 
EIRP 
EMC 
EMl 
EOR 
EOTS 
EPTB 
EPDS 
ESA 
ESP 
ETR 
ruST 
FKB 
FM 
FMEA 
FORMA 
FOV 
FSE 
Analog to Digital Conversion 
Aerospace Data System 
Atmospheric Explorer 
Atomic Energy Commission 
Atmosphere, Magnetosphere, and Plasmas in Space 
Alphanumeric 
Announcement of Oppurtunity 
Attitude Pointing and Control Subsystem 
Automatic Test Equipment 
Apollo Telescope Mount 
Authorization to Proceed 
Computer Automated Measurement and Control 
Control and Display 
Caution and Warning 
Closed Circ~it Television 
Command and Data Management Subsystem 
Critical Design Revie" 
Center of Gravity 
Center of Mass 
Command 
Checkout 
Computer Oriented Communication Operational Analysis 
Cathode Ray Tube 
Core Segment Simulator 
Digital to Analog Conversion 
Data Management Subsystem 
Domestic Satellite 
Delay Time 
Electrical Distribution Unit 
Electrical Ground Support Equipment 
Effective Isotropic Radiated Po"er 
Electromagnetic Compatibility 
Electromagnetic Interference 
Experiment Operation Requirements 
Earth Orbital Teleoperator System 
Electrical Pm.,er Distribution Box 
Electrical Po"er and Distribution Subsystem 
European Space Agency 
Environmental Sensing Package 
Eastern Test Range 
Fixed Head Star Tracker 
Function Keyboard 
Frequency Modulation 
Failure Mode Effects Analysis 
Fortran Matrix analysis 
Field of Vie", 
Flight Support Equipment 
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GMT 
GN&C 
GPC 
GR 
GSE 
( GSFC GW 
Hx 
IECM 
IFRD 
;INU 
I/O 
IPS 
IR 
JSC 
KB 
KSC 
LIDAR 
LOS 
LPS 
MC 
MCC 
MDM 
MET 
MITAS 
MLI 
MMC 
MMSE 
MMU 
MPM 
MSS 
MSFC 
MTS 
MUX 
NIM 
OBIPS 
O&C 
OIA 
OMS 
OPF 
PCM 
POR 
PDR 
PFD 
FHF 
PIU 
POCC 
PSD 
Government Furnished Equipment 
Greenwich Mean Time 
Guidance, Navigation and Control 
General Purpose Computer, 
Gas Release 
Ground Support Equipm~nt 
Goddard Space Flight Ccnter 
Gravity Wave 
Heat Exchange 
t 
l 
Induced Environmental Contamination Monitor 
Instrument Functional Requirements Document 
Inertial Measurement Unit 
Input/Output 
Instrument Pointing System 
Infrared 
Johnson Space Center 
Keyboard 
Kennedy Space Center 
Light Detection and Ranging 
Line of Sight 
Launch Processing System 
Minor Constituent 
Mission Control Center 
Multiplexer/Demultiplexer 
Mission Elapsed Time 
Martin Interactive Thermal Analysis System 
Multilayer Insulation 
Martin 'Marietta Corporation 
Multi-use Mission Support Equipment 
Manned Maneuvering Unit 
Miniature Pointing Mount 
Mission Specialist Station 
Marshall Space Flight Center 
Maneuverable Television System 
MUltiplexer 
Nuclear Instrument Module 
,Optical Band Imaging and Photometric System 
Operation and Checkout 
Orbiter Interface Adapter 
Orbit Maneuvering System 
Orbiter Processing System 
Pulse Code Modulation 
Payload Checkout Room 
Preliminary Design Review 
Pm.er Flux Density 
Payload Handling Facility 
Pyro Initiator Unit 
Payload Operation Control Center 
Power Spectral Density 
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PSS 
RAU 
RCS 
RF 
RMS 
RPA 
RT 
SCO 
SCT 
SIPS 
S/L 
SPF 
STDN 
STEM 
STS 
TCS 
TDRSS 
TDRST 
TQCM 
TRASYS 
UV-VIS-IR 
VAB 
VCO 
VLF 
XPOP 
ZLV 
r 
I 
Payload Specialist Station 
Rr.mote Acquisition Unit 
Reaction Control System 
Radio Frequency 
Remote Manipulator System 
Retarding Potential Analyzer 
Real Time 
Sub carrier Occillator 
Silver Coated Teflon 
Small Instrument Pointing System 
Spacelab 
Spacelab Processing Facility 
Space Tracking and Data Network 
Steer able Tubular Extendable Members 
Space Transportation System 
Thermal Control System 
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System 
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite Terminal 
Thermal Controlled Quartz Crystal Microbalance 
Thermal Radiation Analysis System 
Ultraviolet-VisibLe-Near Infrared 
Vertical Assembly Building 
Voltage Controlled Oscillator 
Very Low Frequency 
X-Axis Perpindicular to Orbital Plane 
Z-Axis Local Vertical 
• 
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